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Abstract 

Objective: In this research, I aimed to improve communication to and from junior doctors 

managing deteriorating hospital patients. Communication can sometimes be delayed and 

incomplete, contributing to avoidable patient morbidity and mortality. Information and 

communication technologies (ICTs) are already used for general work by junior doctors, 

but could be improved in this clinical context. More knowledge about two themes was 

required: (1) junior doctor communication and (2) what junior doctors want in a ward 

clinical ICT system when managing deteriorating patients. 

Methodology and research design: This research was conducted from an interpretivist and 

pragmatist perspective, aiming to develop theory about the two themes. Action research 

was the overarching methodology because of the intention to improve organisational 

communication and patient care. 

Five action research cycles formed a cyclical and spiral process. Semi-structured 

interviews were the primary data collection method, augmented by experimental vignette 

methodology. The vignettes were derived from deteriorating ward patient cases. 

Observation, questionnaires and ICT message analysis were also used. Classical 

grounded theory was used to analyse the data collected and to develop a substantive 

theory. Qualitative content analysis was used specifically for the analysis of data arising 

from the vignettes and ICT system message content. 

Results: Action research cycles one, four and five addressed theme one. Junior doctors 

interpreted messages about deteriorating ward patients through the lens of risk. Clinical 

experience, efficiency in clinical work and perceived responsibility to the patient and 

other doctors influenced junior doctor interpretation of risk to patients and themselves. 

These factors also affected whether junior doctors communicated further to other 

clinicians. Doctors valued the content and quality of communication; however, content 

was not necessarily synonymous with quality. 

Action research cycles two, three and five addressed theme two. Nurse–junior doctor 

clinical ICT systems were studied. Consistent findings were that junior doctors found ICT 

system reliability and efficiency to be the most important features. ICT reliability 

represented the likelihood that messages sent would be promptly received by the correct 
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recipient. ICT efficiency was the perceived amount of time that a junior doctor had to 

expend reading, organising and sending communications. Junior doctors preferred mobile 

ICT devices but did not insist on them, provided that task information was easily 

accessible. Their preference was influenced by the context of usage. Although junior 

doctors stated a preference for synchronous communication when discussing 

deteriorating patients, this was not borne out by ICT message analysis findings. 

Discussion and conclusion: A substantive theory was developed, situated within the 

communication process about deteriorating ward patients. It explains interpretation of 

messages from nurses to junior doctors, and decisions about communication to other 

doctors. Another substantive theory was developed explaining the features required in 

nurse–junior doctor ICT systems to convey such communication. These theories were 

then integrated so that the result could be used to guide clinical ICT system design to 

improve junior doctor communication about the deteriorating ward patient. The results 

also show that hospital clinician communication about the deteriorating ward patient 

represents a complex adaptive system. The implications of the integrated theory for 

development and implementation of future contextual ICT systems are discussed. 
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Glossary 

Critical care outreach team (or critical care outreach service): specialist nursing team who 

assess and contribute to clinical management of those ward patients who are deteriorating 

or are at risk of deteriorating. 

Escalation: the communication from a nurse to a doctor or from a junior to a senior doctor, 

within the same doctor team or specialty, about a deteriorating patient. 

House surgeon: a first-year house surgeon would be equivalent to an intern in the US 

medical hierarchy, and a Foundation Year 1 doctor in the UK medical hierarchy. Same 

meaning as house officer. 

Risk: the interpretation of communication from a clinician with regards to the likelihood 

of an adverse event. Such an event could either be directly for the recipient clinician, or 

a patient who the clinician was responsible for. 

Efficiency: the performance of clinical tasks, including communication, with the 

minimum of time and effort whilst maintaining a level of performance quality acceptable 

to all involved. 

Experience: acquiring the knowledge, skills and abilities to perform clinical tasks, 

including communication, better.   

Responsibility: the patients and hospital clinicians to whom an individual clinician is 

accountable to. This might be defined on a role related basis (e.g. a temporary RMO 

allocation to a primary team). 

ICT efficiency: the perceived amount of time and effort required to read, organise, 

prioritise and send communications via a clinical ICT system. 

ICT reliability: the likelihood that messages sent by a clinical ICT system will be 

promptly received by the correct recipient. 

ICT accessibility: the ability of ICT systems to permit interaction of and information 

viewing by clinicians based in different spatial locations. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

This thesis informs the development of ICT systems to assist resident medical officer 

(RMO) communication about the deteriorating ward patient. In this chapter, hospital 

clinician recognition of, management of and communication about the deteriorating ward 

patient is discussed. Hospital-level organisational and educational changes to improve 

this have had mixed results. In addition, the organisational changes have caused 

unintended communication consequences. Technological innovations are now being 

developed to improve the outcomes from these changes. Where these innovations concern 

communication systems, there is a lack of research to inform design of RMO 

communication systems in general, let alone that specific to this clinical context. It is this 

combination of wanting to improve clinical outcome, and how this can be done by 

improving  communication technology, that has led to my research themes. 

1.1 Why Deteriorating Hospital Ward Patients Are an Important 

Patient Safety Issue 

Patients are usually admitted to acute hospitals with the aim of curing or stabilising the 

illness that led to their admission. Unfortunately, some deteriorate into a life-threatening 

state rather than recover. The definition of deterioration was initially oriented around 

eventual hospital outcome and specific complications, but has shifted towards abnormal 

physiological observations. While this shift aimed to improve contemporaneous risk 

prediction (2), using only physiological observations does not allow for the effects of pre-

existing patient condition or the patient’s present illness. Therefore, the definition that 

will be used from this point on is: 

A deteriorating patient is one who moves from one clinical state to a worse clinical 

state which increases their individual risk of morbidity, including organ dysfunction, 

protracted hospital stay, disability, or death (2, p.1033). 

Particularly important unexpected endpoints of patient deterioration are intensive care 

unit (ICU) admission, in-hospital cardiac arrest and unexpected in-hospital death. These 

critical events have significant implications. Unexpected intensive care unit admissions, 

defined as those that are not direct transfers from other hospitals or ICUs, emergency 

departments (ED) or operating rooms (OR), have an increased risk of patient mortality 
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(3–7). Intrahospital cardiac arrest has varying survival rate reports, but the average rate 

lies at around 15–20% (8–10). 

Though the number of critical events is relatively small, at least half may be preventable 

(11–13). Many patients have some indication of their deterioration prior to the critical 

event; for example, abnormal physiological observation(s) (11, 14, 15) and/or abnormal 

laboratory investigation(s) (16, 17). Therefore, it is feasible and worthwhile to try to 

prevent critical events. 

1.2 How Hospital Organisation May Affect the Management of 

Deteriorating Ward Patients 

The quality of recognition and management of deteriorating hospital patients varies 

across hospital wards. Hospital organisational and patient factors influence recognition 

and management of critical events (8). Examples include cases where multiple specialties 

are responsible for a patient’s care (18) and patient location within a hospital (19). 

Each hospital inpatient is admitted under and cared for exclusively, or mainly, by one 

doctor team—the patient’s primary team. All such teams belong to a single medical or 

surgical specialty, but each specialty may be represented by one or more doctor teams. 

Doctor team members consist of junior doctors, henceforth referred to as RMO, and 

senior doctors, henceforth referred to as senior medical officers (SMO). The most junior 

RMO are house surgeons (HS), who are usually supervised directly by registrars, RMO 

senior to HS and accepted for postgraduate training in a medical or surgical specialty. 

Both HS and registrars are the team doctors responsible for hands-on care of their ward 

patients. They are answerable to their team SMO, who have ultimate responsibility for 

and control over the care of the team’s patients. SMO usually have a postgraduate 

qualification in the specialty in which they practice and at least eight years of clinical 

experience following medical school graduation. 

In NZ hospitals, specialties that routinely care for seriously ill patients, for example, ICU 

and cardiology, usually have only one doctor team. There are two circumstances in which 

a primary doctor team involves outside doctors in a patient’s care. Out of business hours, 

all clinical patient management for each specialty is delegated to the on-call doctor team 

for that specialty. The on-call doctor team may or may not include members of a patient’s 
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primary doctor team, if the particular specialty has multiple teams within a hospital. The 

other circumstance occurs when a primary team refers a patient to other specialties for 

specialty-specific knowledge or skills to patient care. The ‘referred-to’ team may assume 

partial responsibility for patient care, either on an episodic or an ongoing basis, for 

example, intermittent dialysis for a surgical patient. However, the referred-to team is not 

expected to be primarily responsible for patient care, unless patient ownership is 

transferred with agreement from both the referring and referred-to teams. Exactly where 

boundaries of responsibility lie can be fertile ground for disagreement between specialties 

(18, 20). 

Excluding initial assessment and treatment at an ED or a surgical operation in an OR, 

patient care is based within hospital wards. Relative to doctors, ward nurses are localised 

to wards, and would not usually work outside their home ward. Wards usually host only 

one surgical or medical specialty, although it is possible to host more, for example, a 

surgical and gynaecological ward. Each ward is usually the home ward for at least one 

doctor team, and that team’s patients would usually be admitted there. Specialties 

responsible for the care of seriously ill hospital patients have certain advantages in this 

regard. Their patients are always within their home wards, and the wards host only their 

specialty, for example, the ICU team and ICU and cardiologists and the coronary care 

unit (CCU). In comparison, ward patients may not always be admitted to their primary 

doctor team’s home ward—these patients are termed ‘outliers’. In that case, the outliers’ 

primary teams must liaise with the nurses in whichever wards they have been admitted 

to. In addition to creating extra work for the primary doctor teams, outliers may be cared 

for by nurses unfamiliar with their particular disease, which can lead to delayed 

recognition of deterioration (21). 

Wards specialised in the care of the seriously ill patient have better resources to detect 

and treat the deteriorating patient than non-specialised surgical and medical wards. To 

simplify ongoing discussion, these specialised wards will be specifically referred to by 

specialty, for example, ICU and CCU, and the term ‘ward’ will be used to refer only to 

non-specialised wards. ICUs and CCUs have the highest clinician-to-patient ratio, and 

their clinicians usually have considerable experience in managing deteriorating patients 

(22, 23) relative to wards. Wards have fewer nurses, doctors responsible for patients may 

be harder to obtain and there may be less organisational flexibility. All of these factors 

contribute to delayed recognition and treatment of the deteriorating patient (22, 24, 25). 
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There may be insufficient access to or training in the usage of electronic physiological 

monitors or therapeutic technology in wards (26). It is not surprising that wards have the 

highest rates of preventable deaths (13) and lowest rates of intrahospital cardiac arrest 

survival (27). 

1.3 Primary Team RMO Recognition, Management and 

Communication About the Deteriorating Ward Patient 

Since the 1990s, ward nurse and RMO recognition of, management of and 

communication about the deteriorating patient has been increasingly recognised as 

problematic. Either ward nurses or RMOs may document patient deterioration (14, 28) 

but this does not necessarily lead to actions averting death or ICU admission (12, 19). 

Trinkle et al (29) showed that patients often receive reviews by the primary ward team 

responsible for their clinical management in the 24 hours before an intrahospital cardiac 

arrest, unexpected ICU admission or medical emergency team (MET) call occurs. 

Primary ward teams may take action repeatedly, but not in a way that effectively reverses 

deterioration—a phenomenon that Buist (30) termed ‘clinical futile cycles’. At the same 

time, ward RMOs may not request help from senior doctors within their team or specialty, 

or those specialties experienced in managing the deteriorating patient (30, 31). 

Both ward RMOs (32–34) and nurses (35–37) lack knowledge of and experience in the 

care of the deteriorating patient. This is a worldwide issue. Australian (38, 39) and NZ 

(40) final-year medical students and PGY1 (postgraduate year 1) RMOs lack exposure to 

and confidence in managing medical emergencies. Smith, Perkins, Bullock and Bion (41) 

found similar results for UK, US and European medical undergraduates and RMOs. RMO 

knowledge deficits have been noted in most investigation and clinical management 

modalities required for the deteriorating patient, include chest X-ray (42) and ECG 

interpretation (43), oxygen prescribing (44, 45), intravenous fluid prescription (46), 

general pharmacology (47) and cardiopulmonary resuscitation (40). Even RMO adequacy 

of physical examination of patients has been queried (48, 49). Finally, ward RMOs do not 

necessarily know when and how to ask for help (50–52). 
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1.4 Factors Affecting Primary Team Ward RMO Communication 

About the Deteriorating Ward Patient 

Which factors affect communication to and from primary team ward RMOs about the 

deteriorating ward patient? Even if ward nurses and RMOs recognise that a patient is 

deteriorating, ward nurses do not always notify ward RMOs and ward RMOs do not 

always notify doctors senior to them. Factors affecting nurse calling include a fear of 

being reprimanded and experience of being disregarded (53). Less experienced nurses are 

more likely to wait for assistance than more experienced ones (26). When ward nurses 

call doctors, self-confidence (54), prior experience with the call recipient (55) and 

appropriate usage of medical language (56) improve the likelihood of a suitable medical 

response. Which doctor a ward nurse calls is influenced by how busy the ward is (57, 58) 

and whether the ward nurse thinks that the ward RMO is able and willing to respond to 

concerns (57, 59). 

Little has been written on the factors affecting RMOs calling senior doctors for help in 

this clinical context. Rotella, Yu, Ferguson and Jones (60) found that the major factor that 

made RMO referral to senior doctors more likely was lack of patient response to 

treatment. RMO lack of familiarity with the patient’s condition or uncertainty about the 

patient’s current diagnosis or management also increased the likelihood of RMOs 

escalating the patient’s issues to a senior doctor. However, Rotella et al.’s (60) method 

was primarily based on a closed response questionnaire that did not ask about other 

factors found to be significant by Johnston et al. (51). This included the confidence of the 

individual RMO, the approachability and perceived utility of the senior doctor, and the 

effects of ICT. In addition, Rotella et al.’s findings that neither a night-time deterioration 

nor fear of criticism would dissuade RMOs from calling for help contrasts with other 

research, albeit not specifically in this context (61, 62). This contradiction may have 

arisen because Rotella et al. (60) specified unwell patients in their participant 

questionnaire; other researchers studying RMO requests for advice from senior doctors 

(61, 62) did not specify patient acuity. Consequently, Rotella et al.’s participants (60) may 

have been describing their communication behaviour where certainty of deterioration 

existed, which is often not the case (50, 63). Finally, no research has specifically 

considered relationships between junior and senior RMOs, or referral between specialties 

in this clinical context. 
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1.5 Rapid Response Systems  

Rapid response systems (RRS) are a hospital-based safety and quality innovation to 

improve recognition and management of the deteriorating ward patient. They consist of 

an afferent limb that ‘senses’ the deterioration, an efferent limb that addresses the 

deterioration, and an attached administration and process improvement system (64). 

The RRS concept was introduced in the 1990s by intensive care specialists in Australia, 

the US and the UK with the intention of mobilising hospital resources, often from ICUs, 

to improve detection and management of ward patient deterioration (65). They have been 

associated with a reduction in critical events (66–68), but the studies on which these 

results are based are considered of poor (68) or moderate (67) methodological quality. 

Most studied heterogeneous populations (66), and the study types mainly consisted of 

before-and-after trials conducted at single centres without contemporaneous controls. 

Also, these studies used different combinations of critical events as measures of RRS 

efficacy; which critical event type is best to use is contentious (69, 70). These concerns 

have not stopped rapid uptake worldwide (65, 71). Within Australia and New Zealand, 

by 2008, 60% of hospitals with an ICU had a MET service (72). By 2013, there was 

universal early warning system (EWS) uptake in NZ (73), and by 2014, nine out of 20 

NZ acute care public hospitals had instituted critical care outreach teams (CCOT) (74). 

EWS and CCOT are discussed in further detail below. 

Because of the widespread uptake of RRS, it is now difficult to find any research into the 

detection and management of the deteriorating ward patient that does not include its use. 

However, RRS has affected when and to whom communication about the deteriorating 

patient occurs, not all of which was intentional. Consequently, an understanding of RRS 

is a pre-requisite to the understanding of contemporary research about the deteriorating 

ward patient, and related interclinician communication. 

Together with the trigger to activate the RRS efferent limb, RRS afferent limbs are also 

called ‘track and trigger’ systems (TTS). Changes in known antecedents of critical events 

are tracked on paper charts or electronic medical records (EMR); the primary antecedents 

used are physiological observations. If the changes exceed the TTS thresholds, protocols 

that accompany the TTS are triggered. In a single parameter track and trigger system 

(SPTTS), at least one parameter must exceed the allowed threshold values; for instance, 
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in the Medical Emergency Response Improvement Team (MERIT) study SPTTS (75), a 

respiratory rate of less than five or greater than 36 breaths per minute triggers the efferent 

limb. In an aggregate weighted track and trigger system, parameters are assigned 

weighted scores depending on their degree of deviation from a defined norm, and all 

scores are summed to create an EWS. TTS protocols guide the suggested ward clinician 

response, up to and including rapid response team (RRT) attendance. 

RRTs are the RRS efferent limb. RRTs are often activated as part of a TTS protocol when 

the TTS is triggered. There are two general RRT types: those that include doctors as team 

members and those that do not. RRTs may or may not include other health professionals, 

such as nurses. Inclusion of doctors allows the RRT to be fully capable of assessing, 

investigating and prescribing for the patient. RRTs or RRT members may also cover other 

clinical emergencies in the hospital, for example, cardiac arrest. RRTs differ from specific 

cardiac arrest teams, in that the former are called more often, to patients at an earlier stage 

of clinical deterioration, to prevent intrahospital cardiac arrest (76). 

RRTs that do not include doctor members include CCOT. All such teams carry out routine 

follow up for patients who have been in ICUs, but not all provide a RRT response to the 

general ward (64). These teams are nurse-led, and are usually staffed by ICU-trained 

nurses. Often, the nurses do not have the authority to independently prescribe; therefore, 

they tend to liaise closely with ICU doctors (64). Although this may be less efficient in 

terms of patient management, adding doctors to RRTs has not been shown to reduce 

hospital mortality (66). For the purpose of ongoing discussion, all teams that provide an 

emergency medical response to a hospital’s admitted patients will be referred to as RRTs, 

unless MET or CCOT are specified. 

1.6 The Effect of RRS on Clinician Communication About Deteriorating 

Ward Patients 

RRSs were intended to improve the quality of communication about the deteriorating 

patient by expediting referral to and involvement from clinicians skilled in the 

management of acute illness (64). They do not always achieve this, and in some ways, 

have made communication about the deteriorating patient more complex than it was prior 

to their use. Nurses use physiological observations as their major criteria for decisions 

about the acuity of the deteriorating patient and whether to refer to doctors (77). This 
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appeals to RMOs, who prefer information that is objective and contextually pertinent 

(78), as well as unambiguous and quantifiable (56). With the introduction of RRS, RMOs 

may prioritise physiological observations that are included in the TTS and assign less 

importance to those that are not, including both objective (for example, urine output) and 

subjective (for example, patient restlessness) signs (79). 

There are other factors known to affect the decision to refer the patient that are not 

included in the TTS, for example, patient appearance (80, 81). A RRS may not be 

activated by ward nurses if a patient meets RRS physiological observation activation 

criteria but looks well (82–84). If a patient does not meet RRS physiological observation 

activation criteria but does look unwell, the RRS may still not be activated (82, 83). The 

abruptness of deterioration is also significant, with sudden changes more likely to trigger 

ward nurse RRS activation than gradual and subtle changes (85), although speed of 

deterioration is seldom specifically included in TTS (80, 81). This usage of factors other 

than the TTS for RRS activation decisions may reflect ward nurses desire to minimise 

risk of loss of credibility (56) or criticism (86), for example, if a MET is activated. Which 

of these factors are also important to RMOs is not known. 

When considering the primary components of TTS, that is, physiological observations, 

although there is a strong association between abnormal physiological observations and 

critical events (15, 87, 88), this is not as unambiguous as doctors may believe. The 

majority of patients who record abnormal observations do not experience critical events 

(89–93). Conversely, not all hospital patients who die have a record of abnormal 

physiological observations (88, 94). Repeat episodes of abnormal physiological 

observations increase mortality risk in ward patients (15). However, an isolated abnormal 

observation event had poor specificity for mortality: 66.7% spontaneously resolved, 

21.6% resolved with ward treatment and only 2.4% had an unplanned ICU admission 

(15). This may be why the most common nursing response to abnormal physiological 

observations is to increase observation frequency (10, 57), but not necessarily notify 

RMOs (10). It may also indicate why the positive predictive value of TTS is not enough 

to convince ward RMOs to call senior doctor for help (95). 

Escalation, or communication to clinicians senior to the caller about the changing state of 

a patient (51), is more complex than RRS protocols imply. Ward nurses often call primary 

ward teams before activating RRS for deteriorating ward patients (84, 96, 97), even if the 
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patient meets RRS activation criteria. Massey et al. (98) argued that this was due to 

historical custom, but there are other reasons. Primary doctor teams in the ward welcome 

being called prior to RRTs (51, 99, 460) and may even reprimand ward nurses for calling 

RRTs first (58, 100). Ward SMOs support this practice owing to fear that they will lose 

control over their patients (101) or that RRT clinical management would be suboptimal 

because of lack of familiarity with the ward patients (58). 

Ward nurses may also use RRS strategically to obtain ward doctors rapidly, on the basis 

of their clinical experience, or for other reasons not directly associated with the patient’s 

immediate condition. They may activate RRS to work around disagreements with primary 

team ward RMOs (58, 59). They are also more likely to activate the RRS if they trust 

RRT members (963), cannot contact ward RMOs or know them to be inexperienced (57), 

or if they do not think adequate planning is in place for life-threatening deterioration, for 

example, if a patient requires cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) (57). Factors making 

ward nurses less likely to activate RRS include the close physical proximity of doctors 

(85) and the belief that the ward clinicians present have the expertise and skills to manage 

the patient (57, 102). 

Ward nurses and RMOs consider past MET experiences prior to activation decisions, 

because of the fear of negative responses from MET personnel. These responses are 

unlikely to be localised to individual hospitals or the adversarial nurse–doctor 

relationships observed in some cultures (103). Negative MET responses to being 

activated have been reported in Australia (59, 97, 98, 102, 104), the US (100, 101, 105), 

Canada (82) and Italy (84). Although MET personnel have been told to be polite and 

helpful and not to criticise ward clinicians, it is unclear whether this has improved their 

responses (106). In comparison, CCOT responses are usually positive and have seldom 

been reported as negative (24, 107, 108), although there is much less research available 

on CCOT than MET. 

Much less is known about the effect of RRS on doctor-to-doctor communication about 

the deteriorating ward patient, other than negative MET responses to activation as 

previously discussed. What has been published indicates that where multiple specialties 

are involved, communication can be particularly challenging, especially with regard to 

specific areas of responsibility for patient care (18, 109). Communication between RRT 

RMOs and primary team ward RMOs provides an example of this (110). In Jacques et al. 
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(110), although the ICU RMOs on the RRT thought that METs were good on both the 

patient management and personal educational basis, they were dissatisfied at having to 

assume responsibility for management of other medical teams’ clinical problems, and felt 

that this would impinge on care of their own ICU patients. 

The primary team ward RMOs who activate RRS are not concerned about loss of 

autonomy (111) and most believe it increases skills (96), but concerns can arise that they 

may be left out of the communication and decision-making loop about the patient (112). 

1.7 Why Research on Clinical Communication About the Deteriorating 

Ward Patient Is Worthwhile 

Regardless of RRS, the link between abnormal physiological observations and critical 

events is not direct, and despite the increasingly technical solution applied to a complex 

organisational problem, non-RRS-mediated clinician communication about the 

deteriorating patient is as relevant as it always was. Even Buist, one of the earliest 

proponents of the RRS concept (113), admitted in Cooper and Buist (114) that ‘METs are 

a simplistic ‘bandaid’ response to a complex problem’ (p.630). Buist recently proposed 

that qualitative research was now indicated to investigate why clinicians do not follow 

RRS protocols (115). This doctoral research adds to the qualitative research on this issue 

by creating a model to explain the process of communication to RMOs and from RMOs 

about the deteriorating ward patient. 

Simplistic technological solutions are also being applied to this organisational problem. 

Electronic alerting systems (EAS) that automate physiological monitoring have recently 

been developed (79). EAS also send alerts to RMOs based on TTS protocols, and escalate 

these alerts further through the medical hierarchy if the alerts are not addressed (116). 

Schmidt et al. (117) argued for an association between improved hospital mortality rates 

and EAS introduction. Jones et al. (118) demonstrated a better RMO response rate to calls 

about patients with a raised EWS. There is no research yet on the RMO perspective of 

EAS. As EAS may increase the frequency of false alerts, that is, alerts for which a 

responding RMO does not agree that the patient is deteriorating (119, 120), thereby 

increasing RMO workload, EAS are likely to be very important to RMOs. There is also 

no research on the effects of EAS on nurse-to-RMO or RMO-to-other-doctor 

communication (once the RMO has been alerted) about the deteriorating ward patient. 
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Consequently, the overall objective of my research is to develop theory that informs the 

development of ICT systems to assist ward RMO communication about deteriorating 

ward patients. 

1.8 Research Questions 

My overall research questions are: 

1. Which factors affect ward RMO communication about deteriorating ward patients 

to other clinicians in the hospital? 

2. Which features in a ward RMO clinical ICT system would assist ward RMO 

communication about deteriorating ward patients to other clinicians in the 

hospital? 

1.9 Research Structure 

In classical grounded theory (CGT), one of the two methodologies used in this study, it 

is essential to determine the main theme or concern of the study participants as part of the 

development of a theory (121). Two main themes were discovered in this study. The first 

was that all the research participants voiced concern regarding the need for effective 

interclinician communication about the deteriorating ward patient when this is required 

for patient management. A priori, I expected that ICU clinicians would be more interested 

in this than ward clinicians, as RRS originated with ICU clinicians. The second theme 

was the utility of nurse–RMO ICT systems for general-purpose communication. This was 

of most interest to ward nurses and RMOs. As an ICU SMO, I would usually only be 

interested in RMO clinical ICT systems if they were the mode by which a RMO was 

communicating with me. 
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Figure 1-1: Themes of this research 

What was pertinent to all participants, including myself, was the intersection. No clinical 

ICT system specifically for RMO communication about the deteriorating ward patient 

existed at the time this research started, necessitating the intersection between two themes 

to answer the second research question. The temporal order of this research alternated 

RMO communication about deteriorating ward patients with clinical ICT systems for all-

purpose RMO usage. This thesis first presents the research relating to the first theme, in 

Chapters 4 and 5 (action research cycles 1 and 4), and then that relating to the second 

theme, in Chapters 6–8 (action research cycles 2, 3 and 5). Chapter 9 brings these two 

themes together in an emergent theory and explains what this offers to the intersection of 

the two themes (see Table 1-1). 

The literature review is specific to and included with every chapter reporting an action 

research cycle (Chapters 4–8) rather than being a separate entity. This reflects my 

attempts to be reflexive and to view the themes from participants’ perspectives rather than 

assuming they were the same as my own (122). Therefore, an in-depth literature review 

was not conducted until participants’ major concerns were identified. 
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Table 1-1: Research structure 

Thesis chapter Chapter content 

Chapter 1: 
Introduction 

Introduces the research problems addressed in this study. 

Chapter 2: 
Context of 
Study 

The context of the study, including the hospitals and ICT systems 
considered and medical hierarchy background. 

Chapter 3: 
Research 
Methodology 

The philosophy, ontology and epistemology underlying this 
research. The methodologies used (action research, grounded 
theory and qualitative content analysis) and the reasoning behind 
this. Methods of data collection and analysis. Ethical 
considerations. 

Chapter 4: 
RMO 
Communication 
About the 
Deteriorating 
Ward Patient 

The first stage of data collection. A range of North Shore Hospital 
(NSH) clinicians were interviewed, across all clinician roles, 
experience levels and clinical specialties involved in ward care of 
the deteriorating ward patient. Exploring when and why RMOs are 
informed about these patients, and their communication to other 
doctors about these patients. 

Chapter 5: 
Clinician 
Communication 
About the 
Deteriorating 
Ward Patient 

The fourth action research cycle and data collection episode, 
following directly from findings in Chapter 4. NSH clinicians were 
interviewed in role combinations that would be usual in escalating 
communication about the deteriorating ward patient (nurse to HS, 
HS to registrar, registrar to SMO). Exploring content and media 
through which RMOs receive and send information about the 
deteriorating ward patient. 

Chapter 6: ICT 
Systems – 
iBleep 

The second action research cycle and data collection episode. The 
findings encouraged further theoretical sampling of other clinical 
ICT systems that, although not in use at NSH, offered insights 
about requirements for successful implementation. 

Chapter 7: 
SPADE and 
TM 

The third action research cycle and data collection episode. The 
findings encouraged further theoretical sampling should another 
clinical ICT system be implemented at NSH and guided thinking 
about how any further research would be carried out. 

Chapter 8: 
Smartpage 

The fifth and final action research cycle and data collection 
episode. Usage of an evaluation framework to improve quality of 
data gathering and study of Smartpage messages about 
deteriorating ward patients. 

Chapter 9: 
Overall 
Discussion 

Relationship between the subcategories to core categories 
developed and emergent theory discussed. Integrated into Chapter 1 
diagram of process of clinician communication about deteriorating 
ward patient. Emergent theory explained and compared with 
existing literature. 

Chapter 10: 
Conclusion 

Emergent theory contribution to the present literature and to the 
praxis of its participants discussed. 
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Chapter 2: Context of Study 

2.1 Hospitals Involved in Study 

North Shore Hospital (NSH) is a 468-bed general metropolitan hospital. It admits patients 

from North Auckland and those requiring services not provided at Waitakere Hospital in 

West Auckland. Apart from neonates and children seen in its emergency department, it 

does not admit paediatric patients. It offers services in acute and elective general medicine 

and general surgery, and sees orthopaedic and obstetric and gynaecological patients. 

There is a combination ICU and high dependency unit for critically ill NSH patients. NSH 

also admits geriatric, psychiatric and elective urological and ear/nose/throat patients. 

The other hospitals using nurse–RMO ICT systems referenced in this research are Hutt 

Hospital (SPADE), Auckland City Hospital (iBleep) and Middlemore Hospital (TM). 

Hutt Hospital is a metropolitan hospital with 322 beds based near Wellington (123). It 

includes a very similar range of adult medical and surgical specialties to NSH, with the 

addition of plastics and burns surgery. Auckland City Hospital and Middlemore Hospital 

are within the Auckland region, both within a 30-minute drive to NSH. Each of these two 

hospitals has almost double NSH’s number of beds. In addition, both may have more 

complex communication needs than NSH, as they host more medical and surgical 

subspecialties than NSH. The significance of these other hospitals is that RMOs working 

within the Auckland region often rotate between NSH, Auckland and Middlemore 

Hospitals, and are thus exposed to their different ICT systems. 

2.2 Clinicians Involved in Study 

Terms used for RMOs vary throughout the world and even within countries. The 

following table is a summary of the different terms used in the major English-speaking 

countries developing or implementing RRSs—New Zealand, Australia, the UK and the 

US. 
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Table 2-1: Nomenclature used for junior doctors 

Postgraduate years 
(PGY) after finishing 
medical school 

NZ and Australia UK old system  
(pre-Aug 2005) 

UK new system  
(post-Aug 2005) US 

PGY1 Intern or house officer (HO) or 
house surgeon (HS) 

Intern or house officer or 
house surgeon or pre-
registration house officer 

Foundation Year 1  Intern or resident 

PGY2 Intern or house officer/surgeon or 
SHO (senior HO)/senior HS 

Senior house officer/surgeon 1 
(SHO1) 

Foundation Year 2 Resident 

PGY3 SHO/surgeon or registrar 
(registrar if accepted into 
specialty training scheme) 

SHO 2 Speciality Trainee 1 or 
Core Trainee 1 (CT1) 

Resident 

PGY4 Registrar SHO 3 ST2 or CT2 Resident 

PGY5 Registrar Junior registrar ST3 Resident 
PGY6–PGY8 Registrar Registrar ST4–ST6 Resident 

PGY9 Registrar Senior registrar ST7 Resident 
PGY10 Fellow Trust registrar/staff grade Clinical fellow Fellow 
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For the purposes of simplicity, junior doctors from PGY1 to PGY9, that is, up to the point 

of finishing postgraduate specialty qualifications, will be collectively termed RMOs 

(124). 

NZ and Australian PGY1–2 doctors comprise the lowest step in the hospital medical 

hierarchy and have not been accepted into postgraduate specialty training programmes. 

They are almost always at the beginning of their medical careers. Consequently, their 

duties primarily consist of patient admissions, assessment of new patient symptoms and 

simple clinical procedures (for example, intravenous cannulation). They are also usually 

responsible for routine hospital inpatient documentation and communication to other 

clinicians and patients (125–127). At NSH, the common term for these doctors is house 

surgeons (HSs). It is not common to see NSH senior house officers, that is, PGY3 

doctors—they have usually either entered postgraduate speciality training or left NSH. 

Registrars or residents have been accepted into postgraduate speciality training. At NSH, 

the usual term for these doctors is registrars. They are expected to be immediately 

responsible for many or all of their team’s patients and to assess seriously ill patients, at 

least initially. Out of hours, registrars are usually the most senior medical specialty 

doctors in NZ hospitals (128). They are expected to have or be developing competency 

in clinical procedures usually carried out by their specialty (129). They are often called 

to provide advice specific to their specialty. Within their own team, registrars are expected 

to supervise their HSs’ clinical activities (130). Registrar or resident training duration 

varies between specialties and countries, from about three to nine years. Fellows are 

junior doctors with postgraduate specialist qualifications (that is, they have passed 

specialist exams), who are now acting as junior SMOs in limited-term positions. 

SMOs are doctors who have finished their postgraduate specialist training and are 

employed in a permanent or locum specialist-level hospital position. They are usually 

termed specialists, consultants or given specialty-specific names, for example, intensivist 

and cardiologist. Face-to-face contact between SMOs and their RMOs, especially HSs, is 

often limited. NSH SMOs usually meet with their team’s RMOs and a senior ward nurse 

during SMO ward rounds, two or three times a week, for one–four hours. During an SMO 

ward round, the clinical management of the patients under that SMO’s team is reviewed. 

Patients seen during this time range from team patients to those causing concern. At all 

other times during normal business hours, team RMOs are unlikely to see their SMO face 
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to face, unless they were in, for example, a clinic or operating theatre together. Out of 

normal business hours (nights, weekends and public holidays), teams usually review their 

patients at least once per weekend. SMOs might assist review; otherwise, they are not 

usually at NSH unless their specific skills are required, for example, surgeons in the 

operating theatre or if they were working in high acuity areas, such as intensive care 

specialists in ICU. Those specialties with multiple teams would rotate each team into 

providing care for all newly admitted and pre-existing hospital patients in that specialty 

during out-of-hours periods. An implication of this is that RMOs and subsequently SMOs 

might be notified about deteriorating ward patients of whom they have no prior 

knowledge of. 

The nurse roles involved in this study can be divided into ward nurses, duty nurse 

managers and CCOT nurses. In each NSH ward, there is a charge nurse manager—a 

senior nurse with limited clinical duties, for example, accompanying medical or surgical 

teams on ward rounds in normal business hours. The charge nurse manager primarily 

performs administrative duties and is unlikely to perform hands-on care or to 

communicate directly to RMOs about patients unless junior nurses had difficulties doing 

this. The ward nurses underneath the charge nurse manager conduct patient care; during 

shifts, a senior ward nurse coordinates the other nurses. Duty nurse managers oversee all 

acute clinical activities in NSH and organise patient allocation to beds. They are 

experienced senior nurses and liaise with doctors, for example, in cases of severe patient 

deterioration. 

At NSH, CCOT nurses are a separately operating subset of the NSH ICU nurse group. 

They assess and follow up with patients at high risk of deterioration, arising from both 

NSH ICU medical team internal referral and referrals elsewhere in NSH. They do not 

have greater prescribing or ICU-admitting rights than other NSH nurses, although it 

would be unusual for an NSH ICU doctor to disagree with their clinical recommendations. 

2.3 ICT Systems Researched in This Study 

Table 2-2 is a summary of the physical and software attributes of NSH-provided RMO 

clinical communication systems as used at the time of my evaluation. Locator details are 

included as the pre-existing sole out-of-hours clinical ICT system; it was still in use at 

Hutt and Middlemore Hospitals. At NSH, the locator could be used in conjunction with 
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Powerpage software, on all hospital PCs. This meant that numeric messages could be sent 

from phones to locators or alphanumeric freetext messages could be sent using 

Powerpage. 

The four novel systems studied (iBleep, SPADE, TM and Smartpage) were of task 

manager design as defined by Wu et al. (131). All four enable real-time bidirectional 

asynchronous alphanumeric communication between senders and recipients. 

NSH provided mobile phones (not smart mobiles) that were also used by medical and 

surgical registrars. I did not explicitly study these because I was told prior to my research 

that they were used for calls originating from outside NSH. 

The features of the asynchronous messages on each clinical ICT system are depicted in 

Table 2-3. 
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Table 2-2: Clinical ICT system physical device and software attributes 

 ICT system 
attribute Locator (NSH) iBleep 

(NSH trial) 
SPADE 
(Hutt Hospital) 

TM 
(Middlemore 
Hospital) 

Smartpage  
(NSH trial) 

Physical systems           

For sender Landline phone (numeric 
messages), PC 
(alphanumeric messages) 

PC PC PC PC or Smartpage 
mobile 

For recipient Locator iBleep mobile PC  PC Smartpage mobile 
phone 

Backup systems 
provided by hospital 

Landline phone, own 
mobile phone 

Locator Locator Locator Locator 

Software systems           

For sender Nil (numeric messages), 
Powerpage software on PC 
(alphanumeric messages) 

iBleep SPADE TM Smartpage 

For recipient Nil  iBleep app SPADE TM Smartpage app 

Security logon Nil For PC 
(sender); for 
iBleep app 
(recipient) 

For PC, not SPADE 
specific 

For clinical 
information system 
(CIS) in which TM 
resides, for PC 

For Smartpage on 
PC (sender); logon, 
then numeric code 
for quick access on 
Smartpage mobile 
(recipient) 
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Message forwarding Nil By sender (if 
recipient 
replied that 
he/she was 
busy) 

No (as message list 
visible by all clinicians) 

No (as message list 
visible by all 
clinicians) 

Yes 

Group messaging By telephone operator Nil Yes (as all of hospital’s 
message list visible by all 
clinicians) 

Yes (as all of 
hospital’s message 
list visible by all 
clinicians) 

Yes (all of hospital’s 
message list visible 
by some clinicians) 

Note. app = application. 
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Table 2-3: Clinical ICT system message structure 

Message Locator (NSH) iBleep 
(NSH trial) 

SPADE 
(Hutt Hospital) 

Task Manager 
(Middlemore 
Hospital) 

Smartpage 
(NSH trial) 

Specified data fields No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Physiology & EWS Optional Optional Depends on 
message 
prioritisation 

Depends on message 
prioritisation 

Compulsory for 
high EWS & some 
message prefixes 

Message summary No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Message freetext Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Automatic message 
acknowledge (receipt of 
message) 

No Software request on 
message receipt, for 
time of arrival, at time 
of arrival, on task 
completion 

By accepting 
message 

By accepting 
message 

Yes, by opening 
full message 

Bidirectionality (other 
than automatic message 
acknowledgement) 

No Recipient ‘busy’ reply No No Yes 

Field for preferred time 
for task performance on 
message 

No No Yes Yes No 

Message prioritisation Home-grown 
numeric 

Colour code (red–
urgent, orange–
semiurgent, green–non-
urgent) 

Colour code (red–
urgent, orange–
semiurgent, green–
non-urgent) 

Colour code (red–
urgent, orange–
semiurgent, green–
non-urgent) 

Colour code (red–
urgent, orange–
semiurgent, green–
non-urgent) 
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Dropdown list of task 
types 

No Yes Yes Yes Yes 
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The details of the four novel clinical nurse–RMO ICT systems are discussed below. 

2.3.1 iBleep 

The iBleep system was invented in England in 2007 (132). Nurses send messages via 

iBleep software to iBleep web servers. HSs receive the iBleep messages on the iBleep 

app on hospital-provided smart phones. The HSs can also call ward landline phones using 

the iBleep smart phones. The intention of the iBleep system is to replace the locator-based 

ICT system. 

The iBleep system was adopted at Auckland City Hospital in 2008 for nurse–HS 

communication; therefore, some NSH RMOs were already familiar with it prior to 

participating in my research. The iBleep system introduction at Auckland City Hospital 

was accompanied by organisational changes. Senior nurses acting as message 

coordinators receive ward nurse calls initially and apply a priority code to each message 

(133). The messages are then sent on to HSs. Thus, while the Auckland City Hospital 

iBleep implementation is regarded as successful (964), it should be noted the ICT system 

change occurred in the context of organisational change. 

2.3.2 SPADE and Task Manager 

SPADE (Simply Prioritise and Distribute Electronically) is a clinical nurse–HS ICT 

system based on PCs, invented at Hutt Hospital. Like the iBleep system, SPADE 

facilitates real-time bidirectional asynchronous communication between nurses and HSs. 

Nurses send messages via SPADE software, which is based on web servers on hospital 

PCs. HSs access the software at self-determined intervals to view and acknowledge these 

messages. Locators are retained for urgent messages. When a HS accepts a message, the 

message status shows the accepting HS. Once the message status is changed to completed 

(that is, the tasks associated with the message are completed), the message disappears 

from the main SPADE message list. 

TM (Task Manager) is an evolved version of SPADE. Software content was changed to 

be appropriate for Middlemore Hospital, for example, Middlemore’s EWS is called the 

Physiologically Unstable Patient (PUP) score. The other main difference is that it is linked 

to Middlemore Hospital’s CIS, so that CIS login is required for TM access. 
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2.3.3 Smartpage 

The Smartpage system was invented in NZ by a locally trained HS, motivated by his 

personal experience of locators and iBleep system usage (134). NSH was the first hospital 

in which Smartpage was implemented. Nurses send messages via Smartpage software to 

local web servers. RMOs receive the iBleep messages on the Smartpage app on hospital-

provided smart phones. It is possible for nurses to call Smartpage mobiles, but they need 

to place these calls through hospital operators. RMOs can only use Smartpage-enabled 

mobile phones to call ward extensions and other Smartpage smartphones in the phone 

directory. 

All of the message features discussed can be seen on the task list view, but if a message 

is clicked on (to open it fully), any message thread between sender and recipient can be 

seen. Smartpage-enabled smart phones are carried only by on-duty HSs, registrars and 

the NSH CCOT nurses. At the time of this research, Smartpage was only used in out of 

normal business hours. The HS and registrar Smartpage mobile phones are picked up 

from the NSH telephone operator at 1600 hours on a standard weekday and 0800 hours 

on a weekend or public holiday. They are handed directly over to the next RMO on out 

of normal business hours duty or, if the RMO is finishing at 0800 hours on a normal 

working day, handed back to the NSH telephone operator. As opposed to the SPADE and 

TM systems, where locators were still meant to be used for urgent issues, Smartpage is 

meant to totally replace locators for HSs for out of normal business hours communication. 

Smartpage PC software is primarily used by nurses, although RMOs enter tasks for out 

of normal business hours HSs to complete. The medical registrars only carry Smartpage 

mobile phones when on ward call duty supervising HSs. In comparison, the general 

surgical registrars are not allocated Smartpage mobile phones; they are allocated other 

hospital mobile phones. The general surgical registrars only use the Smartpage system 

when they cover for absent HSs. 
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Chapter 3: Research Methodology 

This chapter discusses my underlying research strategy and philosophy, and its 

relationship to both patient safety research and information systems research. RRSs are a 

subset of patient safety research. The table below summarises the methodology, data 

collection and data analysis used and the reasoning behind the choices for each of these. 

Table 3-1: Methodology, data collection and data analysis 

Chapter Methodology Data collection Analysis 

Chapter 4: RMO 
Communication About 
the Deteriorating Ward 
Patient 

Action 
research 
(AR), CGT 

Focus groups, semi-
structured interviews 

CGT 

Chapter 5: Clinician 
Communication About 
the Deteriorating Ward 
Patient 

AR, CGT Vignette-driven focus 
groups, interviews 

CGT, 
Qualitative 
content 
analysis 
(QCA) 

Chapter 6: ICT Systems – 
iBleep 

AR, CGT Observation, semi-
structured interviews, 
written feedback, web 
survey 

CGT 

Chapter 7: SPADE and 
TM 

AR, CGT Semi-structured 
interviews, questionnaire 

CGT 

Chapter 8: Smartpage AR, CGT Semi-structured 
interviews, Smartpage 
message analysis 

CGT, QCA 

3.1 Research Methodologies 

The methodologies used in this research are canonical action research (CAR) and CGT. 

The following explains the philosophical position behind my research and the 

accompanying theoretical assumptions behind the research strategies. 
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Table 3-2: Methodology 

Chapter Methodology Data collection Analysis 

Chapter 4: RMO 
Communication About 
the Deteriorating Ward 
Patient  

CAR, CGT Focus groups, semi-
structured interviews 

CGT 

Chapter 5: Clinician 
Communication About 
the Deteriorating Ward 
Patient  

CAR, CGT Vignette-driven focus groups, 
interviews 

CGT, QCA 

Chapter 6: ICT Systems 
– iBleep  

CAR, CGT Observation, semi-structured 
interviews, written feedback, 
web survey 

CGT 

Chapter 7: SPADE and 
TM  

CAR, CGT Semi-structured interviews, 
questionnaire 

CGT 

Chapter 8: Smartpage  CAR, CGT Semi-structured interviews, 
Smartpage message analysis 

CGT, QCA 

3.1.1 Research paradigms in patient safety and information systems research 

Inquirers seeking knowledge profess, or assume, certain basic beliefs about their view of 

the world. Chua (135) classified these philosophical beliefs into those about reality 

(ontology), those about knowledge (epistemology and methodology) and those about the 

relationship between theory and practice. The choice of philosophical belief leads to the 

choice of research paradigm. Following Chua (135), Orlikowski and Baroudi (136) 

argued for three research epistemologies: positivism, interpretivism and critical realism 

(137). The choice of research paradigm leads to the choice of research methods, and also 

influences the way in which research questions are asked (138). Other reasons to be 

explicit about philosophical beliefs include that it is a marker of research quality to 

demonstrate internal consistency between choice of epistemology, methodology and 

method (139). This section explains which philosophical options were considered and 

selected. 

Ontology is the nature of reality. Realist ontologies essentially assume that an objective 

reality exists, so that both natural and social phenomena have an existence independent 

of human observers (138). Both positivism and critical realism rest on realist ontologies. 

Realist ontologies are opposed and mutually exclusive to idealist ontologies, which hold 

that the world only exists in our mental constructs of it (140). Although the same view of 
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reality is sometimes shared by groups, it is alterable, and none of the views are absolutely 

correct as such (965). This applies to a hospital in that the interaction of hospital clinicians 

is consistent with an idealist ontology. Hospitals are complex organisations with 

clinicians of many different specialties, roles and experiences (141) involved in patient 

care. Clinicians may have different and sometimes markedly different views of the same 

issues (142, 143). Clinician relationships are often negotiated rather than officially 

defined (18, 103, 144), and models of patient care evolve with time rather than remaining 

fixed (145). It follows that relationships between hospital clinicians and the services they 

provide is neither fixed nor independent of their makeup. Consequently, I have chosen an 

idealist ontology. 

Epistemology describes how things come to be known; it arises from ontology (140). 

Positivism is associated with a realist ontology (138) and sees inquiry after knowledge as 

objective and independent from the subject of study. The interpretivist view is that inquiry 

after knowledge is subjective. Although its knowledge claims may never be regarded as 

absolute truth, they can be used to inform further research (146). Interpretivism is used to 

understand human thought and action in social and organisational contexts. Critical 

realism operates under a relativist epistemology, in that knowledge is relative to culture, 

history and context (147). There are mixed opinions on its similarity to interpretivism 

(148). Its requirement for a pre-existing theoretical base does not fit with CGT (148), and 

it may lack the ability to produce practical knowledge for ICT usage (149). 

Choices in epistemology for patient safety and information systems research have 

changed with time. Doctors primarily use a biomedical model, are strongly positivist in 

epistemology and favour quantitative methods (150, 151). These preferences are apparent 

in most medical research on communication about deteriorating ward patients (66, 152, 

153). Few medical researchers use non-positivist (for example, interpretivist) 

epistemology in studying medical communication (154, 155). However, positivist 

approaches do not shed much light on why RRSs do not always perform as expected (115, 

156). Interpretivism has been suggested as a useful research paradigm in healthcare (157) 

and has been used in healthcare communication research previously (155, 158). The 

limitations of positivism in explaining adverse healthcare events (159) has consequently 

led some patient safety researchers to use pragmatism as a research paradigm (159–161). 

Positivism used to be predominant in information systems (IS) research (136), although 

interpretivism has become increasingly popular (137, 162). Pragmatism has also been 
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proposed for medical IS research, because of the nature of medical practice and clinician 

interaction, which affects system usage (163). It is immediately practical and improves 

knowledge by action, which better informs future action (164). Goldkuhl (165) proposed 

the combination of interpretivism and pragmatism for qualitative research in IS, as pure 

interpretivism aims to understand situations, whereas pure pragmatism aims to create 

useful knowledge (162). There are thus grounds arising from both patient safety and 

medical informatics research to combine the two. 

Methodology is the strategy and appropriate processes used in research, as follows from 

ontology and epistemology. Interpretivism is not specifically for either qualitative or 

quantitative research (166), but the tendency is to use qualitative methods (167). 

Pragmatism facilitates methodological plurality, and consequently, its usefulness for 

healthcare research (168). Pragmatism assumes an empirical epistemology and that, 

methodologically, ‘the truth is what works at the time’ (163, p.225). Action research (AR) 

and grounded theory (GT) are consistent with both interpretivism and pragmatism, 

although both have many different versions. The general nature of both these 

methodologies and reasons for subtype selection are discussed below. 

3.1.2 Methodologies – AR 

Action research (AR) was originally developed by Kurt Lewin in 1947, to study social 

psychology. It was initially used primarily in education and organisational research, 

although this has long since extended to healthcare (169, 170) and IS research (178). It is 

oriented to assisting participants in actions that they have taken, or will take to address 

issues that are problematic to them (171). At the same time, its other imperative is to 

generate or test theory (172). AR has been used in healthcare because of its participatory 

and cyclical attributes, and its facilitation of change (173). It has been used as a 

framework for researching healthcare professional communication (174–177) and IS 

(178). I used AR because of its participative nature (179) and because my intention was 

to bring about practical improvement in healthcare at my hospital (169). 

AR’s epistemology was originally described as interpretivist (179, 180) but has more 

recently been viewed as pragmatist (181, 182), on the basis of premises arising from 

pragmatist philosophy (181). Goldkuhl (162) takes this concept further, asserting that 

interpretivist AR combines functional and methodological pragmatism. 
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3.1.3 AR typology 

DeLuca et al. (183) suggested that research should specifically address the AR type used, 

its criteria and the role of the researcher in their study. I considered three AR types, as all 

had some degree of relevance to my research interests. Participatory AR seeks to 

emancipate participants and to institute democratic relationships with researchers (184). 

Collaboration with RMOs to improve their ability to communicate with other hospital 

clinicians may improve research quality by incorporating local knowledge (185). In 

addition, it potentially gives RMOs a voice that they might not necessarily have otherwise 

(186–188). Another issue is the difficulty of selecting research participants from a 

community (189). This is particularly true of RMOs, as attachments to any individual 

hospital may last from three months to two years. In the Auckland region, they often 

rotate around the seven regional hospitals during their specialty training pathway. Most 

RMOs will not gain permanent positions at the hospitals they trained in. Consequently, 

not all RMO participants at a hospital may be present to benefit from an AR project (189). 

In addition, RMOs may have different communication requirements in different 

specialties (190).  

Action science was also considered. RRS protocols provide hospital-espoused theories of 

escalation for deteriorating ward patients (192). RMOs’ theories in use are likely 

different, accounting for why they call their own teams rather than RRTs (30, 50, 193). 

Action science may not be pertinent to my other research theme, RMO preference in 

clinical ICT system design. For instance, RMOs dislike locators but they still use them 

(194). There were no formal policies, that is, espoused theories (195), at NSH about 

locator or mobile phone usage. Consequently, both participatory AR and action science 

had significant limitations. 

3.1.4 CAR 

The AR typology I have chosen is Susman and Evered’s (179) model, otherwise termed 

CAR (196, 197). Its characteristics are that it is iterative in the sense that it consists of 

cycles that repeat until the practical problem is solved. These cycles and their five phases 

are rigorously structured. There is a collaborative relationship between researcher and 

participants, who both plan the actions that address the problem, implement the 

intervention and evaluate the outcome (196) (see Figure ). 
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Figure 3-1: Susman and Evered’s (1978) cycle of CAR 

Davison and Martinsons’s recommended that deviations from the classical cyclical 

process model in CAR should be justified (197). Other model versions have used spirals 

rather than cycles (198, 199), to show the intervention moving closer to the core of the 

problem with each iteration (198). I thought a spiral representation was more 

representative of my research, as I knew in entering the first CAR cycle that further cycles 

would be required to inquire about my second research theme, clinical ICT systems. 

Consequently, because of its simplicity and spiral nature I have chosen Altrichter et al.’s 

(199) diagrammatical model to illustrate my CAR cycles (see Figure 3-2). 
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Figure 3-2: Altrichter et al.’s (2002) diagrammatical model of AR 

Although Susman and Evered’s (179) diagnostic stage is not separately indicated, 

planning for further CAR cycles did not occur without an implicit diagnosis of what 

needed to be addressed. 

Both escalation of the deteriorating ward patient and utility of clinical ICT systems for 

RMOs were practical clinical problems at NSH that needed improvement. However, with 

regard to implementing interventions, the research diverged from the usual cycle. I had 

introduced the NSH RRS system as ICU clinical director, three years prior to this research 

(200). Therefore, participant input was sought primarily to evaluate present interventions 

or design future ones, rather than to control current implementation. 

Another deviation from Davison and Martinsons’s (197) principles of CAR is found in 

the particular application of a theoretical framework prior to the research project. This is 

acceptable provided GT emerges before beginning a new cycle, so that it can inform 

conduct (197). 
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3.1.5 AR quality criteria 

Whichever AR type is used, it is necessary to demonstrate rigour (201). Rigour is the 

means by which legitimacy and competency are demonstrated in qualitative research 

(201). Herr and Anderson (202) argue for measures of validity as quality criteria, albeit 

modified from the usual positivist way in which the term validity is used. Their correlation 

of AR goals to quality criteria is shown in Table 3-3. 

Table 3-3: Quality criteria for AR 

Goals of AR Quality criteria Criteria definition 

The generation of new 
knowledge 

Dialogic and 
process validity 

Peer review and validation of work 

The achievement of action-
oriented outcomes 

Outcome validity New actions that assist problem 
resolution 

The education of both 
researcher and participants 

Catalytic validity How well participants are 
reoriented towards their view of 
reality and themselves 

Results that are relevant to 
the local setting 

Democratic 
validity 

The degree to which the research 
involves collaboration with 
problem stakeholders 

A sound and appropriate 
research methodology 

Process validity How well problems are framed and 
solved so that ongoing learning can 
be achieved 

These are not the only AR quality indicators, but they were developed with an emphasis 

towards insider AR, appropriate for my research (202). 

With regard to democratic validity, although I attempted to involve a broad clinician 

range, I did not collaborate with the most significant problem stakeholder—patients—as 

patients are unlikely to see RMO-to-RMO communication (203), especially out of normal 

business hours, as RMOs spend little time with most patients (204). 

3.1.6 Methodologies – GT 

GT is a methodology originally developed in 1965–67 by Barney Glaser and Anselm 

Strauss (205), which has widespread application in the social sciences. Glaser and Strauss 

intended to create an understandable and replicable method of systematic qualitative 

research, for the purpose of discovering theory (206). GT is used when there is little pre-

existing theory, or to provide a new slant on present knowledge (207). The former 
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describes my research context. While there is much research on interventions to improve 

medical ward care (25), there is relatively little sociological research about patient safety 

(208). Looking at patient safety in the ward from a different perspective may lead to more 

effective means of improving it (209). GT was also more useful for my research compared 

with other interpretivist methodologies; for instance, relative to phenomenology, GT 

allows multiple data types (207) and aims at abstraction rather than description (210). 

3.1.7 GT typology 

I considered three major GT methodologies for my research: Glaser and Strauss’s CGT, 

Straussian GT and constructivist GT. The latter two are also known as evolved GT 

methodologies. Straussian GT was published in 1990 in response to requests to clarify 

and add more structure to the GT process (233). Constructivist GT was developed by 

Charmaz (211), to combat the perceived excessive prescriptiveness of Straussian GT. 

Glaser strongly disagreed with both (212). He refuted Straussian GT primarily on its 

restrictiveness and a fear that it would potentially force concepts from data into a 

preconceived mould (213). Constructivist GT was rejected by Glaser as a form of 

qualitative data analysis rather than GT (214). Criticism has also been directed at CGT, 

for distancing itself from participants and effectively being positivist in nature (211). 

However, CGT is consistent with the philosophical choices I have made and has features 

that are useful in my research. 

3.1.8 CGT 

Glaser has always claimed that CGT is ontologically agnostic and can be viewed through 

any epistemological lens (215, 216), avoiding a clear commitment to any particular 

paradigm. This has not stopped researchers from applying their own ontological labels to 

CGT. Annells suggested that GT was critical realist in ontology and postpositivist in 

epistemology (217). More contemporary views suggest that CGT is consistent with 

pragmatism (212, 218). Bryant suggested that a pragmatic approach is useful as it allows 

researchers to focus on considering whether their research produces useful insights and 

concepts (212). 

The main concern of CGT is to discover the participants’ main concern and how this is 

resolved in the research setting (219). Focusing on a significant concern allows for a 

parsimonious and integrated theory, while acknowledging that this may not be the only 
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concern of participants (216). CGT maximises explanatory theory grounding in data 

(220), which was useful given the lack of pre-existing theory in my research area. In 

addition, its flexibility and practicality is suited to the complexity of healthcare (221). For 

instance, Glaser considers everything to be data, which was useful given the variety of 

data types in my research (215). Straussian GT has been criticised as being too rigid and 

generic (222, 223) compared with CGT (224, 225). Constructivist GT portrays participant 

experience rather than explains participant behaviour, and does not produce a core 

category (226). I did not think, therefore, that it would be as useful to address my two 

research themes, and instead chose CGT. 

3.1.9 Divergence from CGT 

There are three areas in which I diverge from Glaser’s prescriptions for CGT: in my pre-

existing familiarity with the research field, usage of audiovisual recording of interviews 

and usage of data analysis software. Glaser and Strauss (206) stress that the researcher 

should not read literature on the study area during coding, so that category emergence 

from the collected data is not contaminated by inappropriate foreign concepts. The 

literature review in the substantive area should occur after the core variable is generated. 

Many grounded theorists consider that this still allows for a general, more superficial 

review (227, 228, 233), provided it avoids study detailed enough to interfere with 

emergence (211). In comparison, Strauss and Corbin (229) assert that a researcher should 

review the literature beforehand to identify the study topic and areas to be covered. None 

of these instructions entirely address the issues for clinician researchers who are already 

familiar with both the practicalities and the literature surrounding a study topic (230). 

Most importantly, the researcher must maintain an open mind (230). 

Soliman and Kan (231) note that Glaser argues against recording interviews because of 

the unnecessary volumes of data, instead suggesting field notes. The reason I recorded 

interviews was that I wished to avoid making field notes that did not truly reflect 

participants’ meanings, on the basis of incorrect impressions at the time on my part and 

not having time to be reflexive at that point (232). 

The primary advantage of data analysis software is to improve data source management; 

in addition, it allows for quick retrieval of all instances of selected codes (233, 234). This 

guided my choice to use NVivo in the first instance. My research data were complex, and 
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consequently, it would be difficult to manage the data using paper (235). Reasons for 

complexity include data collection over seven years and within a cyclical process, that is, 

AR. In addition, data were collected from different participant groups in different locales. 

More controversial is the usage of software for data analysis in comparison to data 

management. Although Glaser (213) is strongly opposed to software usage for both, his 

arguments are primarily related to data analysis; he argues that software usage limits 

creativity and imposes its framework on research findings. Conversely, Straussian and 

constructivist GT (225) are more open to software usage, suggesting that it may facilitate 

user creativity (229). The usage of software also provides an audit of user decision-

making. Other concerns that have been raised are that analytic software may prevent users 

being close enough to data, or not allow sufficient analytic distance so that users can 

progress from coding (235). Coding can become too simple to do, so that the researcher 

codes at a descriptive level rather than becoming analytical (236). 

Despite Glaser’s objections, data analysis software has been used by researchers in CGT 

(234). Given that researcher concerns are more centred on data analysis, I argue that my 

usage is commensurable with CGT. Open coding (termed creating nodes in NVivo) and 

constant comparison of these (by node browsing) is rendered easier, and consistent with 

CGT (231). The next stage of analysis in NVivo is hierarchical structuring of codes 

(termed tree nodes in NVivo). Glaser emphasised that a researcher should tolerate a lack 

of structure at this stage (121); however, my usage of tree nodes was as ‘functional 

infrastructure’ (237). Substantive codes were entered into NVivo, with this limitation in 

mind (234). Once I moved towards theoretical coding I shifted to manual methods, 

finding them more flexible and easier to use than NVivo for this purpose. Therefore, at 

the theoretical coding level, I do not believe I was constrained by software limitations. 

3.1.10 CGT quality criteria 

Glaser (121) asserts that there are four criteria by which to judge the quality of a CGT. 

Table 3-4 shows these criteria and their definitions, which are specific to CGT.  
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Table 3-4: Quality criteria for CGT 

Quality criteria for GT Criteria definition 

1. Fit 
How well the core category fits participants’ concerns and 
behavioural responses 

2. Relevance The relationship between core category and data 

3. Work The relationship between core category and concepts 
4. Modifiability How well the substantive theory accommodates new data 

3.2 Researcher Positioning 

My positionality is that of an insider in collaboration with other insiders (202). While this 

brings advantages logistically, for example, ease in organising data collection, it also 

brings risk of bias and power issues (202). Coghlan and Casey (238) highlight the 

difficulties for nurses performing AR in their own hospital. While being a senior doctor 

gave me advantages in managing organisational politics, it also suggested that I needed 

to be particularly reflexive, to avoid pre-understanding and preconceptions. Coghlan 

(239) notes the difficulties of role duality between organisational and researcher roles. I 

did not find this to be a significant issue, in that NSH did not expect anything from my 

research until the Smartpage evaluation in AR5. 

3.3 Combining Research Methodologies – AR and GT 

In my research, CGT is integrated into the AR cycles to make theory building more 

systematic and rigorous (240), while benefiting from AR’s responsiveness and 

improvement of the local situation. Producing improvement in my own hospital setting 

was as important as generating research findings to improve clinical practice at other 

hospitals. Teram (241) describes three general means of combining AR with GT—the 

version used here is the most common, ‘grounded action research’ (242), which has the 

advantage of being able to be used at any stage of AR. 
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3.4 Research Data Collection Techniques 

Table 3-5: Data collection 

Chapter Methodology Data collection Analysis 

Chapter 4: RMO 
Communication About 
the Deteriorating Ward 
Patient  

AR, CGT Focus groups, semi-
structured interviews 

CGT 

Chapter 5: Clinician 
Communication About 
the Deteriorating Ward 
Patient  

AR, CGT Vignette-driven structured 
focus groups, interviews, 
questionnaires 

CGT, QCA 

Chapter 6: ICT Systems – 
iBleep  

AR, CGT Observation, semi-
structured interviews, 
feedback documents 
(written and web survey) 

CGT 

Chapter 7: SPADE and 
TM  

AR, CGT Semi-structured 
interviews, questionnaire 

CGT 

Chapter 8: Smartpage  AR, CGT Semi-structured 
interviews, Smartpage 
messages 

CGT, QCA 

The nature of interviews as a data collection method is explained below, along with the 

choices of structure and how these were used. 

3.4.1 Interviews and focus group meetings 

Interviews are a commonly used means to gather data in qualitative and interpretive 

research (243). They allow participants to provide rich descriptions of their experiences 

and to add their perspectives and interpretations (244). They also have the advantages of 

being flexible and cost-effective means of gathering plentiful data in a short time frame—

important when trying to catch busy hospital clinicians. 

A major problem with interviews is discrepancies between what participants say and do 

(195, 245, 246). To overcome this, interviews can be used in combination with other data 

collection techniques, such as observation. For the reasons discussed below, I did not 

think this was practical. However, this was one reason for sampling a broad range of 

clinicians and asking about their observations of RMOs in action. Also, clinical ICT 
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system message analysis in AR4 afforded insight into the communication that occurs to 

and from HSs in practice. 

Interviews can be structured, semi-structured or unstructured. Structured interviews use 

pre-established questions, in which accepted responses are limited (247). The answers are 

treated as objective data and researcher bias is reduced. The disadvantages are that 

interview flexibility and the ability to obtain rich detail are also reduced (247). Semi-

structured interviews also use pre-established questions. The questions may be asked in 

different ways and modified to better suit the participants’ backgrounds (248). In 

unstructured interviews, the interviewer asks few questions, usually just to set the scene 

for the general topic, and primarily listens to the participant (249). The intention is to 

discover the participant’s perspective, although this may involve missing out on context 

(247). Semi-structured interviews have the advantages of flexibility and the production 

of responses situated in the context of the interview (247). Bluff (250) notes that in 

practice, many GT interviews are or become semi-structured, to focus on issues pertinent 

to theory development. The number of participants to interview is clearly set in CGT as 

the number at which saturation is achieved in all categories and no new concepts are 

emerging (251). 

Consequently, semi-structured interviews were used in all AR cycles except for the 

vignette structured interviews in AR4. Most interviews involved one or two participants 

at a time; focus group meetings are discussed below. The choice of semi-structured 

interviews in AR3 and AR5 was motivated by several reasons. Analysis of AR1 data 

identified clinician dissatisfaction with the locator, and in AR2 similarly with the iBleep. 

Emerging concepts from these analyses suggested that ward clinical ICT system mobility 

and reliability, plus facilitation of message prioritisation, were important features for 

RMO satisfaction. Similarly, topics raised in AR3 and AR5 interviews were suggested 

by analysis of preceding AR findings. Therefore, interview guides to include specific 

topics were used to remind me what to cover during the interview (245). This still allowed 

for use of open-ended questions, rephrasing questions when participants did not 

understand questions (245) and being alert to follow up interesting leads in conversation 

(252) to improve the interview data obtained. In that way, although interview guides may 

assist with covering topics, they need not be inflexible and constrain exploration of topics 

(253). 
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3.4.2 Interview questions 

Interview questions need to be both general enough to cover a broad range of participant 

experience and narrow enough to explore specific experiences (252). Preparing questions 

before interviews, or preconceived interview topic guides, has been criticised as blocking 

emergence of what is really going on in an interview (254). However, doctors already 

have difficulty agreeing on how to define patients as deteriorating (2) or unstable (125). 

RRSs primarily use objective measures, although patients with more obvious 

deterioration, for example, external bleeding, may attract ward doctors first (255). Ward 

doctors may also consider contextual factors such as age (29), trust in nursing opinion 

(78) and chronic comorbidities (109, 244) in considering whether to escalate patients. 

Consequently, if unstructured interviews had been held for RMOs about their encounters 

with deteriorating patients, junior RMOs may have discussed only a subset of 

deteriorating patients. They may also not have considered contextual factors affecting 

their decision-making (256) unless prompted. 

3.4.3 Interview locale 

The interview locale must be quiet, secure and comfortable for the participant (245). 

Locale choice is more difficult when interviewing peers, or those who have less power in 

a hierarchy than the interviewer, and there are disadvantages in interviewing in the 

clinical workplace, including differences in discourse and responses from participants 

(257). Almost all AR participants preferred to be interviewed at work because they did 

not wish to occupy their off-duty periods participating in interviews. Most of the 

interviews were done in my office in ICU, as it was quiet and we were unlikely to be 

interrupted. Where participants did request other locales, choices acceptable to them were 

found. 

3.4.4 Focus group meetings 

Focus group meetings are a particular form of interviewing that add to the richness of 

data through the interaction between participants. It is also assumed that discussion in 

focus group meetings is more naturalistic and that participants are more likely to say what 

they do in practice (258). Another advantage of focus group meetings is that they can 

address power imbalance between the researcher and participants, by giving the latter 
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more chance to control the research agenda (258). However, I used focus group meetings 

infrequently because of difficulty in coordinating simultaneous clinician availability. 

I was more concerned about power imbalances between participants than between 

participants and myself in focus group meetings. I interviewed specialties separately 

because it permitted participants to speak freely about interspecialty relationships if they 

wished to do so, as these relationships sometimes involve conflict (18). I also interviewed 

doctor ranks (for example, registrars and SMOs) and professions (that is, nurses and 

doctors) separately, in case those in subordinate positions were constrained by fear of 

criticism. The advantages of this approach are that the resultant focus group meetings 

were more homogenous with regard to the research topic, and thus more likely to interact 

productively (259). The exception to combining clinicians of different rank was AR4, 

where the vignettes concerned patient escalation and therefore required these 

combinations. 

Morgan (260) differentiates between interviews that are oriented towards substantive 

content, that is, what is said, and those that examine discourse, that is, how it is said (261). 

Where focus groups were used in my research, the substantive content was of primary 

interest, in that the intention of this research was to produce substantive theory. In 

addition, some of the ward clinical ICT systems used, for example, locators, have very 

limited space and means to vary the ways in which content is delivered. Therefore, there 

is little of latent meaning on these systems other than the content, compared with a phone 

conversation, for example. 

3.4.5 Power issues between researcher and researched 

With regards to power differentials between myself and the participants, several 

techniques were used to minimise impacts. AR, as discussed above, was adopted to 

reduce the power differential and to try to enact an equal partnership in the research 

context. I attempted to use an interviewer other than myself in AR1, who did little clinical 

work and consequently had little direct responsibility or control over the clinicians. This 

was abandoned after the first two focus group meetings because the discussion between 

interviewer and participants missed most of the contextual factors to communication that 

I wished to cover. 
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In the interviews in which I was the interviewer, I tried to build rapport with the 

participants, for example, disclosing that my impaired hearing was the reason why I was 

using audiovisual recording and giving small gifts of book vouchers. Rapport-building 

can improve richness of the research data, although it can also accentuate participant 

vulnerability by encouraging inadvertent disclosure of more than they might otherwise 

have said (262). However, participants should not be seen as entirely powerless. Even if 

an interviewer seemingly starts and controls an interview, participants decide on their 

level of cooperation and the limits of their tolerance (262). Questions that were potentially 

sensitive to participants, for example, referral to ICU, were asked well into interviews, 

after trust and rapport was established (258). 

3.4.6 Vignettes 

A vignette is a carefully designed description of a situation designed to simulate key 

features of the studied topic. They are useful for investigating a participant’s thoughts, 

behaviour and decision-making, while allowing the experimenter control over variables 

that are not being studied. In healthcare, they are also utilised where it may be unethical 

or technically impossible to assess clinician behaviour in real clinical settings (263). 

Vignettes distance researchers from participants, which can be useful in sensitive topics 

(264). Much healthcare research usage of vignettes has been quantitative, for example, in 

factorial surveys, in which vignettes contain several combinations of factors relevant to 

decision-making (263). Fixed-choice questions then elicit quantitative results (265). 

RMO communication research has used factorial surveys (266) and vignette integration 

into simulations (267). Vignettes have also been used in qualitative healthcare research 

using open-ended questions (268), although there is a lack of papers on vignette 

methodology in this context (264). The term experimental vignette methodology has been 

coined to allude to quantitative methods using vignettes (263). There does not seem to be 

an equivalent consistently used term for qualitative methods using vignettes, so I will use 

the term vignette structured interviews to refer to my work. 

The vignette type I used was the paper people study, which focuses on explicit responses 

to hypothetical situations. I used actual derived cases to maximise realism (269), as higher 

vignette realism improves data quality (270). This was important as a criticism of 

vignettes is that they may not represent what participants do in practice. Other measures 

to improve validity include avoiding overlong vignettes and not using them as the sole 
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data collection method (270). Open-ended questioning was used to request written 

answers, which sometimes prompted conversation between participants. Combinations of 

written and verbal answers have been used before, although not in the same way (271). 

In AR4, the intention was to give participants an uninterrupted opportunity to discuss the 

information they required and actions they might take during the progression of the 

vignette case, without being influenced by others’ opinions. If the vignette case was 

escalated between participants, the ensuing conversation could also be termed simulation 

(272). I did not think that this was warranted, as the vignette cases were not conducted 

for optimal realism, for example, there was no immersive setting and they were held in 

normal business hours. The advantages were that this might encourage RMO participants 

to communicate more than usual to avoid the risk of missing patient deterioration in front 

of senior doctors. 

3.4.7 Questionnaires 

In general, questionnaires are useful to obtain data from large groups of people in a timely 

fashion. The advantage of using questionnaires as a primary data collection method is that 

a greater number of participants can be sampled. However, NZ RMOs are busy when at 

work and unlikely to have much time to answer questionnaires (273, 274). I also knew 

from previous NSH RMO questionnaire surveys that typical participation rates were less 

than half. Consequently, I decided not to use questionnaires for data collection from large 

NSH clinician groups. 

Instead, questionnaires were used for small groups of clinicians, in specific contexts, in 

AR3 and AR4. In AR3, a questionnaire was developed and sent by email to two 

participants because I was not certain that I would be able to interview them in person. 

The questions were open ended, to allow participants to answer in their own words (275). 

Questions were factual and covered areas that the participants knew well, rather than 

being about beliefs, attitudes or behaviour (275, 276). No participant background 

questions were included—I had already communicated with the participants and knew 

their backgrounds. 

In AR4, questionnaires were integrated into vignette structured interviews. The intention 

was to enable participant(s) to answer questions without the other participant(s) being 

party to their replies. Doing so allowed less powerful participants within the hospital 
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hierarchy to express themselves without being concerned by other participants’ opinions 

(262). The questionnaires were brief, and the same questionnaire was used each time a 

printed response was required in the interview. There was a maximum of five questions, 

with about half being open ended and the other half being closed ended. The advantage 

of closed-ended questions is that they engender quick replies (276). All questions were 

designed to gain information about participant behaviour after receiving communication 

about deteriorating patients. The question order followed the process that doctors would 

usually take in this context (277). Integrating questionnaires with interviews achieved a 

similar effect to Adamson et al. (278), in that participants could ask questions for 

clarification. 

3.4.8 Documents 

I analysed three sets of documents—AR2 RMO comments in a feedback book and web 

survey and AR5 Smartpage messages. Alaszewski defines documents as human artefacts 

that contain information (279). The advantages of documents are their availability and 

flexibility in combination with other data (279), although the purpose for which they were 

created may affect their suitability for research (279). In this sense, the three document 

types that I studied are suitable, as they were designed by their creators for evaluation and 

audit, as discussed below in AR2 and AR5. Wharton (280) notes the importance of 

understanding how well documents represent the phenomena being studied, even if they 

are of authentic provenance. The AR2 documents are good representations, being 

supported by AR1, AR2 and AR5 interview comments on iBleep. Document selection 

for AR5 Smartpage messages was more complex, and is discussed in Chapter 8. 

3.4.9 Observation 

Participant observation has significant advantages for data collection, especially in 

potentially being able to capture full involvement with participants and the phenomena 

being observed (281). However, it is not always logistically possible (282). It was 

impractical to observe clinicians because it would require covering 11 wards throughout 

NSH and it would only be possible to listen on one side of communication via phone. In 

addition, if I were the observer, I might influence events by my presence, for example, a 

ward clinician might incorrectly construe that their clinical actions were correct by my 

observing without comment. However, these issues did not apply to observation of 
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participants at AR2 iBleep briefing meetings. The advantage of observation is that it 

improves validity by accompanying other data collection techniques. 

While the iBleep system briefing meetings involved direct observation of participant 

behaviour in their social environment, it did not meet a major criterion for ethnography 

in that the observation was not long term (283–285). In addition, there was only one 

meeting involving nurse managers, implying that the social and cultural context in which 

they considered iBleep system implementation was not fully ascertained (285). 

3.4.10 Sampling 

The sampling throughout my research was of nonprobability design (286). I primarily 

used purposive sampling, in which all participants are selected according to chosen 

criteria, and convenience sampling, which is based on ease of recruitment. The advantage 

of purposive sampling is that it maximises variation of meaning. Theoretical sampling 

was also used as a part of CGT, in AR3, AR4 and AR5, to further develop concepts from 

AR1 and AR2. Convenience sampling is usually used at a project’s beginning, to identify 

its scope and major components (287). It should not be used as the sole technique, lest it 

reduce sample variation and thus understanding of the phenomenon being studied (287, 

288). 

All persons accepting my invitation to participate were accepted in the first instance, 

following my decision that a secondary selection of participants would be conducted if 

more participants were required. In addition, there are few clear guidelines on an 

appropriate number of participants (288). All interviews were completed and transcribed 

but not necessarily included in my research if they did not add further information. I did 

not know until detailed comparison with previous interviews whether participants had the 

required knowledge and were articulate and reflective (289). In the end, only AR1 had 

more participants than required for CGT theoretical saturation. 

3.4.11 Other data collection methods 

Participant diary-keeping was decided against after talking to CCOT members before 

commencing data collection, who asserted that ward clinicians were too busy to complete 

diaries while on duty. Review of the past notes of deteriorating ward patients to 

investigate the referral discussions that had taken place was considered. Unfortunately, 
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from my experience, such notes are often incomplete and, in some cases, illegible. Review 

would also miss verbal interchange via phones and the clinical context at the time, for 

example, clinicians do not usually write down how busy they are at the time of making 

decisions. Consequently, this was also decided against. 

3.5 Research Data Analysis 

Table 3-6: Data analysis 

Chapter Methodology Data collection Analysis 

Chapter 4: RMO 
Communication About the 
Deteriorating Ward 
Patient 

AR, CGT Focus groups, semi-
structured interviews 

CGT 

Chapter 5: Clinician 
Communication About the 
Deteriorating Ward 
Patient  

AR, CGT Vignette-driven focus 
groups, interviews 

CGT, QCA 

Chapter 6: ICT Systems – 
iBleep 

AR, CGT Observation, semi-
structured interviews, 
written feedback, web 
survey 

CGT 

Chapter 7: SPADE and 
TM 

AR, CGT Semi-structured interviews, 
questionnaire 

CGT 

Chapter 8: Smartpage AR, CGT Semi-structured interviews, 
Smartpage message 
analysis 

CGT, QCA 

3.5.1 Analysis – CGT 

As CGT has been discussed previously as a methodology, its usage for data analysis is 

summarised here. The two major stages are substantive coding and theoretical coding. 

The process involved in the CGT data analysis process is shown below (see Table 3-7). 
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Table 3-7: Summary of CGT process 

Stage Start point End point Stage Description 

Open 
coding 

Raw data Conceptual 
categories 

Open 
coding 

Analyse data line 
by line; group 
open codes into 
categories; 
categories 
become 
increasingly 
dense with open 
codes 

    Early 
interrelationships  

  Constant 
comparative 
process 

    Emergence of a 
core category (the 
major participant 
concern) 

  Memoing 

Selective 
coding 

Conceptual 
categories 

Core category & 
substantive 
subcategories 

Selective 
coding 

Theoretical 
sampling; 
delimiting of new 
data on basis of 
relevance 

  Early 
interrelationships 

No further 
concepts 
discovered in data 

  Constant 
comparative 
process 

       Memoing 

  Core category      Saturation of core 
category; 
subcategories are 
reduced to higher 
substantive level 

Theoretical 
coding 

Core category & 
substantive 
subcategories 

Emergence of a 
GT 

Theoretical 
coding  
  

Conceptualise 
interrelationships 
between 
substantive 
concepts 

  
  

No further 
concepts 
discovered in 
data  

  
  

Memoing 

Compare to 
literature 
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Open coding is the process of attaching conceptual labels to incidents in the raw data; it 

is done line by line. Concepts may start as descriptive, but should become increasingly 

theoretical. Questions are asked of the data, looking for similarities and differences and 

asking ‘What category or property of a category does this incident indicate?’ (290, p.39). 

Constant comparison is done throughout substantive coding, incident to incident, concept 

to concept and eventually categories of concepts to other categories (215, 290). The 

purpose is to maximise relevance and improve parsimony in the final theory. The end of 

open coding is reached with the emergence of a core category. 

Selective coding is where coding is limited to categories relating to the core category 

(121). Further data collection occurs by theoretical sampling, to develop a theory. This 

cannot be done before the theory emerges (121). The data are limited to that which has 

theoretical purpose and relevance (215). Theoretical sampling is also done before the end 

of selective coding, to further develop emerging concepts and theory. Eventually the core 

category should become saturated with concepts. Delimiting also occurs of original 

subcategories to a smaller collection of only those which are related to the core category 

(251). The end of selective coding is reached when no new concepts are discovered in 

data. 

Theoretical coding is a process in which the substantive codes are interrelated by forming 

hypotheses (291). To conceptualise relationships between categories, Glaser (121) 

proposed coding families to provide inspiration for building theory. It is also acceptable 

to develop one’s own (233). Either way, the data must fit rather than being forced (292). 

Once the emergent theory is formed, its relation to the existing literature is explained. 

Memos are theoretical notes about data and the interrelationships between categories, and 

should be completed in parallel with coding and analysis (251). They assist reasoning 

regarding concepts and integration of a theory (121). 

3.5.2 Analysis – Qualitative content analysis 

Qualitative content analysis (QCA) is a systematic, flexible and consistent means of 

determining the meaning of data. It is ‘a research method for subjective interpretation of 

the content of text data through the systematic classification process of coding and 

identifying themes or patterns’ (293, p.1278). It allows replicable and valid inferences to 

be made from meaningful matter to the contexts of their use (294). Analytical constructs, 
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or rules of inference, are used to move from the matter being studied to produce a 

condensed and broad description of the phenomenon, expressed as concepts or categories 

describing it. 

Hsieh and Shannon (293) define three approaches to QCA: conventional content analysis, 

directed content analysis and summative content analysis. These differ primarily in their 

coding schemes, origins of codes and threats to trustworthiness. The primary type used in 

my research is conventional QCA, which has data-derived coding categories. The codes 

are defined during data analysis, with the goal of developing concepts or models. The risk 

of using this approach is not developing a complete understanding of context, and thereby 

not identifying key categories, so that findings do not represent the data. Also, it can be 

confused with GT, despite the aims of the two approaches differing significantly. 

While not the same, QCA has similarities to GT. QCA can be one component of the 

overall approach for acquiring data within a GT study (210) in that it reduces and 

summarises data. Like GT, QCA can be useful where there is a lack of previous research 

dealing with the phenomenon being studied, or where existing research is fragmented 

(295). GT open and selective coding can be used to generate categories and subcategories 

in the coding frame (296). In addition, GT open coding is similar to QCA systematic 

coding (297). However, the aim of QCA is to extract categories from data, as opposed to 

the GT aim of finding relationships between the categories and building theories (297). 

A QCA advantage is that the coding frame generated can be used on other data, which 

was my purpose in choosing QCA. 

Authors vary in their representation of the QCA process (294, 296, 298), although their 

stages are similar. I followed Schreier (296), as it is more explicit with regard to the initial 

coding frame construction and demonstrating consistency as a single coder. The table 

below presents a summary of Schreier’s (296) QCA process and an explanation of the 

different stages (see Table 3-8). 
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Table 3-8: Summary of QCA process  

Stage Description 

Processing Using a data or concept-driven strategy, summarise data 
(similar to CGT open coding). 

Building & checking 
& expanding initial 
coding frame 

Open code data to identify concepts. Selective code to 
determine main categories and subcategories. Once all 
categories included and defined, revise main categories and 
subcategories. Expand initial frame as necessary. 

Preparation of data 
and segmentation for 
coding 

Define units of analysis, units of coding & context of coding. 
Segment data into units. 

Demonstrating 
consistency as a 
single coder 

Test coding frame later in time. 

Pilot phase of actual 
coding 

Apply coding frame to data. Assess for reliability & validity. 

Main phase of actual 
coding 

Apply coding frame to rest of data. 

The first stage, processing, reduces large amounts of data to a workable level by deleting 

irrelevant material, summarising the remaining data and combining any repeat 

occurrences of incidents. The next stage is the building of an initial coding frame, 

requiring decisions on the main categories and subcategories. These will depend on the 

research question. Main categories, or dimensions, are the focus points of the analysis, 

while subcategories define the specifics within main categories. The subcategories can 

reside at one or more hierarchical levels, depending on the complexity of the frame. In 

data-driven coding frames, the researcher progressively uses data to develop categories. 

For instance, in AR4, I started with all the instances of one vignette as used in different 

interviews, then progressed onto other vignettes. Categories must be defined, and may 

also require decision rules if categories are similar to each other. Once all categories 

thought to be required are defined, the coding frame is reviewed and expanded as 

required. 

The data then require further preparation for coding. The unit of analysis is typically each 

case or interview. Units of coding are those parts of units of analysis that can be 

interpreted using the coding frame and allocated to a subcategory. The data need to be 

segmented into units of coding prior to commencing coding. I used thematic criteria to 
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this end (see Table 3-9). Units of context refer to the surrounding material required to 

understand the meaning of any unit of coding. 

Table 3-9: Defining units of analysis, coding and context in AR4 and AR5 

Units of QCA AR4 AR5 

Units of analysis Each vignette with its written 
and verbal answers 

Each Smartpage message 
sampling time period 

Units of coding Each communicative, 
information and task related 
action (e.g., is an action 
DONEYET) and resource 
availability (e.g. cardiology 
UNAVAIL) 

Each communicative and task 
related action (e.g., is an action 
DONEYET) and each actor/ 
intervention (e.g. cardiology 
UNAVAIL) 

Units of context Vignette episode in which the 
communication was being 
considered 

Each Smartpage message 
including any associated 
threads 

Once the data are prepared, the coding frame is applied. The pilot phase of coding should 

start with a trial coding of part of the data to ensure coding consistency. If there is only 

one coder, then a repeat coding of the trial-coded data should be done after a time interval, 

for example, two weeks, to check for consistency. After any adjustments to the coding 

frame are made to improve consistency, the main coding phase proceeds. It is also 

possible to use coding frames again on new, similar data, after checking the new material 

to see if further subcategories are required. 

Krippendorff (294) argues that there are six questions that should be addressed in every 

content analysis: 

1. Which data are analysed? 

2. How are the data defined? 

3. What is the population from which the data are drawn? 

4. What is the context relative to which the data are analysed? 

5. What are the boundaries of the analysis? 

6. What is the target of the inferences? 

These are answered in AR4 and AR5, where QCA is used. 
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Chapter 4:  RMO Communication About the Deteriorating 

Ward Patient 

The importance of recognising the deteriorating ward patient, communicating effectively 

with other clinicians and initiating resuscitation to avoid critical events has been discussed 

previously in Chapter 1. The major initiative developed to improve this, RRS, has been 

associated with critical event reduction. RRS is also associated with adverse effects, 

including a high false alarm rate and problematic clinician communication. Even if RRS 

activation criteria are met, ward clinicians often choose not activate. However, little is 

known about patient escalation that does not occur through RRS, including RMO-to-

SMO and RMO-to-RMO communication for escalation within a ward team, or referral to 

another specialty. Without this knowledge, it is difficult to say which clinical ICT system 

features would assist RMO communication in this clinical context. 

This chapter presents the first AR cycle (AR1) in a series of five cycles. The literature 

review discusses present knowledge about communication to and from RMOs in the 

detection and management of the deteriorating ward patient. Semi-structured interviews 

of nurses, allied health personnel, HSs, registrars and SMOs from a broad range of 

specialties were held to obtain their perspectives on RMO communication in this clinical 

context. CGT was used to analyse these data, with the resultant formation of a theoretical 

model of RMO communication. 

4.1 Refining the Research Questions 

The overall research questions for this thesis are: 

1. Which factors affect ward RMO communication about deteriorating ward patients 

to other clinicians within the hospital? 

2. Which features in a ward RMO clinical ICT system would assist ward RMO 

communication about deteriorating ward patients to other clinicians within the 

hospital? 

This chapter primarily concerns the first question. To address this, it is necessary to 

discern how RMOs find out about deteriorating ward patients and why they decide to 

communicate to other doctors about these patients. Therefore, the aims in this chapter are: 
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• To explore nursing calls to RMOs about the deteriorating ward patient with regard 

to when and how these are made and what is said. 

• To explore who, how and when RMOs call other doctors about the deteriorating 

ward patient. 

4.2 Literature Review 

The following is a review of nurse detection of the deteriorating ward patient, how nurses 

communicate to RMOs about these patients and why the message may not be listened to. 

If RMOs subsequently decide to ask for help, they consider carefully who they should 

speak to, and how. Knowledge on RMO discussion in this context between themselves 

and with SMOs is reviewed in turn. Finally, the lack of knowledge about how to design 

a clinical ICT system for RMOs for usage in the clinical context of the deteriorating ward 

patient is outlined. 

4.2.1 Who spots the deteriorating patient first? 

Nurses are usually the first clinicians to recognise a deteriorating ward patient, because 

they spend the most time with patients (23, 299, 300). Doctors spend most of their 

working hours away from patients’ bedsides (301), especially when on call outside of 

normal business hours (204, 302). In addition, when on call, doctors are responsible for 

many hospital patients that they have not had previous personal involvement with. 

Patients may ask for help from doctors if they are nearby, although patients are more 

likely to call nurses (303). If surgical ward patients do ask doctors, it is likely to be about 

bleeding or pain rather than concerns about their physiological observations (303). Some 

hospitals allow patients and/or visitors to directly activate RRS (304). However, at NSH, 

there is no formal way for patients to directly call doctors if they are not in physical 

proximity. Laboratory personnel and radiologists may detect a deteriorating ward patient 

through their tests, but still need to inform a clinician managing the patient. From the 

laboratory and radiology point of view, which test result warrants urgent communication 

and to whom is not clearly defined (305, 306). 

Nurse recognition of deteriorating ward patients is usually in a doctor’s presence (299). 

Doctors’ ward rounds only occupy a relatively small amount of the day and cannot be 

relied on to detect the deteriorating ward patient (307, 308). Even if nurses are present on 

doctors’ rounds, nurses may not have sufficient opportunity to communicate their 
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observations (309). Doctors and ward nurses may not communicate with each other about 

patient management during the course of a normal business day (142, 310). RMOs may 

be responsible for patients all over their hospital (299, 311), especially when on duty out 

of normal business hours (312). Consequently, nurses are likely to use ICT tools to 

communicate with RMOs rather than speaking face to face (313). 

Once ward nurses decide to notify a doctor about a deteriorating ward patient, they are 

most likely to call RMOs (299, 314). SMOs are not usually situated near acutely ill 

patients (315) and are not usually in hospitals out of normal business hours (316–318). 

They traditionally supervise RMOs practising acute ward care, rather than participating 

hands on (145). Also, nurse–doctor power imbalances still exist (96, 103, 310, 319). This 

is likely to reduce direct nurse referrals to SMOs, given the latter are the most powerful 

in the medical hierarchy (320). What is not known is whether there are any circumstances 

in which nurses would call SMOs or senior RMOs directly about deteriorating ward 

patients. HSs are usually the first RMOs to be called by ward nurses for general purposes 

and for deteriorating patients (51, 79, 299, 321). Directly calling a doctor above the HS 

in an emergency situation may be advantageous, as the former potentially has greater 

skill, knowledge and authority in resuscitating the patient (322–326). 

4.2.2 Nurses and doctors think and talk differently 

Nurse–doctor relationships are traditionally strongly hierarchical, with nurses subservient 

to doctors and giving advice via subtle suggestions rather than direct recommendations 

(327, 328). This is slowly changing (310, 329), and junior RMOs may informally be 

happy to defer to senior ward nurse expertise and skill (326, 330). An example of how 

nurse–doctor relationships can be formally modified is the appointment of senior nurses 

to coordinate RMOs and manage their task allocation in out-of-hours periods (331–335). 

Although this could be seen as merely an extension of ward clinician interaction (299), 

out-of-hours medical task prioritisation and coordination was traditionally the preserve of 

doctors (336, 337). 

The evolution in nurse–doctor relationships does not imply that the professions think the 

same way or use the same evidence to come to the conclusion that a patient is 

deteriorating. Nurses tend to use knowledge about the individual patient, for example, the 

patient’s individual physiological response to treatment, whereas doctors tend to use case 
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and population-based knowledge, for example, pathology and pharmacology (338). 

Nurses initially recognise deteriorating ward patients by intuition (339) or knowing (340), 

in addition to patient or family indication of concern (340). Their intuition may be based 

on subjective or objective information, including prior knowledge of the patient, non-

RRS physiological observations and knowing without a rationale (24, 105, 341). In 

comparison, little is known about the evidence RMOs use to recognise these patients. 

RMOs clearly want quantifiable (56) and objective (78) evidence of deterioration. 

Physiological observations have both these attributes and are readily available, thus it is 

not surprising that nurses use these to decide on patient escalation (24, 300). In contrast, 

RMOs want a clinical picture richer than physiological observations alone (111). 

Information that can be accessed at a distance via phone conversations or the electronic 

CIS include previous patient history, physical examination and laboratory results. 

Contemporary medical and surgical documentation by doctors is lacking in quality and 

occasionally missing important details (48, 342–44). Physical examination has limitations 

with regard to reliability and accuracy (345), and if it is performed poorly, it is even less 

useful (49). Laboratory tests may be useful predictors of critical events (16, 17). The 

extent to which RMOs rely on them is unknown. 

4.2.3 Deteriorating ward patients are a subset of a large HS message load 

To understand why nurse-to-HS communication skills are so important to HSs, it is 

necessary to understand where the deteriorating ward patient lies in the context of HS 

task load. Non-urgent tasks take up the majority of ward nurse-to-HS communication 

load, both in and outside normal business hours (336, 346–348). Task type proportions 

vary according to the time of day, with patient care planning and administration more 

likely in the daytime (346). Clinical changes in patients, nursing concerns, drug charting 

and investigation result review requests are more likely at night time (346). In NZ, HS 

task requests are mostly generic between ward specialties (337, 347), and this is also 

likely to be true overseas (336). However, call frequency can be markedly different 

between specialties (337). Registrars are also called frequently, but how many calls are 

from nurses is unclear (323, 337, 349). The way in which calls or messages are expressed, 

for example, as a technical task or to assess a patient to determine if technical tasks are 

required, is not known. It is difficult to estimate the exact amount of HS communication 

load taken up by deteriorating ward patients, although it is likely to be low. Ting and 

Humphrey (336) found that nurse-to-HS calls for reasons that would usually be associated 
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with patient deterioration (for example, haemorrhage) were infrequent.‘Critical’ call 

reasons which suggested acute patient deterioration each represented less than 5% of all 

calls. 

4.2.4 How nurses escalate a deteriorating ward patient to RMOs 

Nurses therefore need to present the deteriorating ward patient to busy RMOs in an 

effective manner to secure their attention in the face of the latters’ many competing calls 

and tasks (354, 355). RMOs want nurses to distinguish important from trivial issues, and 

to present information concisely (78). Communication that is inefficient from the 

viewpoint of RMOs, for example, high in volume and lacking in terminology that they 

understand, is less likely to be effective in persuading them to review patients (57). RMOs 

also dislike what they consider to be haphazard presentations, that is, those lacking 

structure and prioritisation (57). However, they are not necessarily willing to explain to 

nurses what they want (78). 

EWS gives nurses more confidence to call a doctor because it packages the presentation 

of physiological observations (56). However, it has limitations as a communication tool 

about the deteriorating patient. Nurses perceive that EWS by itself lacks sensitivity and 

specificity (85), and thus, cannot be the only evidence used in a conversation with a doctor 

(56, 357). Therefore, nurses may include further physiological cues in conversation (354) 

or defer calling until further abnormal observations occur. Patients who have chronically 

abnormal physiological observations may not be escalated at all, especially if they do not 

look unwell (24, 109, 357, 358). Even if chronically abnormal observations are not 

associated with any other signs of deterioration, RMOs often do not adjust EWS 

parameters to more appropriate levels (96, 357). Organisational barriers, for example, 

lack of SMO engagement and RMO dissatisfaction with false alarms, can lead to 

decreased compliance with EWS (111). These did not seem to be significant issues at 

NSH, yet there were still cases of non-compliance (200). 

4.2.5 The social dimensions of escalating deteriorating ward patients 

There is no pre-existing theoretical model describing communication to and 

communication from RMOs about the deteriorating ward patient. In addition, past 

research on RMO escalation focuses more on the behaviour of PGY1 HSs (50, 62) than 

on more senior RMOs. Stewart (827) argues that if RMOs perceive an increasing 
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likelihood and severity of bad consequences for patients or doctors, their likelihood of 

calling senior doctors increases. Work based on Kennedy et al.’s (61) conceptual 

framework reported similar findings. Most of Rotella et al.’s (60) RMO participants stated 

that they would escalate unwell patients without fear of negative personal consequences. 

How can all of this be reconciled with Buist’s (30) observations that RMOs often do not 

ask for help with deteriorating patients? Bergström et al. (359) propose viewing escalation 

as an inherently complex and social process, not just a subtext to organisational or clinical 

pathways. From this perspective, escalating a deteriorating patient is not only an objective 

statement of patient status. It is an interpretation communicated to others that the clinical 

situation is now not normal, an act of power that RMOs may not be prepared to perform 

(96). This may well explain Rotella et al.’s (60) findings, in that RMOs were asked their 

communication practices for unwell patients, not who they would define as unwell. It is 

also likely to be why the characteristics of a senior doctor are considered before RMOs 

ask for help (61), especially as senior doctors, whether these are SMOs or senior RMOs, 

who receive referrals may not consider the perspective and limitations of the referring 

RMO (186). 

The relationship between senior and junior doctors is not static. It varies according to the 

history of the relationship (360) and the context of the task at hand (361). Sur et al. (362) 

noted the importance of surgical department culture and approachability of the individual 

SMO when RMOs were deciding whether to query SMO decisions. Kennedy et al. (61) 

noted the importance of SMO and senior registrar approachability and availability when 

junior RMOs were considering whether or not to call for help. Other personal factors have 

been found to be relevant in ED RMO-to-RMO interaction (363), including previous 

interactions, perceived interest in the issue, reputation, reliability and personality, 

collectively termed trust. However, ED-specific factors may also affect communication, 

for example, time pressure and incomplete information (364, 365). These are not 

necessarily present in a hospital ward, where the same time pressure associated with 

patient transfer does not exist. Consequently, it is difficult to know the applicability of 

these ED RMO communication factors to the ward context. If general task complexity or 

patient acuity increases, senior RMOs are more likely to closely supervise junior RMOs 

(369). SMOs can also knowingly give mixed messages about the amount of input that 

RMOs should expect to receive from them, even for seriously ill patients (370). Loo et al 
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suggest that this represents a hidden agenda, so that while RMOs are nominally supported 

they are expected to increase their independence in clinical practice (370).  

4.2.6 Seeking help from other teams and specialties 

There is little research on the interactions between these specialties or between multiple 

RMOs of the same specialty all responsible for a single deteriorating patient’s care. 

Multiple specialty involvement in a single patient’s management can make a RMO’s 

communication task more difficult, as can the case of a RMO responsible for cross cover 

of multiple specialties. RMO lack of clarity as to which SMO’s patients he or she is 

responsible for can affect escalation, that is, which SMO should be called (371). 

Ambiguity as to which doctor has responsibility for which clinical task can also affect 

patient escalation (299, 372, 373). Hewett et al. (18) noted that multiple specialty 

management of patients could lead to conflict and power struggles, especially when 

patient ownership is decoupled from responsibility; for example, in the case when a 

specialty team performs a procedure, and expects only to be responsible for 

periprocedural care (18, 101). Unfortunately, it is not unusual for deteriorating ward 

patients to require investigative or operative procedures as part of their treatment. 

Different specialty doctor teams manage the deteriorating ward patient in different ways; 

for example, in surgical versus medical wards. For patients with surgical issues, the 

genesis of some emergencies is specific to surgery, for example, wound dehiscence. The 

end results, for example, septic shock, are similar to those in patients with medical issues 

(374). Once illnesses are life threatening, recognition and management become similar, 

which is the clinical basis behind RRS (374, 375). However, surgical RMOs are more 

confident in managing deteriorating ward patients independent of RRTs compared with 

medical RMOs (99). This would seem to conflict with Radeschi et al.’s (84) findings that 

surgical RMOs and nurses combined found MET more useful than medical RMOs and 

nurses. Whatever the degree of independence shown by surgical RMOs, it may be of 

limited importance, as doctors only initiate a small proportion of MET activations (29, 

376). This demonstrates how specialties see the same clinical problem in different ways. 

Specialties may also accept help from other specialties. They may be unwilling to accept 

changes to existing specialty boundaries to facilitate help (377). 
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4.2.7 RMOs are supposed to do what they are told to do 

RMOs’ decisions to escalate patients are not solely based on their own assessment of 

patients, they are also affected by pre-existing medical opinion. Bull et al. (378) found 

that HSs often inherited and were expected to act on decisions made by other doctors. 

RMOs consider their own knowledge to be limited, and are reluctant to question senior 

doctors’ decisions (299, 318) or change their management plans (57). This may also 

contribute to RMOs reluctance to change EWS parameters. Rotella et al. (60) found that 

most RMOs do not escalate patients if they believe that previously instituted management 

plans are appropriate. Conversely, RMOs are more likely to escalate patients if they think 

that pre-existing diagnoses are uncertain (60). What is not clear is what RMOs do if ward 

patients deteriorate and there is a lack of clarity as to the existence and content of a 

diagnosis and plan. SMOs do not necessarily tell RMOs their intentions. Conn et al. (583) 

found that surgical SMOs preferred to speak directly to ICU SMOs when talking about 

the former’s patients who were admitted to the ICU, bypassing discussion with RMOs. 

Conn et al.’s (583) clinical context could be argued to involve content of greater 

complexity than general wards, thus requiring discussion by experts (379). However, 

insufficient information transfer to RMOs has also been noted in wards and when 

transferring patients from other clinical locales to wards (57, 380). There is also the 

potential for communication errors between SMOs and RMOs (381). 

Previous events may also colour communications; for instance, previous RRS activation 

during which the patient could not be transferred to ICU because of lack of available beds 

can dissuade from further RRS activations for the same patient (102, 382). Shearer et al. 

(102) suggested that ward clinicians may infer that if such patients were not accepted for 

immediate ICU admission, the ward team should remain the primary clinicians for any 

subsequent events. However, some patients repeatedly meet RRS activation criteria, and 

those who do have an increased likelihood of a critical event (383). Therefore, just 

because a deteriorating ward patient has been refused ICU admission once does not mean 

they will not need it later. 

4.2.8 Should a RMO speak with a SMO or a RRT? 

Even if RMOs think they have a good relationship with an SMO, deciding when and how 

to speak to them is a complex decision (362). There are several reasons why this 
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complexity may occur. In a non-clinical context, relatively small differences in SMO 

communication style are known to impede medical student willingness to speak up (384) 

and impair RMO diagnostic and procedural performance (368). SMOs with different 

supervisory styles do not only differ in when they want to be called, but are likely to have 

different requirements for RMO communication content and delivery (385). Some SMOs 

do not necessarily listen or respond appropriately to RMO requests for help, even for the 

deteriorating ward patient (188, 386, 387). This may be because SMOs differ in their 

definitions of a deteriorating patient compared with RMOs, accounting for some 

differences in communication expectations (125). These factors may explain why RMOs 

call SMOs less frequently than SMOs indicate they prefer (370, 388). 

Ward RMOs do not feel that they have lose autonomy by activating RRS (389), although 

SMOs feel that RMOs lose skills by doing so (59). There are other reasons why primary 

team SMOs have mixed feelings about RRS. The original concept, and its promotion, has 

fundamentally intensive care origins (390). MET (110, 391) and CCOT (74, 392) teams 

usually have a large complement of ICU personnel. Therefore, such teams can be seen by 

primary SMOs as an interspecialty intrusion by ICU into primary team business (393). In 

the case of CCOT, this intrusion is interdisciplinary as well (393). 

4.2.9 The effect of experience on doctor communication 

Clinical experience is usually associated with greater ability to effectively communicate 

about clinical matters, for both nurses speaking to RMOs (78, 355) and RMOs speaking 

to nurses (311). This is also true of RMOs speaking to senior doctors, regarding both 

when to call for help (61) and how they communicate (379). Still, even SMOs find it 

challenging to negotiate help from other SMOs (394), and make mistakes (267). 

However, RMOs have extra challenges compared with SMOs. RMOs rotate around team 

attachments and specialties, and need to frequently learn different SMO preferences and 

new skills. At the beginning of a new posting, RMOs may have little knowledge of what 

information is required or what advice to give during the course of a conversation. 

Specialties have different interpretations of responsibility of care for their patients (395, 

396); consequently, they are likely to require different communication practices around 

the deteriorating ward patient (397). In addition, RMOs who do not have experience 

within a specialty may find it difficult to understand the full meaning of the written 

records, hindering their patient management (398). 
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4.2.10 ICT factors affecting RMO communication 

ICT-wise, locators are still common, and continue to be used by RMOs at NSH and 

elsewhere (194, 399). This is despite their known limitations as clinical ICT devices for 

general RMO communication purposes. Their performance as tools for communication 

specifically about the deteriorating ward patient is not known (400). Only one study has 

investigated ward clinicians’ preferences for the design of a clinical ICT system for 

communication about the deteriorating patient (401). Although it suggested that such 

systems should facilitate shared awareness about deteriorating patients among doctor 

teams, it did not expand on how this might occur in practice. It also did not explore how 

this would address communication to other specialties or RRTs. Consequently, it is 

worthwhile investigating more closely how locators perform in this clinical context, to 

better design their replacement. 

4.3 Method 

4.3.1 Research process followed in AR1 

The following diagram is a summary of the AR process followed within this chapter. It 

ends with the completion of clinician interviews. 
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4.3.2 Plan – Data collection 

The rationale for selection of data collection by semi-structured interview and the usage 

of NVivo were discussed in Chapter 3. The specific aspects of participant recruitment, 

interviews and focus groups, and the locations in which these were held, plus the 

interview process and transcription are discussed below. 

The topic guide for semi-structured interviews was developed from the literature review, 

conversations with RMOs and my ICU colleagues, including NSH CCOT members. 

There was no available comparable questionnaire in the literature to model it on at the 

time. The summary of the full questionnaire is presented below (see Table 4-1). 

Table 4-1: AR1 interview topic guide 

Clinician group receiving questions Question topic 

All clinician participants Critical illness, terms for critical illness, 
frequency of viewing critically ill patients. 
Effect of patient distress, other clinician 
opinions, patient chronic illness assessment & 
management. Thoughts on how to improve care 
of critically ill NSH patients. 

RMO participants Most important part of assessment. Influence of 
other clinicians, especially if RMO knows them 
personally. Patient prioritisation & review. Role 
of other clinician disciplines in patient 
management. Reasons for calling senior doctor 
about a patient within 30 minutes. Feelings 
about discussing critically ill patients with other 
doctors. Doctors the RMO would prefer to call 
for help & reasons for asking for help. 

Nursing & allied health participants Opinion on current RMO management of 
deteriorating patient & referral to senior 
doctors. Actions if disagreeing with RMO 
assessment or management. Opinion on general 
RMO call prioritisation. Role of other clinician 
disciplines in patient management. What 
doctors want to know when called about a 
deteriorating patient & conveying urgency.  

SMO participants What SMO expects to learn if called for a 
deteriorating patient. Expectations for RMO 
communication about deteriorating patient & 
SMO reply. SMO usage of other information 
sources. Opinions when RMOs did not call 
about deteriorating patients. 
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Because I did not know if individuals and specialties would have significant variations in 

communication to and from RMOs, I decided that purposive sampling of a large range of 

clinicians was required. Participants were recruited via paper advertisements distributed 

throughout the wards, and invitations to clinicians by myself and by the NSH CCOT team 

on my behalf. NSH CCOT were involved as co-participants in my research. 

Recruitment was purposive in that participants were chosen to cover a breadth of roles 

and experience levels. The specialist clinicians included in the interviews represented all 

the medical and surgical specialties attending NSH ward patients admitted with acute 

illness in 2008 except for obstetrics, psychiatry and geriatrics. All participants had worked 

at other hospitals as well as NSH. At the time of the interviews/focus groups, they were 

all either working at NSH or had worked there during the previous 12 months. 

Some non-ward specialty clinicians were included in these interviews, and some ward 

specialties were excluded. NSH ICU SMOs, RMOs and CCOT members were 

interviewed because whilst they were not primarily responsible for ward patient 

management, they were called to assist with deteriorating ward patients. Emergency 

medicine SMOs were interviewed because in 2008, the NSH ED operated as a combined 

unit with the acute admitting ward, and termed the Emergency Care Centre. This situation 

could easily result in patients who had already been seen by EM and accepted for 

admission under another specialty still physically waiting in the Centre. Some patients 

waited in the Centre for beds in the main hospital for days (402). If the patient deteriorated 

during this time, EM clinicians were occasionally called to assist. By the time of AR4, 

the Centre had reverted to a separate ED and acute admitting ward, the latter of which 

was then called the Assessment and Diagnosis Unit. The NSH ward specialties of 

obstetrics, psychiatry and geriatrics were excluded because each of these comprised only 

a very small number of ICU admissions, and thus by extension, were unlikely to have a 

significant number of seriously ill patients. 

Any clinician expressing interest in being interviewed was contacted by myself (if I had 

not spoken to them already about my research), given a brief verbal introduction of the 

general nature and reasons behind my research and invited to come for an interview at a 

date and time suiting both of us. 
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A senior SMO who did relatively little clinical work acted as the initial interviewer, as I 

was concerned that RMOs would be hesitant to freely answer questions in my presence. 

As discussed in Chapter 3, this appeared not to be the case, and consequently, I acted as 

the interviewer for the rest of the focus group meetings and interviews. 

In all focus group meetings and interviews, when clinicians arrived, I accompanied them 

to the interview locale. I gave them the participant information sheet and explained that 

the video camera was not recording. If the potential participant was still agreeable to an 

interview after reading the participant information sheet, I activated the video camera. 

4.4 Results 

4.4.1 Act – Focus group meetings and interviews 

Interviews commenced with two focus group meetings—since this research was primarily 

about communication to, from and within groups of RMOs, I thought that interaction 

between research participants would add to the richness of data. In practice, however, 

RMO availability within usual business hours was limited because of an RMO strike. 

Once this had resolved, it was difficult for RMOs, and other clinicians, to find time at the 

same period for interviews. The exception was when SMOs were having meetings at the 

same time for other purposes and were willing for me to be present. Consequently, most 

interviews were conducted with only one participant. 

Table 4-2: AR1 participants 

Participant identifier 
code NSH role Clinical specialty 

at interview 

Years 
since 
clinician 
graduation 

Interview 
date 

AR1 FG1RMO1 Registrar Intensive care 5–10yrs 22/04/08 

AR1 FG1RMO2 HS Not known 
2mth–
2.5yrs 22/04/08 

AR1 FG1RMO3 HS Not known 2.5–5yrs 22/04/08 

AR1 FGFacilitator SMO General surgery >30yrs 22/04/08 

AR1 FG2RMO1–5 HS Not known 
2mth–
2.5yrs 29/04/08 

AR1 FG2RMO6–7 unknown Not known 
2mth–
2.5yrs 29/04/08 
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Participant identifier 
code NSH role Clinical specialty 

at interview 

Years 
since 
clinician 
graduation 

Interview 
date 

AR1 RMO1 HS General surgery 
2mth–
2.5yrs 28/05/08 

AR1 RMO2 Registrar Intensive care 2.5–5yrs 29/05/08 

AR1 RMO3 HS General medicine Not known 29/05/08 
AR1 RMO4 HS General medicine Not known 8/07/08 

AR1 RMO5 HS General surgery Not known 5/08/08 
AR1 RMO6 Registrar General surgery 10–15yrs 7/08/08 

AR1 RMO7 HS General surgery 
2mth–
2.5yrs 14/08/08 

AR1 RMO8 Registrar General medicine No record 5/09/08 

AR1 RMO9 HS General medicine 
2mth–
2.5yrs Sep-08 

AR1 RMO10 Registrar General surgery 2.5–5yrs 23/09/08 

AR1 RMO11 HS General medicine 2.5–5yrs 24/09/08 
AR1 RMO12 Registrar General medicine 2.5–5yrs 1/10/08 

AR1 RMO13 Registrar Anaesthesia 2.5–5yrs 10/10/08 
AR1 RMO14 Registrar General medicine 2.5–5yrs 14/10/08 

AR1 RMO15 Registrar Intensive care 2.5–5yrs 22/10/08 
AR1 RMO16 Registrar General medicine 2.5–5yrs 4/11/08 

FG4SMO1–4 SMO Intensive Care 10–15yrs 14/09/08 
FG4SMO5 SMO Intensive Care 15–20yrs 14/09/08 

FG3SMO1–6 SMO General medicine Not known 8/08/08 
FG3SMO7 SMO Haematology Not known 8/08/08 

FG3SMO8 SMO General medicine Not known 8/08/08 
AR1 SMO1 SMO General surgery 15–20yrs 23/12/08 

AR1 SMO2 SMO Emergency med 15–20yrs 22/01/09 
AR1 SMO3 SMO Emergency med 25–30yrs 13/02/09 

AR1 SMO4 SMO General surgery 25–30yrs 20/02/09 
AR1 SMO5 SMO Cardiology >30yrs 4/03/09 

AR1 SMO6 SMO Emergency med >30yrs 4/03/09 
AR1 SMO7 SMO Haematology 20–25yrs 5/03/09 

AR1 SMO8 SMO Emergency med 10–15yrs 6/03/09 
AR1 SMO9 SMO General surgery 15–20yrs 1/04/09 
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Participant identifier 
code NSH role Clinical specialty 

at interview 

Years 
since 
clinician 
graduation 

Interview 
date 

AR1 SMO10 SMO General medicine >30yrs 6/04/09 

AR1 SMO11 SMO General medicine 10–15yrs 7/04/09 
AR1 SMO12 SMO Cardiology 15–20yrs 24/04/09 

AR1 SMO13 SMO Orthopaedics 15–20yrs 1/05/09 
AR1 SMO14 SMO General medicine 20–25yrs 12/05/09 

AR1 SMO15 SMO Intensive care 15–20yrs 29/05/09 
AR1 NAH1 Ward nurse Registered nurse >30yrs 3/03/09 

AR1 NAH2 Ward nurse 
Charge nurse 
manager 20–25yrs 4/03/09 

AR1 NAH3 Ward nurse Registered nurse 25–30yrs 6/03/09 

AR1 NAH4–5 
Specialty 
nurses Registered nurse >30yrs 21/04/09 

AR1 NAH6 Ward nurse Registered nurse 
2mth–
2.5yrs 23/04/09 

AR1 NAH7 Ward nurse 
Clinical nurse 
educator >30yrs 4/05/09 

AR1 NAH8 
Specialty 
nurse Nurse specialist 15–20yrs 15/05/09 

AR1 NAH9 
Specialty 
nurse Nurse specialist 20–25yrs 22/05/09 

AR1 NAH10 All of NSH Physiotherapist 20–25yrs 2/06/09 

AR1 NAH11 Ward nurse Registered nurse 15–20yrs 3/06/09 
AR1 NAH12 ED nurse Clinical coach 15–20yrs 3/06/09 

AR1 NAH13 All of NSH 
Duty nurse 
manager >30yrs 10/06/09 

AR1 NAH14 All of NSH Pharmacist 2.5–5yrs 12/06/09 

AR1 NAH15 
Specialty 
nurse Registered nurse 2.5–5yrs 17/06/09 

The interviews were conducted in three phases: RMOs, then SMOs, and finally 

nurses/allied health. The rationale for this was the framing of the research questions, that 

is, the natural first step was to discover what RMOs thought about their communication 

processes. This was expected to guide theoretical sampling of SMOs and nurses/allied 

health personnel. Data collection from SMOs and nurses/ allied health aimed to obtain 

their perspectives on RMO communication; however, it became increasingly evident in 
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interviewing SMOs and nurses that SMOs were sometimes told about the deteriorating 

ward patient by nurses and then contacted RMOs with their concerns. In addition, when 

RMOs spoke to specialty nurses, they sometimes initiated communication with other 

RMOs and SMOs, regardless of whether it was originally intended by the RMO. 

Consequently, sampling was increased to explore communication via these other routes. 

4.4.2 Observe – CGT analysis of AR1 data 

Originally, I intended to transcribe the interviews verbatim myself. I did this for the 

nurse–RMO focus group meetings, and unexpectedly found it very difficult to understand 

all the speech. After having my hearing assessed and obtaining hearing aids, I obtained a 

professional transcriber. From then on, all the interviews were transcribed verbatim by a 

professional transcription service (Fidgety Digits). I checked all the transcripts against 

the original audiovisual record. The checked transcripts were open coded into NVivo 

version 10 (QSR International Pty Ltd, Doncaster, Victoria, Australia) as they became 

available, so that analysis was performed in parallel with ongoing data collection, to allow 

for a deeper exploration of emerging themes. These open codes represent sentences or 

ideas representing a concept (206). As data were open coded, further sampling from the 

focus group meetings and interview data was used to develop these open codes further, 

that is, constant comparison. Constant comparison also permits verification and 

refinement of the open codes. When no further conceptualisations that could assist in 

answering the research questions emerged, sampling stopped. 

The following table summarises the subcategories of perceived risk to the patient and to 

RMOs arising from communication about a potentially deteriorating ward patient (see 

Table 4-3). 
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Table 4-3: Risk 

Selective coding 
categories Open codes 

Risk to patient Implications for patient & family, anticipated outcome 
will change, forward planning for deterioration, abnormal 
physiology, acute disease, age, chronic disease & 
functional state, patient subjective feelings, family 
opinion, broad shotgun scope, differential diagnosis – 
don’t assume, history, physical exam 

Risk to self Admitting you’re out of your depth & don’t know what to 
do, strategies for difficult referrals, strategies for cross 
speciality referrals, related to time of day, clinician 
approachability, culture of referral & changes over time, 
patient location cannot cope, referral – wait for 
investigations or not 

The factors affecting RMO judgement of patient acuity are summarised in Figure 4-2. 

RMO triggers for referring were primarily feeling outside their personal ‘comfort zone’ 

or lacking understanding regarding what was happening to the patient. Reasons for being 

outside comfort zones included uncertainty about therapeutic decisions, deterioration 

despite therapy, perceived risk of death and sudden severe deterioration regardless of 

intervention. Abnormal physiological observations were the predominant RMO means of 

determining patient acuity, in terms of absolute numbers, trends and rates of change. 

RMOs often requested ward nurses who reported abnormal physiological observations to 

repeat the measurements, or checked themselves. None indicated that they would do the 

converse, that is, check observations that nurses said were normal on a patient who they 

suspected was deteriorating. Some RMOs asserted that normal observations meant that 

the patient would not deteriorate in the near future, although this is not always the case. 

SMOs and nurses noted that RMOs tended not to look for the underlying causes of 

abnormalities, or assumed benign or relatively benign causes. 

Other factors included the nature of the acute disease, with respiratory and cardiovascular 

diseases prioritised, and chronic disease and its degree of reversibility with treatment. 

Chronic disease known to be a cause of chronic physiological abnormality affected 

RMOs’ weightings of present physiological anomalies. Patient age also affected 

weighting of physiology, for example, elderly patient intolerance of serious disease. 
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Figure 4-2: Factors affecting RMO perception of patient acuity 

Clinicians varied in their discourse when asked to define critically ill patients, although 

all agreed that they would not use this term as such. Nurses tended to reply in terms of 

patients who had high ward resource requirement, while SMOs suggested patients with 

life-threatening illnesses at risk of deterioration. RMOs replied that they would not use 

such a term, preferring words such as ‘sick’ instead. When asked about the frequency 

with which they personally attended such patients, there were wide variations, even 

within the same specialty. 

Patient appearance, or the ‘end of the bed-o-gram’, as assessed by the RMO could be used 

to add weight to RMO referrals to a senior doctor concerning patient deterioration. It 

could also be used by RMOs to assert that a patient was not deteriorating despite abnormal 

physiological observations, without reference to any other information to support or 

refute such assumptions. 

Some HSs showed a tendency to aggressively investigate the deteriorating patient, for 

fear of missing a diagnosis. However, this could make deciding when to communicate 

with registrars more rather than less difficult, especially in regard to gathering all the 

information required for a call. 

So you make sure that you prepare those things beforehand and then call them up when 

you’ve got that information in your hand rather than... I mean obviously there are times 

How sick is THIS 
particular patient?

Major factor : 
Physiology

Acute disease

Chronic 
disease

Age

Labels

Medicolegal 
issues

WeightingValidity

‘I think blood pressure is a big one, like 
they’d call and say “Blood pressure with a 
systolic 70” and I’m like “Whoa”. …If it was 
an observation from a nurse I would always 
recheck it… because after that I need to call 
like a second clinician and then if they ask 

“Did you do the observations ?” then I’d have 
to say “No” and I’d look like a fool…’

(AR1 RMO11)

Patient 
appearance
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when you sort of say oh this needs to be done right now and should I wait for this 

investigation to be done before I call the registrar, because I know he’s going to ask me 

this stuff. If it’s not right then he’s going to get pissed off and then, you know, is that 

important? Should I make sure I go ahead with this investigation? (AR1 RMO5) 

Nurses and RMOs sometimes refer a patient to a clinician of a higher level than that of 

who they would usually speak to. In the context of the deteriorating patient, nurse 

hierarchy jumping only occurred within the primary team, especially when the nurse was 

experienced and belonged to a subspecialty (for example, cardiology or CCOT). They 

would do this if they could not contact the RMO or were unhappy with RMO 

management. Junior ward nurses were much more likely to call the ward HS or CCOT 

rather than hierarchy jump. HSs making direct calls to SMOs within the primary team 

was acceptable to SMOs for rapid and severe patient deterioration, or if the registrar could 

not be contacted or was otherwise incapable of answering questions. HS calling was also 

thought appropriate if by specific RMO request. Otherwise, it was frowned on by SMOs, 

as HSs were expected to ask their registrars for help in the first instance. A HS directly 

referring to registrars or SMOs in other specialties was not welcomed by the recipient 

either: 

I guess I’ve been told off for kind of breaking the vertical, I remember I had a patient 

last year and she was just vomiting blood and I think I did at the time, I said ‘oh I should 

call up a gastroenterologist to do this’, I think I did actually at the time. And I got an 

absolute bollocking from the, well he’s asked me ‘have you spoken to your reg’ and he 

said, you know, ‘do this, this and this’, but he was like ‘next time call your reg, your 

reg should call me’. It’s almost like a hierarchy thing and that’s fine, that’s just the way 

it is, but umm... So I’ve tended to go to my own reg. But once they know, then I’d call 

all the people, but I would make sure that my reg knows. (AR1 RMO11) (reg = 

registrar) 

HSs might still refer to SMOs in other specialties without sanction, if the specialty in 

question only had SMOs on calls to take referrals, for example, haematology, and the 

referral was thought to be of high quality: 

…it’s just as long, if they can have the information at their fingertips and process it, 

and present it in a coherent fashion. I mean, you know you have fantastic house 

surgeons who you know when they ring you, they’ll have the answers, and you can get 

a very clear idea of what’s going on very quickly. (AR1 SMO7) 
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Table 4-4 summarises the subcategories of RMO experience, which affected their 

perception of risk and their communication to other clinicians. 

Table 4-4: Experience 

Selective coding 
categories Open codes 

Experience of clinical 
management 

Experience with caring for deteriorating patients, RMO 
confidence in own management, RMO confidence in 
reasonable indication to call 

Experience of other 
clinicians 

Clinician trust, horizontal referrals to same speciality, 
nurses call RMOs usually but RMOs can ask nurses, 
perceived knowledge or skills required, referring to other 
specialities, advice, better to get more clinicians involved 

RMOs associated nursing skill and experience with age, communication style and 

knowledge of therapeutics. RMOs self-assessed as lacking knowledge about the 

management of the seriously ill patient, especially once they had acquired more 

experience: 

I’m cognisant of the fact that looking retrospectively, I’d assess myself as a competent 

second year house surgeon last year but the experience that I’ve gained in the last one 

year as a registrar, and I look back and think ‘Well yes I was good and thorough’, but 

you develop a lot of extra experience from the time doing the job and making decisions. 

(AR1 RMO8) 

Both nurses and SMOs thought that the experience and performance of NSH HSs in this 

clinical context was highly variable. They preferred RMOs who had neither too little nor 

too much confidence, defined as the clinician’s belief that they understood contextual 

medical issues and felt capable in their management and/or referral of the patient. RMOs 

acknowledged variability in their group, including the willingness to accept nursing 

advice and seek CCOT assistance with deteriorating patients. Some RMOs, usually HSs, 

declined nursing advice: 

I’ve been here for, this is my eighth year, I can see the difference between that time and 

now. We’re getting a lot of junior doctors who’s (sic) straight from the school…we do 

get some junior doctors as well, if you try and tell them something, they won’t listen to 

you. With the registrar so far I haven’t had any problem with the registrar. It’s mainly 

the house officer… (AR1 NAH1) 
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This issue was exacerbated by the promotion of some HSs at the end of PGY1 to registrar 

positions at the beginning of the PGY2 year, attributable to a lack of registrars. This 

caused problems with interspecialty referral: 

The issue I’ve got at the moment is referring to people that are, you know, as discussed, 

the end of the first house surgeon year. And they’re now being labelled as a registrar, 

who you would talk to about a patient and you know that they don’t get what your 

concerns are. Or they’re prepared to minimalise, you know, minimalise what you’re 

saying, or sort of, you know I’ll make the decision when I see the patient… (AR1 

SMO2) 

Recipient trust in senders eased information requirements for escalation and referral. 

Doctor trust in RMOs came from both personal observation and comments from registrars 

or SMOs who had worked with them. Both nurses and SMOs thought that inexperienced 

HSs knew little of how to manage everyday clinical problems regarding the deteriorating 

ward patient, especially when the underlying cause was not clear. As SMOs saw little of 

their HSs, they had little opportunity to develop trust in HS ability to manage deteriorating 

patients. SMOs also felt that they could not trust RMOs from different specialties. 

The primary reasons that RMOs escalated patients within their primary team or referred 

to other specialties were to seek advice or if they anticipated patient deterioration. Figure 

4-3 summarises reasons for referral or escalation of the deteriorating ward patient. 
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Figure 4-3: Reasons for referring or escalating ward patients 

Surgical and medical doctors both stated that surgical teams usually sought advice for any 

deterioration that was thought to be medical in origin. General surgical and orthopaedic 

RMOs and SMOs were loath to manage medical problems by themselves, even if a 

surgical RMO had recent medical experience. Referred patients became the shared 

responsibility of two teams, with the potential for miscommunication. In addition, the 

medical registrars on call for providing surgical patient review could be inexperienced. 

Surgical and orthopaedic RMOs did not necessarily appreciate this when taking medical 

RMOs’ proposed management into account. 

Nurses, and to a lesser extent RMOs, thought it worthwhile obtaining further opinions 

about deteriorating patients, especially if they anticipated that the patient would 

deteriorate further or require resources not available in the ward, either nursing/medical 

staffing and expertise or therapeutics. However, the call recipients, that is, ICU SMOs, 

did not necessarily see any advantage to a pre-emptive referral, in case of an ICU transfer 

request later. 

RMOs thought that clinical experience was of great importance in recognising the 

deteriorating patient, and deciding when to call for help. Experience also improved RMO 

confidence in referring to senior doctors, especially if the RMO had worked in the 

specialty that he/she was attempting to refer to. However, even when RMOs had similar 

Why escalate or 
refer the patient?

Major 
reasons : 
advice, 

anticipation

SMOs: keep 
informed, 

avoid 
criticism

Expertise & 
resources : 
perceived 

need beyond 
capabilities

Team: 
perceived 

expectation, 
transfer 

responsibility
‘I found that nurses will not do, like, more 
than, like a few half hourly obs. Other than 

that they just say “Oh doctor, shouldn’t 
they be in ICU ?”, you just won’t win that 

battle …’
(AR1 RMO11)
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levels of experience, they varied in when they initiated communication to other doctors 

and their degree of prior patient investigation and management: 

I mean if the obs are really bad I couldn’t, I’d always try and do something before I 

called the reg, at least get some other treatment going. Like some registrars want to 

know, some registrars are going to say ‘Oh call me once you’ve done things and then 

tell me if it’s not working’ but it’s hard, there’s no specific thing. (AR1 RMO11) (Obs 

= physiological observations) 

RMOs considered whether their referral would change the clinical outcome, and were 

less likely to escalate if they thought it would not. Nurses and RMOs were more anxious 

about calling a SMO at night, but said that they still would if they thought it was required. 

In the first instance, HSs saw themselves as primarily task performers or ‘worker bees’. 

They saw their role in the management of the deteriorating patient as performing the 

initial assessment and starting management, followed by deciding whether they needed 

to escalate to their registrar and proceeding accordingly. 

The registrar’s role was to know all that was going on within the team and to refer to and 

liaise with other specialties and SMOs as required. Registrars were expected to have more 

experience and to support their HSs. They were also expected to be the primary 

resuscitation doctor, if the HS’s efforts were insufficient and the patient was not thought 

to need immediate ICU referral. 

All medical SMOs were happy for RMOs to attend to deteriorating ward patients in the 

first instance, and communicate progress, although their underlying reasons varied. One 

SMO felt that the movement of younger medical SMOs towards subspecialisation and 

ward SMO loss of technical skills with time made them less comfortable with 

resuscitation. Another cited the importance of RMOs learning by experience. 

In surgery, escalation was more likely to occur, so that decision-making was reduced at 

the HS level. HSs were also less likely to have registrars physically available nearby to 

request advice from: 

I think that would happen a lot more in a surgical ward because as I mentioned the 

house surgeons direct every important decision to the regs. In saying that it’s usually a 

phone call because the reg is often busy. (AR1 NAH14) (reg = registrar) 
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NSH had a high number of experienced nurses distributed through the hospital at the time 

of this research. Experienced nurses are selective as concerns the rank of primary team 

doctor they choose to escalate concerns to, depending on the nature of the patient’s 

problem and whether they believe the doctor concerned has the skills to manage it. 

Duty nurse managers, senior and experienced nurses, who supervise clinical nursing 

activities and patient placement within NSH at all times, were particularly willing and 

able to direct RMOs if necessary: 

…or to say to the house surgeon, ‘This nurse is more worried than you are. I am more 

worried than you are. Why are you not more worried ? Who shall I call ?’ (AR1 

NAH13) 

Nurses commented that some HSs were much less likely to listen to nursing opinion than 

registrars. Strategies to cope with this included seeking help from other nurses and 

escalating from HS to registrar or SMO: 

Another time I tried to get hold of a house surgeon, and I couldn’t, so I rang the 

registrar. And the house surgeon came back and blew me up. And I said well actually 

it is my right to ring the registrar, and I have every right to do so, and you can please 

yourself really… (AR1 NAH1) 

Nurses would include subjective terms of ‘worry’ and ‘concern’ about the deteriorating 

patient, usually to add emphasis to their referrals but sometimes in their own right. Other 

strategies to emphasise urgency included the nurse suggesting that he/she was going to 

call a more senior doctor and commenting on the patient’s appearance and family 

concern. Nurses realised that short of saying that death was imminent, RMOs prioritised 

referrals with objective evidence. Otherwise, the speed with which they addressed 

deteriorating patients was dependent on the RMO’s task list, especially as tasks requiring 

face-to-face patient assessment were considered time-consuming. 

Nurses improved their presentation quality with experience. In communicating to SMOs, 

this appeared less important because of pre-existing trust, and also because their role in 

this context was seen primarily as deteriorating patient spotters and less one of being the 

clinicians responsible for fixing the patient. 
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RMO response to nursing referral was influenced by multiple factors. RMOs uniformly 

requested the physiological observations first, then patient appearance, history and 

investigations in varying order, depending on the particular RMO. Patients with more 

abnormal physiological observations were prioritised. Patients nearer to the RMO might 

be seen faster, depending on the RMO’s other tasks. Patient distress was taken into 

account and considered relevant, although it was interpreted in context and observed as a 

trend, rather than just at one point. 

A worried tone of voice from the nurse or lack of knowledge of patient details might lead 

to a faster RMO response. Experienced nurses, or nurses who had experience with the 

patient, were more likely to have their referrals given a higher priority. A technique used 

by two RMOs in the event of uncertainty about referrals by junior nurses was to ask any 

senior nurse present at the time to speak with the referring junior to clarify the situation, 

and then call back. Nurses would also seek support from other nurses if RMOs were 

considered unsupportive. 

Table 4-5 summarises the subcategories of efficiency in an RMO’s clinical practice. 

Table 4-5: Efficiency 

Selective coding 
categories Open codes 

Efficiency of verbal 
presentation 

Quality of presentation, strategies to say I need help 
urgently, clinician availability – doctors, prioritisation 
within multiple referrals, speed of patient assessment 

Efficiency of RMO 
work management 

Physical proximity to ICU if patient crashing, assist RMO 
quick prioritisation, nurses understand RMO reasoning & 
planning, need to fit in with other tasks 

Clinicians were judged on the quality of their verbal presentations, both in terms of 

content and manner. Factors included the accuracy and completeness of referral 

information (for example, the inclusion of pertinent past history), the clarity of the 

question being asked, the compactness of the referral and the inclusion of call context. 

This judgement was not just relevant to the immediate situation, in terms of the recipient’s 

decision, but was also pertinent in the longer term, in that it would become a significant 

determinant of recipient trust in the referrer in future interactions. 
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Strategies used by all clinicians to improve quality included having information sources, 

for example, paper notes and the CIS, at hand at the time that the referral was made. This 

was particularly true in cases when a difficult referral was anticipated. The information 

sources could be referenced immediately if the recipient asked questions that were not 

predicted by the referrer. 

RMOs predominantly referred patients to clinicians who had the skills they thought were 

required. RMOs in surgical runs were particularly apt to refer to medical registrars for 

problems not clearly surgical, compared with the converse situation (see Figure 4-4). 

 
Figure 4-4: Who to discuss the deteriorating patient with 

Calling other specialties could be complex. The initial approach was usually registrar to 

registrar, with escalation within one’s own team and to the SMO if it was thought that the 

other specialty was being unhelpful. AR1 SMOs said that they preferred to know if their 

patients were being referred, although they would accept delayed notification if the 

patient was deteriorating quickly or was being referred non-urgently to an unrelated 

specialty. Within a specialty or team, horizontal discussion from registrar to registrar 

might occur if one had more experience or to gain a second opinion. It would not occur 

from HS to HS for the deteriorating patient. 

Approachability refers to how receptive a recipient clinician was to a referrer clinician 

approaching for advice about or suitable intervention for a patient. RMOs formed their 

Who to escalate or 
refer to?

Major reason : 
possession of 
knowledge or 
skills needed

Trust in other 
clinician

Recipient 
availability

Recipient 
approachability‘I think it probably depended on which 

specialty I’m doing as house surgeon and 
what the problem was. So for example if it 
was an orthopaedic ward …and if they had 
a medical problem I don’t think I’d call my 

registrar because I know they wouldn’t 
come. Or I know they probably wouldn’t 

know what to do …’
(AR1 RMO7)
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own opinions of SMO approachability on the basis of previous interactions. It was not 

the same as availability, that is, whether the recipient could be found to be communicated 

with. Nurse views of HS approachability were primarily related to willingness to listen to 

subjective expressions of nursing concern. RMO views of approachability included 

acceptance of incomplete knowledge by the referrer. Approachable recipients also 

showed appreciation for the referral and did not admonish the referrer or complain about 

trivial issues. They were also willing to accept responsibility for the issue: 

I mean obviously everyone’s so busy so I mean if I was doing a surgical run then maybe 

I’d call on a medical registrar, then the medical registrar would probably get very, I 

mean if they’re busy usually, they get very picky about things, a lot of things and… I 

mean I’ve come across one that was really grumpy and I was a first year at the time and 

he’d be ‘what’s this, what’s this?’ And they ask the questions really specifically and so 

many of them all at once… (AR1 RMO5) 

NSH SMOs and registrars were generally thought to be approachable by junior doctors. 

RMOs insisted that they would call for help regardless of SMO approachability if the 

patient was sick enough in their opinion to require it. Some admitted that they would 

prefer to call more approachable SMOs if possible. With clinical experience, RMOs were 

more likely to be known and trusted by referral recipients, and thus be more confident in 

their referrals, provided they knew they had a good clinical reputation. 

Perceived availability in time and space was also a factor in an RMO choosing to refer to 

senior doctors. Nurses and RMOs viewed SMOs as busy clinicians, with little time for 

the management of acutely ill patients. In addition, RMOs thought that unless a situation 

was really urgent and serious, SMOs should only be notified during normal business 

hours. SMOs had not told them this; it was an understanding gained from clinical 

experience. The time of day made the general choice of who to call for help more complex 

for the RMO: 

I think the biggest issue is in calling for help. Partly that’s because the paths for help 

are varied and depend on the time of the day as to who they ring and who they don’t 

ring. That can slow things down, because it’s the ‘should I call the registrar? Should I 

call ICU? Should I… ’ And now we’ve added the NEWS score. So, we’ve got nurses 

raising one flag, and doctors then having to decide how many flags they’ll raise in the 

medical system. (AR1 NAH13) 
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Physical proximity of a senior doctor, for example, emergency medicine SMOs in the 

ED, increased the likelihood of an RMO consulting him/her, rather than a senior doctor 

in the RMO’s own team who was not in the same department. 

For RMOs, a referral to a senior doctor that consisted purely of stating that one was out 

of one’s depth and/or only starting the most basic of clinical management was looked on 

poorly. Referrals like this were particularly avoided when speaking to SMOs and referring 

outside of one’s own specialty. RMOs conceded that in urgent circumstances and when 

they did not know the patient, they could admit this. In such an event, they would try to 

be as explicit as possible about the immediate issues and what they wanted from the 

recipient. HSs also preferred to speak to their own team registrar in such situations. 

Doctors, especially SMOs, appreciated better quality verbal presentations by referrers 

because it made their own response easier to determine. They noted that presentation 

quality was primarily, although not always associated with greater clinical experience. In 

certain circumstances (for example, a subspecialty service for which the SMO was on 

call), they were willing to accept referrals from HSs, provided the presentation was 

competent. 

From the HS’s point of view, when referring to other doctors about a deteriorating patient, 

the problem was not so much whether their referral fitted with the other doctor’s priorities, 

but rather, acknowledging that, when calling their own registrar or SMO, the recipient 

was generally going to be busy or, in the case of the SMO, not to be disturbed for acute 

care matters. Consequently, HSs emphasised that they had attempted to treat the patient 

and that this was either not working or that the patient was getting worse despite the 

treatment. RMOs might also use ‘worry’ and ‘sick’ to indicate concern about a patient, 

as an addendum to objective information, to stress urgency when talking to a recipient. 

Although they understood the term ‘critical illness’ to mean that a patient was seriously 

ill, they would never use this to describe such a patient as they had not heard other 

clinicians using it in practice.  

RMOs found referring to other specialties more difficult when they did not have pre-

existing experience of the content or format of information required for a successful 

referral. In such cases, they would take particular care to have all information sources 

present prior to calling. Other strategies included using the experience of other team 
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members (for example, for referral rehearsal), maintaining professionalism (for example, 

avoiding emotion) and stressing the referrer’s perceived risk of poor patient outcome (for 

example, by stating potential differential diagnoses): 

I do tend to have all the information on hand when I call someone senior. I mean if 

you’re calling your registrar you might just kind of have most of the information but 

when you’re calling up another service or a consultant you’ve got to have. Because if 

they ask for like a blood gas or what’s the pH, O2 and you don’t know, you’ll just, yeah, 

not a good look. So I’d definitely have all the information before I call someone senior. 

(AR1 RMO11) 

If the referrer thought that the recipient was being difficult, they would try to maintain a 

polite and emotion-free approach, then follow up with other members of the recipient’s 

team if required. 

RMOs noted that clinical experience improved confidence in verbal presentation, 

although it was not evident whether this improved presentation quality for the recipient. 

However, clinical experience for nurses improved their confidence in using subjective 

statements to direct RMO actions. SMOs noted that they could get away with subjective 

terms and minimal supporting objective information when speaking to other SMOs, as 

the referrer and recipient had built trust in previous interactions. Another helpful factor 

in such circumstances was that the referrer SMO had distilled the problem or the related 

question, rather than expressing generic concern about their patient. 

Nurses and SMOs expected RMOs to physically attend and assess deteriorating ward 

patients face to face in response to referrals. However, some RMOs were using Concerto, 

the NSH CIS, as a shortcut between nursing referral and their own clinical management, 

including prescriptions of drugs and fluid, without viewing the patient, or they were only 

reviewing written patient notes, leaving out face-to-face patient assessment. 

I think that we have quite a lot of reliance now on, for want of a better word, Concerto 

review. And good RMOs get a good history, they actually speak to the patient about it 

or the family and actually do a full assessment, and they don’t write down what they 

got off a computer screen from the last discharge summary. Which I think is a tendency, 

because it’s easy, it’s easier than talking to patients. (AR1 NAH8) 
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This assessment at a distance did not apply to all RMOs. Some stressed that they assessed 

patients personally before deciding on prioritisation, although they took other clinicians’ 

opinions into account. 

Concerto was used by all NSH clinicians to assist patient prioritisation and information 

transfer in all aspects of hospital patient care. At the time of AR1, Concerto included 

referral and assessment letters both internal and external to NSH, discharge summaries, 

laboratory and radiology results. It did not include any other NSH inpatient medical 

records and was thus not a complete EMR. Despite these limitations, it was useful to 

nurses and doctors as an additional information source following verbal referrals. SMOs 

would also use it to monitor patient activity and investigation results when they were 

unable to assess patients face to face. 

Nurses also preferred RMOs to explain and document their actions, and made 

contingency plans in the event of the patient deteriorating further. Nurses were unhappy 

if RMOs did not document their assessment and management of patients, or did not sign 

for verbal orders to prescribe drugs. This led to nurses making repeat calls to RMOs. 

Once a patient had been escalated and assessed and management had commenced, the 

question arose as to whether the patient should be reviewed for assessment of progress if 

the RMO did not decide to stay at the scene. RMO review frequency was based on how 

sick they thought the patient was and whether they could treat the patient further, 

depending on the disease. RMOs would also factor in the time required to assess if 

treatment had worked. Review was based on the RMO’s perception of their responsibility 

for the patient’s problem, especially if referral to another specialty had occurred and the 

other specialty was thought to be responsible for it. Sometimes, if a registrar had assessed 

a patient, they instructed a HS to review the patient in a set fashion. As the HSs were 

extremely busy, almost all patients that they had assessed would only be seen again if 

nurses requested it: 

But if blood pressure suddenly drops I’ll expect the nurses to call me and let me know 

what the urine output is and whatever the problem is. If there’s anything that happens 

I’d expect them to call me. If they don’t, by the time I come back and see that particular 

patient again, generally on average it would be later on in the afternoon… you just 

don’t get a chance by the time you finish your job to go back to see the patient. It takes 

a while, yeah, it’s 4 or 5 hours maybe. (AR1 RMO5) 
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Strategies used by the RMOs to ensure that nurses called them back if the patient 

deteriorated included targeted threshold setting for observations, with or without 

reporting the data directly to the RMO. 

Locators were not liked by either AR1 nurses or RMOs, although there was no alternative 

ICT system provided by NSH. Unless the message was ‘*1’ for an urgent response or a 

standardised emergency call (for example, for the cardiac arrest team), a numeric or 

alphanumeric message would be sent. For deteriorating ward patients, this often required 

a phone call by the recipient RMO as the locator message did not provide sufficient detail. 

Nurses sometimes provided minimal objective information content in messages to 

RMOs’ locators to engender replies (for example, NEWS score alone), as this took less 

effort. However, this was disparaged by both experienced nurses (as not taking ‘patient 

ownership’) and HSs (for causing problems in prioritising such referrals). The locator was 

a poor prioritisation tool from the point of view of the RMO because of the lack of context 

on the locator messages: 

A lot of the times they’ll send you obs or just say ‘Oh a NEWS score of this or a NEWS 

score of that’ and ‘please review’… (AR1 RMO11) 

RMOs usually, but not always answered locator messages. If the recipient RMO did not 

phone to acknowledge the locator message, nurses continued to page until the recipient 

answered. This was at the cost of inconvenience for themselves. Even if a recipient RMO 

answered, they would not necessarily fulfil promises to see the patient. Nor would a nurse 

necessarily follow up on the lack of an answer or RMO attendance. Occasionally, the 

RMO would reply, come to assess the patient and forget to sign orders, upon which the 

nurse would have to send a locator message again. 

Alphanumeric messages were only sent via Powerpage. Nurses usually used it for less 

urgent matters. They noted that Powerpage records could be used as evidence in nurse–

doctor debates about when messages had been sent and message content. Referrers could 

only see and send their own message. They could not send a message about the total ward 

task load en bloc. Numeric-only messages worked well for formal or informal alert codes 

(for example, ‘*1’) for which use was rare, and only for clinical emergencies, 

accompanied by a landline phone extension to call. It usually ensured a quick RMO 

response. Although nurses and doctors did not always agree on issue prioritisation, no 

RMO thought this code had been inappropriately used. 
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Two AR1 RMO participants had particularly strong, divergent opinions about iBleep, 

from previous personal usage at another hospital. One was a registrar who had used iBleep 

as a HS (AR1 RMO10), the other was a HS (AR1 RMO11). The registrar liked iBleep 

when using it as an HS but noted that other HSs had opposed its implementation. He 

attributed this primarily to the feeling of continuous surveillance, so that an HS could not 

control their own workflow. The HS was strongly suspicious of iBleep for precisely this 

reason, and also felt that iBleep data might be retained and used against HSs. 

Table 4-6 summarises the subcategories of RMO responsibility to the medical team and 

patient ownership: 

Table 4-6: Responsibility and ownership 

Selective coding 
categories Open codes 

Responsibility Refer later if less responsibility for patient, 
responsibility transfer & sharing 

Ownership Refer up chain of command unless patient crashing, 
expectation to refer 

There was general agreement between the clinician groups as to who was responsible for 

what within a ward team. HSs were thought to be the most readily available doctors; 

therefore, they should be called first to assess and manage the deteriorating patient, unless 

the patient’s life was imminently at risk. HSs saw themselves as task completers rather 

than playing a significant role in decision-making about deteriorating patients. This was 

especially because deteriorating patients tended to be managed by registrars or in 

conjunction with other clinicians, rather than solely by a sole HS. However, the threshold 

at which a HS called for registrar assistance was highly variable. 

Registrars were seen as a more experienced back up, and as the next in line of the medical 

chain of command. In addition, SMOs thought that registrar communication skills were 

better than HSs, and thus preferred registrar review, even if a HS assessed a patient that 

the SMO was concerned about, so that the SMO received more useful updates. 

Nurses, allied health personnel and RMOs saw SMOs as having ultimate oversight for 

patient care. SMOs expected RMOs to refer deteriorating patients up the ‘chain of 

command’—from HS to a registrar within one’s own team and then to the team SMO. 

SMOs also felt more confident that a patient would be managed appropriately when under 
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the care of their own RMO team, rather than RMOs from other teams or locum RMOs. It 

was also noted by some SMOs that locum RMOs were not as likely to inform them of 

patient deterioration when it was not required for patient escalation. 

Wanting to know did not mean that consultants wanted to be at the scene, assisting in 

resuscitation or otherwise. Most medical and surgical SMOs did not attend directly to the 

deteriorating ward patient unless their specific technical skills were required, for example, 

for surgery. 

The next progression in the chain of command was from HS to registrar, and this 

relationship was expected to be particularly important when communicating within the 

team about the deteriorating ward patient. HSs regarded their team registrars as the 

primary clinicians to ask advice from, to keep in the loop of events and to escalate to if 

required. They felt more comfortable escalating patients within their own team, if 

possible. Sometimes, a registrar might delegate tasks to his/her HS to refer to another 

specialty (for example, asking radiology for an investigation) or to review a deteriorating 

patient that the registrar had already seen. HSs seldom made either specialty referrals or 

patient reviews for their registrars spontaneously, except in the surgical specialties, in 

which surgical registrars were often unavailable in OR or happy to refer patients 

perceived to have medical problems to medical registrars. 

The primary reason that SMOs wanted to know about patients was because of patient 

ownership: 

Because ultimately that patient’s on the ward under (SMO’s name), not under house 

surgeon Bloggs… (AR1 SMO1) 

SMOs clearly expected their team registrars to keep them informed of their patients who 

had deteriorated, and would admonish the registrar if this did not happen. SMOs were 

more likely to insist on registrar escalation to them if they had personally performed a 

procedure on the patient or if unexpected or bad outcomes were likely. SMOs were also 

more interested if iatrogenic errors had been made. Surgical SMOs were more interested 

in knowing about patient deterioration than medical SMOs when the former were likely 

to need to operate. 
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The nature of the deterioration also mattered. If the cause of the deterioration was thought 

to lie in a specialty covered by the SMO, the SMO expected to be consulted: 

…I mean a bizarre example, you know, when I’ve been looking after a medical team 

and discover that the registrar has consulted another cardiologist because it was a 

cardiology problem. And that’s embarrassing… (AR1 SMO Med) (This SMO was a 

cardiologist who also practised general medicine) 

If the cause of deterioration was perceived to lie in an organ system or be due to a disease 

best managed by another specialty, SMOs were not as interested, and registrars had more 

latitude to refer to other specialties independently. 

Even when none of the above factors were involved, the AR1 SMOs insisted on being 

informed by their team registrar. Reasons proposed for this included making patient care 

more effective and efficient via previous knowledge of the patient’s history and that 

transfer of patient care could potentially be averted. At the same time, SMOs noted that 

some of their colleagues did not wish to be called for deteriorating patients or that they 

only wanted to be called under specific circumstances. This could cause confusion for 

nurses and RMOs in deciding on a course of action for the particular patient and SMO. 

Other reasons for confusion included that other avenues for patient referral outside the 

primary team were not available at all times; for example, CCOT only functioned during 

day time and evening. 

How soon RMOs escalated deteriorating patients to their SMOs reflected SMO 

insistence. RMOs stated that if their SMO explicitly stated that he/she wanted to be told 

about a specific patient if that patient deteriorated, they would do so, within the time 

frame specified. However, more generic requests of ‘wanting to know’, lacking 

specificity regarding when, for which patient or for what reason, were less likely to be 

honoured. When own team SMOs were called for advice and requested an update 

regarding the effects, this would not necessarily occur despite the patient-specific nature 

of the request. It was not certain whether this related to the time of day that such requests 

were made, for example, RMOs thought it could be deferred until daytime hours. If clear 

directions were given by an SMO to call about a specific patient for a defined event, all 

RMOs said that they complied. 
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SMOs likewise acknowledged that RMOs were the usual doctors expected to manage 

deteriorating ward patients in out-of-hours periods, particularly at night. Most SMOs only 

came into NSH if they thought it was clearly necessary, for example, their hands-on skills 

were required. The general (as opposed to patient-specific) advice that they gave to RMOs 

about calling them for help was usually given at the beginning of the RMO posting. It 

was typically informal: that the SMO was happy to be called, or to be called if the RMO 

was worried, or that the SMO wanted to be called prior to referral to other specialties. 

These calling instructions were primarily targeted at registrars; however, HS calls to team 

SMOs about deteriorating patients were accepted if the registrar could not be reached, or 

in very occasional instances where the HS was thought to be particularly competent: 

I mean the general surgical guys, there’s two of them on most of the time so the junior 

one’s normally the one you call and I haven’t had a problem with them here. So I would 

just call them if they [shrugs shoulders]. But … if I felt like I wasn’t getting an answer 

off them or whatever I would just go higher… and if you need to I suppose the 

consultant to consultants… (AR1 RMO2) 

Ward nurses and RMOs were highly appreciative of CCOT as an adjunct to RMOs; 

CCOT was thought to have greater knowledge about the deteriorating patient than ward 

nurses and some RMOs. Nurse referral to CCOT was done in anticipation of further 

patient deterioration or as a backup in case the ward RMO was not present. Contacting 

CCOT in this way was seen as a horizontal rather than a vertical step; that is, participants 

did not indicate that they used it as an indirect means of referring to ICU doctors. Other 

advantages to calling CCOT included that members were perceived as approachable and 

knowledgeable advisers for both ward nurses and RMOs. However, RMOs seldom said 

that they would contact CCOT directly, as it implicitly lay outside the medical hierarchy. 

4.4.3 Observe – Selective coding – Moving from conceptual categories to substantive 

subcategories 

The core category was the timely and appropriate referral of deteriorating ward patients 

to suitable clinicians. 

To increase the parsimony of the theoretical model, the eight conceptual categories were 

reduced to four substantive subcategories. The grounds for doing this and the summary 

of the final core categories are provided below. 
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4.4.4 Risk 

Table 4-7 shows the emergence of risk as a substantive subcategory. 

Table 4-7: Risk as a subcategory 

Substantive subcategories Conceptual categories 

Risk  Risk to patient, risk to self 

While risk to the patient in the acute setting was not entirely correlated with risk to an 

RMO (for example, with regard to their future relationships with other doctors and 

clinicians), in most cases, it is highly likely that these would be related. The rationale for 

this is that NSH RMOs were likely to realise that sufficient nursing communication routes 

and organisational memory existed that feedback on RMO communication would be 

conveyed to senior doctors. The exceptions were locum RMOs, for whom such feedback 

would be irrelevant, and new RMOs, who would not know this yet. 

4.4.5 Efficiency 

Table 4-8 shows the emergence of efficiency as a substantive subcategory. 

Table 4-8: Efficiency as a subcategory 

Substantive subcategories Conceptual categories 

Efficiency Efficiency of verbal presentation, efficiency of RMO 
work management 

A clinician’s competency at performing clinical work was perceived to be aligned with 

their ability to communicate about patient state, in the absence of evidence to the contrary. 

Not only did it increase the chance of getting help and the speed with which the help 

arrived, but when speaking with senior doctors, it built trust for future transactions and 

expedited these. From the perspective of RMO work management, it was more efficient 

to speak face to face to physically proximal senior doctors to avoid the limitations of 

locator usage. However, this also increased the richness of verbal presentation, for 

example, by confirming one’s presentation with patient observation. Referral to another 

specialty in such a way might also expedite patient transfer and decrease the referrer’s 

workload. Consequently, increasing the efficiency of work management could also 
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benefit the efficiency of the verbal presentation, and thus these two were combined into 

efficiency. 

4.4.6 Experience 

Table 4-9: Experience as a subcategory 

Substantive subcategories Conceptual categories 

Experience Experience of clinical management, experience of 
other clinicians 

Experience improved RMOs’ perception of their ability to recognise risk and practice 

efficiency in management of the deteriorating ward patient (see Table 4-9). Experience 

of other clinicians also increased trust and perceived responsibility, so that for a given 

risk, an RMO was more likely to communicate with the other clinician in question. A 

friendly clinician might also extend an RMO’s ability to diagnose or treat the former’s 

patient. In addition, experience improved RMOs’ confidence that they had grounds to 

refer, and strategies to use in speaking to other clinicians. However, clinical familiarity 

with chronic illness and abnormal but stable physiology could blunt judgement regarding 

deteriorating patients. Conversely, familiarity with certain types of acute disease, such as 

chest pain and ischaemic heart disease, accelerated RMO response. 

4.4.7 Responsibility 

Table 4-10: Responsibility as a subcategory 

Substantive subcategories Conceptual categories 

Responsibility Responsibility, ownership 

RMOs did not see themselves as owning patients, but they did assume responsibility to 

some degree. This might be as part of the patient’s team or out of normal business hours 

RMO cover. In the latter case, RMOs were likely to communicate less and later to the 

patient’s SMO. SMOs expressed ownership and that they expected RMOs to inform them 

when the formers’ patients deteriorated, but reserved the right to be selective about 

involvement in resuscitation. As the questions to be answered were from the RMO 

perspective, ownership as a core category was thus dropped (see Table 4-10). 
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4.5 Theoretical Coding 

Theoretical coding relates the core categories to each other; it is essential to theory 

building. The core categories identified above were consolidated into four core categories. 

The relationships of each of these categories to each other is shown below (see Figure 

4-5). 

 
Figure 4-5: Theoretical model of process by which messages about the 

deteriorating ward patient to and from RMOs are considered 

In this theoretical model, RMOs interpret communication on receipt and reach 

conclusions about the risk associated with the communication. As the perceived risk 

increases, RMOs strive to improve their efficiency of response, to take action to address 

the risk and to find out more about it. Under these circumstances, if the patient in the 

communication is thought to be at high and immediate risk to life, the receipt of 

asynchronous communication that is short on detail is accepted; in particular, RMOs are 

more likely to request an emergent medical team response. Otherwise, RMOs attempt to 

assess a patient face to face first. Conversely, if RMOs interpret a lower risk from the 

message they receive, they prioritise the efficiency of their own work management. 

Therefore, they usually want further evidence before deciding on their response. They 

may also attempt to address the issues raised in the message at a distance, avoiding direct 

patient contact, increasing their personal efficiency. The routine usage of nurses to decide 
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whether patient review is required in most cases also improves the RMO’s ability to move 

on to other tasks. 

With regard to how clinicians communicate with each other, none praised the locator, 

landline phone or Powerpage system. While there were no complaints about ‘*1’ calls by 

nurses or RMOs, all other calls were often associated with difficulties, for the RMO in 

finding the calling nurse or vice versa. Consequently, neither profession thought this 

clinical ICT system was efficient for the deteriorating patient. 

Experience has multiple, sometimes conflicting effects. It improves the efficiency of 

clinical management of a deteriorating ward patient, but can also falsely decrease risk 

perception because of initial patient response, and thus lead to not referring despite 

competency in doing so. Experience in working with particular senior doctors may 

increase an RMO’s perceived responsibility, so that for an equivalent degree of perceived 

patient risk, an RMO is more likely to refer to that particular doctor. Greater experience 

improves the efficiency of response to patient risk, both through greater knowledge of 

who to ask for help and ability to communicate need for help. However, experience of 

clinical management without perceived responsibility to a patient’s team, such as for a 

locum, results in prioritisation of efficiency, so that the patient receives therapeutic 

intervention without reference to the primary team SMO. As a locum is only temporarily 

responsible to the primary team RMO, the risk to themselves of negative consequences 

is reduced. 

The ability of RMOs with less experience in both clinical management of deteriorating 

ward patients and the hospital environment is lower. If RMOs perceive patient risk as 

low, the lesser ability of inexperienced RMOs to manage their overall workload may 

contribute to delayed communication. In addition, nurses and SMOs noted that it was the 

less experienced RMOs who were more likely to be inappropriately confident at 

managing deteriorating ward patients, and thus, slower to ask for help. Even if these 

RMOs perceive risk as high, they still have fewer communication strategies, and 

therefore, are not as efficient at convincing another doctor that the patient is deteriorating. 
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4.6 Discussion 

The four subcategories developed are applicable to both nurse–doctor and RMO-to-other-

doctor communication in the context of the deteriorating patient. They are explained 

further below, and compared with what is known from the literature. 

4.6.1 Reflect – Risk 

As found by Andrews and Waterman (56), RMOs were primarily interested in hearing 

about physiological observations when patients were referred. However, NEWS was only 

used in locator messages and to start a nurse–HS conversation. AR1 RMOs wanted to 

know absolute observation results, trends and rates of change, and patient appearance. 

There was no clear prioritisation between the different physiological observation types, 

though this may reflect not asking AR1 participants explicitly, as it was thought that the 

answer would vary depending on the clinical context. Zarabzadeh et al. (406) queried 

nurses and doctors about prioritisation of physiological observation type with regard to 

generically calling a doctor for patient review. In that study, neurological status was first 

and urine output was last, whereas ranking of all other types (pulse, systolic BP, 

respiratory rate, temperature and SpO2) was highly variable. This was not the case in 

AR1, in the sense that no particular observation was consistently prioritised above others. 

Interestingly, the use of patient appearance has received little mention previously, and 

then only in regards to its limitations (22, 324). Moreover, RMOs requesting subjective 

nursing judgement in this way has not been reported previously. Along with AR1 RMO 

trust in nursing opinions on when patients require review, AR1 RMOs are presumably 

more trusting of nurses than reported elsewhere (78). 

Some AR1 RMOs and SMOs implied that they did not escalate patients for blood 

pressures well below what the NEWS protocol specified. Apart from learning by 

experience that chronically abnormal physiological observations could sometimes be 

tolerated without obvious harm (109), there were other, more concerning reasons. AR1 

RMO understanding of the import of abnormal physiological observations appeared 

superficial. Unwarranted assumptions were sometimes made, similar to the findings of 

Cioffi et al. (325). AR1 RMOs did not qualify their assumptions of patient stability with 

extenuating circumstances, for example, with other abnormal observations or laboratory 

results. They also did not seem aware that the presence of several abnormal physiological 
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abnormalities increases mortality risk compared with one abnormality alone (15). The 

inverse belief, also present, is no better; that is, that a lack of physiological abnormalities 

means that a patient could not be deteriorating. The latter is entirely possible. 

The variability in AR1 clinician response to NEWS was likely to be influenced by 

clinician perception of its predictive value of patient risk. AR1 RMOs perceived 

deteriorating ward patients to be uncommon, and this may have affected their actions in 

response to NEWS and physiological observations. Some of Lydon et al.’s (111) RMO 

participants thought that EWS increased sensitivity in detecting deteriorating patients; 

however, they also thought this was at the cost of decreased specificity and over-

intervention when RMOs were called to review. Therefore, EWS protocols may not be 

followed. Hands et al. (407) suggested that this occurred either because of disbelief that 

EWS is more accurate than clinical judgement or because exact following is not 

achievable owing to resourcing practicalities. AR1 clinicians showed indicators of both. 

EWS introduction can also lead to less accurate judgement of patient risk because of 

devaluation of other indicators of deterioration by RMOs (79). Consequently, both 

abnormal EWS and physiological observations have a complex relationship to RMO 

interpretation and actions. 

Acute and chronic disease have not previously been reported as significant factors in 

determining RMO prioritisation and escalation. AR1 RMOs gave the highest priority to 

cardiorespiratory deterioration, similar to Silverman et al.’s findings (408). As a chronic 

disease, ischaemic heart disease did not appear to have a consistently high priority 

accorded by AR1 RMOs. It may be that the perceived potential for rapidity and extent of 

deterioration was the issue rather than the disease itself or that the disease had logistic 

implications, for example, it required hospital transfer. However, the same requirement 

for transfer was also true for some surgical conditions, which were not mentioned at all 

by AR1 RMOs. 

In the example of deterioration of chronic disease in the interviews, hypoxia of this degree 

had implications for RMO referral. Most AR1 RMOs inferred that the patient had 

underlying CORD (chronic obstructive respiratory disease), although this was 

deliberately not clearly stated. CORD severity of this level is associated with an increased 

risk of death during and after hospital admission (409, 410). Nevertheless, AR1 

participants were not emphatic about escalation. This may have been because nurses or 
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RMOs thought that the given SpO2 represented CORD that was so severe it would be 

poorly reversible. Also, CORD in itself is a common disease in hospital patients (411, 

412); RMOs would be expected to be familiar with diagnosis and management (413). 

Therefore, AR1 RMOs may have felt the expectation that they would be able to manage 

this patient’s illness without asking for help. Finally, even when cases are presented in a 

standardised fashion, doctors interpret the same information differently, leading to 

variability of response (415). Therefore, predicting RMO referral in the context of severe 

chronic disease is particularly difficult. 

Age in AR1 pertains to older adults, as the only inpatient children in NSH were neonates 

in one unit, not covered by RMOs. AR1 RMO comments that they might see deteriorating 

young patients faster may relate more to the effect of age on nature and reversibility of 

underlying diseases, in contrast to patient age alone. Liu et al. (416) found that healthcare 

professionals tend to have neutral to positive attitudes towards older people and patients. 

Diagnosis and management can be more difficult (417). Also, ill older adults tend to have 

multiple, poorly differentiated comorbidities, which present hospital systems are not 

primarily designed to manage (109). 

Senior doctor approachability, as previously discussed (51, 61, 827) was definitely a 

factor in whether AR1 RMOs would ask for help. For some RMOs, it also affected who 

they asked for help if a choice was available. Similar to Rotella et al.’s findings (60), AR1 

RMOs professed that if patients were unwell they would definitely proceed to 

communicate with difficult senior doctors. The quandary is in how RMOs define 

sufficient urgency and if that threshold changes with approachability. For instance, Sur et 

al. (362) noted surgical RMO variability in definition of patient harm when used as a 

trigger to query SMO decisions. 

Lack of approachability was described by AR1 RMOs as the referral recipient asking the 

RMO multiple questions and an intolerance of any lack of information. However, the 

interpretation of whether these really equated to lower approachability may not be easy 

for an inexperienced RMO. It is possible for RMOs when communicating with another 

doctor to misinterpret questions. The RMO may think the recipient deliberately intends 

to block the referrer, whereas the recipient only wants to clarify the situation or to teach 

the RMO (418, 419). Activities by senior doctors to improve their situational awareness 

of their patients can be mistakenly interpreted by RMOs as distrust in them (420). Casual 
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rudeness (368) and even tone of voice (419, 421) can also impair future RMO referral. 

Fears of low approachability by AR1 RMOs decreased with clinical experience and 

personal interaction with referral recipients. A good personal reputation with the referral 

recipient acquired from previous encounters makes RMOs more confident. It also makes 

referral recipients more likely to treat RMOs favourably, thereby decreasing risk of a 

negative reception (422). 

Therefore, it was not surprising that AR1 HSs seldom referred directly to SMOs, as they 

had a much stronger personal relationship with their registrars. In some cases, HSs had 

already been reprimanded by SMOs for not following the chain of command. The 

importance of registrar support for HSs has been alluded to by Wyber and Egan. (966). 

AR1 HSs also felt that they would have more hands-on support from their registrars in 

the event of patient deterioration. SMOs vary, although HS interaction with the primary 

team SMO may be minimal (423). 

RMOs feel the expectation to practice independently (422, 425), including the care of 

deteriorating patients (60, 426), but they do not object if RRTs come. AR1 RMOs did not 

object to CCOT involvement requested by nurses, similar to other studies (24, 107). After 

RRT involvement, RMOs may even withdraw. Pattison and Eastham (107) noted that 

more junior RMOs might step back from patient care once CCOT was involved. Jacques 

et al. (110) noted that RRT members commonly believed that on RRS activation, they 

were doing tasks that should have been done by ward RMOs. This suggests that once 

RRTs are involved, ward RMOs are prepared to surrender their autonomy in patient care. 

Potential reasons include a fear of MET (59) or time pressures associated with other tasks. 

However, there is no evidence that RMOs deliberately activate RRS for the purpose of 

freeing themselves for other tasks. 

Other factors affecting a RMO’s degree of independent practice are personal and external. 

Characteristics such as tolerance of uncertainty, conscientiousness and confidence (51, 

378) affect RMO willingness to escalate. The early promotion of some AR1 HSs to 

registrar positions and their overconfidence as perceived by others was similar to the 

occasional overconfident new ward HS and nurse. It is possible that in crossing 

boundaries to a new doctor role, these individuals viewed independent practice to be an 

important part of their new professional identity. Consequently, they were reluctant to 

admit a patient could be beyond their skills (427). However, personal factors can be 
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tempered by external factors such as ward power dynamics (378); for example, AR1 

surgical RMOs were noted to escalate almost all decisions. Some RMOs would respond 

to nursing pressure to escalate deteriorating ward patients. 

Doctors senior to RMOs are more likely to trust them if the latter show confidence in 

communication (369), accompanied by insight into their limitations (360). AR1 RMOs 

thought that their confidence in communication improved with experience, along with 

confidence in practical and clinical management skills (428). Unfortunately, confidence 

is not necessarily linked with competence in investigation (42), therapeutics (429), 

technical skills (430) or management of patients in unfamiliar specialties (431). In 

addition, doctors overestimate their recognition of deterioration and underestimate their 

ability to avoid adverse outcomes of deteriorating patients compared with experts (432). 

Therefore, an RMO’s confidence that they are managing a patient correctly does not 

necessarily correlate to reality (256, 433). It may also affect their willingness to ask other 

clinicians for help. Personality traits in RMOs also affect their confidence (378, 434): this 

was not specifically assessed in AR1. 

4.6.2 Reflect – Efficiency 

AR1 RMOs did not like locators as clinical ICT devices, as found in other studies (194, 

435), and especially not given the increasing availability of mobile phones (436, 437). 

Since there were no official NSH mobile phones for usage out of hours, if HSs used their 

personal mobile phones while on duty, this would have entailed personal expenditure and 

inconvenience. If HSs shared their mobile numbers with NSH, they could potentially be 

called when not on duty (436): this is perhaps why RMOs limit who they share their 

personal mobile numbers with. O’Connor et al.’s (438) HS participants only used their 

own mobile phones to reply to locator messages and to communicate with other doctors. 

The use of NEWS on locator messages was a more efficient means of AR1 nurses 

notifying RMOs about deteriorating patients. However, gains were outweighed by the 

inability of the locator to be used to acknowledge messages. For AR1 RMOs, message 

prioritisation was not made faster or easier by NEWS without further message context. 

As Carlile et al. (194) suggested, locators are regarded by ward clinicians as poor clinical 

ICT devices. This includes usage for escalation of the deteriorating patient (401), unless 

there is clear common ground between participants (439). The one clear exception were 
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locator messages of *1, which were recognised and accepted by all AR1 clinicians as an 

indicator of serious patient deterioration, even without further message context. In this 

case, it was certainly efficient in terms of effort for response. Usage for only dire 

situations limited its usefulness for deteriorating patients who were not yet at that stage. 

Although clinicians preferred conversation to communicate about the deteriorating 

patient, it is not automatically a better medium. It can appear faster than written notes 

when matters are urgent and complex (440). Doctors may need to extend conversations 

to correctly interpret information provided by nurses (267). Verbal dexterity (441) in 

acute medicine is not a simple skill and not possessed by all clinicians (967). 

Efficiency of verbal communication can also be improved by preparation for predicted 

difficulty. AR1 RMOs prepared themselves for referrals that they predicted to be difficult 

by amassing information that might be needed beforehand and by rehearsal, similarly to 

Kennedy et al. (61). AR1 RMOs found cross-specialty communication to be particularly 

difficult if they lacked knowledge of the expected information content, format or both. 

Other cross-specialty features that may cause difficulties are new specialties or those 

using complex technologies (143). There are also standardised communication formats, 

discussed in Chapter 5. 

Nurse bypassing of HSs to obtain more senior doctor intervention has only briefly been 

touched on previously (299, 326, 442). Kitto et al. (59) demonstrated how nurses used 

RRS calls as communication workarounds if they did not agree with ward RMOs. In this 

chapter, nurse to senior doctor communication was carried out in an ad hoc basis, without 

obvious reference to CCOT beforehand. It was sanctioned by NSH SMOs because of 

delayed RMO referrals of deteriorating ward patients. Although nurse referrers may have 

done this overtly because of perceived patient risks, there were also efficiency advantages 

in the form of quick, definitive decisions; that is, an SMO’s decision is the final say (299) 

and bypasses any HS hold-ups due to interactions within medical hierarchies (443). 

Contextual factors may have contributed to hierarchy jumping in AR1. Snelgrove and 

Hughes (444) argued that nurses were more likely to move across usual nurse–doctor 

boundaries in out-of-hours periods or when they were working in special locales (388). 

This was supported by AR1 cardiology and CCOT nurses being particularly clear that 

they would refer above the team HS or registrar if they thought the clinical situation 
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warranted it. It should be noted, however, that bypassing RMOs was the exception rather 

than the rule, and probably reflected the high proportion of experienced nurses 

interviewed in AR1. 

Direct referrals from HSs to SMOs are rarely discussed in the literature; instances did 

occur in this chapter subject to specific conditions. Very specific requests are vital for any 

RMO-to-SMO team escalation to reliably occur (370). This may not apply to 

interspecialty referrals. AR1 HSs commented that interspecialty referrals would usually 

be preceded by consultation with their team registrar. ED and ICU SMOs’ comments 

about direct HS referrals showed that SMO proximity can supersede this, although HS 

actions may have been due to their perception of clinical urgency. 

AR1 RMOs felt that they had to make some attempt to investigate and treat the patient 

prior to or along with escalation, which was also noted by Tallentire et al. (50). However, 

this can be unproductive and delay definitive management. Buist (30) defines ‘clinical 

futile cycles’ as episodes of clinical activity that do not address the underlying cause of 

deterioration and only delay referral. The degree of delay caused by investigation and 

preliminary trials of management prior to referral is uncertain. Peebles et al. (445) found 

that ‘essential’ investigations and therapeutics only accounted for 31% of the time period 

for care episodes. However, this was subjectively judged by the two first authors, who 

were presumably experienced clinicians and therefore, would have ordered fewer tests 

than RMOs trying to second guess senior doctors. 

AR1 RMOs delegated to nurses the decision of whether a patient needed review after an 

initial assessment. This is an example of role blurring, which is often encouraged by 

doctors for what are thought to be lower-grade tasks. It is especially prevalent when 

RMOs are busy after hours (444). The nursing role with deteriorating patients clearly 

encompasses detection and referral (300). Nursing responsibility after the RMO institutes 

clinical interventions with regard to judging what was a sufficient response to 

management is not clear (23, 53); for example, if fluid is prescribed by a RMO for 

hypotension, where responsibility lies in deciding whether more needs to be prescribed. 

It would be more efficient for RMOs to leave this to nurses, but less so for the latter if 

they have to find the RMO again. A similar situation holds for follow up of patient 

investigations ordered at the time of RMO assessment. The importance of this is that if 

responsibility is not made clear, patient resuscitation and escalation can be delayed. 
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Availability (appearing to be open to consultation) was another factor in RMOs deciding 

to ask for help, identified in Kennedy et al. (61) and from AR1 RMOs. Stewart (827) 

asserted that availability was only important in situations that were borderline for HS 

decisions on whether to refer. Kroll et al.’s (446) findings suggested that availability of 

the HS’s other team doctors plays a larger role. The lack of availability of the surgical 

registrar for their own team HS because of operating theatre work was thought by AR1 

ward nurses to leave them unsupported in decision-making. This vacuum has also been 

noted by Johnston et al. (382). 

Which senior doctors are available for RMOs to ask for advice, either via face-to-face 

referral or via ICT device, is subject to the individual hospital and highly variable (63, 

204, 387, 447). Farnan et al. (448) suggested increasing SMO availability via ICT 

devices; whether this would be as helpful as SMO physical proximity is not known. The 

comments from AR1 ED SMOs suggest that physical proximity is more useful. However, 

the need for physical proximity is also affected by the clinical context and patient acuity 

(449). It is also possible that decreased physical proximity, that is, registrars being in 

operating theatres, enabled surgical HSs to ask for help from less powerful clinicians 

(CCOT nurses), allowing them to avoid revealing gaps in knowledge to their immediate 

superiors (61). 

The literature varies on whether RMOs perceive themselves to be as likely (60) or less 

likely (266, 451) to call SMOs at night compared with normal working hours. However, 

MET activation is decreased at night (376, 452, 453), as it is clustered around the timing 

of nurse physiological observation monitoring (454, 455). In addition, Hands et al. (407) 

demonstrated decreased nurse physiological observation monitoring overnight. Thus, in 

actual clinical practice, if RMOs do not escalate the deteriorating ward patient at night, 

this may be as much due to the decreased information they receive as to their decreased 

propensity to call SMOs. 

RMOs consider the skills and knowledge of the intended recipient when referring (52). 

This was most obvious in AR1 surgical RMOs commonly referring patients’ medical 

issues to medical registrars. Part of this might be because of a perception that medical 

registrars are a cure-all for anything not clearly a surgical problem (323). Surgical RMOs 

may also be seeking to establish their own professional identity (427), that is, they did not 
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want to be seen as physicians. Otherwise, the high number of surgical admissions at NSH 

(456) would be an added incentive for referral, to transfer responsibility. 

Referral prioritisation is a vital part of how RMOs cope with their clinical workload (299, 

378). Both AR1 HSs and registrars thought that the deteriorating ward patient was a 

relatively low frequency event compared with the rest of their large workload, similar to 

the literature (346, 378). They did not consider that lack of time was a limitation in their 

assessment and management of the deteriorating ward patient. 

In addition, AR1 HSs thought that their role in decision-making for these patients was 

lesser because they expected their registrars to assume responsibility. However, HSs did 

think it was their responsibility to refer deteriorating ward patients to their registrar after 

assessment, as opposed to the latter detecting ward patients by themselves. 

The use of CIS and phone conversation to prioritise the patient and initiate treatment 

bordered on avoiding patients. This observation is not limited to NSH (457). Whether it 

stems from managing a high workload scattered over a wide area (458) or RMO 

reluctance to be physically present on wards (355) is not known. Either way, providing a 

means to decrease RMO time at the bedside was probably not intended. 

4.6.3 Reflect – Experience 

RMOs learn expected communication practice from observing others and from their own 

attempts to contact other doctors (52). Experience helps learning on how to communicate 

within an RMO’s team and how to refer to other teams or specialties. It makes it easier to 

not only determine who to refer to, but also when (462) and what to say (463). AR1 ward 

HSs learned by passive observation rather than formal instruction that their team SMOs 

were generally not to be called to assist with patient deterioration. Indeed, the lack of 

response by a senior doctor to an RMO request for help may in itself be an indicator of 

what is expected from the RMO (52). AR1 registrars also varied in their willingness to 

aid HSs. 

Junior RMOs may not initially have the communication skills to clearly express to senior 

doctors that they are out of their depth, or indeed, to enlist the help of other clinicians 

(326, 464). This was not expressed by AR1 RMOs, which might represent the time of 

year that they were interviewed: even the most junior would have been working for some 
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months, and thus, would be better at asserting themselves (330). Learning who best to ask 

for which problem also helps (465). 

AR1 RMOs formulated personal comfort zones, within which they happily managed 

independently without escalation, as found in Zilbert et al. (466). Comfort zones probably 

change with time, so that the definition of an ‘unwell’ patient, one who is outside this 

zone and warrants escalation, may change as the RMO increases in experience, as Kelly 

et al. (125) suggested. This arises not just as RMOs become more capable of 

independently managing some patients, so that they do not need to be referred, but as 

RMOs, like AR1 SMOs, become quicker to define and recognise those patients who they 

do not have the ability to manage, and thus escalate faster. 

The relationship between experience and RMO willingness to seek and accept advice 

about deteriorating patients was not entirely predictable. Although most inexperienced 

HSs were willing to heed nursing advice about deteriorating patients, some were 

reluctant. AR1 registrars were thought to be more accommodating to nurses. This 

tendency was also noted by Johnston et al. (51), although this might have been influenced 

by a lower volume and higher quality of ward nurse calls (57). Reluctance to call could 

be due to some PGY1 HSs being more clinically knowledgeable than more senior HSs 

(34). Conversely, AR1 nurses and SMOs claimed that present NSH HSs were consistently 

lacking in knowledge about the deteriorating ward patient. It could be that these 

inexperienced HSs were seeking advice from other ward doctors instead, although this 

was not noted by AR1 RMOs. Other reasons for such HS behaviour could include that 

they were inexperienced in working as part of a clinical team, and did not yet realise the 

advantages of accepting help from experienced nurses (330). Therefore, these HSs may 

have concluded that a demonstration of independent practice to senior doctors, and not 

revealing a lack of knowledge, was of primary importance (50, 425). Apart from lack of 

clinical experience, PGY1 HSs have little experience in how to collaborate or 

communicate with nurses (321) or work in multidisciplinary teams (423). 

AR1 clinicians stated that experiences of productive personal interactions with other 

clinicians led to trust in future interactions, much more so than other clinicians’ 

perceptions of one’s knowledge of clinical medicine. Trust also improved the risk of 

referral between AR1 SMOs, for example, by lowering content demands. Lack of trust 

between clinicians during handover causes difficulties (471, 472), especially when 
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handovers are not face to face or are interspecialty (18). Experience and trust between 

clinicians also assists interspecialty referrals (363); however, this would not necessarily 

extend to trusting other RMOs’ patient assessments. Most AR1 RMOs preferred to assess 

their patient personally and would not automatically accept assessments by another doctor 

of the same rank. 

4.6.4 Reflect – Responsibility 

What doctors think nurses are responsible for regarding general patient care is not 

altogether what nurses think they are responsible for, or indeed, what they would like to 

do (103, 473). An example of this is how nurses respond when RMOs are slow at 

answering or do not answer locator messages, which is not unusual (440, 474–476), 

although it has been little studied. AR1 nurses varied in their perceived responsibility for 

following up if the HS did not answer initial messages, even for *1 messages. The reasons 

why are unclear, for example, nurse inexperience at chasing doctors (299, 477) or nursing 

workload. Lack of follow up has also been observed in cases when RMOs concentrate on 

ward rounds to the exclusion of locator pages (57). However, it may have also been 

influenced by disagreement about interprofessional responsibility and demarcation of 

duties for deterioration; for example, Castro-Sánchez et al.’s (478) findings of clinician 

disagreements in the management of peripheral venous catheters. 

Nurse hierarchy jumping within primary teams is facilitated by experience of SMOs and 

learning optimal communication practices to use with them (479). Nurses may also see 

their escalation as an extension of their team responsibility (480). With regard to referring 

outside the primary team, Kitto et al. (59) reported MET activation by ward nurses to 

bring an alternative medical opinion to the ward RMO’s when communication and 

collaboration had broken down. Martland et al. (57) noted that nurses thought that their 

ward doctors did not have enough knowledge of the patient’s problems. This workaround 

means of escalation was not specifically asked about in AR1, since the NSH RRT is a 

nurse-only CCOT rather than a MET. CCOTs tend to be seen as approachable and non-

critical, encouraging referrals by nurses and doctors (107), although interspeciality 

referral between nurses can still cause problems (481). 

The transition from medical student to HS brings with it a jump in responsibility and the 

realisation of this is often stressful (482). There is a new onus to avoid making mistakes 
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(423) and to learn how to communicate effectively with other clinicians in the team (482, 

483). The literature suggests that new HSs feel well prepared for (484, 485) and 

competent in basic communication (486). What is not obvious is their communication 

performance in acute care and prescribing, the areas for which they feel least prepared 

(483, 484). There is evidence in both these areas of problems arising from 

miscommunication or non-communication (51, 423, 487, 488), partly related to confusion 

about responsibility. 

The common opinion of all AR1 clinicians was that it was the HS’s role to assess and 

manage the patient to the best of their ability and call for help from their team or the on-

call registrar. The only exceptions were very rapid and severe deterioration. Many HSs 

regard their team registrar as their primary on-the-spot authority, confidant, support 

service and information source, both in NSH and elsewhere (489). Dally et al. (490) 

reported similar findings in Australian PGY1 HSs, although even by the end of their first 

year, there was increasing confidence in seeking help from SMOs. If AR1 registrars were 

not available, especially for surgical registrars in operating theatres, AR1 HSs were 

obliged to take on greater responsibility. Interviewed AR1 HSs did not seem to object to 

this. Kroll et al. (446) found that HSs prefer being encouraged to take on responsibility 

with senior doctor support, rather than being forced to do it with questionable backup. 

What is not understood well is how to determine what comprises sufficient support (491). 

Compared with other studies of interspecialty interaction over acutely ill patients (18, 

492), AR1 surgical RMO referral to medical registrars was well accepted by surgeons. It 

drew little comment from medical registrars themselves. This could have been due to 

fewer demands on the referral recipients. A medical registrar assessment and 

recommendations required less coordination and resources than those for surgical 

intervention in Hewett et al. (18). Issues of contested expertise and ownership between 

the specialties, as suggested by Conn et al.’s (492) study of surgeon–intensivist 

interaction, did not enter the debate. Surgical RMOs did not contest the expertise of 

medical registrars or seek to transfer patient ownership. Surgical RMOs were merely 

delegating unwanted tasks to others (493), and were supported by their SMOs in this. 

This presumably diminished potential boundary disputes. 

There are circumstances in which a RMO’s perceived responsibility for patient 

management may vary. Locum RMOs may not feel as responsible to the teams they are 
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covering, as perceived by some AR1 SMOs. They are less likely to report concerns about 

patient management (362) and have less commitment to the department they are 

temporarily working for (363). They may not know local communication practices. They 

have fewer incentives for team SMO communication, as the locum may have finished 

his/her shift and left by the time that the SMO arrives. If surgical RMOs are personally 

involved in a complication involving a patient, they may feel more responsible; however, 

if a SMO was also involved or informed about it, the RMO may feel less responsible 

(362). 

For the AR1 SMO, the relationship between themselves, the patient and the AR1 RMO 

team spoke more of ownership than just responsibility. SMOs also showed that they 

thought they owned their team, by making comments about ‘my team’, and expecting to 

hear about deteriorating patients via the ‘chain of command’. At the same time, they did 

not think that they bore immediate responsibility for hands-on resuscitation. They were 

willing to delegate this to the RMO team unless the SMO’s skills and knowledge were 

required. From the NZ hospital patient’s perspective, they may often be owned by more 

than one SMO and one registrar during their hospital stay (141). Consequently, perceived 

SMO responsibility to a patient may be more transitory during a hospital stay than 

participants described. 

Exceptions to the above occurred when AR1 SMOs argued that they felt particularly 

responsible for a patient when bad or unexpected events occurred. This occurred 

particularly when they had been personally involved, for example, problems arising 

because of personal performance of a procedure. This was similar to some registrars in 

Sur et al. ’s (362) study. Phitayakorn et al. (451) and Loo et al. (370) used vignettes to 

compare resident intention to call the SMO versus SMO desire to be called. SMOs mostly 

said that they wanted to be called more than RMOs intended to. However, vignettes that 

involved non-life-threatening medical error did not attract more interest than other 

vignettes. Finally, AR1 SMOs felt in some cases that they might have special skills or 

knowledge to offer in the patient’s immediate care. 

Leaving aside situations where SMOs feel particularly responsible, AR1 SMOs who had 

previously owned a deteriorating patient transferred to another specialty still wanted to 

know their disposition and management in any event. This was whether or not they still 

had direct control over the patient, and even when they were not on duty. This in itself 
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did not seem to cause problems; however, where specialties needed to collaborate on an 

ongoing basis, responsibility sharing can become contentious (494), as can the delineation 

of interprofessional boundaries (101, 481). Under these circumstances, SMOs may be 

unwilling for their RMOs to make referrals that can result in loss of ownership (101). 

4.7 Summary 

The aim of AR1 was to explore nurse–RMO and RMO-to-other-doctor communication 

about the deteriorating ward patient, with regard to timing of communication, selection 

of participant, initiation, conduct and the existing ICT systems for communication at the 

time of AR1. Pre-existing theoretical models of RMO clinical communication focus on 

junior HS decision-making about vertical referral to senior doctors. These models do not 

take into account the communication practices of senior RMOs, variation between 

specialties or horizontal communication between RMOs. Nor do they factor in the 

potential effect of present clinical ICT devices on RMO communication. There has also 

been little research on RMO communication in this clinical context outside RSS. 

In AR1, I interviewed a broad range of hospital clinicians to improve on the lack of 

knowledge about RMO communication regarding the deteriorating ward patient. 

Clinicians were purposively sampled for different specialties, clinical roles, ranks and 

clinical experience. The AR1 core category or primary concern that emerged was the 

timely and appropriate referral of deteriorating ward patients to suitable clinicians. The 

interpretation of what was timely or appropriate or who constituted a suitable clinician 

varied between participants. This was reflected in the subcategories that explained RMO 

variation in their interpretation, that is, risk, experience, efficiency and how the RMO 

interpreted their responsibility for the patient. Any communication received by the RMO 

was interpreted with regard to the risk it posed. What influenced this interpretation, and 

whether the RMO decided that communication should occur with other doctors, rested on 

the interplay with the other AR1 subcategories. Consequently, the same clinical 

information did not necessarily lead to a consistent RMO communication response. 

Perceived risk to the patient from a communication was the initial factor affecting the 

RMO’s communicative response. While the NSH RRS was thought to be useful in 

guiding nurse determination and the voicing thereof, RMOs did not think it was an 

accurate risk predictor in itself. Ensuing risk modification via RMO assessment and 
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clinical management did not solely determine the RMO choice to communicate further. 

The relationship with, and therefore perceived responsibility to, other doctors involved in 

that patient’s care, plus the RMO’s clinical experience and experience of other clinicians, 

affected the way in which the RMO interpreted risk. Responsibility and experience might 

work at cross purposes, in that clinical experience can increase the likelihood of referral, 

but decreased responsibility to the primary team reduces likelihood of communication 

within the patient’s primary team. Once an RMO decided to communicate to senior 

doctors, efficiency determined the timing and target of communication. A higher degree 

of experience and risk improved the efficiency with which communication took place. 

Lower perceived clinical risk was usually associated with deferred patient referral, 

especially if the RMO had been called out of normal business hours. Experience of senior 

doctors who clearly stated referral conditions countered this effect and increased the 

RMO’s perceived risk to self if the RMO did not communicate. Therefore, although risk 

might initiate RMO communication, the efficiency of communication determined the 

manner in which it took place. 

The locator was perceived by both ward nurses and RMOs as an inefficient means to 

communicate because of several limitations, including the time lag between message 

sending and recipient answering. Locators also only permitted a restricted message 

content. The exception to these disadvantages was the use of *1 messages in emergencies, 

which was time-saving for both nurses and RMOs. This could still be limited in that RMO 

response to locator usage was variable: RMOs did not always answer locator messages. 

The following chapter further examines communication content about the deteriorating 

ward patient, in particular regarding doctor-to-doctor communication, given the variation 

between the definition of deteriorating ward patients and interpretation of risk. 
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Chapter 5: Clinician Communication About the Deteriorating 

Ward Patient 

Chapter 4 explored factors affecting RMO response to communication about the 

deteriorating ward patient and their ongoing communication to others. Insights were 

gained about the who, when and why of RMO communication in this clinical context. 

RMOs also discussed what they expected of communication to them. What was not 

specifically investigated was the content of their communication to others. This is 

required to answer the second overall research question, to assist in incorporating features 

into the design of a clinical RMO ICT system. 

This is the fourth AR cycle (AR4) in a series of five cycles. Its purpose is to evaluate 

message content to and from RMOs about deteriorating ward patients. My intent was to 

improve the methodology used in Chapter 4, as this was limited in its ability to determine 

significant differences between what clinicians said that they would do and what they 

actually did. Vignettes were created from real-life cases of deteriorating ward patients 

who had sustained critical events (for example, unexpected ICU admission). These were 

combined with questionnaires to create structured focus group meetings. The focus group 

meetings had nurse–HS, HS–registrar and registrar–SMO combinations. The intention 

was to simulate how a sender would decide, on the basis of information immediately 

available to them, whether to contact a doctor senior to them and what they would say. 

Vignette-related interaction was analysed by QCA. Other conversation during the 

interview was analysed by CGT. The findings led to an addition to the previous theoretical 

model produced in Chapter 4. 

5.1 Refining the Research Questions 

The overall questions to be answered are: 

1. Which factors affect ward RMO communication about deteriorating ward patients 

to other clinicians in the hospital? 

2. Which features in a ward RMO clinical ICT system would assist ward RMO 

communication about deteriorating ward patients to other clinicians in the 

hospital? 
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In this chapter, the focus is on the first question, but implications for the second emerge. 

AR1 showed the general requirements for information about the deteriorating ward 

patient—physiological observations, acute and chronic history, investigations and 

physical examination. However, AR1 participants did not expand on these, for example, 

physiological trends as absolute numbers or trends or subjective estimates or otherwise. 

This influences the design for an electronic clinical ICT system for deteriorating patients, 

as, for instance, paper-based physiological charting design is already known to affect 

clinician response (495, 496). In addition, whether there were information requirement 

differences between HSs and registrars was not explored in AR1. As registrars are more 

senior and have more responsibility than HSs, they may have higher expectations for 

communication content. Finally, attributes of communication content, for example, 

standardisation, were thought to be worth investigating. 

Therefore, the question asked in this chapter is: 

1. What are the attributes of communication content required for successful 

communication to RMOs or from RMOs to other doctors about the deteriorating 

ward patient? 

5.2 Literature Review 

Ward patients often gradually deteriorate to the point of a critical event, with warnings 

from abnormal physiological observations (14, 15, 87, 94) or laboratory investigations 

(16, 497–499). Hence, there is likely to be an interim period before an urgency, during 

which asynchronous communication is likely to be used between nurses and HSs. Once 

the clinical situation is complex or urgent, synchronous communication is usually 

preferred, as it is easier to rapidly convey information and gain a shared understanding 

(500). However, asynchronous communication may still be satisfactory where there is 

common ground between the participants. For instance, cardiac arrest is a simple topic to 

communicate, in the sense that a standardised, compact message is sent to all clinicians 

involved. There are also examples of electronic referral-augmenting information transfer 

via conversation for acutely ill patients (501, 502). Consequently, combined usage of 

asynchronous and synchronous communication modes may be useful (503), even in 

emergent situations (504). 
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In addition, communication about new events within the same ward team is not the only 

type of doctor communication about the deteriorating ward patient. Patients may 

deteriorate over more than one RMO shift (typically 8–10 hours), requiring handover of 

information to new RMOs, or require intervention by and thus referral to other specialties. 

Consequently, it is worthwhile reviewing what is known about the handover and referral 

of deteriorating ward patients. In addition, many more reports exist for the development 

and evaluation of electronic ICT tools for handover (505) and referral (506–508) than 

non-RRS-related escalation of patient deterioration. They may have limited applicability 

to the ward patient, as they primarily concern clinical areas outside the ward context 

(509). Escalation, handover and referral content is reviewed below. 

5.2.1 Escalation 

Escalation is referred to in research about the deteriorating ward patient, but not clearly 

defined (510). For the purposes of discussion here, it is defined as the communication 

from a nurse to a doctor or from a junior to a senior doctor, within the same doctor team 

or specialty, about a deteriorating patient. Only Johnston et al. (510) appear to have 

evaluated the quality of information transfer in patient escalation, including the 

communicator and patient identities, the clinical details (history, current treatment and 

working diagnosis), the current problem and management plan and the way in which 

information was structured (including clarity and structure). The limitations of this study 

are that it was unclear whether RMO-to-RMO escalation was also considered, no SMOs 

appear to have been included and only surgical escalation was studied. As AR1 

demonstrated different expectations for hierarchical communication between surgery and 

medicine, there may be different quality requirements between specialties. 

The refinement and preparation of communication content in escalation has been studied 

in greater depth. Kennedy et al. (61) proposed four rhetorical strategies that junior doctors 

use in asking for help from SMOs to justify themselves and preserve their credibility. 

These included building a case by emphasising details that supported the urgency or 

importance of the clinical situation, saving questions to ask at a time suitable for their 

senior, making a plan and checking this with a senior rather than asking an open-ended 

question on what to do and targeting questions to team members lower in the hierarchy, 

to avoid exposing lack of knowledge or skill. Tallentire et al. (50) found that, rather than 

just making a plan of action, PGY1 HSs felt pressure to attempt to assess, investigate and 
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treat patients before calling for help. They feared that otherwise they would receive 

adverse consequences from SMOs. It can therefore be inferred that escalation 

communication content from the RMO perspective should include indirect indications of 

issue urgency, and evidence of proactive investigation, intervention and anticipation of 

requirements for ongoing care. 

5.2.2 Handover and referral and the deteriorating ward patient  

Handover and referral have similarities in terms of information transfer, but each has 

other distinct features. Handover has been defined as interaction between clinicians 

associated with ‘the transfer of responsibility and accountability for some or all aspects 

of care for a patient, or group of patients, to another person or professional group on a 

temporary or permanent basis’ (511, p.7). The information transfer function of handover 

has been particularly well studied (512), but it also has other functions. These include the 

transfer of responsibility, identification and correction of errors, the co-constructing of 

shared mental models to achieve a coherent overall patient picture between participants 

and learning from the experience (513). Patterson and Wears (514) also proposed 

distributed cognition, an information repository that can be shared among caregivers to 

coordinate care, cultural norms, where group values can be shared, and accountability. 

In contrast, referral is not as clearly defined (515), but generally concerns a clinician 

providing advice regarding evaluation or management of a patient’s problem in response 

to a request by another clinician (516, 517). Although the functions of referral have not 

been as extensively researched as handover, Kessler et al.’s (515) taxonomy of ED 

consultations could be applied to the deteriorating ward patient as a starting point. Like 

handovers, there is evidence that referrals involve more than a simple information-related 

transaction. Novick et al. (394) found that consultant surgeons asking for intraoperative 

assistance did so both for explicit (for example, technical assistance and help with 

decision-making) and tacit (for example, moral and political support) reasons. If RRS are 

viewed as a type of referral system, nurses use it to work around RMOs when they 

disagree with the latter’s patient management or when they could not contact them (59). 

There is not enough research available to determine what other functions of referral there 

are than obtaining advice or intervention. 
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Thus, in terms of RMO communication to other RMOs about the deteriorating patient, 

present knowledge about genres of handover and referral should be relevant to most 

interactions. However, handover and referral do not easily apply to communication within 

the one team; for example, if a HS asks their own registrar for advice on an intervention 

that could be carried out by the HS, does that mean that the HS thinks that the 

communication was a handover and that the registrar takes responsibility for the outcome, 

or that the HS perceives no transfer of responsibility and the communication thus was an 

internal referral? In addition, in AR1 SMOs occasionally requested their RMOs to notify 

them of any deterioration in specific patients. This is not a handover because the SMO 

did not intend to transfer their responsibility for the patient, and neither are they asking 

for the RMO’s advice or intervention. In these cases, escalation is useful as a term because 

it implies retention of responsibility within the same doctor team. 

Given their partial applicability and the limited state of ward-specific RMO 

communication knowledge, using handover and referral as yardsticks has two advantages. 

First, they provide further ideas on what constitutes high-quality information content in 

internal team communication. Second, the functions of handover over and above direct 

information transfer from sender to recipient may also have relevance, for example, co-

constructing shared mental models about the cause of patient deterioration between 

sender and recipient. Last, tools developed for improving handover, for example, SBAR 

(Situation Background Assessment Recommendation) (518), are already being used for 

escalation of the deteriorating patient (519). 

5.2.3 The quality of handover and referral 

Suboptimal clinician handover (520–522) has been associated with incidents in the care 

of acutely ill patients, and handover errors are frequently implicated in adverse patient 

events (381). Suboptimal referral certainly could be similarly important (523, 524). 

Relatively little exists to define quality measures in these communication types. Manser 

and Foster (525) categorised handover quality measures as only partially pertaining to 

content, for the measures of information completeness and accuracy. Other measures 

included process (the environmental context in which handover had taken place), 

behavioural aspects (for example, clinician interaction during the handover with regard 

to decision-making) and handover outcome. There is less available to define referral 

quality. Kessler et al. (567) surveyed emergency medicine referrals to speciality 
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physicians with regard to the requirements for successful referrals. These are very similar 

to what AR1 clinicians wanted for escalation or referral of deteriorating ward patients. 

The requirements pertinent to communication content included focused questions and 

answers, concise and coherent presentations, adequate preparation by the referrer for any 

questions, politeness, accurate history, investigation of the problem and clarity of patient 

ownership. Inclusion of urgency status and the provision of contingency plans has also 

been suggested, although specialties may have different expectations (526). 

Extrapolating from handover and referral implies that accuracy of information transfer is 

a consistent theme, and this arose for escalation in AR1. Including sender investigation 

of the problem would both potentially provide evidence to support internal team 

communication and contentions of urgency. Another common theme was establishment 

of ownership of the patient (567) or at least, accountability for patient care tasks (514). 

Finally, although AR1 had shown that vague requests for help might be acceptable in 

discussions between HS and registrar, SMOs wanted clarity of purpose in internal team 

discussion of patients. Therefore, focus in content and reasons for communication are 

also important. 

There is tension between compactness (516, 567) and completeness (507). AR1 suggested 

that specialities might have different requirements, particularly when a patient in a 

surgical speciality had deterioration unrelated to surgery, for example, an orthopaedic 

patient developing chest pain. In this event, an orthopaedic registrar’s information 

requirement from their orthopaedic HS might consist primarily of whether medical 

referral had occurred. In addition, it is not known how much of a difference the patient’s 

acuity makes to acceptance of less content. The requirement for compactness for RMOs 

reflects the time pressure on them and their need for efficiency in their work (527). The 

point at which patient acuity is thought to be sufficient to allow messages containing less 

content is unclear.  

5.2.4 Message standardisation to improve handover and referral quality 

Attempts to standardise handover communication have been made via either context-

specific checklists with specific information content or communication frameworks, 

typically mnemonic aids that do not define content but rather provide an ordered 

framework with set topics (525). SBAR (518) is a well reported example of the latter. 
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Another example more specifically related to the deteriorating patient is Reason-Story-

Vital Signs-Plan, which is taught in the ALERT TM course (528). The ALERT TM 

course is a one-day multidisciplinary course that seeks to educate in individual and team 

management of the deteriorating patient. Standardisation has also been recommended in 

referral communication, but for electronic referrals (509, 529) rather than those that are 

not explicitly electronic (523, 530). However, although standardisation improves 

clinician satisfaction (533, 534), it still requires adaptation for different departments (535) 

and lacks evidence of reliably improved clinical outcomes (525, 538). 

Standardisation has been championed on the basis that clinical practice standards should 

be set to address inconsistency in the practice of handover in hospitals (521). It was 

suggested that even the process of standardisation offers the chance to review 

contemporary practice. Patterson (531) cautioned that although standardisation may 

improve the reliability and efficiency of information conveyance, it also has potential 

disadvantages, including the difficulty of then using a flexible narrative approach that 

would give a better overall picture of the patient and that standardisation might become a 

goal in its own right, as opposed to considering what is appropriate for the clinical context 

at the time. Hilligoss and Moffatt-Bruce (532) argued for a balanced view of handover 

communication; one that is not just pragmatic, where standardisation occurs via the 

application of generalised categories to some or all parts of cases, but complemented by 

narrative communication, where one clinician tells a story to another, including 

ambiguities and uncertainties. It should also be sensitive to any particular contextual or 

social issues that would not usually be covered in a checklist. Likewise, Esquivel et al. 

(509) accepted that freetext fields should be included as well as structured text fields to 

permit referrer narrative. 

5.2.5 Paper and electronic tools for handover 

Handover tools may be paper or electronic (512). Generally speaking, electronic handover 

tools have been associated with improvements in handover process, and may improve 

handover completeness (505). They may have potential for the deteriorating ward patient 

by augmenting verbal referral or escalation when senior doctors cannot be at the patient’s 

bedside. They are more likely to contain up-to-date information than paper notes, and can 

more easily integrate information from other electronic sources, for example, the CIS. 
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Electronic tools can be further divided into those based on EMR and those that are stand 

alone. AR1 showed that some RMOs already use the NSH CIS as a means of determining 

patient information following a nurse’s call for help, prior to, or even instead of, assessing 

the patient. At NSH, the CIS is limited, in that it only contains investigations, medications 

information and past history from records within the Auckland region’s public hospitals. 

Present illness and physical examination results are not included. At the time of AR4, 

physiological observations, oxygen, fluid and drug prescribing and administration within 

NSH were not included in any hospital-wide electronic system. Therefore, although an 

electronic clinical ICT tool could augment current RMO communication about the 

deteriorating ward patient by adding contextual content, this is by no means certain. Even 

the effectiveness of electronic handover systems is uncertain with regard to patient 

outcomes (539). 

5.3 Method 

5.3.1 Research process followed in AR4 

Figure 5-1 summarises the AR process followed in this chapter. It begins with the end of 

AR3 and ends with the invitation to assist in the NSH Smartpage evaluation in AR5. 

 
Figure 5-1: AR4 cycle 
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The details of how planning was carried out are explained below. 

5.3.2 Plan – Data collection 

The general process of vignette development and its purpose was discussed in Chapter 3; 

how participants were recruited and vignettes were developed, then integrated with focus 

group meetings and questionnaires are discussed below. In addition, the division of the 

focus group meetings into the segments analysed by QCA and the segments analysed by 

CGT is outlined. 

5.3.3 Plan – Participant recruitment 

In AR1, I had difficulties recruiting sufficient participants from paper advertisements in 

the wards and word of mouth. Therefore, I decided that it was going to be more practical 

to use purposive sampling, that is, a combination of direct invitations by myself and 

requests from the NSH CCOT on my behalf to clinicians of specific role, rank and 

specialty. The difficulty experienced in AR1 recruitment seemed to be primarily due to 

clinicians not having enough time, as all clinicians who were invited to participate in AR4 

agreed subject to having time available. 

AR1 specialties sampled were reduced to general medicine, general surgery and 

orthopaedics, as these had the highest number of acutely ill patients. Medical specialities 

(cardiology and haematology) were excluded because AR1 results suggested that their 

referral patterns were often directly from SMO to SMO. Another advantage of the 

selection of the first three specialties was that it was easier to find suitable past ICU cases 

from the ward for de-identification and modification into the simulations. Those from 

AR1 medical specialities, for example, cardiology, would probably be too recognisable, 

as those specialties had only a small range of SMOs who covered all admissions for their 

services. Emergency medicine clinicians were excluded from this research cycle as they 

no longer assisted with patients formally transferred to medical or surgical care. 

SMOs were evenly distributed among the three specialties studied. All were experienced 

in their field, with at least five years’ experience. All the registrars were at least PGY4, 

and all had previously worked in NSH ICU within the past two years or were still working 

in NSH ICU, and had been for at least the previous two months. This was to ensure that 

all the registrars had clinical experience at managing and communicating about critically 
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ill patients. The HSs were all working or had worked within the previous year in NSH 

medical or surgical runs. HSs were not allocated to ICUs at the time that AR4 was 

conducted, so none had clinical experience in intensive care. None of the HSs had 

previously been involved in any of my research. 

Two participants had been interviewed previously in AR1. These participants were AR4 

SMO B (AR1 SMO13) and AR4 Registrar J (AR1 RMO10). Interviewing participants on 

multiple occasions can be advantageous, for example, to clarify issues discussed in a 

previous interview and to give participants time to reflect on answers (540). AR1 results 

suggested that the orthopaedic specialty was quick to refer perceived non-orthopaedic 

problems. Re-interviewing this participant was thus advantageous in verifying that this is 

what would happen in a context closer to clinical practice. I did not think that this would 

bias results in AR4, as I informed all participants that my research was on deteriorating 

ward patients. However, none of the participants were aware prior to focus group 

meetings that vignettes would be used or the severity of deterioration in the vignettes. 

The nurse participants were volunteers invited by NSH CCOT; all were working in either 

medical or surgical wards at NSH. Because of a relative lack of ward beds at NSH, it is 

quite common to see surgical outlier patients in medical wards and vice versa, so that 

ward nurses develop a broad range of clinical experience. None of the nurses had 

previously been involved in any of my research, or had any previous NSH ICU 

experience. 

As my intention was primarily to assess escalation, the focus groups were split into two. 

In nurse–HS focus groups, nurses would be ‘senders’, with access to the printed vignette. 

Likewise, in HS–registrar and registrar–SMO focus groups, the junior doctor of the dyad 

had access to the printed vignette. The other participants in the focus group meetings, the 

‘recipients’, did not have access. Therefore, they were reliant on what the sender chose to 

discuss and when to learn about the patient. 

5.3.4 Plan – Vignette development 

Vignettes were used to help overcome the limitations of AR1, to more accurately 

determine what clinicians do when confronted with deteriorating ward patients. Nineteen 

vignettes were constructed in total. In constructing vignettes, it is important to establish 

internal validity—to capture the research topics under investigation (270). Therefore, this 
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chapter’s vignettes were developed from the written clinical case records of NSH patients 

meeting the following criteria: 

1. A critical patient event had occurred in the chosen case, as defined by unexpected 

death, unexpected cardiac arrest or unexpected ICU admission. 

2. The patient case had occurred after RRS introduction at NSH, so that the ICU/high 

dependency unit referral pathway was as similar as possible to the current state. 

No cases were chosen from the year prior to AR4, to reduce the chance of any 

participants remembering the case details. 

3. Cases were only selected from general medicine, general surgery and 

orthopaedics. 

4. Each case had abnormal physiological observations, and some had abnormal 

laboratory and/or radiological findings. Radiological findings were reported in 

text, so that participants did not have to interpret X-rays or scans. All cases had 

been acutely admitted to hospital except for Case 19. This patient had been 

electively admitted to orthopaedics and had deteriorated after an elective 

operation. 

The selected cases were de-identified, and restricted to patient–clinician interactions in 

the days preceding the critical event. Events that I thought were not associated with 

patient deterioration were excluded (for example, a patient request for a sleeping pill). 

Each patient–clinician (for example, physiological observation) or clinician–clinician 

communication (for example, communication to the participant) was retained. Figure 5-2 

provides a diagrammatic summary of Case 1, broken down into a flowchart of the patient–

clinician interactions and clinician–clinician communication events that occurred in the 

hours prior to the critical event (unexpected ICU admission). 
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Figure 5-2: Case 1 diagram of patient progression 

This is typical of many of the original cases, in that there was frequent patient review and 

communication between nurses and ward RMOs (especially HSs) but little 

communication to SMOs. Therefore, often the original patient cases were adjusted to 

produce vignettes in the following ways. Where escalation further than the nurse or the 

HS had not occurred in the original case, nurses or HSs were stated to have escalated in 

vignettes. This allowed HS senders to decide whether to escalate to registrars in their 

focus group meetings, and likewise, registrar senders to SMOs. Second, only HSs are 

usually called for easily manageable events, for example, mild hypoglycaemia—vignettes 

for a registrar as sender did not include events that a HS would be expected to address 

independently. Third, because of AR1 comments that surgical registrars were often in 
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operating theatre rather than on the ward, the surgical HS–registrar scenarios had the 

surgical registrar unable to leave operating theatre for most of the time, but able to 

communicate otherwise. The highest number of question sets per vignette was 11 in one 

case, with the rest being more limited to maintain participant interest (263). 

An example of how vignettes were finally structured is shown in Table 5-1. 

Table 5-1: Case 1 vignette summary 

Vignette section Vignette section description Example 

Introductory 
page 

Description of focus group meeting 
process, request to only turn pages 
when asked 

  

Stem pages Patient admission history, 
examination, investigations, 
treatment summary 

‘Admitted to general 
medicine…unwell for five 
days with lethargy, nausea, 
vomiting, central abdominal 
crampy pain...’ 

Episode pages 
(up to three 
parts per 
episode) 

Patient–clinician interaction or 
interclinician communication 

‘You are asked to see the 
patient for NEWS 4. SpO2 
96 on O2 1 l/min, resp rate 
40/min, HR 105/min’ 

  Question set ‘What would you do now? 
(Answer) Call registrar to 
inform of progress. Worried 
about RR of 40…’ 

The introductory page informed the participant about the general focus group meeting 

process and requested that the participant did not turn any pages until prompted. The stem 

contained medical details of the patient’s admission to NSH. All stems were framed the 

same general way, with the initial time of day (24-hour clock), patient history, 

examination and investigations, followed on the next page by the first printed 

questionnaire, except for Case 3 and Case 7. As Case 3 was the shortest of the vignettes, 

an extra clinician interaction that was not in the original patient case was added prior to 

the stem. This was portrayed as a nurse request for HS assessment in ED triage because 

the nurse was concerned that the patient looked ill. This was followed by a question set 

on the next page, and the vignette stem after that. Case 7 was the longest of the vignettes, 

with the timing of deterioration at day 38 of NSH stay. Consequently, the stem only had 

history, one investigation result and a brief summary of clinical management between day 
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1 and day 38. The dynamic, multiple-step nature of the episodes was akin to Rousseau et 

al. (541). 

The episodes comprised all other interactions following the stem. Each episode consisted 

of day number since NSH admission, time of day, patient–clinician or interclinician 

interaction type (for example, registrar ward round) or event that had occurred (for 

example, investigation results since the preceding interaction). This was followed by an 

explanation for the sender’s involvement and any physiological observations and 

investigation results known at that time as per the original case. 

After most stems and each episode, there was a printed sender question set with the 

following questions: 

1. What would you do now? 

2. Would you contact anyone else about this patient? If so, who and why? 

3. What means would you use to contact these other person(s)? 

The vignettes in which the patient had been stable at NSH admission or where many days 

had passed since NSH admission did not have sender question sets following the stem. 

The sender was asked by me after their question set if they wanted to speak with the 

recipient participant(s). If they replied yes, after the verbal communication, the recipient 

was asked to complete a printed recipient question set with the following questions: 

1. Is there any other information you would want from the sender? 

2. What would you do now? 

3. Would you contact anyone else (apart from the sender)? 

4. What means would you use to contact? 

These questions were empiric. The reason for this was that they represented the usual 

decisions that a RMO would make after a patient issue was escalated or referred to them. 

The questions were also designed as open ended, to allow participants to vary their 

responses but be unlikely to encourage an answer long enough to block the vignette 

process, as advised by Hughes  and Huby (270). Another advantage of printed question 

sets is that when participants are asked to provide vignette responses from their personal 

perspectives, these can be biased by what they think they should say (270). The ability of 
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RMOs to give answers that would not be seen by their ward supervisors may have helped 

to reduce this bias. 

I piloted vignettes prior to AR4 data collection (263, 270) at a special meeting of RMO 

participants and a CCOT nurse held for this purpose. Improvements were suggested to 

nursing vignette material. Further vignette changes were suggested at the first nurse–HS 

focus group meeting. Nurse participants wanted to know medical as well as nursing 

interactions that had occurred in each vignette episode, arguing that otherwise it was 

difficult to know how to respond and refer the patient. I had originally been concerned 

that this might make the focus group meeting too long, but in practice, the addition of this 

further information for the second nurse–HS meeting worked well. The following is a list 

of the vignettes that were used in the focus group meetings, a subset of the total prepared 

vignettes. The vignettes used were chosen randomly from the total number, except for the 

second nurse–HS focus group meeting, who were given the same vignette as the first 

nurse–HS group after changes recommended by the first nurses were implemented. The 

reason for the random choice of vignettes is that I did not want meetings to get the same 

cases in the same order, in case past participants inadvertently mentioned the vignette 

details to other potential participants. 

Vignettes were chosen to be appropriate for the participants for the specific focus group 

meeting; for instance, a general surgical registrar–SMO dyad only received general 

surgical vignettes. At the HS–registrar level, surgical registrars were exposed to both 

general surgical and orthopaedic vignettes, because registrars for the general surgery and 

orthopaedic vignettes were all basic surgical specialty trainees, who were pre-

subspecialisation. They would therefore usually be rotated around multiple surgical 

subspecialties, including general surgery and orthopaedics. Medical registrars only 

received medical vignettes. 

Table 5-2 shows which vignettes were used for focus group meetings. 
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Table 5-2: Vignettes used in focus group meetings 

Case number Clinical specialty Case timeline from hospital admission until 
adverse event 

Case 1 Medicine 11 hours, 10 minutes 
Case 3 Medicine 8 hours, 40 minutes 

Case 5 Medicine 7 days 
Case 6 Medicine 2 days 

Case 7 Medicine 38 days (but deterioration mostly in last day) 
Case 8 General surgery 4 days 

Case 13 Orthopaedics 2 days 
Case 14 General surgery 2 days 

Case 15 General surgery 23 hours, 39 minutes 
Case 18 Orthopaedics 5 days 

Case 19 Orthopaedics 4 days 

Some cases involved other speciality teams (for example, gynaecology in Case 8) or at 

least coordination (for example, gastroenterology in Case 5). In those cases, participants 

were not specifically asked to perform the specialty referral. I thought this would 

potentially add too much complexity to the vignettes, as I would then require a recipient 

representing the other specialty. 

5.3.5 Act – Focus group meeting process 

On the interview participants’ arrival, they were introduced to each other if they did not 

know the other participant(s). All were shown the participant information sheet, an 

explanation for audiovisual recording was given and consent gained prior to turning on 

the video camera. The senders were then given a vignette appropriate for their rank and 

specialty. The recipient was given only printed recipient questionnaire answer forms. All 

participants were instructed that when they were completing question sets, they would 

have only five minutes from when they were asked to start. While arbitrary time limits 

may not be advisable in other research (270),  this was meant to be a substitution for real-

life clinical time pressures. Following this, senders were asked to read the introduction 

page and not to proceed further until requested by me, to ensure that all were equally 

ready to proceed. 
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The vignette was started, as summarised in Figure 5-3. If there was a sender and recipient 

discussion, while the recipient filled in a printed question set, the sender would be asked 

to proceed to the next vignette episode or to wait for the next vignette. The reasons for 

dividing interviews into QCA sections and CGT sections for analysis are discussed in the 

Act – Analysis section below. 

 
Figure 5-3: Vignette structured focus group meeting process and division into 

QCA and CGT sections 

When a sender started a discussion with a recipient, this was deliberately conducted as a 

one-to-one conversation as this would usually be the case with the locator to landline 

phone or mobile phone system. In the case of the two nurse–HS focus groups, in which 

there was more than one sender and/or recipient, I asked that only one nurse speak to only 

one HS, and that the participants speaking rotate around the group if possible. This aimed 

to reflect what would occur in a ward, in that often more than one nurse and one HS speak 

about a patient during any clinician’s shift (nursing shift changes do not align with RMO 
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shift changes). I also requested that their conversation replicate real life, and reassured 

them that the interview was not intended to be a test of their clinical abilities. 

5.3.6 Observe – QCA of AR4 data 

A limitation of vignette methodology is that it can be difficult to interpret why participants 

respond as they do (270, 542). For instance, message content could be minimal because 

a participant thought the situation urgent and lengthy discussion inappropriate. 

Conversely, the participants could have thought they shared enough common ground that 

detail was not required. Asking participants the reasons for their content choices would 

slow the interview process (263), and decrease the number of vignettes that could be 

covered. Because of this limited context in which to interpret vignette replies, my aim 

was to analyse primarily for manifest rather than latent content, assuming that participants 

were choosing the optimal content required. Analysis for manifest content is a task for 

which QCA is well suited (295). QCA also offered the advantage that any derived coding 

framework could be applied to future ICT data. CGT was used for the small section of 

other interview conversation, as this was richer in context. 

Table 5-3 provides the answers to Krippendorff’s six questions (294) for the data analysis 

in this chapter. 

Table 5-3: Krippendorff’s six questions and answers for AR4 

QCA questions Answers 

Which data are analysed? Sender–recipient conversation and questionnaire 
answers directly related to vignette discussion 

How are data defined? Conversation transcripts and written questionnaire 
answers 

What is the population from 
which the data are drawn? 

The complete set of focus group meetings that were 
held in this chapter 

What is the context relative 
to which data are analysed? 

The vignettes as derived from deteriorating ward 
patient cases and myself as provider of further case 
information as specifically requested by participants 

What are the boundaries of 
this analysis? 

Communication content by verbal or written means 
but not including that by non-verbal means (for 
example, manner or posture) 

What is the target of the 
inferences? 

Communication content about the deteriorating ward 
patient 
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After the vignette structured focus group meetings were carried out, source documents 

were created, each of which was associated with a particular vignette structured focus 

group meeting. Each source document consisted of the transcript of the entire meeting 

plus all the printed questionnaires (stems and episodes/questions/answers), which were 

re-inserted at the points in the vignettes at which they occurred, by collation of all printed 

questionnaires and answers. This was followed by the addition of the printed stems’ or 

episodes’ question sets and answers to the transcript at the point in the discussion at which 

they were completed. Where there were written answers from several participants (in the 

nurse–HS meetings), these were separated. The final transcript was separated into that to 

be analysed by QCA and that to be analysed by CGT (see Figure 5-3). 

The QCA transcript portion was processed by removing all comments not related directly 

to the vignettes. As there was a pre-existing structure applied to participant actions in this 

part of the interview, this was used to facilitate deciding which material was relevant. 

This was done by entering the stem or episode and the ensuing sender and recipient input 

on a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. This allowed paraphrasing of the participants’ written 

and spoken actions and the establishment of what was relevant, that is, the content of 

communication conducted at a distance. 

The QCA transcript portion was initially used to begin open coding. For each episode, 

answers to the sender questionnaire, the vignette discussion and answers to the recipient 

questionnaire (if the latter two took place) were open coded (see Table 5-4). 

Table 5-4: An example of the typical progression through a vignette and its coding 

Interview Source data Open coding 

Vignette episode Registrar round – 
participant assesses 
patient history, 
observations, physical 
exam 

 

Printed question: sender – 
What would you do now? 

‘Repeat a full set of 
bloods including 
electrolytes + 
phosphate…’ 

IX BLOODS 

Printed question: sender – 
Would you contact anyone 
else? 

‘I would call my boss as I 
am unsure about the 
diagnosis from the 
information I have…’ 

own smo ADVISE 
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Printed question: What 
means would you use to 
contact? 

‘Phone their mobile’  

Vignette discussion: sender 
history 

‘Just calling cos I’m not 
too sure what’s going on. 
It’s a 70-year-old that’s 
admitted yesterday. 
Gastric bypass twenty 
years ago, asthma, and 
hypertension…’ 

PAT HX IS 

Vignette discussion: sender 
physical exam 

‘And then this morning 
GCS 14, blood sugar is 
ok, can’t get a blood 
pressure on them…’ 

PAT OBS (cns), IX 
GLUCOSE, PAT OBS 
(cvs) 

Vignette discussion: sender 
investigations 

‘…with the CT showing a 
soft tissue … mass and 
colonoscopy showing 
colitis…’ 

PAT IX RADIOL ct, PAT 
ENDOSCOPY 

Vignette discussion: 
recipient request for history 

‘The reason they 
presented?’ 

PAT HX 

Vignette discussion: 
recipient request for 
physical exam 

‘And the blood pressure 
previously?’ 

PAT OBS (cvs) 

Vignette discussion: 
recipient request for 
investigations 

‘She’s had an ABG and 
what did that show?’ 

PAT IX ABG 

Vignette discussion: 
recipient request for actions 

‘…she’s talking, so I 
guess I’d like to go and 
confirm myself…’ 

ASSESS by self 

Printed question: recipient 
– Is there any other 
information you would 
want? 

‘Results from biopsy, 
medication…’ 

PAT IX HISTO, PAT RX 
MEDS 

Printed question: recipient 
– What would you do now? 

‘Go & see patient on post-
acute round and review 
them and results’ 

WR, ASSESS by self 

Printed question: recipient 
– Would you contact 
anyone else? 

‘If shut down, ABG 
abnormal, call ICU…’ 

icu REFERIF PAT EX 
shutdown, IX ABG 
abnormal 

Printed question: recipient 
– What means would you 
use to contact? 

(no answer)  

This open coding was applied to the same vignettes that had been used in other focus 

group meetings. It became apparent that the main categories could either be defined as 
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clinician interventions (for example, patient observations, investigations and 

management) or as communication acts around clinician interventions (296). I started 

with coding frames that categorised clinical interventions and clinicians as in Table 5-6, 

linked with the communicative actions. I decided to reverse this to categorisation of 

clinician communication acts around clinician interventions. This was due to the 

realisation that if the resultant coding frame was applied to different cases, further 

categories might be required for new interventions. Using a clinician communication and 

action categorisation, such an event would not require new categories. 

The coding frame was developed on a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. Core categories were 

derived from the open coding of clinician communication acts and clinician actions. 

Subcategories were developed to denote clincians, statements, queries, event status, 

planning and opinions associated with communication and clinician actions. The specific 

clinical observations, interventions and investigations (for example, blood tests) were 

retained on the spreadsheet, but were not the primary purpose of the frame. 

Table 5-5 presents a representative sample of the coding frame generated, as the complete 

coding frame is too large to show here. The first is of communication both within the 

primary medical or surgical team and outside the primary team. The second is of 

physiological observations. 

Table 5-5: Part of AR4 overall coding frame, for doctor communication internal 

and external to own team 

Core category–communication inside & outside team Subcategories 

ADVISE IF 
CHECK IF 

INFORM IF 
OPINE  

CONCERN  
CALLBACK IF, POST 

DISCUSS DX, MX 

REFER (Dr referral to other team or speciality) 
IF, ASK, OFFER, POST, 
DONEYET, NOTDONE, 
REMIND, DO 

CONSULT (Repeat visit by other team to your patient) DONE 
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As an example of how the coding works, referring to Table 5-4, Recipient: ‘icu REFERIF 

PAT EX shutdown’ means that the recipient was ordering the sender to refer the patient 

to ICU if the sender found the patient to have peripheral vasoconstriction, suggesting 

shock on physical examination. The importance is that this communication would be 

incumbent on sender diagnostic and communication ability. 

5.4 Results 

Interviews are summarised, followed by the process by which the participants’ written 

and spoken data were combined into final transcripts. The QCA-analysed data and the 

CGT-analysed data are reported in separate segments. 

5.4.1 Act – Vignette structured focus group meetings 

Table 5-6 shows the focus group meetings, grouped in nurse–HS, HS–registrar and 

registrar–SMO segments. Each focus group meeting is linked with the vignettes covered. 

Table 5-6: AR4 trial participants, participant details and vignettes used in each 

focus group meeting 

Occasion of vignette 
structured focus group 
meeting 

Participant 
identifier code 

Date of 
interview  

Vignettes 
covered 

AR4 Nurse & HS focus 
group 1 

AR4 N JR, N JM, 
N MA, N GD; HS 
AC, HS PJ 

17/02/2011 Case 8 

AR4 Nurse & HS focus 
group 2 

AR4 N CH, HW, 
EK; HS M 

21/09/2011 Case 8 

AR4 Medicine HS A – 
Registrar S 

AR4 HS A, 
Registrar S 

2/07/2012 Case 1 

AR4 General Surgery HS 
T – Registrar J 

AR4 HS T, 
Registrar J 

31/07/2012 Cases 8, 14, 15 

AR4 Orthopaedics HS S – 
Registrar TB 

AR4 HS S, 
Registrar TB 

27/07/2012 Cases 13, 18, 19 

AR4 Medicine Registrar 
E – SMO K 

AR4 Registrar E, 
SMO K 

30/11/2011 Cases 1, 6 

AR4 Medicine Registrar 
TP – SMO I 

AR4 Registrar TP, 
SMO I 

2/05/2012 Cases 6, 7 

AR4 Orthopaedics 
Registrar J – SMO B 

AR4 Registrar J, 
SMO B 

22/11/2011 Cases 13, 18 
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AR4 General Surgery 
Registrar A – SMO S 

AR4 Registrar A, 
SMO S 

31/03/2012 Cases 8, 14, 15 

After conducting the focus group meetings, the data gathered were analysed, as described 

above. The results of this analysis are discussed below. 

5.4.2 Observe – QCA vignette portion analysis 

The primary result was the coding frame. As shown in Table 5-7, the category of DOING 

was the most frequently used in all the focus group and dyad communications. Other than 

occasional inaccuracies and omissions, the original episode stems for patient history, 

comorbidities, medication history and investigations were presented similarly, as given 

in the stems and episodes. In a few of the inaccuracies, it is possible that they would have 

affected patient treatment, although this would have been unlikely as the usual degree of 

inaccuracy was slight. 

Often, recipients wanted to know further details than that which had been given by the 

sender from vignette information, thus the subcategory WHAT. This included 

physiological observation trends, investigations and interventions, both those in previous 

admissions and present results. Senders would either refer to the vignette information, ask 

me for more details, or guess. In the latter case, it was difficult to judge whether 

participants would have guessed in real life or that this behaviour was vignette specific. 

Table 5-7: Core category of DOING and subcategories 

Core category – 
DOING 
(observations, 
investigations, 
therapy) 

Subcategories Examples Definition 

DONEVALUE 
(prefix of OBS 
for observation 
or IX for 
investigation, 
e.g., OBS 
DONEVALUE) 

IS, WHAT, 
PARTIAL, 
LOOK, 
ASSUME 

(DONEVALUE 
WHAT) ‘…what’s the 
heart rate doing now?’ 
(AR4 Registrar TB) 

Observation or 
investigation or 
intervention done, one 
single value 
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DONETREND 
(prefix of OBS 
for observation 
or IX for 
investigation, 
e.g., IX 
DONETREND) 

IS, WHAT  (DONETREND 
WHAT) ‘And now 
they’ve got a GCS of 14 
but blood pressure is 
difficult to get…and you 
still can’t get it…and 
the blood pressure 
previously?’ (AR4 SMO 
K) 

Observation or 
investigation or 
intervention done, 
value trend 

NOT KNOW, 
DONE, 
DONEYET 

(NOT DONEYET) ‘Has 
not been, yet had her CT 
scan…’ (AR4 Registrar 
A) 

Participant does not 
know, or observation 
or investigation or 
intervention not done, 
or ordered and not 
done yet 

DONEYET 

 

‘You’ve mentioned 
urinary retention, does 
he have a catheter 
inserted yet?’ (AR4 
Registrar J) 

Participant asking if 
observation or 
investigation or 
intervention done yet 

DO IF (DOIF) ‘...I’ll find out, 
if the patient’s sick I’ll 
get the nurses to put an 
NG tube in’ (AR4 HS 
TB) 

Participant will do or 
arrange to do an 
observation or 
investigation or 
intervention 

GET 

 

‘His repeat ECG from 
when they did this trop 
is still unchanged?’ 
(AR4 HS S) 

Test or intervention 
ordered, done, get 
results 

CHASE 

 

‘I think we need to call 
radiology and really 
push for the CT…’ 
(AR4 Registrar TB) 

Test or intervention 
already ordered but not 
done as yet, ask 
provider to expedite it  

RESUS DO ‘So we have started 
resuscitation and we’ve 
got some lines in him’ 
(AR4 Registrar TP) 

Resuscitation with 
fluids, drugs 

Discussed investigations were usually blood tests, unspecified sepsis screens and 

electrocardiograms at the nurse–HS level, plus further radiology, basic drug, intravenous 

fluid and invasive interventions at the HS–registrar level. Registrar–SMO discussion of 

investigations and interventions usually pertained to more invasive interventions, for 

example, operation. RESUS was seldom cited, although it is possible that participants 

thought that they were carrying this out using other terms. 
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Physiological observations from HSs and registrars were given and accepted in different 

ways. When HSs were presenting to registrars, use of quantitative values was more likely, 

although this was not necessarily associated with a synthesis of findings or a management 

plan. Registrar senders presenting qualitative values to SMOs were usually accepted, 

probably because these were accompanied by a fluent narrated assessment and plan. In 

general, RMOs asked for physiological observations, especially trends, much more 

frequently than physical exam results. This was true for all three different specialties. 

In all HS–registrar combinations, the registrars directed the HS to perform some 

combination of assessing the patient, ordering investigations, asking for specific oxygen, 

fluid and drug therapies to be given, and ordering other events, for example, patient 

relocation to a higher acuity area. In general surgery and orthopaedic dyads, the HSs were 

frequently proactive in suggesting investigations, therapies and referrals to general 

medical registrars. 

Table 5-9 shows information that RMOs would collect via their patient observation, 

history taking or examination. RMO senders discussed seeing patients face to face as an 

information-gathering exercise, just as much as performing investigations and 

interventions. Like RESUS, STAYWITH was only cited when patients were thought to 

be extremely ill. 

Table 5-8: Core category of INFORMATION INTERVENTION and subcategories 

Core categories – 
INFORMATION 
INTERVENTION 
types 

Subcategories Examples Definitions 

ASSESS OFFER, 
PLAN, DOIF, 
ASK, IF 

‘Right okay, I need to 
come and see this lady 
right away’ (AR4 
Registrar J) 

Combination of 
history and 
examination. First 
time for this problem 

REVIEW IF, 
UNCERTAIN, 
WILLDO, 
NOT 

‘And I’ll come and see 
her shortly from the 
hip point of view if 
you want to talk to the 
med reg’ (AR4 
Registrar TB) 

Combination of 
history and 
examination for same 
problem on same 
patient 
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STAYWITH 

 

‘And you’re going to 
stay with her and 
assess how she gets on 
with that…’ (AR4 
Registrar J) 

Physically remain by 
patient’s side 

END O BED 

 

‘…so to you does she 
look more 
comfortable? When 
you were saying she’s 
eating now does she 
look more comfortable 
than she was earlier?’ 
(AR4 Registrar S) 

Appearance of patient 

HX IS, DO, WHAT ‘And is she normally 
quite well otherwise, 
any other major 
clinical issues you’re 
aware of?’ (AR4 
Registrar S) 

Patient history 

EX IS, DO, WHAT ‘And your physical 
findings on his 
abdomen, did he have 
peritonism?’ (AR4 
SMO I) 

Physical examination 

The subcategory of DO represented task performance, for example, PATIENT HX DO, 

OFFER referred to a participant making a spontaneous offer to perform a task and PLAN 

referred to planning for task performance. UNCERTAIN was if the participant was unsure 

if an action had occurred and NOT if the participant knew that an action had not occurred. 

The IF subcategories pertained to where the choice of actions was contingent on events 

not under direct participant control. This required complex planning of actions and 

referrals. Participants usually included contingency plans if first choices were not 

possible. 

There was a clear preference by all RMOs to see a deteriorating patient that was referred 

to them personally before referring to others, except where the patient was thought to be 

immediately about to die or where the RMO was absolutely unable to come. Registrar 

thresholds for escalating were variable and influenced by time of day and knowledge of 

a SMO’s preferences. Registrars were also variable in notifying their SMOs prior to 

referral to other specialties; this did not seem due to variations in clinical experience. 
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Regarding detail of requested communication content, medical SMOs and registrars 

tended to want to know more than surgical and orthopaedic SMOs registrars. but there 

was still significant inter-individual variation. Surgical and orthopaedic SMOs were less 

likely to request detail for deterioration perceived to be medical in origin. HSs in the 

nurse–HS focus group interviews had no requests from nurses other than basic 

observations, how the patient was feeling, whether the patient could speak lucidly and to 

repeat observations. 

The sender’s stated reasons for communicating to the recipient and communication 

modes that followed in the ensuing discussion are shown in Table 5-9. ADVISE, CHECK 

and INFORM were commonly used to open discussion between participants, especially 

registrars speaking to SMOs. REFER and CONSULT were mainly regarding 

communication with other teams. 

Table 5-9: Communicating within the team  

Core category –
COMMUNICATING 
inside & outside own 
team 

Subcategories Examples Definitions 

ADVISE (of 
recipient) 

IF ‘And I was just 
going to get your 
advice, if possible, 
on two things 
about this patient’ 
(AR4 Registrar 
TP) 

Sender wants advice 
from recipient as to 
what to do but not 
suggesting any action 

CHECK IF ‘What I was 
wanting to ask you 
was whether you’d 
like to consider 
taking her to 
theatre now, or 
whether you’d like 
to speed up the CT 
scan…’ (AR4 
Registrar A) 

Sender suggesting 
action and wants to 
check if recipient agrees 

INFORM IF ‘And I was just 
wondering, one, 
just to let you 
know what’s 

Sender is performing or 
has performed action, 
informing recipient but 
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going on…’ (AR4 
Registrar TP) 

not asking for approval 
or check 

OPINE  ‘They have 
charted her some 
Gelofusin and 
basically said to 
wait…but, I think 
she’s a little bit 
more sick than 
that…’ (AR4 HS 
TB) 

Opinion given by sender 

CONCERN  ‘I'm a little bit 
concerned that she 
may have had a 
PE given that 
she’s hypotensive 
and we’ve got 
unrecordable 
saturations when 
she’s tachypnoeic 
as well…’ (AR4 
Registrar J) 

Concern expressed by 
sender 

CALLBACK IF, POST (CALLBACK) ‘I 
will give you a 
call back when the 
bowel results are 
back’ (AR4 
Registrar TP) 

Participant will 
communicate with other 
participant about same 
issue 

DISCUSS  DX, MX ‘It may be 
worthwhile asking 
the nursing staff to 
phone the family 
to say that Mrs 
X… has 
deteriorated, and 
to let them know 
that she’s quite 
unwell and that 
we’re reviewing 
the situation at the 
moment’ (AR4 
Registrar JP) 

Discussion about patient 
which is not ADVISE, 
CHECK or INFORM 
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REFER  IF, ASK, 
OFFER, 
POST, 
DONEYET, 
NOTDONE, 
REMIND, 
DO 

(REFERIF) ‘And 
if no one else is 
calling, answering 
the calls, do you 
mind giving ICU a 
call and 
apologising 
profusely…’ (AR4 
Registrar J) 

Referral where the 
recipient has NOT 
previous been involved 
with patient 

CONSULT DONE ‘Do you want me 
to get the med reg 
back, or… ?’ 
(AR4 HS SP) 

Recipient of referral 
reviews patient that they 
have seen before for 
same issue 

OFFER   ‘Yep, yep so call 
me if you have 
any other 
problems’ (AR4 
Registrar TB) 

Offer to perform 
communication 

DX represented diagnosis and MX management. Discussion about these issues in 

registrar–SMO discussions was typically after citing the communication reason, whereas 

HS–registrar discussions were more informal and less structured. REFER POST was 

where referral was contingent on a previously specified event, while REFER REMIND 

was where a referral had previously been made to another clinician but the latter had not 

assessed the patient yet. 

Senders occasionally included their spontaneous subjective opinions along with their 

presentations of patient data provided in vignette stems and episodes. This was more 

typical of HSs than registrars, especially when surgical HSs were communicating to their 

registrars about perceived medical problems in surgical patients. Registrars tended to wait 

for invitation by SMOs prior to giving opinions. For doctor-to-doctor communication, 

recipients occasionally requested sender opinions about diagnosis and therapies. Registrar 

recipients would also ask HSs for their opinion on the appearance of the patient if the 

registrar could not see the patient. Recipients also occasionally requested senders to call 

them back with investigation results or responses to therapy. 

Call urgency was spoken about in subjective terms referencing sender opinion such as 

‘worried’ and ‘concerned’. This was true for both HSs and registrars, and was irrespective 

of how bad the patient’s history, observations, examination or investigations were within 

the vignette. No terms were consistently used by all participants, and there did not appear 
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to be different terms used between doctor dyads where the participants had worked 

together previously as opposed to those where they had not. Consequently, while it was 

clear when the tempo of clinician action increased, the precise speed of escalation was 

not defined, for example, planned time period in which to achieve a task. 

In all situations where there were pronounced abnormalities in physiological 

observations, if the sender did not escalate to their own team, they either referred to CCOT 

or ICU. Ward doctors said that they expected CCOT to be called by ward nurses. 

However, HSs would seldom refer to CCOT or ICU independently without either 

involvement or clearance from their own registrar first. Other HS techniques for involving 

ICU or CCOT were to bring up such referrals in talking with their registrars or imply that 

nurses would already have called CCOT as per NEWS protocol. 

Table 5-10 shows communication regarding resource availability, especially that of other 

clinicians. The need to enquire about availability out of normal business hours was 

particularly true for surgical registrars asked to arrange patient transfer for surgery in 

operating theatres. While more clinicians would likely need to be notified for operations 

than in medical case procedures, operating theatre personnel are available at all hours 

within NSH, whereas medical procedure personnel are usually on call at home. 

FOLLOWUP represented participants requesting repeated checks on resource 

availability, which seldom occurred more than once as participants would then ask for 

another resource that could provide the same requirements. 

Table 5-10: Availability of resource 

Core category – 
AVAILABILITY 
of resource  

Subcategories Examples Definition 

AVAIL  ‘You might need to ask 
to see if there’s an 
interpreter available or 
one of the nurses that 
can help us as well’ 
(AR4 Registrar SC) 

Resource, e.g., 
clinician is available to 
participant 

UNAVAIL  (After asking for TIME) 
‘There’s no one here for 
cardiology’ (AR4 
Registrar SC) 

Resource, e.g., 
clinician is not 
available to participant 
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FOLLOWUP   ‘Okay, so I wouldn’t 
contact (outreach), I’d 
get the nurse to try and 
find out how long he’s 
going to be, I would 
stay with the patient’ 
(AR4 Registrar TB) 

Find out availability 
(means not specified) 

Communication to patients and families about clinical deterioration in the vignettes was 

usually delegated to nurses, or to surgical registrars if a patient was to be operated on. 

Timing was frequently asked about by recipients (see Table 5-11), and sometimes by 

senders when asking for exact timing of events that occurred between episodes. While 

the former was since the recipients did not have printed vignette information including 

timing to refer to, time requests were often made in relation to resource availability for 

investigations or interventions. 

Table 5-11: Timing 

Core category – 
TIMING 

Subcategories Examples Definition 

TIME WHAT (TIME WHAT) ‘So 
what time was the first 
phone call?’ (AR4 HS 
SP) 

Participant is asking 
for timing of 
communication or 
action within vignette 

5.4.3 Observe – CGT analysis of non-vignette portion of interview 

Participants automatically assumed that the vignettes were based on real cases and wanted 

to know case outcome at the end of the interviews. None were surprised to hear that 

critical events had occurred in each of these cases. 

I explained to AR4 participants at the end of the vignettes that the specific purpose of 

AR4 was to research the communication content required for the deteriorating ward 

patient, to better design clinical ICT systems. This opened discussion about task manager 

systems. Several of the RMO participants had used the iBleep system or the TM system 

or both. The most commonly held opinion was that the usefulness of both ICT systems 

was primarily dependent on the quality of nurse prioritisation. 

From the RMO perspective, TM was thought to be a good clinical system provided that 

nurse prioritisation was adequate. RMOs could prospectively enter tasks for whichever 
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HS was on call, and know that the task list would be accessible throughout the hospital 

and not lost. Also, RMOs could view tasks in order of EWS or ward or colour code 

prioritisation and thereby increase their personal workflow efficiency: 

So if you’re the on-call house surgeon and you’re just doing laps of the hospital, you 

can go right, okay, I’m going to go to ward 8, what are the jobs for ward 8, okay, 

warfarin, warfarin, warfarin, fluid review, patient PUP2…so you go to see the PUP2 

first, then fluid review and then warfarin. Then okay, check, check, check on the 

computer, done, bang and you go to the next ward… (AR4 Registrar TB) 

(PUP = Middlemore Hospital EWS equivalent) 

RMOs who had used TM said that nurses sometimes logged deteriorating ward patients 

on TM that should have been notified via locator. The problem was that hours could pass 

between checking TM task lists on PCs, and consequently, this PC dependence for task 

review was thought to be a TM disadvantage. 

While one RMO stated that she had personally used the iBleep system overseas and that 

it had worked well, and several stated that the system in itself was a good idea, RMOs 

thought it did not function well in practice. The most common complaint was that of nurse 

prioritisation, similar to the occurrences in AR2. 

Where senior nurse triaging of messages was used, message build-up would occur if the 

triage nurses were occupied elsewhere, as there was no accessory pathway for non-triaged 

messages. Therefore, senior nursing triage did not appear to adequately address iBleep 

limitations for RMOs. 

5.4.4 Reflect – Communication conceptual model 

The communication data content was generally as discussed in AR1, at all doctor ranks; 

general types are shown in Figure 5-4. Most types were quantitative (history, 

physiological observations, investigations and interventions), and could all have been 

communicated asynchronously to some degree. Communication to other clinicians 

thought to be pertinent to the current patient state was added. Sender subjective opinion 

included general patient appearance, as no specific examination findings were requested, 

and descriptive terms about the patient (for example, ‘sick’). Because of the variability in 

description, it would not be easy to screen asynchronous messages for evidence of 

deterioration. 
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What was also apparent was how attributes of the presentation of communication content 

influenced recipient response. Senders varied in their inclusion of detail in the 

communication content categories; that is, in accuracy and completeness, prioritisation 

and location. Senders also varied in how they presented content types; that is, suggested 

actions between sender and recipient and fluency. An example would be that an HS could 

present a printed vignette almost verbatim, but haltingly and with no suggested diagnosis 

or ensuing plan. The ensuing registrar reply was much more one sided and directive than 

when less information was presented with suggested actions. Some of the variation in 

sender–recipient is due to differences between vignettes and the preferences of individual 

clinicians and specialties. Despite this, the combination of the communication data and 

the communication attributes formed communication content. Communication content 

led to the estimation of risk and action. A summary of communication data and attribute 

concepts is presented below in Figure 5-4. 

  
Figure 5-4: Conceptual model of communication content and components 

The first attribute concepts were accuracy and completeness. Despite being able to review 

the vignette papers at will, senders would occasionally incorrectly state or omit details. 

This may not have been significant in clinical management as recipients, especially 

registrars, indicated that they would assess patients personally. However, it could lead to 

incorrect temporising investigations or therapies before this occurred. Compactness of 
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communication did not seem to improve as patients deteriorated. This may have been 

because some recipients were told that they were detained from seeing the patient face to 

face in the vignette, yet were unwilling to refer to other teams without this. Consequently, 

recipients may have been trying to obtain as much information as possible via 

conversation. 

The second was prioritisation. This was not stated in definitive terms, even for the 

registrars who had all worked in ICU previously. The closest that RMOs got was to say 

that patients were ‘sick’ or that the RMO was ‘concerned’. Physiological trends were 

given as evidence to support contentions that a patient was deteriorating. Patient history, 

investigations and functional status were used more in discussion about potential 

diagnosis than as arguments for prioritising patients. 

The third were narrative and negotiation between sender and recipient. This was usually 

associated with co-construction of a shared mental model of the patient. The sender gave 

their narrative of events and intervention, then couched their suggestions in the form of 

requests for advice and approval. In the ensuing discussion, recipients often asked for 

more information and sometimes actively asked for senders’ opinions, although usually 

senders volunteered suggestions. An action plan was then created, resulting from the 

discussion. This was particularly in registrar–SMO dyads but also in some HS–registrar 

dyads, perhaps reflecting registrars’ greater knowledge and confidence in discussion. 

The fourth was time. This was necessary not only to determine the sender’s and the 

recipient’s next personal actions, but also to decide on when more information would be 

forthcoming. They also situated the discussion in terms of how other clinicians and 

resources might require involvement, and their availability. 

The fifth was fluency. Some RMOs, especially registrars, were consistently more fluent 

in expressing a narrative about the patient. They were also more likely to use qualitative 

terms in their prioritisation indicators and locate events in time. They did not necessarily 

suggest actions immediately, instead waiting on the recipient to give an opinion first. 

Compared with AR1 and AR2, the relationships between the concepts appeared to be 

only in the sense that they comprised a group, rather than each having a specific 

relationship with others. 
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5.5 Discussion 

The grounds in the research literature for the communication attributes discussed in the 

theoretical concepts are reviewed below, along with the potential implications for an 

asynchronous clinical ICT system for RMOs. 

5.5.1 Reflect – Accuracy, completeness and compactness 

The presence of inaccuracies and omissions in escalation discussions fits with the pre-

existing evidence in the handover literature (543, 967). Reasons for the lack of accuracy 

and completeness could include that the participants did not understand instructions or 

wanted to appear competent. In addition, since the participants had a lack of familiarity 

with the vignettes (544), they were less likely to recall details. On the other hand, the 

senders had the printed sheets for reference at any time, and could request further 

information. They also only had to consider one case at a time as opposed to real clinical 

practice. Although it is possible that an experienced recipient might compensate for a 

very occasional error, this cannot be guaranteed (545). This is where modifying electronic 

handover systems to be used for escalation or referral could assist, particularly those 

where up-to-date information is automatically supplied by data transfer from an EMR or 

other hospital CIS. The intention of this would not be to supplant verbal communication, 

but to augment it (512, 546). Electronic handover systems can miss details (547, 548), 

but a combined verbal and electronic handover, especially with pre-population of 

numerical information, may increase precision (549). Shared viewing by sender and 

recipient at the time of escalation may assist in co-construction of an understanding of 

patient status. Electronic updating of patient details should also be faster than manual 

means (550) and inform clinicians in a more timely fashion about investigation and 

referral status (551). Automated updating is preferable as RMOs will not update 

information that they do not think is relevant (552). 

As discussed in the AR4 literature review, standardisation is vaunted as a means of 

improving consistency in communication content. However, there is no guarantee that 

clinicians will continue to use message standardisation tools in verbal communication 

even after education in it (553). Lack of time may be a factor in not continuing to use 

these tools (527). In addition, standardisation does not take into account that different 

specialties may have different requirements for communication content, even when 
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standardised (554). What may be more useful for escalating the deteriorating patient is a 

flexible standardisation, which adapts with changing context (555); for example, a risk-

stratification framework that adjusts to the patient’s stage within their hospital stay (2). 

Electronic handover tools can also be designed with the capacity to be flexible and 

configurable in their information inclusion and presentation to different clinicians (556); 

in other words, context awareness (557). In this sense, the context awareness would be 

relational rather than geographical (558). 

Bass et al. (559) argued that RMOs usually called other doctors if they needed 

information, and consequently, EMRs should be designed remembering that verbal 

interactions predominate. In the case of an RMO calling a senior doctor, the RMO still 

has to discuss the grounds for calling, and thus, having EMR-based information to build 

a case is likely to be helpful (61). 

In clinical referral, compactness is a persistently perceived indicator of quality (526, 560). 

It is more difficult to define duration of handover regarding quality, because of variation 

in what is required due to context. If RMOs are particularly short of time because of other 

duties, handover is more likely to be short and require further information transmission 

over the rest of the work period (527). RMOs prefer increased content on deteriorating 

patients, but focusing on active issues (561). Different specialties, although generally 

similar in content, vary with different doctor ranks and in message format (555). 

5.5.2 Reflect – Prioritisation 

Referrals are expected to include an indication of urgency (526), whereas this is not a 

feature of handovers. Should clinical ICT tools for all doctor-to-doctor communication 

about the deteriorating ward patient routinely include definitive markers of urgency? 

Perhaps, but given that in AR1 and this chapter, doctors showed no sign of using 

definitive medical terms such as critical illness, it would seem that this is unlikely to 

happen. This usage of many and relatively non-specific terms to denote patient acuity is 

not limited to NSH clinicians (562). It is reasonable to infer that this might be improved 

by RMO quantification of subjective judgement (520) accompanying, or provided instead 

of, qualitative description; however, usage of the Patient Acuity Rating Score in patient 

handover at ward admission or transfer showed no difference in unexpected ICU transfers 

(563). Another factor affecting how prioritisation indications are used is pre-existing 
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relationships between doctors, which foster mutual understanding and thus decrease the 

need for standardised terms of urgency (564). However, this was not observed in the AR4 

vignettes. Kessler et al. (567) stressed the importance of interpersonal skills and 

politeness in emergency medicine doctor referral to other specialties, though not to the 

extent shown here by ward doctors. It may be that RMOs have concluded that the most 

effective way of indicating urgency in a conversation is by persuasion, trying to lead the 

receiver to interpret the conversation on their own (441), rather than by direct statement. 

Other than the tendency to ask about physiological observations in trends, there was no 

consensus by participants about how information should be presented to them by nurses 

or by them to other doctors. Should this matter? There is no published literature about 

optimal verbal presentation, but there is evidence that the way in which deteriorating 

physiological observations are presented graphically makes a difference to clinician 

response (495, 568). Therefore, any design of a handover, referral or escalation electronic 

ICT system for indicating the priority of the deteriorating ward patient should take this 

into account. Surprisingly, there has been relatively little research on the best electronic 

representation of physiological observations in the deteriorating ward patient (569, 570). 

5.5.3 Reflect – Narrative and negotiation 

Variation between RMO verbal presentation of patients is well recognised, but the reasons 

behind this variability are not as clear. Manser et al. (571) noted variability not only in 

post-operative handover, but also in recipients use of quality measures. The structure and 

aims of one specialty’s verbal presentation may be quite different to another’s. Present 

written handover document quality may also be lacking, especially with regard to 

anticipatory guidance (572, 573). 

Reasons for the limited usefulness of standardised communication in escalation include 

linguistic issues, in that protocols like SBAR focus on the sender’s message content rather 

than including interaction from recipients (574). Informational content, for example, 

about diagnosis and pathology, may be prioritised as a quality indicator (510, 575), with 

little mention of the nature of the interaction that follows (79). An example of the latter 

would be ambiguous and contested responsibilities for patient care (18). Diagnostic 

knowledge does not assist a patient if a necessary intervention by another specialty cannot 

be negotiated (20). In addition, although standardised communication protocols may help 
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participants to construct shared mental models (576), they may not help participants 

understand potential difference in these models (472). It is also not clear whether there 

should be different types of standardised communication for different clinical contexts 

(577, 578). 

Bergström et al. (359) argued that escalation be considered a social process in complex 

organisations such as hospitals, rather than as purely rational hierarchical or 

organisational protocols. Boundaries and hierarchies are known to influence social 

processes in hospital clinician communication (377, 579) and in both escalation and 

handover (396, 418, 481, 575). Boundaries define a system and help determine its 

identity; they can lie between different specialties, roles and levels of seniority. 

Hierarchies are typical of doctor networks in hospitals and vary with specialty (20). 

Neither are permanent, nor clearly defined (580). For instance, boundary shifts can arise 

within specialties (493), so that specialties such as orthopaedics in AR1 favour 

transferring patients perceived to have medical causes of deterioration. Boundaries may 

also require negotiation, either within or between different specialties in the course of a 

single patient’s illness (190). The importance of boundaries is that they may be used as 

informal definitions of what specialties and wards think they are responsible for (418), 

which may not be obvious to those unfamiliar with hospitals. Boundaries can be defined 

by specialty or by clinician role, and may be more pronounced for the former (481). In 

this sense, standardised communication can be useful as boundary objects (575), to span 

differences between clinician groups and hierarchies, thereby initiating actions that might 

otherwise be unusual to a clinician group. 

5.5.4 Reflect – Location 

Much of the vignette-related participant discussion in AR4 concerned not only what had 

happened, but what would, might and should happen, the where of happening and the 

availability of actors and information to determine these events. This is also relevant to 

handover (472). Therefore, there is more to escalation than just knowing the patient’s 

hospital location, that is, knowing who is going to do what to whom and when requires a 

broader view of location. A theoretical model that considers this broader context is 

Kakihara and Sorenson’s (581) model of ICT-enabled mobility, which comprises three 

interrelated dimensions: spatial (both geographical and information flow space), temporal 

(both absolute time and subjective time) and contextual (both the modality of interaction 
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and the nature of the social network). Foo et al. (582) provides an example of how these 

multiple dimensions can be applied in a mobile ICT system, by including the geographic 

location of the responsible team member and patient, localisation by time of when a task 

was logged or is due and including all of the team responsible for the patient. Task 

acceptance and allocation is also included. Stating clinicians responsible for the patient is 

an example of contextual location that would make nurse (57) and doctor (583) escalation 

easier. If only specialty location is given, without the individual clinician, this can be 

counterproductive to patient care planning, even though lack of personalisation is 

traditional among doctors (584). 

5.5.5 Reflect – Fluency 

In handover or referral, the referrer’s discursive features can cause difficulty from 

discordance, for example, because of pace, accent, tone and organisation (494). This is 

likely to be more difficult for foreign medical graduate doctors for whom the hospital 

clinical language is not their first language (588, 589). For these doctors, conversational 

structure, rather than grammar and pronunciation, are the major issues (590). In addition, 

RMOs are likely to want escalation communication to be focused, as in referral and 

handover (355, 479, 526). 

In interspecialty doctor communication in ED, the need to ‘sell’ patients (418, 594) is 

well reported. In this sense, selling means to control the presentation of the patient with 

the aim of interesting the recipient. This is also assisted by ‘packaging’ the patient, that 

is, gathering and ordering evidence to back up sales (418). Whether this is important for 

escalation within the same team is uncertain, but RMOs use their own subjective 

judgement in deciding how much of a case needs to be made (61). In addition, RMOs 

who demonstrate insight into their own clinical practice and their limitations in 

discussions, and demonstrate pattern recognition from previous cases, are more likely to 

engender SMO trust (422). Measured assertiveness by the sender are likely to assist, via 

indications of concern. 

5.6 Summary 

Chapter 5 discussed the communication content that RMOs want to know when contacted 

about the deteriorating ward patient, and what they in turn communicate to other doctors. 

AR1 RMOs said that they wanted to know physiological observations, present and past 
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patient history, investigation results, patient appearance and the message sender’s 

subjective opinion. AR4 RMOs added that they were interested in other clinicians’ 

opinions, where the latter were involved in the vignettes. These communication content 

concepts were not found to be significantly different between doctor ranks or specialties.  

There was considerable variability with regard to communication presentation attributes 

or subcategories between RMOs, with different trends apparent between specialties and 

doctor ranks. These concepts describe what the communication content about the 

deteriorating patient must do and be to elicit an efficient response from the recipient. The 

five communication attribute concepts are accuracy and completeness, prioritisation, 

narrative and negotiation, location and fluency. The groups of communication data and 

communication attributes form communication content, which is what the RMO uses to 

estimate risk. The quality of communication content probably influences, but is not 

wholly necessary for, the recipient to make correct judgements about the risk of patient 

deterioration. 

Up to this point, synchronous communication was the primary mode discussed by 

participants because of both the communication content and the available ICT systems. 

In Chapters 6–8, the effect of new ICT technology on RMO communication is explored. 

Where communication about the deteriorating ward patient is situated in the bulk of 

nurse–HS communications is also noted. 
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Chapter 6: ICT Systems – iBleep 

Chapters 4 and 5 explored sociocultural processes by which clinician communication 

about the deteriorating ward patient occurs. What emerged was that these communication 

processes were complex, and that the clinical ICT systems used added to this complexity. 

The locator was disliked for both general communication and that relating to the ward 

patient who was deteriorating, but not at the point of a critical event. New clinical ICT 

systems are being introduced for nurse–HS communication, although the effect of these 

is still subject to the quality of clinician interaction. 

This chapter presents the second AR cycle (AR2) in a series of five cycles. It concerns a 

NSH management-initiated iBleep system trial at NSH from May–November 2009, in an 

attempt to supersede known locator shortcomings. The planned implementation was to 

be that of the NSH iBleep system technology alone, with message prioritisation 

determined by the ward nurses sending the messages. I was consulted by the NSH iBleep 

project team in my role as ICU clinical director, along with my head CCOT nurse, with 

regard to NEWS implementation on the NSH iBleep system. We suggested to the project 

team that physiological observation entry (which was necessary for the iBleep software 

to calculate NEWS) should not be compulsory. This was because Chapter 4 had suggested 

that few nurse messages to HSs concerned deteriorating ward patients, and nurses would 

probably dislike obligatory observation entry for all patients. We also suggested lists of 

indications for iBleep messages to improve the efficiency of data entry. Otherwise, I was 

not part of the iBleep project team and did not engage in their evaluation. 

The literature review discusses research related to locator usage in the hospital system, 

and also the potential advantages of the task manager type of nurse–HS ICT software. 

My iBleep evaluation was independent of the NSH iBleep project team and was done by 

conducting semi-structured interviews of nurses and HSs who were using it. The 

interview data were analysed using CGT, along with analysis of NSH iBleep project 

evaluation results after the NSH iBleep trial had finished. This produced a conceptual 

model of the important features of nurse–HS clinical communication systems for general 

usage. 
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6.1 Refining the Research Questions 

The overall research questions were: 

1. Which factors affect ward RMO communication about deteriorating ward patients 

to other clinicians in the hospital? 

2. Which features in a ward RMO clinical ICT system would assist ward RMO 

communication about deteriorating ward patients to other clinicians in the 

hospital? 

This chapter concerns the desirable features of ICT systems for all-purpose RMO clinical 

communication. Chapter 4 suggested some features that the NSH iBleep system might 

address. Communication about the deteriorating ward patient was relatively unusual for 

ward HSs compared with their myriad other tasks. Effective prioritisation would thus 

likely be an important feature of a ward nurse–HS clinical ICT system. A task manager 

type ICT system with combined synchronous and asynchronous communication in one 

mobile device might reduce HS interruption caused by having to find landline phones to 

answer messages. The NSH iBleep system included patient and sender location in its 

messages to HSs. There was therefore good reason to believe that the NSH iBleep system 

would offer a significant improvement on the locator. 

Consequently, the questions to be answered in this chapter are: 

1. Which factors affect whether a nurse–HS clinical ICT communication system is 

successful from the HS perspective? 

2. Which factors affect whether a nurse–HS clinical ICT communication system is 

successful for the purposes of communication to HSs about the deteriorating ward 

patient? 

In this chapter, the iBleep trial is deliberately referred to as the NSH iBleep trial, as the 

system configuration was not the same as that used elsewhere in the region. 

6.2 Literature Review 

The disadvantages of the locator and the popularity and versatility of the mobile phone 

are discussed below. In addition, since iBleep, SPADE and TM are all task manager 
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clinical ICT systems, the nature of these systems and the potential advantages associated 

with them are also discussed below. 

6.2.1 The limitations of locators 

Nurses and doctors have long found locators to be imperfect communication devices (348, 

435, 595–597). Numeric or text locator pages are simple and quick for clinicians to send 

but can become time-consuming if the sender has to stay by a landline phone waiting for 

a reply, or ask another clinician to do so (440). Recipients may have difficulties finding 

an available phone to reply to a locator page (598, 599). As senders may be called 

elsewhere in the interim, this can lead to ‘phone tag’, where the pager sender and recipient 

cannot find each other to speak to (500). High frequency of locator paging (596) and 

variable geographic page distribution (337) but poor predictability (337, 347, 596) can 

aggravate the situation further. Therefore, it is not surprising that locator paging can cause 

annoyance and frustration to HSs (475), to the point of ‘page rage’ (131, 347). 

Locator page senders may find it difficult to determine who is the correct recipient to 

contact for a patient (600). In a tertiary hospital using an alphanumeric locator system, 

nurses paged the wrong doctors 14% of the time (477). Locator pages to the incorrect 

recipient were mostly during after call periods and in evenings. Concerningly, 47% were 

either emergency (immediate response required) or urgent (response within one hour 

required) messages (477). In a later study of one of the same hospitals, Wong et al. (601) 

found that this confusion was due to non-standardised, unclear and incorrect paper-based 

doctor rosters. Recipients of locator pages can become confused as to who the sender is 

if they are carrying multiple locators simultaneously (602), or which ICT device to reply 

on if they have several available (440). 

Locator attributes also make a difference to page recipients. Numeric locator pages 

include little context for page prioritisation, which is why alphanumeric locators tend to 

be preferred (274, 603, 604). The physical design of locators should facilitate entry of 

useful messages. Reddy et al. (605) noted limitations in alphanumeric locator page 

usefulness due to a small screen size; however, a larger screen does not guarantee the 

sender will include more context (435). Bidirectional locators allow recipients to easily 

request more detail from the sender and for senders to receive acknowledgement of page 

receipt. They are preferred to unidirectional locators by RMOs (606, 968). Locator 
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voicemail can add considerably more context to a page and possibly reduce interruptions 

from phone calls and locator paging without voicemail. In practice, it has been both time-

consuming for nurses to send voicemail and for doctors to listen to messages, so that 

doctors are less likely to respond to voicemail (607). 

6.2.2 RMOs like their smartphones 

Regardless of the ICT tools supplied by their hospitals, most RMOs in the UK, the US 

and Australia own smart mobile phones (438, 608–611). In many instances, RMOs use 

their personal mobile phones for hospital duties, both for clinical communication and for 

applications (apps) (436, 438, 608, 609, 612–614). There is a vast range of apps available 

(615), but little formal research about their effectiveness and disadvantages (616, 617). 

This has not stopped doctors from using them, especially RMOs (611, 614, 618, 619). 

Commonly used app types are clinical calculators and reference guides, especially drug 

references (611, 614, 616). Mobile phone modalities other than telephony that have been 

used by RMO for hospital communication include SMS texting (614), emailing (438, 

620) and app-facilitated messaging (621, 622). 

Smart mobile phones combine synchronous (for example, verbal communication) and 

asynchronous (for example, SMS texting) modes in the same device. However, having a 

plethora of communication mode choices from a combination of personally owned smart 

mobile phones, locators, landline phones and other ICT tools is not necessarily helpful 

for message senders. They may not know which ICT device mode (440) or device (599) 

is best for the job at hand, leading to confusion in recipients on what means to use to reply 

to referrers or the implied urgency of the message (500). Consequently, some consistent 

means is required to resolve which mode is used for which type of message. In addition, 

potential security issues associated with asynchronous modes may need addressing (623). 

6.2.3 The potential usefulness of task manager clinical ICT systems 

Task managers are clinical ICT systems that have ‘one central repository to create tasks, 

assign priority and responsibilities, and display the status’ (131, p.727). They are at least 

partially PC based and usually identify the message sender and recipient and improve 

message content compared with locators (347, 624, 625). However, they may be used to 

reduce the requirement for locator usage rather than replace them. Task managers have 
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other implications for nurse-to-RMO and RMO-to-doctor communication, discussed 

below. 

6.2.4 Interruption and distraction 

Interruption has been defined as ‘any disruptive activity, clinician conversation, event, or 

alert that occurred during a communication stream between two health care providers’ 

(626, p.630). This is not the only definition in use. A problem in interruption-related 

research is its multiple definitions and interchangeable usage with similar terms, for 

example, distraction and break-in-task (627, 969). Edwards et al.’s (626) definition has 

been chosen here, as it was developed from a study of doctors working in an ED and a 

medical ward. Interruptions frequently occur in healthcare (628) and, by disrupting 

cognitive processes, may lead to clinical errors (629). Proof of a causal link is lacking; 

sometimes, interruptions can be beneficial (630). This does not mean to say that they 

could not cause other deleterious effects, for example, an increase in workload (631). 

Other problems in interruption research are methodological issues, including the 

difficulty of attribution of causality in observational studies (970) and importance of 

context in the effects that ensue (599). 

The relative contributions of different clinical ICT devices to interruption is confusing. 

Both locators (475) and mobile phones (500, 599) are often perceived by clinicians as 

major causes of interruption. However, it is not clear the degree to which their effects are 

due to the way they work or the context of their usage as opposed to the communication 

content that they carry. Wu et al. (440) found smart mobile phone usage was associated 

with more interruptions than locators. Direct calls were perceived to be the most 

disruptive by RMOs because they could not be deferred. Solvoll et al. (598) found that 

physicians felt that interruptions caused by mobile phone calls were no worse and 

possibly better compared with locator pages. This was because with locator messages, 

they could not interpret urgency and would therefore reply immediately by landline 

phone. If they received a mobile phone call they would decide the call urgency soon after 

beginning the phone conversation, and whether the call needed to proceed at the time. 

The difference between the two studies may have been because of the different context. 

Wu et al.’s study (440) was based on medical wards, with a higher call frequency. Solvoll 

et al.’s (598) study was mostly based in outpatient clinics, with fewer calls, and 

consequently, interruptions may have caused fewer workflow problems. 
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The pros and cons of synchronous compared with asynchronous communication should 

also be considered with regard to interruption. Face-to-face and phone conversations are 

the major types of synchronous communication that occur in hospital wards. Although it 

results in more interruptions for the recipient, there are circumstances in which it is 

advantageous. Common ground is the knowledge shared between two communicators 

(632). Coiera (439) argued that the lower the degree of common ground pertinent to an 

interaction, the larger the degree of channel bandwidth required to facilitate 

communication. Therefore, synchronous communication is good in poorly grounded 

conversations, where it is not known beforehand what information needs to be exchanged. 

Alternately, it may be used where the cost of maintaining the shared knowledge is held 

to be too high. Other factors favouring conversation include the need to discuss complex 

clinical issues (504, 633) and a requirement for rapid acknowledgement, speed and 

convenience (634). It is also helpful where there is a distrust of the accuracy of 

accompanying patient documentation (electronic, (634)), and it is a richer communication 

medium than verbal content alone (421). Asynchronous communication, for example, 

texting, has advantages, including the ability to standardise messages, forced inclusion of 

important, accurate and up-to-date information (503) and ease of recording and revision. 

Consequently, it would be expected that a system combining both synchronous and 

asynchronous options, such as the smart mobile phone and PC-based iBleep, would be 

perceived by clinicians to be advantageous. 

6.2.5 Prioritisation 

If nurses and doctors have difficulties reconciling differences in prioritisation, 

asynchronous clinical ICT systems do not clarify such issues (274, 336, 595–597, 600, 

635). This is not ICT mode specific—it has also been problematic with alphanumeric 

locators (435) and web-based communication tools (624, 636). Unfortunately, there is 

less research available about prioritisation issues than interruption. Quan et al. (637) 

argued that the perceived difference between nurse and doctor prioritisation of messages 

was primarily related to timeframe and context. Messages that were not clinically urgent 

but did need fast action could be labelled as urgent to hasten doctor response. For instance, 

nurses might emphasise task urgency at the end of a nursing shift (636) to improve 

personal efficiency, for example, to avoid having to transfer outstanding issues to 

colleagues. Skjørshammer (638, p.16) has suggested that doctors and nurses look at time 

differently: 
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Nurses and physicians seem to have different perspectives on time and punctuality, 

accounting for why their perception of urgency may vary. To nurses, time seems to be 

spread out linearly, in a way that makes it possible to divide time and control the use 

of time. To physicians, time seems to come in terms of tasks. Their challenge is not to 

portion time, but to prioritise the most urgent tasks at hand. This different conception 

of work time creates conflicts and is the basis for perceptual differences of urgency. 

Interdisciplinary misunderstanding about message priority can also be associated with the 

communication mode used. In Seddon and Hay’s (347) study, where numeric and text 

locator messaging had been used, RMOs thought text messaging was higher priority than 

numeric messaging, whereas the nurse senders thought the opposite, leading to 

unnecessary interruptions for the RMOs. There is also considerable variation within 

clinician disciplinary groups, for example, nurses, as to what constitutes an urgent versus 

a non-urgent message (637). One method to reduce this uncertainty is to use experienced 

nurses to triage all ward nurse messages and assign tasks to RMOs (335, 337). Williams 

et al. (334) argued for nurse coordination, but there is little evidence to indicate whether 

RMO or nurse coordinator prioritisation is better and from whose perspective. It is also 

not known what type of ICT technology best accompanies this (639).	

6.3 Method 

6.3.1 Research process followed in AR2 

Figure 6-1 depicts a summary of the AR process followed in this chapter. It begins with 

the end of AR1 and the invitation to study the iBleep, and ends with the finding of 

concepts that affect whether a nurse–HS clinical ICT system in successful from the HS 

perspective. 
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Figure 6-1: AR2 cycle 

The specific details of how data were collected at each step is explained below. 
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Myself 
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Myself 
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Myself 
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The comments in the iBleep web survey included which ICT system (locator or iBleep) 

was preferred, training in iBleep usage, how clinicians found the iBleep system and 

effects of iBleep on clinician response. 

Data in (5) and (6) are included in the AR2 analysis by permission from Blair (640) and 

was used to improve the strength of findings by providing further sources. Findings from 

observations (1) and (2) and the interviews in (3) were written as notes at the time, as 

there was not enough time to use audiovisual recordings. Another reason for not using 

audiovisual recordings in (3) was that HSs had expressed suspicion about management 

motives for the NSH iBleep trial, so that I was concerned that they would not fully express 

themselves if I recorded the interviews. 

6.3.3 Plan – iBleep interviews and derivation of iBleep interview topic guides 

The topics covered in the interview topic guide for (3) were the existing ICT systems used 

by RMOs, features of the iBleep and iBleep mobile that were liked or disliked and the 

advantages and disadvantages of the NSH iBleep system. The topics covered in the 

interview topic guide for (4) were what made the managers decide to trial a new ward 

clinical ICT system and what they hoped to gain. 

At the time that AR2 was carried out, there was very little research available on the effect 

of hospital-based ICT interventions on communication processes and associated patient 

outcomes (131). There was one task manager system evaluation, done via usage data, a 

quantitative survey and focus group interviews of clinician users (624). Models on which 

to base topic guides at that time also had limitations. DeLone and McLean’s (641) model 

for determining information system implementation success was limited in its 

applicability, as it did not consider potential cultural and organisational differences 

between NSH and the other Auckland hospital in which the NSH iBleep system had been 

used. An example of this was that senior triage nurses were not going to complement 

iBleep implementation at NSH. The technology acceptance model (TAM) (642) has been 

used successfully to predict medical adoption of IT (643), and adaptations do exist for 

doctor adoption of mobile ICT devices (644, 645). However, TAM has been primarily 

used to predict voluntary rather than mandatory usage (646). Although HSs were still able 

to receive messages through their locators, nurses were much more likely to communicate 

to HSs than the opposite. Therefore, nursing acceptance of the NSH iBleep system was 
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more likely to determine HS usage than HS intention to use. HSs could not reply to iBleep 

messages using any ICT technology without determining its origin by using the iBleep 

message. In this situation, HS iBleep usage could not truly be said to be voluntary. In 

addition, TAM cannot factor in the effects of external variables and barriers (647). 

External variables that might occur in this case would be behavioural influence from those 

NSH RMOs who had experience of other task management systems, including iBleep, or 

barriers arising from the mobile phone platform rather than the iBleep software (648). 

Consequently, there was no ideal basis on which to develop iBleep interview topic guides, 

and I decided to use empiric interview topic guides aimed at eliciting clinician usage and 

satisfaction with the iBleep system, and invite clinicians to make whatever other 

comments they wished. 

With regard to acceptance of the NSH iBleep trial mobile phones, my investigation was 

focused more on the iBleep system software. This was because in NZ in 2009, there was 

a very high degree of mobile phone usage (649). In addition, I had seen that most if not 

all RMOs carried mobile phones on their person, so I did not expect RMOs to have strong 

preferences for which mobile phones were used. 

6.3.4 Plan – Data collection from NSH iBleep trial project documents 

The NSH iBleep trial was held over five weeks, from 12 October 2009 to 16 November 

2009. iBleep was only used in the eight NSH general medical (Wards 3, 5, 6, 10, 11 and 

CCU) and geriatric wards (Wards 14 and 15), during out-of-hours periods (from 4 pm to 

8 am the next day during normal weekdays and all day during weekends and public 

holidays). The iBleep software was installed on two smart mobile phones and the ward 

PCs. The iBleep-enabled smart mobile phones were either held by on-duty HSs, or kept 

in the NSH telephonists’ room when not being used by medical HSs. All iBleep messages 

originated from either PCs or other HSs’ iBleeps. 

NSH iBleep trial HSs were expected to simultaneously carry their pre-existing on-call 

alphanumeric locators in addition to the NSH iBleep mobile. This was as a backup in the 

event of problems with iBleep, and also because the emergency calls system (for example, 

cardiac arrest calls) could not be configured to run on iBleep for the purposes of the trial. 

It was not known how many of the HSs were simultaneously using their personal mobile 

phones at the same time for work purposes. 
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There were unexpected difficulties during my semi-structured interviews of iBleep 

clinician users that I attempted to overcome with varying success. Despite using 

convenience sampling, I found it difficult to find RMOs who had enough time to be 

interviewed during the shift, and in practice I only succeeded once (on 6/11/2009). 

Consequently, I interviewed RMOs at a period soon after iBleep had finished (on 26 

November 2009). I took notes at the time of the interviews, checked these immediately 

after and entered them into NVivo 10. Patients were not interviewed, as some tasks could 

be completed without having to see them, for example, review of investigation results. 

To provide another data source, data from the iBleep project team were included in the 

analysis (640). 

6.4 Results 

6.4.1 Act – The NSH iBleep trial 

Table 6-2 shows the observation data collection context, the participants who contributed 

the data and when it was collected. Observation was also attempted of nurses and HSs 

using the iBleep system, but in practice, if these clinicians were available to be 

interviewed, they were not busy enough to be sending iBleep messages. 
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Table 6-2: AR2 data sources 

Data 
source 

Occasion & location of 
interview or observation 

Participant code General role 
of participant 
in hospital 

Date of 
interview or 
observation 

(1) Observation of iBleep 
project team presentation 
to nurse managers of 
wards in iBleep trial 

AR2 NM Ward nurse 
managers of 
wards 11, 10, 
6, 5, 3 

8/10/09 

(2) Observation of iBleep 
project team presentation 
to general medical HSs 
in iBleep trial 

AR2 RMO 
PRESENT 

Medical HSs 
(about 10), 
medical 
registrar (1) 

8/10/09 

(3) Interviews of managers 
who instituted iBleep 
trial 

AR2 M1–M2 Medical 
department 
manager & 
general 
manager 

8/10/09 

(4) Interviews of NSH 
iBleep trial nurses and 
HSs during night shift 

AR2 RMO1 Medical HS 6/09/09 

    AR2 N1 (Wd 6), 
AR2 (Wd 5), 
AR2 N3–N4 (Wd 
10), AR2 N5 (Wd 
11) 

Medical ward 
nurses 

6/09/09 

    AR2 RMO2 Medical HS 26/09/09 
    AR2 N6–N10 

(Wd 11), AR2 
N11 (Wd 3), AR2 
N12–N14 (Wd5), 
AR2 N15–N18 
(Wd 10), AR2 
N19–N20 (Wd 6) 

Medical ward 
nurses 

26/09/09 

(5) Comments in iBleep 
book for HS feedback to 
iBleep project team  

AR2 FB RMO Medical HS 
(10) 

During 
NSH iBleep 
trial 

(6) Comments in iBleep web 
survey after NSH iBleep 
trial 

AR2 WS Medical HS 
and medical 
nurses 

After NSH 
iBleep trial 
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6.4.2 Observe – CGT analysis of AR2 data  

Interviews and observation sessions of participants were open coded into NVivo 10. The 

open codes were organised into subcategories. Only those subcategories that related to 

core categories addressing the HSs’ primary concern were retained. 

Table 6-3: iBleep conceptual categories and open codes 

Subcategories Open codes 

Reliability iBleep mobile phone limitations, iBleep not reliable enough to use 
alone, iBleep relatively slow 

Efficiency iBleep acknowledgement accepted by HS but too lengthy, iBleep 
modes of communication limited, iBleep trial familiarity & usage 
of other ICT, iBleep message context unreliable, iBleep login & 
logoff wastes time, interruption, iBleep too complex for job  

HS autonomy iBleep trial & system infringed HS autonomy, managers do not 
understand HSs, iBleep facilitated inappropriate nurse prioritisation 

The core category or primary concern of the HS participants was to receive all messages 

sent via the ICT system rapidly and with a minimum of effort. The message format in 

which it was received had to facilitate prioritising of any arising task. 

6.4.3 ICT reliability 

There were HS complaints of poor NSH iBleep system reliability due to mobile phone 

hardware problems, but not software. Reliability in this sense was maximal time that 

messages could be received and sent without need for HS intervention or usage of other 

ICT systems to communicate. HSs were dissatisfied if receipt of communication during 

an out-of-hours shift was interrupted by ICT device malfunction that required fixing. As 

there were only three iBleep mobile phones for the NSH iBleep trial and there were no 

spare batteries available for these, the telephonist might not be able to assist if an iBleep 

mobile phone could not perform its tasks for any reason. 

The main areas in which iBleep system performance was limited by mobile phone 

problems were stylus dependence and battery life. Occasionally, slow message receipt 

was also noted, which may have been due to limited iBleep reception in two wards. Non-

communication features, such as the camera on the iBleep mobile, were not enough to 

make up for these deficits, in the HSs’ opinions. The iBleep software could not be used 

without the mobile phone’s stylus: 
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Didn’t think the phones used were very sturdy (one has had its stylus lost so out of 

commission)… (RMO feedback book) 

The iBleep mobile phone battery life was so limited that it could fail during a HS shift, 

and there was little warning prior to mobile phone shutdown because of this. Therefore, 

if delayed recognition of this occurred, for example, because of a busy HS being 

distracted, nursing messages could quickly build up. This lack of iBleep reliability led to 

higher locator usage than could be predicted from only emergency calls: 

At present was getting about 50% calls through old pager and 50% through iBleep… 

(RMO feedback book) 

Although the amount of iBleep traffic was recorded, there was no means of finding out 

the amount of locator traffic. HSs commonly thought that locator messages, both numeric 

only from phone keypad and alphanumeric from Powerpage, were faster than those via 

iBleep. They were not explicit as to whether they thought this was due to faster entry or 

faster message transit. Another means of message delivery that was not recorded were 

face-to-face task requests that HSs received on arrival at wards, that had not previously 

been sent on iBleep or locator. This made HSs concerned that hospital management would 

underestimate the true amount of work that they were doing. From a nursing perspective 

however, such approaches would likely be more reliable in eliciting HS action, and faster 

than using an ICT system. 

Having to simultaneously use other messaging systems in an unpredictable fashion 

exacerbated HS dislike for the iBleep system. HSs thought that the iBleep mobile was too 

bulky, and having to carry a locator as well made the situation worse. Some nurses would 

deliberately send both iBleep messages and locator messages for the same issue to HSs 

to ensure message receipt. Lack of reliability in contacting out-of-hours HSs could cause 

problems for the whole hospital: 

The battery life was bad – mine died on me duinr (sic) one shift which caused no end 

of problems as all the wards had to be phoned and told to contact me by pager… (web 

survey) 
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6.4.4 ICT efficiency 

A constant desire from both nurses and HSs was to expend no more effort to send or 

review messages than they deserved. When a message was received during patient care, 

HSs wanted to minimise any interruption caused by the message. When they were not 

engaged in patient care, they wanted the ICT system to deliver messages quickly and 

require minimal effort to find out tasks required by the sender. There were no complaints 

that the iBleep mobile phones were too complex for HSs to use; however, iBleep software 

and mobile phone as a combination was thought to be more time-consuming and complex 

to use than the messages warranted. 

HSs appreciated that ward nurses benefited by their acknowledgement of iBleep 

messages, but argued that the multiple reply acknowledgement required for each message 

on the iBleep was excessive. HSs realised that acknowledgement might also save multiple 

locator messages about the same matter. Despite this, there were cases where HSs either 

forgot to use iBleep acknowledgement or ignored it. Consequently, although iBleep 

software was reliable for unidirectional messaging, it was not reliable for replies or to 

audit HS task performance: 

And at the end of the night the duty manager gives … you a stern word saying ‘Oh, you 

know, you left this job for 3 hours, you pressed… you didn’t do it’. And you say ‘Well 

no, actually I was there, I did do the job but I just forgot about pressing the button again. 

I mean this job was done hours ago’… (AR2 RMO11) 

HSs’ comments that they did not think that the iBleep system was a significant 

improvement from their locators may also have been due to the lack of recognition, or 

ability to fully use, iBleep mobile features. No HS commented on usage of the iBleep 

system on the mobile as anything other than a message receptacle, in that they could see 

multiple messages simultaneously but did not comment about organising them. One HS 

was concerned that the iBleep system did not permit reference back to past messages, in 

event of a recurring patient problem. Although it was possible for HSs to transfer tasks to 

other HSs who had the iBleep system, this was seldom commented on. Communication 

to or from other doctors who did not have the iBleep system was not possible; some other 

ICT system had to be used. Non-iBleep telephony and SMS texting functions on the 

iBleep mobile had been disabled for the iBleep system trial, to the distaste of some HSs, 

who thought that usage of the latter would have been faster and easier. 
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Some HSs did emphasise that they thought if the iBleep mobile phones had permitted 

telephony or SMS texting, this would have been less interruptive than locators or the 

iBleep system. This is because they thought that task urgency could have been resolved 

faster by the first two modes. Locators potentially necessitated walking away from a 

patient to use a landline phone, and the iBleep system may have required a repeat login 

to check the nature of the alert: 

I MOSTLY get yellow calls, and have to call the ward anyway… (HS, AR2 WS) 

Some iBleep features and effects were thought to slow the HS process of message 

reception and reply. The iBleep login and logoff was thought to waste time, in that the 

iBleep mobile software would automatically log out after a period of lack of use and the 

HS would have to log in again. If a HS was performing clinical procedures at a patient’s 

bedside, it was easier for the HS to view locator messages because this did not require a 

login, and therefore, further physical manipulation of the iBleep mobile phone: 

Logs off spontaneously – a pain that every time you got to look at calls list, you have 

to type through log-in process… can’t tell if logged in or not… (RMO feedback book) 

Some HSs objected to repeated audio alerts via locator, whereas others did not. Both 

nurses and HSs thought the iBleep system too complex for the job at hand. For nurses, 

this was primarily when wanted to send simple requests for patients who were not thought 

to be deteriorating, and for HSs, this appeared to be primarily related to the login process 

and acknowledgement: 

It went too slow and had too many options to get through the needed info… (Nurse, 

AR2 WS) 

Paradoxically, the interviewed ward nurses thought that they were entering more message 

content in the iBleep system compared with locators, given the former’s greater space for 

message entry. The nurses felt that this increase in message content improved HSs’ 

understanding of the nature of the underlying task. At the same time, nurses thought that 

this extra iBleep message content was making the entry of simple messages too complex. 

Despite this, not all HSs agreed that nurses were giving effective iBleep message content: 

Pages are vague and often we are unsure what the nurses are asking… (AR2 FB, in 

relation to iBleep messages) 
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6.4.5 HS autonomy 

Some features of the NSH iBleep implementation were likely to have contributed to the 

poor HS reception. The NSH iBleep trial had been instituted by NSH management purely 

as a result of discussion between itself and the NZ RMOs’ union. The union had expressed 

concern about NSH HSs feeling stressed because of large numbers of locator messages 

when on call. Therefore, it was agreed that NSH would try to improve HS working 

conditions by trialling the iBleep, on the basis of favourable Auckland City Hospital 

reports. NSH management then formed a small iBleep implementation group, consisting 

solely of IT personnel. No clinician advice or support for the trial was sought from NSH 

RMOs, and the underlying reasons why the trial had been instituted were not explained 

by the implementation group. Instead, NSH HSs were only informed that the NSH iBleep 

trial would occur, given training in it and asked for feedback. NSH HSs were suspicious 

about management motivations for iBleep implementation. This was evident from HSs 

before, during and after the NSH iBleep trial, with no mention or apparent knowledge of 

union involvement. HSs thought that iBleep introduction was primarily to audit HS task 

performance efficiency: 

The iBleep offers no advantage to us over a traditional pager. It seems just like an 

elaborate way for management to audit our movements. (AR2 FB) 

In general, HSs did not think that hospital managers or nurses understood, respectively, 

HS duties or the manner in which they had to prioritise these. In addition, HSs did not 

think that iBleep designers understood their ICT requirements in this context. HSs 

thought that the iBleep design, in particular the colour coding system for prioritisation of 

messages, facilitated inappropriate nursing prioritisation of messages. Some nurses 

corroborated this, noting some messages that they regarded as green (non-urgent) were 

sometimes sent by other nurses with red (urgent) colour coding. However, they thought 

that HSs would be able to determine such discrepancies for themselves: 

… it was abused, you know, having a code red flash up on your screen to say ‘Mr such-

and-such would like a good night’s sleep, can he have some zopiclone’ wasn’t a 

particularly ideal way… (AR1 RMO) (Zopiclone = sleeping pill) 

Several times I noticed some nurses would prioritise, inappropriately I felt, because 

they wanted the doctor to come soon… (Nurse, AR2 WS) 
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During the NSH iBleep trial presentation to RMOs, some HSs said that they had heard 

from Auckland City Hospital RMOs that nurses there were inappropriately prioritising 

messages in a similar way. The NSH HSs strongly stated that they wished to avoid this 

happening at NSH. Consequently, even before the NSH iBleep trial started there was 

already evidence of RMO prejudice against iBleep. 

6.4.6 Observe – Selective coding – Moving from conceptual categories to substantive 

subcategories 

At this point, I did not think it was possible to answer either of the chapter research 

questions. It was unwise to assume that all pertinent concepts were discovered with only 

two medical HS interviews. This was especially so given the differences in 

communication between specialties in AR1, and that the iBleep results went against the 

known popularity of mobile phones with RMOs. In addition, I did not know the degree 

of importance of RMO involvement in ICT implementation. However, I did have initial 

thoughts about conceptual categories and potential interrelationships (see Figure 6-2). 

 
Figure 6-2: Conceptual model of how the design of an ICT system gives rise to the 

attributes required by HSs and how these attributes are influenced by non-ICT 

factors 

In this conceptual model, an ICT system consists of not only the devices used, but also 

the mode of device used. If a successful nurse–HS ICT system is implemented, then later 
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changes can be made to it and considered on their own merits without affecting 

acceptance of the original. However, if even one element of a new clinical ICT system 

fails in that it does not perform better than its predecessor, RMOs will consider the ICT 

system as a whole to have failed. An example is that physical device failure (the iBleep 

mobile phone) interfered with HS perceptions of the function of the system as a whole. 

There were no reports of iBleep system software malfunction, even if HSs disliked its 

perceived effects on their personal efficiency. 

The two most important attributes of a nurse–HS clinical ICT system appeared to be ICT 

reliability, closely followed by ICT efficiency. ICT reliability from the HS perspective 

implies that the ICT system must work such that all messages sent from nurses are 

promptly received by HSs. This then facilitates ICT efficiency, as it decreases the need 

to send repeat messages or use any other ICT system. An ICT system can however be 

reliable without being efficient, such as when a locator message recipient calls a landline 

phone extension and waits for the correct sender clinician to be found. From the sender’s 

perspective, recipient message acknowledgement is useful in that it confirms receipt, so 

that further messages to check this are not required. When HSs are recipients, this is 

viewed as preferable rather than obligatory. Whether this was because HSs thought task 

completion took precedence or that they would see the nursing staff face to face in the 

course of task performance was unclear. 

ICT efficiency implies that the ICT system as a whole requires little time and effort to 

send messages. Therefore, it must be simple to use and the message content should be 

presented as clearly as possible with minimal need for further clarification. The 

prioritisation system needs to be easy to understand and also allow for inclusion of 

evidence for the chosen priority. HSs complained that the iBleep system was too complex 

for job requirements, although they did not express dissatisfaction with project team 

training or confusion on how to use the system. While this might alternatively be 

interpreted as ICT ease of use, it should be noted HSs did not complain that the styluses 

and iBleep software were difficult to use. Instead, they complained that they were too 

complex for the task at hand. I interpreted this to mean that it took longer than HSs thought 

it should, rather than that it caused cognitive strain. 
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6.5 Discussion 

AR2 intended to address two questions: first, whether the nurse–HS clinical ICT system 

was successful from the HS perspective, and second, the factors affecting whether such a 

system was successful for communicating to RMOs about deteriorating ward patients. 

6.5.1 Reflect – ICT reliability 

AR2 clearly demonstrated that smart mobile phones are not always the preferred clinical 

ICT platform. Part of the reason why was that the potential mobile phone advantages did 

not eventuate in the context they were used, and instead impaired iBleep ICT reliability. 

Holzinger et al. (650) argued for stylus usage for input into ICT devices because clinicians 

are familiar with handwriting and often need to record data rapidly. In practice, the limited 

evaluation of styluses in clinical practice has shown mixed results, for instance, because 

they were one of several modes of ICT data entry used (651, 652). It is not clear why 

clinicians found stylus use to be difficult (652), other than slowing of task completion 

(653). In the NSH iBleep trial, potential advantages from stylus usage were limited 

because of the minimal need for HS data input to reply to messages. Not being able to 

use the iBleep system at all because of stylus loss would be much more problematic. 

It was unclear the degree to which clinicians are willing to balance ICT advantages and 

disadvantages; for example, whether HSs would have accepted additional mobile phone 

bulk if this improved battery life. Having to carry multiple devices for communication 

was clearly unpopular, although it might improve redundancy. However, HSs seemed to 

be willing to carry their own smart mobile phones for purposes such as photography. 

Another potential difficulty was the variation in what RMOs wanted from ICT systems, 

for example, differences in requirement of audio alerts. Building individual 

configurability into clinical ICT systems may be one way of optimising systems for the 

individual, but there is little research to guide such development. 

6.5.2 Reflect – ICT efficiency 

Despite suggestions that there are improvements, task manager ICT systems can 

exacerbate disagreements between nurses and HS about message prioritisation (504, 624), 

unless accompanied by other changes, for example, senior nurse triage (654). 

Technological reasons for why prioritisation in the iBleep system was associated with HS 
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resentment could be RMO inability to change message prioritisation coding. Also, the 

multiple stages in acknowledgement may have led to RMOs perceiving that nurses were 

deliberately exercising power over them (355), rushing their attendance. Are there other 

means of improving interdisciplinary communication in this setting? Standardised 

communication protocols do not address when and at what priority a message should be 

sent. Interruption could be reduced by context-aware software that controls wireless 

phone availability of users, but also gives the caller feedback as to where the user is and 

what the user is doing (655). It is possible that context-awareness mechanisms could be 

used to indicate message urgency as well (656). 

User resistance to new IS is related to the effort of switching. It is reduced if the new 

system is perceived to be of value and there is organisational support for change (657). 

The iBleep system may have been better received if RMO involvement in implementation 

and education in nurse prioritisation had been carried out before its release. The latter 

may have improved nurse–HS relations, and thereby improved HS perception of iBleep 

benefit. At present, perceived system value appears to be the most important factor in HS 

adoption (658). 

Security logins in ICT systems have also been problematic in other studies, with doctors 

preferring efficiency over security when communicating with other doctors (659, 660). 

While user authentication by login with ID and password is simple and cheap, it does not 

consider the difficulties of potentially having to remember multiple logins for different 

applications (661). At the same time, HSs may have felt that the information contained in 

the iBleep system was unlikely to be particularly sensitive, compared with an electronic 

medical record (662). Nevertheless, robust security features have been recommended for 

ICT systems primarily used for nurse–HS communication (401, 621) and for smart 

mobile phones in general clinical usage (663). This needs to be balanced against the 

frustration that clinicians feel, and thus the workarounds that they end up using, if security 

processes are not made as efficient as possible (652, 664, 665). 

6.5.3 Reflect – HS autonomy 

Paradoxically, the NSH iBleep trial was instituted to benefit HSs, yet HSs had suspicions 

regarding management intent. It is possible that because the NSH iBleep trial was 

relatively short, there was no opportunity for iBleep system modification and nurse 
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education. If modification and education had been carried out, it may have improved 

clinician impressions. Nurses (666) and doctors (667) have been found to be resistant to 

IT implementation elsewhere. Hospital doctors in general may not view technological 

implementation as advantageous (668), instead interpreting it as time-consuming at best 

and as tools for surveillance and financial control by hospital management at worst (669, 

670). 

There are also particular reasons why HSs and especially NZ HSs may have been 

suspicious of management motives. Rapid changes to NZ RMO employment initiated in 

the mid-1980s led to rapid expansion of RMO numbers and inflexible working conditions 

(671), and discomfort, at least for some NZ RMOs, in their relationships with SMOs and 

hospital management (273). Consequently, it is best to engage HSs in ICT development, 

as SMOs may be seen as management representatives. 

6.6 Summary 

In AR2, I explored a six-week trial NSH implementation of iBleep, a nurse–HS clinical 

ICT system. This was initiated by NSH management responsible for the trial, who 

ultimately decided that it was unsuccessful on the basis of nurse and HS dissatisfaction. 

My evaluation was in parallel with the NSH project team, and involved observation of 

clinician stakeholders prior to introduction and interviews of ward nurses and HSs around 

the time of the NSH iBleep trial. In addition, I analysed HS feedback documents collected 

by the NSH iBleep trial project team. Data analysis by CGT determined that the core 

category was HSs’ requirement for a clinical ICT system that reliably received nursing 

messages. Clinical ICT systems incorporated both physical devices and software, and 

were not considered in isolation by HSs. However, there was dissatisfaction with both the 

iBleep system mobile phones and software, albeit for different reasons. The primary 

reason for dislike of the mobile phones was associated with the subcategory of ICT 

reliability, whereas dislike of the software was associated with the subcategory of ICT 

efficiency. RMO autonomy, the other subcategory, affected HS perception of ICT 

efficiency. The next chapter describes the theoretical sampling of SPADE and TM to 

further examine the subcategory of RMO autonomy and evaluate systems that were not 

primarily based on mobile physical devices. 
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Chapter 7: SPADE and TM 

After the NSH iBleep trial (see Chapter 6), NSH decided that implementation had failed 

on the basis of HS and nurse dissatisfaction. It was not obvious to me the degree to which 

this was due to lack of RMO autonomy in implementation, rather than being a failure of 

the technology itself. It could be that SPADE and TM involved RMOs in development, 

leading to successful implementations. In addition, it had been surprising that RMOs were 

using their own mobile phones, yet dissatisfied with using the iBleep mobile phones. 

Therefore, I decided to theoretically sample SPADE and TM. Because of personal 

logistical limitations, I did not have sufficient time to interview clinicians other than those 

involved in system design and implementation. However, even if I had performed a 

complete evaluation of ICT system implementation at the other hospitals, the results may 

not have been applicable to NSH. This was also the reason why I decided against 

exploring why the iBleep system had succeeded elsewhere. 

This comprises the third AR cycle (AR3) in a series of five cycles. The literature review 

discusses group communication, which was facilitated by both SPADE and TM. In 

addition, it introduces the concept of whiteboards, as SPADE and TM both perform 

similar functions. SPADE system developers at Hutt Hospital and a TM developer at 

Middlemore Hospital were interviewed. The interview data were analysed using CGT, 

contributing to the conceptual model started in Chapter 6. 

7.1 Refining the Research Questions 

The overall research questions were: 

1. Which factors affect ward RMO communication about deteriorating ward patients 

to other clinicians in the hospital? 

2. Which features in a ward RMO clinical ICT system would assist ward RMO 

communication about deteriorating ward patients to other clinicians in the 

hospital? 

I had heard from other doctors that SPADE and TM were developed with RMO and SMO 

involvement, and that their implementations were successful. I wished to find more about 

the degree to which hospital organisational features had contributed to this technological 
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success, and how immobile ICT systems (desktop PCs) were accepted by ward RMOs. 

Consequently, the questions asked in this chapter are: 

1. Which factors in the development and implementation of a nurse–HS clinical ICT 

communication system affect its success? 

2. Which factors affect whether a nurse–HS clinical ICT communication system is 

successful for the purposes of communication to HSs about the deteriorating ward 

patient? 

7.2 Literature Review 

7.2.1 Group communication and whiteboards 

The primary purpose of clinical ICT tools is to enable the transfer of information from 

one clinician to another, but there are some situations where communication between 

multiple clinicians is necessary or advisable. An example of such a tool facilitating the 

latter is the whiteboard, whether as a simple write-on board with erasable markers (672) 

or an electronic version (673). Whiteboards are commonly used in EDs (674, 675) and 

operating theatres (672, 676). They have also been used in hospital wards, although not 

necessarily equally by doctors and nurses (677–679). Whiteboards display basic patient 

identification, location in time and space, clinical problems and clinician allocation (675). 

They can also be used to facilitate task management, task status tracking and 

multidisciplinary problem solving (676)—where multiple hospital disciplines and 

clinicians are involved in patient care, it supports their collaboration (673, 678). 

Other clinical ICT systems have also been used for communication to multiple clinicians, 

to varying effect. Locators are used for emergency alerts by nurses or doctors to multiple 

clinicians of different roles, for example, in cardiac arrests at NSH. However, non-urgent 

nursing notifications to entire ICU medical teams are disliked by SMOs (680), as the 

SMOs see themselves as being unnecessarily disturbed by issues that can be addressed 

by RMOs. Short text-based messages can be used in either locators, in SMS texting on 

mobile phones or via PCs (621, 623, 681). In one-to-one communication from nurses and 

allied health personnel to doctors, this is known to remove the context from complex 

issues and depersonalise communication (681). This could be exacerbated in group 

communication to multiple doctors who are at a further remove from the immediate 

clinical situation. Emails from nurses have been sent to all the members of a doctor team 
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when it is uncertain which one is the most responsible for the issue at hand (500). Given 

that email implementation can already increase RMO interruptions in one-to-one 

communication (620), doctor team emailing is likely to unnecessarily worsen RMO 

interruption. Consequently, group communication is not advantageous in all situations. 

Electronic task management systems, such as iBleep, TM and SPADE, also enable or 

facilitate message access by clinicians other than the message sender and recipient. They 

share some of the characteristics of electronic whiteboards in allowing dissemination of 

patient task information throughout a hospital (132, 347). However, they also carry short 

text-based messages and may not clarify responsibility for tasks (334, 347). It may be that 

in the context of nurse–HS messaging, long text-based messages are not usually required. 

Consequently, the overall effect of task management systems for RMOs regarding group 

communication is not clear. 

7.3 Method 

7.3.1 Research process followed in AR3 

Figure 7-1 summarises the AR process followed in this chapter. It begins with the end of 

AR2 and the failure of the NSH iBleep trial, and ends with changes to the conceptual 

model developed in AR3. 

 
Figure 7-1: AR3 cycle 

The specific details of how data were collected at each step is explained below. 
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7.3.2 Plan – SPADE and TM data collection 

Table 7-1 summarises the data collected in AR3. In (2) and (3), the participants also 

briefly demonstrated their ICT systems to me during the interviews. 

Table 7-1: AR3 data sources 

Data source Occasion of questionnaire or interview  

(1) Questionnaire to SPADE IT manager, Hutt Hospital 

(2) Interview of the SPADE developers at Hutt Hospital 

(3) 
Interview of SMO involved in TM development, Middlemore 
Hospital 

In (1), an open-ended printed questionnaire was sent by email to ask about the motivations 

for SPADE development, its process and clinician involvement. This was because I was 

uncertain at the time that I could meet the developers in person. 

In (2), the medical SMO (who was also the Hutt Hospital HS supervisor) and the Hutt 

Hospital IT project manager were the personnel primarily responsible for SPADE 

development and implementation. 

In (3), the SMO concerned was the ICU SMO representative on Middlemore Hospital’s 

safety and quality group. This was the group that developed and implemented TM, and 

the SMO was chosen by convenience sampling. 

7.3.3 Plan – Data collection from questionnaire for SPADE developer 

This was a brief, one-page questionnaire with open-ended questions that explored the 

background behind SPADE development and implementation at Hutt Hospital. It was 

superseded by the interview of the SPADE developers. 

7.3.4 Plan – SPADE and TM interviews and derivation of SPADE and TM interview 

topic guides 

The theoretical basis behind the interview topic guide was very similar to the iBleep 

interviews; however, the emphasis in SPADE and TM was on exploring the designer and 

manager actor views of the technology development and implementation (682). This 

approach was used given RMO perceptions of how iBleep had infringed on their 

autonomy in the NSH iBleep trial, without NSH management seeming to be aware of it. 
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Stockdale and Standing (683) emphasised the consideration of the organisational and 

political context in which IS are introduced, when taking an interpretive approach to their 

evaluation. 

The interview topic guides for SPADE and TM consequently inquired about the ICT 

technology before the introduction of the present task manager, drivers for 

design/implementation and how these had been carried out. The task manager’s successes 

and failures were inquired about, together with how the task manager fitted in with 

clinicians and other ICT systems at the hospital where it was being used. 

7.4 Results 

7.4.1 Act – SPADE and TM 

Table 7-2 shows the SPADE and TM data sources included in the results, the participants 

that contributed and the point during AR3 the data were collected. 

Table 7-2: AR3 data sources, participant codes and hospital roles, and date of 

questionnaire or interview 

Data 
source Occasion of interview Participant code 

General role of 
participant in 
hospital 

Date of 
questionnaire 
or interview 

(1) Questionnaire to 
SPADE IT manager, 
Hutt Hospital 

SPADE IT Hutt Hospital 
IT department 
manager 

18-May-10 

(2) Interview of SPADE 
developers at Hutt 
Hospital 

SPADE IT, 
SPADE SMO 

Hutt Hospital 
IT department 
manager and 
general 
medical SMO 

22-Jun-10 

(3) Interview of SMO 
involved in TM 
development, 
Middlemore Hospital 

TM SMO MMH 
ICUSMO 
(member of 
MMH safety & 
quality group) 

6-Aug-10 

From here, as the SPADE and TM innovators were involved in both development and 

implementation of their ICT systems at Hutt Hospital and Middlemore Hospital (MMH), 

they are referred to as developers. 
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7.4.2 Observe – CGT analysis of AR3 data 

The questionnaire about SPADE and the interviews of SPADE and TM developers were 

open coded into NVivo 10. The open codes were organised into subcategories. Only those 

subcategories that related to core categories of the developers’ interpretations of HSs’ 

primary concerns were retained. This primary concern was how HSs at these hospitals 

were to manage all the nursing and medical messages that they received, and address the 

tasks arising from these. Despite the difference in developers being interviewed rather 

than the end users, the subcategories of reliability and efficiency in AR2 also arose in 

AR3. The previous HS autonomy core category was not a major concern at Hutt Hospital 

and MMH; however, ICT accessibility was. These subcategories are discussed in more 

detail below. 

Table 7-3: SPADE & TM subcategories and open codes 

Subcategories Open coding 

ICT reliability Dr concern re unaddressed tasks 
ICT efficiency Interruption reduced for SPADE & TM, multiple ICT mode & 

device can work with role delineation, reconciliation of nurse 
& HS prioritisation with education & guideline, SPADE & TM 
designed for more simplicity & less effort to use, message 
context quantity & quality 

HS autonomy SPADE & TM involvement of HSs, HSs accept audit if trust, 
SPADE & TM mixed effects HS collegiality, HS reluctance to 
change ICT once used to it, TM – community rather than 
individual responsibility for tasks 

ICT accessibility SPADE & TM accessibility on PC is adequate, ICT mobility 
not primary requirement for HS, all can login tasks for SPADE 
& TM, HS selective use of own mobile phone, helicopter view 
with SPADE & TM 

7.4.3 ICT reliability 

SPADE and TM platforms were perceived by their developers to be reliable in action, in 

that their physical platforms were the ward PCs. These were used many times each day 

for other programs, including the CIS and the patient management system, and as such 

any failure would have been rapidly addressed. Although this also might mean reduced 

PC access in normal working hours, PC access was not problematic out of normal 

business hours, as that was when SPADE and TM were intended to be used. SPADE’s 

developers argued that few technical or usability problems developed as the underlying 
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design and program was ‘so simple’. TM’s developers had been concerned that, despite 

its technical reliability, it was possible for tasks to be left undone because of clinician 

error. In practice, this did not happen. The TM participants thought this was because of a 

combination of clinician action and ICT system redundancy, that is, locators were still 

available and used. 

7.4.4 ICT efficiency 

Locators had been deliberately retained for HS usage in both Hutt Hospital and MMH for 

urgent or semiurgent messages, either because of the importance of the information or 

because the task requested was time critical. All other messages went to SPADE and TM 

respectively, which considerably reduced the number of locator messages. The 

implications were that HSs had to view SPADE and TM messages on PCs regularly, 

otherwise messages could go unaddressed. In addition, a few messages were thought by 

RMOs to have been sent to the wrong ICT system for their stated level of urgency. This 

included both messages that RMOs thought were urgent enough to require locator usage 

being posted on TM and nurses who sent all messages by locator as they did not realise 

what TM was for. SPADE and TM used three colour codes in a very similar way to iBleep 

to denote message urgency, which was ultimately dependent on nursing opinion. 

Messages were ranked by colour code priority first, then time of receipt. However, the 

SPADE and TM participants stated that HSs had made few complaints about nursing 

prioritisation via these ICT systems. When HSs thought inappropriate prioritisation had 

occurred, this was addressed quickly by nursing education at both Hutt Hospital and 

MMH. It was possible for the priority colour code of a message to be changed in TM if it 

was thought appropriate. In addition, Hutt Hospital HSs had developed prioritisation 

guidelines for SPADE messages that were positioned adjacent to PCs, for nurse review. 

If nurses thought HSs were not responding appropriately to calls, in both Hutt Hospital 

and MMH, they could refer to the duty nurse manager or to the HSs’ registrars. 

HS interruption was reduced not just by decreased locator messages—as HSs were no 

longer being frequently distracted by locator audio alarms while performing tasks, their 

perception of being interrupted reduced. They knew that SPADE and TM messages were 

very likely to be of low urgency, and therefore were happy to review their message list 

when it was convenient for them. If a patient deteriorated after the original SPADE or 

TM message, the ward nurse was still free to expedite attendance by sending a locator 
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message. As the platform for SPADE and TM was ward PCs, the interruptions seen in 

the NSH iBleep trial due to mobile phone battery and stylet issues did not arise: 

And so that was the one thing that they sort of said, that rather than being interrupted 

all the time, you got on with your job and you knew there were jobs coming up… (SP 

IT) 

MMH’s way of escalating the deteriorating ward patient may also have clarified both 

which ICT system to use and who to call. Patient escalation was progressive, from the HS 

via TM and then via the locator, and from then on through the hospital telephone operator 

to the MMH CCOT or MET as required. Therefore, locators were clearly the designated 

ICT system for deteriorating ward patients. There might be some disagreement between 

nurse and HSs as to the exact transition point where a locator message should be sent, 

especially when new or locum staff were unused to TM, but this could be resolved. 

As with iBleep, HSs using SPADE and TM appreciated that these ICT systems had more 

space per message to include details; however, HSs varied in how much detail that they 

wanted in messages, with some HSs only wanting to know what task was being requested 

and others wanting to know why the task was being requested. The TM acknowledgement 

process was different to the iBleep system, in that a TM task’s status was changed only 

by acceptance by an HS, and then removed from the TM task list by the HS’s completion 

of it. In other words, iBleep HS task receipt, HS location and HS request for task transfer 

did not exist. TM could also filter tasks by patient location or specialty (347) and refer 

back to messages for the previous 24 hours. 

An explicit aim of the SPADE and TM developers had been to make these simple for 

clinicians to use, to reduce required tuition and effort of use. This was usually agreed to 

by RMOs. The SPADE developers commented that sometimes Hutt Hospital HSs who 

had returned from working elsewhere would suggest SPADE improvements that would 

make it considerably more complex. When warned that this would interfere with ease of 

use, HS would promptly change their minds. However, SMOs who did not use SPADE 

and did not understand HS requirements could have difficulty grasping this: 

They were explaining it to SMOs at one point. And, the project manager believed the 

consultants were getting more and more conflicts about it. He said, for goodness sakes, 
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it’s as simple as a bloody spade (laughter). And, that’s what we liked, we liked that it 

was really straightforward and practical… (TM SMO) 

As opposed to intentional SPADE release throughout Hutt Hospital, MMH intended TM 

for only out-of-hours usage, and originally it was only introduced to medical wards. 

Surgical HS observed their medical HS colleagues using TM and asked if they could 

adopt it as well, resulting in a spread to surgical ward use. 

7.4.5 HS autonomy 

The driver for SPADE development was to improve nurse–HS communication via pre-

existing ward-based paper notes and locators. The HS supervisor, a SMO physician, had 

been concerned about an HS shortage and had talked to HSs directly about their jobs. HSs 

experienced occasional sudden task overloading, which they could not easily offload to 

other HSs if required. In addition, they could not easily determine task distribution 

throughout Hutt Hospital on locators, so they could efficiently address tasks while 

moving from ward to ward. MMH HS had similar issues, but the MMH safety and quality 

group (comprised of clinicians) also wanted to address task performance in hospital 

wards, so that none were missed or significantly delayed. 

SPADE development had been opportunistic and completely empirical, based on 

interviews and observation of RMOs. The primary desired outcome was the quick 

production of a simple and easy to use nurse–HS ICT system. The initiator of the project 

was the HS supervisor, and essentially only one IT manager and programmer had been 

involved. TM design was closely based on SPADE and it was implemented in MMH in 

December 2009 (347). The major difference between SPADE and TM was that the former 

was stand alone, and did not integrate with Hutt Hospital’s CIS, whereas TM resides 

within MMH’s CIS. The resultant effect was that TM users were required to log in to use 

TM, but would have access to the CIS, including laboratory and radiology results at the 

same time if they wished. In addition, SPADE allowed message recording for audit, 

whereas TM was deliberately programmed not to do this, because it was thought that 

nurses and RMOs might fear using it or feel the need to keep adding detail to the original 

message because of concerns that their actions at the time would be criticised 

retrospectively. Audit was added to SPADE late in its development as a programmer’s 

afterthought, but according to SPADE developers, there had been no RMO complaints. 
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The MMH safety and quality improvement group, which had decided to initiate 

development and implementation of SPADE, was a broad consortium of specialties and 

the MMH CCOT, mostly composed of clinicians and a smaller number of nurses. 

Similarly to the NSH iBleep trial, HSs initially expressed suspicion about motives behind 

the introduction of a new clinical ICT system. This was overcome in SPADE by including 

them in design and development. HSs were observed carrying out their day-to-day jobs, 

and some were recruited to be clinical champions. This did not mean that the Hutt 

Hospital HSs accepted anything on offer. Hutt Hospital also attempted to introduce 

internal mobile phones and personal digital assistants (PDAs) for HS use, but these were 

not successful as they did not facilitate better ICT reliability and efficiency for HSs: 

…really mobile and see the jobs and so on as they went. Three main issues with it. It 

was pretty slow, you couldn’t read the full job, you couldn’t sort of see it well enough 

to know that it was, what was happening… (SP SMO) 

However, MMH had difficulty engaging more than a few RMOs to take part in TM 

development and implementation, and did not appear to have any that acted as clinical 

champions. Clinical champions are recommended in ICT implementation to promote ICT 

usage, address problems and generally encourage a feeling of mutual ownership to 

improve the likelihood of success (658, 684). The TM SMO interviewed wished that more 

had been involved, and at a higher decision-making level within the safety and quality 

improvement group: 

…what ended up happening were there were a couple of people that volunteered, and 

there was some contact through the RDA about engaging with a couple of people. 

Because part of the process of looking to see what the work involved did involve 

following some RMOs around, some of whom agreed and some who didn’t … (TM 

SMO) (RDA = Resident Doctors’ Association) 

As suggested in iBleep, Hutt Hospital HSs still carried and used their personal mobile 

phones for some clinical tasks, primarily taking photos, for example, of wounds or 

electrocardiograms, and sending via SMS texting for opinions by senior doctors 

elsewhere. 
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7.4.6 ICT accessibility 

Despite the simplicity of SPADE and TM, the group awareness they enabled had complex 

effects. Any clinician in the hospital could view all the tasks awaiting all the HSs on duty, 

and login messages. This included RMOs leaving reminders or tasks for the on-call HS. 

At Hutt Hospital, this meant that nurses would consider the likely acuity and duration of 

other logged-in HS tasks before logging in their own, and defer in event of an emergency 

elsewhere. An example was that cardiac arrest calls were notified to the hospital operator, 

who would send an emergency message to the relevant RMOs. At the same time, 

however, the operator would log this on the SPADE list, so that unaffected wards would 

know what the HS was doing. SPADE also facilitated altruistic behaviour between HSs 

covering different specialties, as when one was falling behind in tasks, another could 

assist. At MMH, HSs would not assist each other in this way unless they had an additional 

and personal reason to do so. It is possible that the RMOs at Hutt Hospital had closer 

personal relationships, as Hutt Hospital is considerably smaller than MMH: 

…although we look at it and see that the plastics house surgeon hasn’t got much to do, 

and hasn’t done much, we can’t force them to go and help the general surgical house 

surgeon. If they’re flatmates, or classmates or buddies, or study buddies, there’s some 

other reason, then they’ll help each other out but, us saying, look you can see how much 

work there was, it just doesn’t do it… (TM SMO) 

At both Hutt Hospital and MMH, duty nurse managers could see in real time when HSs 

were not coping with their task load. Duty nurse managers do not only supervise patient 

and nurse disposition throughout a hospital according to patient acuity and activity, they 

may also intervene if RMOs appear to be acutely not keeping up with task performance. 

SMOs did not appear to partake of acute HS monitoring but could use SPADE or TM to 

enable HS performance management in the longer term. 

7.4.7 Reflect – Selective coding – Moving from conceptual categories to substantive 

subcategories 

While it was useful to learn more about development, implementation and usage of other 

nurse–HS ICT systems at other hospitals, speaking only to ICT system developers and 

not embarking on a comprehensive background study of the other hospitals meant only 

limited conclusions could be applied to NSH. Ideally, I still wanted to evaluate a task 
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manager nurse–HS ICT system used at NSH. However, AR3 results independently 

confirmed AR2 findings of ICT reliability and ICT efficiency concepts (see Figure 7-2). 

 
Figure 7-2: Conceptual model of how the design of an ICT system gives risk to the 

attributes required by HSs 

Also as in AR2, HSs found ICT reliability to be more important than ICT efficiency, in 

that good ICT efficiency cannot make up for poor ICT reliability. As an example, while 

SPADE and TM were efficient, there was still a chance that they might be unreliable if 

HSs did not regularly check the PC-based task lists. In this sense, keeping locators as an 

infrequently used mobile backup seemed to resolve both locator-related dissatisfaction 

and add redundancy to the task manager ICT systems. 

RMO autonomy was considered a significant concept in AR2 but after SPADE and TM, 

I removed it from my conceptual model. In Hutt Hospital, RMOs appreciated autonomy 

and involvement in ICT development. However, TM demonstrated that the introduction 

of a clinical ICT system that functioned acceptably for RMOs considerably ameliorated 

the RMO requirement for involvement in implementation. It is also possible that 
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Middlemore HSs talked to Hutt Hospital HSs at some time. In addition, the successful 

inclusion of an audit function in SPADE suggested that once RMO trust in ICT 

development had been gained, RMOs were not as wary about future amendments. 

Consequently, although HS involvement in development, implementation and 

governance of a nurse–HS clinical ICT system was preferable, it was not necessary for 

HS acceptance of an ICT system. The external barrier of nursing prioritisation to HS 

acceptance of the nurse–HS ICT systems was surmounted provided that there were 

effective mechanisms for reconciling differences of opinion, such as nursing education. 

There was no evidence of these mechanisms in the NSH iBleep trial. The successful 

SPADE implementation at Hutt Hospital had not precluded the RMO refusal of PDA 

introduction, presumably because this had not worked well enough for HSs. 

A new concept, that of ICT accessibility, was added. iBleep and SPADE showed that 

mobile phones and PDAs1 were not necessary for non-urgent messaging to HSs in out of 

normal business hours periods. In addition, locators were still available as a mobile 

backup. However, there were advantages for HSs in being able to review collated past 

and present messages in wards throughout the hospital. This meant that they had a 

personal task manager that could be accessed in a controlled fashion, but one that also 

served as an electronic whiteboard of the HS’s progress to other clinicians. For the 

individual HS, as long as their main ICT devices were accessible within a ward, it did not 

need to be on their person. In addition, they were satisfied to access their own mobile 

phones for features not used for direct communication, such as cameras. The value of 

accessibility was primarily for other clinicians to observe HS activity and for the former 

to decide on their own behaviour. While the iBleep system enabled active task transfer, it 

was not openly vaunted by NSH HSs. However, iBleep did not show the disposition of 

all HSs’ task performance status as compared with SPADE and TM. By doing this, 

SPADE and TM facilitated cooperative task-sharing behaviour by other clinicians. 

Although this cooperative behaviour may not always have occurred, the ability to monitor 

HS progress enabled other support provision, for example, through duty nurse managers. 

ICT accessibility thus improved ICT efficiency for HSs, in that it potentially decreased 

their necessity to actively call for assistance. 

                                                
1 This finding cannot be automatically extended to tablet PCs, with their different feature set to PDAs (685). 
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7.5 Discussion 

7.5.1 Reflect – ICT accessibility 

The term accessibility is used here to refer to the ability of ICT systems to permit 

interaction of clinicians based in different spatial locations (686), and the ability of 

individuals to view the same information in different locations (558). SPADE and TM 

demonstrated that a mobile device for most message reception was not necessary for 

nurse–HS ICT system success from the HS perspective. Prgomet et al. (687) asserted that 

mobile handheld ICT devices are advantageous when rapid information exchange is 

required for patient care, the clinician is too mobile to use stationary PCs or data access 

is required at the point of patient care. Therefore, the success of SPADE and TM implies 

that although HSs may travel between many wards out of hours, most HS tasks are not 

performed at the patient’s bedside and do not require rapid data access there (302, 688). 

Consequently, although the ICT system needs to follow the nomadic HS from ward to 

ward, it does not need to be on his or her person (661). 

Contextual differences in the requirements for mobile devices have been demonstrated in 

other situations. Andersen et al. (653) studied doctor usage of stationary and mobile PCs 

and tablet PCs for ward work. When on ward rounds, doctors were observed to use tablet 

PCs 35.9% of the time, mostly to review patient information rather than order tests or 

drugs. However, when not on ward rounds, 93.6% of doctor work was done on stationary 

PCs. Likewise, as RMO work out of hours is mostly not at patients’ bedsides (204, 336), 

the benefit of mobile smartphones as mobile ICT devices is not so pronounced. RMOs in 

specialties that benefit from the ability to transmit patient photos for advice are more 

likely to appreciate and use smart mobile phones (609, 689–691). 

There are techniques for reducing, or controlling, messaging to ICT systems. RMO 

localisation to wards housing their patients is known to reduce locator messaging 

frequency (194, 458, 692). However, this is less practical for out-of-hours hospital cover, 

as HSs are likely to cover many wards. Electronic location analysis might link task 

messaging more efficiently to HS positioning (312), although given HS suspicion 

regarding iBleep system implementation, this might not be accepted. 

Awareness beyond the sender and recipient level in ICT systems is beneficial for several 

reasons. Ren et al. (971) presented the concepts of trajectory awareness—awareness of 
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what is happening beyond the clinicians’ own workspace and information to improve 

organisational learning. ICT systems can improve both, as SPADE demonstrated. 

However, TM had mixed effects at facilitating task sharing between HSs. Social loafing, 

or the tendency of individuals to avoid contributing to a task in a team setting, is more 

likely to occur with increasing team size and dispersion (693). MMH, being a larger 

hospital than Hutt, may have had both of these factors. Having a perception of a closer 

relationship with other team members makes social loafing less likely to occur (693). The 

Hutt Hospital HSs may have known each other better since they were in a smaller 

hospital. Task visibility may not necessarily be related to a decrease in social loafing 

(694), so that even if task load inequality could be seen on TM, HSs would not necessarily 

help each other. 

7.6 Summary 

In Chapter 7, I explored the development and implementation of SPADE at Hutt Hospital 

and TM at Middlemore Hospital from their respective developers’ perspectives. My 

intention was to theoretically sample these systems to contrast their differences to the 

NSH iBleep system. I analysed interviews of developers from both hospitals and a 

questionnaire from a SPADE developer by CGT. This supported Chapter 6 conceptual 

categories of ICT reliability and ICT efficiency, and their relationship to each other and 

the ICT system. The subcategory of RMO autonomy was removed, as it was not 

supported by Hutt Hospital and Middlemore Hospital experiences. A new subcategory, 

ICT accessibility, was added as a subset of ICT efficiency. In Chapter 8, the NSH 

evaluation of the Smartpage task manager type clinical ICT system is discussed. 
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Chapter 8: Smartpage 

After the end of the NSH iBleep trial, nurses and HSs reverted to using alphanumeric 

locators and Powerpage. SPADE and TM continued in usage at Hutt and MMH hospitals, 

but were not adopted at NSH. In this chapter, the NSH implementation of a new clinical 

nurse–HS ICT system, Smartpage, is evaluated. A demonstration to NSH doctors, nurses, 

IT personnel and management in August 2012 was followed with a month’s trial 

implementation in NSH general medical wards in January 2013. HS and ward nurse 

response to this initial Smartpage trial was very positive (695), and thus the trial was 

extended. Usage spread from medical wards to all acute NSH wards by 28 February 2014. 

The extended NSH Smartpage trial was expected to culminate on 30 June 2015. In 

November 2014, I was invited to take on the role of clinical lead to execute a definitive 

Smartpage evaluation, to inform the official NSH request for information that would 

follow the end of the trial. 

This is the fifth (AR5) in a series of five AR cycles. The literature review discusses 

research in task manager evaluation, group communication and RMO preferences in 

electronic ICT systems for the purpose of escalation of the deteriorating ward patient. In 

addition, it discusses developments in laboratory and radiology critical result 

communication to RMOs. Semi-structured interviews of nurses, HSs and registrars using 

the Smartpage system were performed, using an interview topic guide. This was 

constructed from an evaluation framework and the findings of AR2 and AR3. Interview 

data were analysed using CGT. In addition, Smartpage messages were collected over 

purposively sampled periods of time, and subsets were analysed using a QCA framework 

derived from AR4 and extended. The first subset selected messages associated with 

physiological markers of patient deterioration. The second subset comprised messages 

associated with patients who had critical events (cardiac arrest, death and unexpected ICU 

admission) occur during the time period sampled. These analyses extended the conceptual 

model of nurse–HS ICT systems generated in AR2 and AR3, leading to the development 

of a theoretical model. 
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8.1 Refining the Research Questions 

The overall research questions were: 

1. Which factors affect ward RMO communication about deteriorating ward patients 

to other clinicians in the hospital? 

2. Which features in a ward RMO clinical ICT system would assist ward RMO 

communication about deteriorating ward patients to clinicians in the hospital? 

This chapter concerns both questions. With regard to nurse–HS messaging for general 

purposes, given the similarities of the Smartpage system to the iBleep system, it was 

unclear why the former was successful compared with the latter. In the preceding time, 

there had been no obvious change that I had observed in the NSH organisation with regard 

to nurse–HS interaction in ward work or the RRS or in the nature of the clinicians 

themselves. Therefore, the focus of AR5 research was on the technological changes that 

may have led to the Smartpage system’s success. In addition, unlike the NSH iBleep trial, 

the Smartpage-enabled mobile phones were also carried by registrars and CCOT 

members. However, the extent to which registrars used Smartpage mobile phones to 

communicate to other clinicians and for what purpose was not evaluated by Gill et al. 

(695). 

As the Smartpage system retained its asynchronous messages for audit, it was possible to 

review real-life communication about the deteriorating ward patient. Smartpage 

messaging was unlikely to cover all types of communication—synchronous 

communication was still likely to be preferred for complex discussions, as suggested by 

AR1 and AR3, and this could not be observed. However, it was now possible to evaluate 

all Smartpage asynchronous messages, and if a message terminated by using the 

Smartpage telephony mode, the point at which this occurred. It was still not possible to 

record locator and personal mobile phone usage, but given the favourable initial trial, 

these modes were unlikely to be in major usage. 

The NSH location of the Smartpage system trial, the ability to include participants from 

multiple specialties and the ability to study Smartpage messages meant that the questions 

relating to the theme of nurse–RMO ICT systems could finally be fully addressed. 

Consequently, the questions answered in this chapter are a repeat of those in the AR2 

NSH iBleep trial, but acknowledging that some registrars also used the Smartpage system: 
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1. Which factors affect whether a nurse–RMO clinical ICT communication system 

is successful from the RMO perspective? 

2. Which factors affect whether a nurse–RMO clinical ICT communication system 

is successful for the purposes of communication to RMOs about the deteriorating 

ward patient? 

8.2 Literature Review 

This literature review adds more background information on research pertinent to nurse–

RMO clinical ICT communication systems since AR2. There was limited empirical 

research into what RMO users wanted in such systems for the escalation and handover of 

deteriorating ward patients. Theoretical developments in group awareness and 

collaboration as opposed to group communication alone are discussed. Finally, in AR1, 

laboratory and radiology detection of patient deterioration was not investigated because 

it could be sent to any of the nurses or doctors involved in patient care. However, the 

ability to study Smartpage communication records meant it was possible to determine 

who sent and received these results, that is, the degree and nature of direct RMO 

notification. In addition, new work suggested that laboratory results could be incorporated 

into EWS (696) or EAS (697). 

8.2.1 Desirables for ICT system design for communication about the deteriorating 

ward patient 

There is some synchronicity between present nurse–HS task manager type clinical ICT 

system attributes and the one empiric paper on recommendations for ICT design for both 

handover and escalation. Johnston et al. (401) developed a list of needs for handover and 

escalation ICT system design based on both literature review and interviewing nurses, 

RMOs and SMOs. Nine recommendations were made: triage of communication based on 

level of urgency, establishing a closed communication loop by enabling feedback, 

establishing structured data input, including a team communication function, including 

an electronic audit trail, ensuring robust security, giving doctors individual smartphones 

while giving nurses shared devices, providing staff training and investing in a flexible 

operating system to permit future alterations. Albeit not being primarily assessed for 

either handover or escalation, the AR3 task managers fulfilled Johnston et al.’s (401) 
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needs except for team communication function, and smart mobile phones for RMOs. The 

Smartpage system catered for all Johnston et al.’s (401) needs. 

However, Johnston et al.’s (401) recommendations appeared to be primarily for 

escalation of the deteriorating ward patient from nurse to nurse rather than from doctor to 

doctor, other than having a team communication function. It seems unlikely from AR1 

and AR3 results that synchronous communication in this clinical context will be replaced 

by asynchronous modes, but the latter have certainly been used in this clinical context. 

Modes that have been used between hospital doctors about deteriorating patients include 

texting (660), WhatsApp (501, 698) and email (699, 700). Blogging has been used in an 

ICU context (701). These modes permit a group narrative between doctors, although not 

one as fluent as conversation (702). Message structure and content are not standardised, 

depending rather on the sender’s choice. As the Smartpage system was semi-structured 

and intended for RMO-to-RMO usage, this provided an opportunity to explore 

asynchronous communication about the deteriorating ward patient between RMOs. 

8.2.2 Group awareness and collaboration 

AR3 showed that task managers could facilitate active task transfer and altruistic task 

sharing between RMOs. At the same time, it allowed SMOs and senior nurses to become 

aware of RMO activity and performance. The Smartpage system expanded on this, at 

least at the level of equipping registrars and CCOT as well to assist HSs. Facilitation of 

information sharing, or awareness of other individuals’ activities within a clinician group, 

is an example of computer-supported cooperative work (703). A good definition of 

awareness has been the subject of recent debate, particularly regarding how to design ICT 

that facilitates this (704, 705). Eikey et al.’s (706) collaboration space model, which 

incorporates awareness, is a comprehensive theoretical model by which to consider what 

task managers and other ICT systems can do for clinician interaction. The model draws 

on four concepts (706): processes, technology, the context in which collaboration is set 

and outcomes such as maintaining awareness and establishing common ground. Processes 

include communication, workflow and information exchange. AR1 and AR4 showed that 

context, for instance the urgency of the clinical situation, changed the technology and 

processes involved and the perception of the need to share information. AR5 provided the 

opportunity to study the effects of a new technology, Smartpage, both in the general 

context of ward nurse–RMO communication and that for the deteriorating patient. 
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Information sharing between doctors may be more readily accepted than that between all 

clinicians (698). WhatsApp is a mobile phone app that allows messaging that can include 

text, images, video and audio to other people with the app (707). It has been used 

successfully for communication within surgical teams (698, 708–711) and between 

orthopaedic surgeons, anaesthesiologists and nurses (702). It was not explicitly designed 

for medical use, but nevertheless appears to be successful, especially in interspecialty 

referrals that benefit by the use of graphics images, for example, patient photographs, 

radiological tests and electrocardiograms (711–714). It has also been used to facilitate 

referral between medical teams at separate hospitals (501). WhatsApp has been thought 

to flatten doctor team hierarchy by RMOs, although what SMOs think of this is unknown 

(698). Criticisms have been made of potential security risks (715) and that messages may 

be received but not fully comprehended, and thereby mistakenly interpreted as agreement 

by other group members (663). Nevertheless, WhatsApp usage is still popular among 

RMOs (716) and SMOs (717). Other, more secure systems are being developed and 

implemented (701). The Smartpage system limits real-time information sharing to mobile 

phones or PCs carrying the software. Even so, by allowing direct HS-to-registrar and 

RMO-to-CCOT communication, it enabled a higher degree of group awareness than had 

previously been seen at NSH. 

8.2.3 Information about the deteriorating ward patient from non-ward sources 

Selected laboratory tests can predict patient critical events (16, 17, 498, 718). They have 

also been combined with physiological observations to improve the performance of 

EWSs (696, 719). Finally, laboratory tests indicating renal impairment have been used as 

part of an electronic alerting system, notifying doctors through a hospital CIS (720, 721) 

or mobile phone texting (722). Some issues, similar to AR1 nurse-to-RMO 

communication issues, have been noted. Much as the definition of a deteriorating patient 

is variable, so is the question of what laboratory or radiology result indicates that a patient 

is deteriorating. Laboratories report critical values rather than events, the definition being 

that the pathophysiology is of such a degree as to be potentially life threatening (723). 

However, the point at which any individual test result becomes critical is variably defined 

among laboratories, as is the action taken by clinicians (305). A similar state exists for 

radiology (306). Even when a laboratory might define a result to be critical, clinicians 

may not agree (724, 725), and radiology services may not notify what clinicians consider 

to be critical results (726). Clinicians do not necessarily acknowledge laboratory and 
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radiology locator messages (727, 728). The Smartpage system offered the opportunity to 

explore usage of laboratory or radiology test notifications to trigger recognition of the 

deteriorating ward patient. 

8.3 Method 

8.3.1 Research process followed in AR5 

Figure 8-1 provides a summary of the AR process followed in this chapter. It begins with 

the invitation to assist NSH evaluation of Smartpage and ends with modification of the 

conceptual model generated in AR2 and AR3 to produce a theoretical model. 

 
Figure 8-1: AR5 cycle 

The specific details of how data were collected at each step is explained below. 

8.3.2 Plan –The limitations of previous Smartpage evaluation 

Gill et al.’s (695) Smartpage study in January 2013 was helpful in that clinician 

perceptions were far more favourable than in the NSH iBleep trial (640). However, the 

survey methodology used by Gill et al. (695) did not permit investigation of why 

communication had improved with Smartpage, or take into account potential 

confounders. For instance, HSs were asked to estimate whether Smartpage had saved time 

for them. Most suggested it saved about 10–14 minutes per hour. However, this effect 
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may partially be due to PGY1 HSs becoming more efficient in their jobs as they acquired 

more clinical experience. These HSs commenced their first ever HS runs in mid-

December 2012; the Smartpage implementation and associated study was in January 

2013. Therefore, the PGY1 HSs would have been acquiring experience in their new role. 

As the clinical experience of the participants was not stated in Gill et al. (695), it cannot 

be estimated how much this effect contributed. In addition, participants were asked to 

indicate how they felt about iBleep compared with Smartpage, without clarification of 

whether their opinions arose from personal usage and whether usage had been at NSH or 

elsewhere. Clinician characteristics related to ICT proficiency, for example, smart mobile 

phone skills, were not included, nor previous proficiency with locators. Consequently, I 

thought that depth could be added by performing a further Smartpage system evaluation. 

8.3.3 Plan – Improving the rigour of clinical ICT evaluation 

Reflecting back on AR2, and given that I was now responsible for NSH evaluation of 

Smartpage, I took a more comprehensive and rigorous approach to evaluation. This was 

assisted by the Smartpage trial being over a much longer period. Therefore, I decided to 

use an evaluation framework in addition to being guided by AR2 and AR3 findings. 

Currie (733) categorised evaluation frameworks for nursing informatics under user-

centricity, context-centricity, functionality-centricity, recognition of the system 

development process and the presence of a theoretical foundation. There is no obvious 

reason why this cannot also be applied to nurse–RMO ICT systems. As the theme behind 

the overall research questions is to determine what best supports a NSH RMO perspective 

of communication, user-centricity and context-centricity are the most pertinent. The 

Smartpage system was still in the formative phase of the system development life cycle 

at that time, which limited the evaluation framework that could be used.  

Currie (733) also asserted that theory-based evaluation frameworks are more rigorous 

than those which are not. Taking these issues into account, the best evaluation framework 

appeared to be sociotechnical. However, Berg (734) and Li (735) both asserted that 

interviews should be combined with other data collection, especially observation, to 

explain behaviour. As discussed above (see Overall Methodology), this was not thought 

to be practical in my situation. Another framework that considers social and 

organisational issues and is applicable to hospital usage is HOT-Fit (736), which 
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integrates human, technological and organisational factors. For instance, AR3 showed 

that similar ICT systems used for similar jobs at different hospitals could have different 

outcomes, for example, the facilitation of HS task sharing, presumably due to human and 

organisational reasons. This approach would also have required a broader evaluation of 

organisational fit, that is, the fit of Smartpage technology to nurse–HS interaction in 

general rather than for deteriorating ward patients in particular. Consequently, I also 

thought that this was not practical. Another difficulty is that sociotechnical models for 

health ICT evaluation do not necessarily dissect the causes of or potential solutions for 

technology-related usage problems (737). Chatterjee et al. (738) also argued that for the 

present, technological characteristics were more significant than social factors for mobile 

healthcare ICT success. Therefore, while being cognisant of the potential organisational 

influences on Smartpage implementation, I decided on an evaluation framework that was 

more focused on the interaction between human and technology, that is, usability. 

8.3.4 Plan – Evaluating usability and mobile ICT usability 

Most classifications of usability include satisfaction, efficiency, learnability and 

effectiveness (739). An oft-quoted one (740), the ISO 9241-11 definition, also argues for 

considering the context of use (972). Agreement on what factors constitute usability 

caused difficultly (741), because of diversity in usability terms and measures (742). 

Nevertheless, as usability in terms of user satisfaction and effectiveness were major 

problems for AR2 participants, I decided that it was desirable to use a usability evaluation 

framework in AR5 to comprehensively assess the Smartpage system software. At the time 

this research was done, general-purpose evaluation frameworks existed (743–745); 

however, I could not find an evaluation framework for mobile clinical ICT systems 

(mobile phones, PDAs or tablet computers) or their software. Stoyanov et al.’s Mobile 

App Rating Scale (746) would have been useful for Smartpage mobile phone software, 

but was not available at the time of my research. Thus, the interview questions asked were 

empirically derived from AR2 findings for the purposes of Smartpage system evaluation. 

Mobile ICT has its own particular evaluation difficulties. Practically speaking, it is more 

difficult to follow users of mobile technology than those in a fixed location (747). 

Laboratory evaluations have been justified on the basis of better control of variables, 

easier data capture and ability to replicate experimental conditions (748); however, these 

tests may not reach similar findings, as field tests regarding the severity and frequency of 
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usability problems and user behaviour and response to the technology (749). At a 

minimum, mobile technology usability should be assessed in an environment that 

replicates a real hospital setting (750). Kjeldskov and Paay (751) noted that recent mobile 

human computer interaction research leans towards the field environment and the multi-

methodological, but is often limited in scope, duration and depth. In that sense, using AR 

is an advantage and AR5 is a field survey using data collection from both interviews and 

Smartpage message analysis. 

8.3.5 Plan – Quality in Use Integrated Measurement as the evaluation framework 

Seffah et al.’s (1) Quality in Use Integrated Measurement (QUIM) framework was chosen 

because, at the time of AR5, it appeared to be the most complete usability framework 

(739). It also gives consistent definitions of usability factors and criteria. In addition, as 

Smartpage was still an evolving system at the time of the evaluation and consideration 

was being given to extending it to different clinical contexts, I thought it would be useful 

to have a predefined yardstick with which NSH ICT system usability could be assessed 

again in future. Winter et al. (752) criticised QUIM for having non-independent usability 

factors and attributes, and mixing attributes with principles and user attributes with 

product attributes. However, there was no definitive software for mobile usage usability 

framework at the time. In addition, QUIM included the factors of safety, learnability and 

usefulness, all of which are potentially important in the function of a clinical ICT system 

in healthcare. Another limitation of QUIM is that it was not designed to assess the 

hardware that hosts the software. As the primary goal for NSH was to assess Smartpage 

software rather than the mobile phones, the latter were not specifically evaluated other 

than for mobile phone related issues discovered in AR2. 

Other reasons for the selection of QUIM was that although it was originally developed to 

evaluate software in general, it has considerable attribute overlap with evaluation 

frameworks for mobile phone usage in general (not healthcare-specific) circumstances 

(741, 753, 754). In addition, for the purposes of NSH evaluation, the Smartpage system 

combines mobile phone and PC software, and thus any evaluation framework would have 

to have the flexibility to cover both Smartpage facets. 
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8.3.6 Plan – How to use QUIM 

Seffah et al.’s (1) QUIM framework deconstructs usability into factors, criteria and 

metrics. The ten factors and their definitions are shown in Table 8-1. 

Table 8-1: QUIM framework usability factors (1) 

Usability 
factor Factor definition 

Efficiency Capability of the software to enable users to expend appropriate 
degree of resources related to effectiveness achieved in specific usage 
context 

Effectiveness Capability of the software to enable users to achieve specified tasks 
completely and with accuracy 

Productivity Level of effectiveness achieved in relation to resources consumed by 
users and the system 

Satisfaction Users’ subjective responses about their feelings when using the 
software 

Learnability How easy it is to master the features required to achieve particular 
goals 

Safety Whether the software limits the risk of harm to people or other 
resources 

Trustfulness Degree of faithfulness that the software offers to users 
Accessibility Capability of the software to be used by disabled persons 

Universality Whether the software can accommodate different users with different 
cultural backgrounds 

Usefulness Whether the software enables users to solve real problems acceptably 

Accessibility and universality were excluded as not being relevant to the evaluation of 

NSH nurse–HS clinical ICT systems. Accessibility referred to disabled users, which was 

not relevant to NSH clinicians caring for acutely ill patients. Universality had limited 

relevance—although clinician users come from different cultures and have different 

fluency in English, through their professional bodies they had all been assessed to have a 

minimum standard of practice, including competency in English, to adequately care for 

NSH patients. 

Each of the QUIM usability factors are composed of a combination of subfactors, or 

measurable criteria. QUIM uses quantitative metrics, and this was where I diverged from 

Seffah et al. (1). The reasons for continuing to use qualitative analysis was primarily 
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because my research focus was in studying how and why usability factors were important 

to users rather than being an end in themselves. The QUIM usability factors that I 

evaluated and their associated measurable criteria are as shown in Table 8-2. 

Table 8-2: QUIM usability factors  

Usability factor Criteria metrics 

Efficiency Time behaviour, resource utilisation, minimal action, minimal 
memory load, operability, feedback, navigability, loading time 

Effectiveness Flexibility, consistency, feedback, accuracy, completeness, 
navigability 

Productivity Time behaviour, resource utilisation, loading time 

Satisfaction Attractiveness, likeability, flexibility, minimal action, minimal 
memory load, operability, user guidance 

Learnability Minimal action, minimal memory load, user guidance, 
consistency, self-descriptiveness, familiarity 

Safety Consistency, accuracy, completeness, fault tolerance, resource 
safety, security, insurance 

Trustfulness Operability, self-descriptiveness, fault tolerance, controllability, 
navigability, privacy, security, insurance, familiarity 

Usefulness Resource utilisation, flexibility, minimal memory load, operability, 
feedback, accuracy, fault tolerance, controllability, privacy, 
security, loading time 

The above table is modified from Seffah et al. (1). The definitions of each criteria metric 

are also given in Seffah et al. (1). 

8.3.7 Plan – Smartpage data collection 

Table 8-3 provides a summary of the data sources in AR5. 
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Table 8-3: AR5 data sources 

Data 
source 

Occasion of interview or document analysis 

(1) Interviews of NSH medical, general surgical & gynaecological HSs 
using Smartpage 

(2) Interviews of NSH medical and general surgical registrars using 
Smartpage 

(3) Interviews of ward nurses using Smartpage 
(4) Interview of duty nurse manager using Smartpage 

(5) Interview of CCOT nurse using Smartpage 
(6) Interview of manager who initiated first Smartpage trial 

(7)  Interviews of cardiology and medical SMOs who initiated first 
Smartpage trial 

(8) Document analysis of Smartpage messages about potentially 
deteriorating ward patients 

8.3.8 Plan – Smartpage interviews and derivation of Smartpage interview topic 

guides 

The reasons for the usage of the QUIM evaluation framework have been discussed. The 

semi-structured interview topic guides were therefore composed of questions on the 

following: 

1. The participant’s personal experience with mobile phone usage. 

2. Physical devices used by nurses and RMOs for intrahospital, clinician-to-clinician 

ward-based patient-related non-face-to-face communication, including 

Smartpage mobile phones, other mobile phones, locators, landline phones, PCs 

and fax machines. The questions were based on issues found regarding usage of 

clinical ICT system devices discovered in AR2 and AR3 (for example, battery 

life). 

3. Modes used on the clinical ICT system devices used by nurses and RMOs for the 

purposes above, including the Smartpage software, SMS texting, telephony, 

Powerpage, numeric locator messages (for example, *1), emails and faxes. The 

questions were based on issues found in the usage for clinical ICT systems 

discovered in AR3 (for example, message prioritisation, login/logout, message 

context and length). Questions were also asked about message content, especially 

for the deteriorating ward patient, and any Smartpage usage for handover based 
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on findings from AR4. Participants were also asked about pre-existing experience 

with other clinical ICT systems, particularly iBleep and TM. 

4. Questions related to specific QUIM (1) criteria not covered by the above to 

evaluate usability factors. 

5. Smartpage system usage for therapeutic prescription not previously documented 

for ICT (oxygen, drug and fluid therapy). 

6. For the medical operations manager and two SMOs involved in Smartpage 

implementation, the drivers for implementing Smartpage, and how this had been 

carried out. 

8.3.9 Plan – Participant recruitment 

After discussion with a medical registrar and nurse manager in the Smartpage evaluation 

group, purposive sampling was started with the aim of including a wide breadth of 

experience in clinical role, NSH and use of Smartpage. Experienced and inexperienced 

HSs were selected. Experienced HSs were defined as those who had been working in the 

HS role for at least one year and had used Smartpage for at least the previous three-month 

HS run. HSs who were PGY1 in November 2014 would have been at NSH for one 

complete year, using Smartpage. Inexperienced HSs were defined as those who had just 

started their first ever HS run and therefore their first experience of NSH and Smartpage. 

Nurses were chosen to include ward nurses, a duty nurse manager, a NSH CCOT nurse 

and an acute diagnosis unit nurse. The NSH medical operations manager and two medical 

SMOs involved in the NSH Smartpage implementation were also interviewed, for the 

purposes of describing the circumstances under which Smartpage implementation 

occurred. 

8.3.10 Plan – Smartpage message evaluation 

This part of data collection aimed to answer the second research question for AR5. 

I requested all NSH Smartpage messages from November to December 2014 from the 

Smartpage system developer (see Table 8-4). Purposive sampling was implemented to 

sample Smartpage messages before and after the end of the HS training year in December 

2014. This was to include messages sent by both experienced and inexperienced HSs, as 

defined above for the AR5 interviews. The registrar changeover follows two weeks after 
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the HS changeover, and the relative number of registrars commencing in this role is much 

lower than the total number of registrars. Therefore, no attempt was made to deliberately 

sample experienced versus inexperienced registrars. In addition, messages were sampled 

from both weeknights and weekends in the event that there were different distributions of 

calls about the deteriorating patient. Only medical and surgical ward patients were 

sampled. 

Table 8-4: AR5 Smartpage message sampling dates 

Date Event Time of day 
sampled 

Tuesday, 18 November 2014 Sampled Night 

Wednesday, 19 November 
2014 Sampled Night 

Thursday, 20 November 
2014 Sampled Night 

Monday, 24 November 2014 New HS year starts Not applicable 
Wednesday, 3 December 
2014 Sampled Night 

Friday, 5 December 2014 Sampled Night 

Monday, 8 December 2014 Sampled. New registrar year 
starts 

Day and night 
inclusive 

Night-time sampling was from 1600 hours to 1559 hours the following day. The one day 

and night sample was from 0800 hours of the date noted to 0759 hours the following day. 

All Smartpage messages over these periods were sampled, including nurse–HS, nurse–

registrar, HS–registrar, and laboratory or radiology messages to RMOs. No non-urgent 

messages are sent from laboratory or radiology to RMOs by Smartpage. 

For the purpose of the analysis, the following definitions are used. A Smartpage message 

refers to a Smartpage message sent from sender to recipient, whether or not any replies 

were appended to this message. A Smartpage message thread refers to any replies 

following and appended to the original Smartpage message. This does not include new 

Smartpage messages sent about the same patient and subject. 

From this sample, I further sampled those Smartpage messages about potentially 

deteriorating ward patients. Table 8-5 summarises the criteria for defining a Smartpage 

message as one that concerned deterioration.  
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Table 8-5: AR5 criteria for definition of Smartpage messages as being about 

deteriorating ward patients 

Criterion group Example 

Freetext term of urgency ‘ASAP’, ‘urgent’, ‘worry’, ‘worried’ 
Colour code Red 

Colour code with physiological 
observation in freetext 

Green with NEWS > 2 and any of the 
following: ‘HR’, ‘heart rate’, ‘h rate’, ‘BP’, 
‘blood pressure’, ‘systolic’, ‘blood p’, ‘b 
press’, ‘SpO2’, ‘sats’, ‘RR’, ‘resp’, ‘GCS’ 

Colour code with laboratory or 
radiological investigation in freetext 

Any of the following: ‘blood’, ‘Hb’, ‘hgb’, 
‘haemoglobin’, ‘Na’, ‘sodium’, ‘K’, 
‘potassium’, ‘glucose’, ‘cr’, ‘level’, ‘blood 
gas’, ‘ABG’, ‘VBG’, ‘blood cult’, ‘bl cult’, ‘b 
cult’, ‘csu’, ‘msu’, ‘ct’, ‘xray’ 

Sampling of the above search terms was not case sensitive. These criteria were chosen on 

the basis of AR1 ward nurses noting that RMOs were most likely to be persuaded that a 

ward patient was deteriorating on the basis of physiological observations. Finally, for the 

complete set of Smartpage messages over the sampled time periods, messages that 

concerned laboratory or radiology results were selected, in the event that they showed 

deteriorating ward patients that were not communicated about any other way. 

Once Smartpage messages about deteriorating ward patients were isolated, I applied the 

coding frame developed in AR4, as this coding frame had been designed for the purpose 

of analysing these types of messages. As with AR4, the intention was to primarily 

categorise the manifest content of Smartpage messages (295), as latent content would be 

affected by contextual issues. I did not know the context of the specific clinical 

environment (for example, how busy clinicians were) during the sampled time periods, 

or what degree of clinical communication was through other modes (for example, from 

landline phone to landline phone). I attempted to include some degree of context by 

requesting that duty nurse managers and medical registrars give a subjective estimate of 

NSH clinical activity during the time periods studied. In practice, they were too busy to 

do this. In addition, to partially address communication about deteriorating ward patients 

that was not conducted through Smartpage, de-identified data on those patients who had 

critical events during the sampled time periods was sampled. This is routinely audited at 

NSH. 
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Krippendorff’s (294) six questions for QCA are applied to AR5 in Table 8-6. 

Table 8-6: Krippendorff’s six questions and answers for AR5 

QCA questions Answers 

Which data are 
analysed? 

Smartpage messages about deteriorating ward patients over 
selected date ranges. 

How are data defined? Deteriorating ward patient message selection based on 
patient location (in acute diagnosis unit, medical or surgical 
ward) AND message (sent to CCOT OR coded red or 
orange OR with abnormal physiological observations as 
defined by NEWS OR containing certain terms, e.g., 
‘ASAP’ in freetext). Also, any other message threads or 
repeat messages relating to identified patients in same time 
period. Non-urgent messages with abnormal physiology as 
defined as NEWS 3 and above. Also, messages with urgent 
laboratory or radiology message results. 

What is the population 
from which the data are 
drawn? 

All Smartpage messages over selected date ranges (three 
out-of-hour periods before the beginning of the new HS 
year and three out-of-hour periods after). 

What is the context 
relative to which data 
are analysed? 

All clinical communications between nurses and HSs, and 
HSs to other doctors, within each date range sampled (e.g., 
messages by locator, clinicians’ own phones, landline 
phones, etc). 

What are the 
boundaries of this 
analysis? 

Communication related, not assessing standard of medical 
care. 

What is the target of the 
inferences? 

Smartpage message content, acuity level of patients on 
Smartpage, message accuracy, attempts to request oxygen 
or drugs or fluids via Smartpage. Patient outcome. 

Messages about deteriorating ward patients were selected from the sampled messages. 

The intention was to evaluate the message content, presence of prioritisation indicators 

and any actions that the HS suggested that the nurse perform, including the prescription 

of drugs and fluids. Transition from messaging mode to telephony and message accuracy 

in the nomenclature for drugs and intravenous fluids was assessed. 

These deteriorating ward patients were then linked with the eventual outcomes of their 

hospital admissions (discharge home, transfer to another hospital or a critical event, as 

previously defined in Chapter 1). It would be extremely rare for a patient to be transferred 

direct from the ward to another ICU in the Auckland region without NSH ICU 

involvement, so this was not especially looked for. 
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8.4 Results 

8.4.1 Act – Smartpage interviews 

Table 8-7 shows the Smartpage data sources included in the results, the participants who 

contributed and the point at which the data were collected. 

Table 8-7: AR5 data sources for interview, participant codes and hospital roles, 

and date of interview 

Data 
source 

Participant 
code 

General role of participant 
in hospital 

Years in present 
clinical role 

Date of 
interview  

(1) AR5 RMO P Medical HS 3 weeks 27-Nov-14 

(5) AR5 Nurse P CCOT nurse 9 29-Nov-14 
(1) AR5 RMO N Medical HS 2 2-Dec-14 

(2) AR5 RMO H Medical registrar 1 4-Dec-14 
(2) AR5 RMO B General surgical registrar 3 4-Dec-14 

(1) AR5 RMO C Gynaecological surgery 
HS 

3 4-Dec-14 

(2) AR5 RMO 
CM 

Medical registrar 3 9-Dec-14 

(1) AR5 RMO A Medical HS 3 weeks 10-Dec-14 
(1) AR5 RMO M General surgical HS 3 months 10-Dec-14 

(1) AR5 RMO J General surgical HS 2 11-Dec-14 
(6) AR5 Manager Manager 8 22-Dec-14 

(3) AR5 Nurse R Ward nurse 14 23-Dec-14 
(3) AR5 Nurse M Ward nurse 3 23-Dec-14 

(3) AR5 Nurse K Ward nurse 3 22-Dec-14 
(7) AR5 SMO J Cardiology SMO 11 29-Dec-14 

(4) AR5 Nurse J Duty nurse manager 6 7-Jan-15 
(3) AR5 Nurse T Ward nurse 13 7-Jan-15 

(7) AR5 SMO L Medical SMO 2 13-Jan-15 

8.4.2 Observe – Selective coding of AR5 interviews 

My Smartpage interviews of clinicians were open coded into NVivo 10. The open codes 

were organised into subcategories. Only those subcategories that were related to core 

categories addressing the HSs’ primary concern were retained. The core category or 
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primary concern of the HS participants was the same as in AR2 and AR3, that is, to 

receive all messages sent via the ICT system rapidly and with a minimum of effort. As 

Seffah et al.’s (1) QUIM evaluation framework was used to increase rigour by including 

as many factors pertinent to usability as possible, but without the quantitative metrics. 

Only CGT and QCA data analysis is reported. 

8.4.3 ICT reliability 

Table 8-8 summarises the subcategories of perceived ICT reliability resulting from 

Smartpage system analysis. 

Table 8-8: ICT reliability 

Selective coding conceptual 
categories Open codes 

Reliability ICT – system redundancy; device battery life; device 
durability; device reception; ICT – reliability; ICT – 
message acknowledgement & confirmation of recipient; 
ICT – technical support & troubleshooting – RMOs can 
replace locator & troubleshoot Smartpage system from 
previous mobile phone knowledge 

Reliability for any clinical ICT system for HS communication, as far as AR5 RMOs were 

concerned, was confidence that a message could be sent and received with the system 

without failure. In this respect, participants thought the Smartpage system was successful. 

During the out of normal business hour periods when it was used, Smartpage had almost 

completely replaced the locator as the primary clinical ICT system for nurse–HS 

communication that was not face to face or via written notes. Nurses said that they 

messaged HSs via the Smartpage system most of the time; the remainder of their 

communication to HSs being Smartpage mobile phone calls. These were made to the NSH 

telephone operator, who forwarded them to HSs’ Smartpage mobiles. This was because 

only Smartpage-enabled mobile phones could call other Smartpage-enabled mobiles 

directly, with any other telephone calls being diverted to voicemail. HSs usually replied 

via Smartpage messaging or the Smartpage mobile phone, although occasionally, HSs 

used a landline phone. HSs stated no specific reason for this other than a landline phone 

being adjacent at the time, although an HS who had only just started in this role said it 

was to permit using the Smartpage message on the mobile as a simultaneous memory aid. 

When HSs required advice or assistance from registrars for deteriorating ward patients, 
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they would either Smartpage message them or phone them. Registrars would usually 

choose to phone back via Smartpage, especially if the issue was complex or urgent. Both 

HSs and registrars thought the Smartpage system was reliable for this type of usage. 

In normal business hours, nurses and RMOs use faxes to send forms to each other but out 

of normal business hours, RMOs do not use email or fax. 

HS confidence in the Smartpage system was such that some did not feel the need to carry 

their personal locators while on out-of-hours duty. Factors contributing to Smartpage 

system reliability lay in both the Smartpage mobile phones and Smartpage software 

function. At the same time, RMOs admitted that in some respects, the physical aspects of 

the locator, for example, battery life and warning before battery failure, were better than 

the Smartpage mobile. Participants complained that Smartpage mobile phone batteries 

would frequently not last the whole of a HS shift period without requiring recharging or 

replacement with a charged battery at the NSH telephonists’ office: 

Battery life can get a little bit frustrating. I think the sleeker ones have a shorter battery 

life than the Motorola bricks. You can probably use it on one percent battery for a good 

four hours. I’ve done that. But it’s, you have to change it a minimum of once a shift. 

Especially on nights. Because someone’s used it on a long, you know, the whole day. 

And often people don’t plug them in. And it’s actually not too bad. I don’t mind it, 

yeah… (AR5 HS N) 

ICT device durability was important for RMOs because RMOs on duty out of hours were 

often moving all over NSH and consequently were at greater risk of physically damaging 

devices. Most thought locators were the most durable ICT devices available, although 

Smartpage mobile durability was adequate for their requirements. 

One participant noted that locator failure could rapidly be detected by an abnormal locator 

message display. A mobile phone failure might only gradually be realised, by the lack of 

receipt of any messages. Another way in which Smartpage mobile phones were durable 

was that they did not require styluses. This improvement compared with the iBleep 

mobile phones was gratefully noted by the one participant who remembered using them 

in the NSH iBleep trial: 

So right when we had the old bricks that they imported from I don’t know where, they 

were awful, with the little styluses that you couldn’t really use. They were really 
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difficult. You couldn’t put it in your pocket. You had, it was literally just something 

else you had to carry. And it made your on call really difficult. And you’d leave it 

everywhere cos it’s just so easy to do. And then they started getting the smart phones… 

(AR5 HS N) 

Message reception for both locators and Smartpage mobile phones and call reception for 

the latter was thought to be good at almost all times and places in NSH. Locators probably 

had a slight edge in the NSH basement, seldom accessed out of hours. 

Technical support was seldom required for either locators or Smartpage mobiles. Locators 

could be replaced by the NSH telephone operator. With Smartpage mobiles, users said 

that they either had not had any problems or that any issues had been countered by 

replacing batteries and/or turning the mobile on and off. 

As with the iBleep system, Smartpage confirmation of message receipt was a greatly 

appreciated feature for nurses. It confirmed that there was an on-duty HS who had seen 

the Smartpage message. AR5 RMOs did not object to message acknowledgement as they 

could see the benefits for message senders. In addition, Smartpage was designed so that 

the one click necessary to open up the full view of a message also sent an 

acknowledgement message to the sender. Adding an estimated time of arrival to the 

confirmation of receipt would have been appreciated by some nurses. It was probably 

added informally by some HSs, but was not thought by AR5 participants to be an essential 

addition. 

Confirmation of receipt also occurred because of the way in which the Smartpage system 

was implemented. Only doctors on duty for out-of-hours ward cover carried Smartpage 

mobile phones. Therefore, unless a Smartpage mobile phone had not been picked up and 

was still in its charging unit at the NSH telephone operator’s locale, it confirmed that 

there was a doctor covering the service. Usage of personal locators did not offer the same 

advantage. Neither did the usage of role-related locators, as because of their long battery 

life, locators did not need to be based at the NSH telephone operator. Instead, they could 

be passed on directly from doctor to doctor. 

Smartpage software, either on the Smartpage mobile or on Smartpage-enabled PCs, rarely 

crashed; the longest period noted by the nurses was one hour before Smartpage PC 

software was restored. Apart from that, the only requirement for technical support that 
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participants discussed was getting passwords for login, discussed below. No AR5 

participant could remember requiring any technical support for the Powerpage program. 

8.4.4 ICT efficiency 

Table 8-9 summarises the subcategories of perceived ICT efficiency resulting from 

Smartpage system analysis. 

Table 8-9: ICT efficiency 

Selective coding conceptual categories Open codes 

ICT efficiency – for RMO workflow ICT – patient & sender & recipient location; 
ICT – knowing who is calling you; ICT – 
interruptions – less with Smartpage as don’t 
have to find landline to answer; ICT – alerts 
– audio alarms; ICT – task collation & 
organisation; ICT – login & logout & 
password; ICT – ease of use; ICT – 
prioritisation; device – simplicity is better 
for this task; device – mobile – Smartpage – 
mobile with larger screen size preferred 

All clinicians thought that ease and simplicity of usage were important attributes for 

clinical ICT systems, regardless of the type of system. This was made even more 

important by their lack of formal training in how to use them. The only exceptions were 

those RMOs who had started their NSH runs in a routine HS intake with a full orientation 

or had been present at the time of the original Smartpage introduction. Otherwise the 

RMO learned on the job, and sometimes had to learn within minutes of starting their shift. 

The implications of the lack of Smartpage software training was that HSs might not 

answer their messages, at least partially. It was also possible for novices not to realise 

which messages were higher priority: 

And so what I actually found was that it was just buzzing constantly for me and 

bleeping away for the first, I think two hours of my first shift because I didn’t realise 

that you had to tap on the message to stop it beeping at me every few minutes, because 

they looked fairly similar when they’re red and when they’re not red. I would just see 

a green one come up and I wouldn’t tap on it because there’d be a couple of red ones 

coming up and I’d go I need to sort those out, so I’d tap those and sort those out. And 

then but while I was doing those jobs I’d constantly have sort of bleeping and noises 

which were quite distracting and annoying. I got more than a little bit frustrated, I must 
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admit. And it wasn’t until I sort of settled down and sat down and looked at all the 

things that I realised, oh, I haven’t actually opened these green messages. So I opened 

them and they stopped bleeping and I went oh, okay, of course. That’s it, but otherwise 

it’s been fairly intuitive… (AR5 HS A) 

Having said that, all clinicians remarked that very little time was required to learn how to 

use Smartpage well enough to carry out their out-of-hours duties, and that it was a logical 

and intuitive system to learn. Few steps were required to send messages, which was 

especially important for novices. After learning the basics required to open messages and 

reply, RMOs went on to spontaneously learn further Smartpage functionalities, for 

example, how to use Smartpage for handovers, communicating with other RMOs active 

on Smartpage at the time and organising their own task listing. The last had not been 

achieved by all the RMOs at the time of their interviews. 

Locators were no better with regards to training, with participants being self-taught, along 

with informal guidance from other clinicians, or in two cases, looking at printed 

instructions requested from the telephonist. This did not mean to say that printed 

instructions would necessarily be helpful if they were more readily available: 

Here you go. Here’s a pager. Enjoy. I think I learned maybe seven or eight months into 

it how to check my voicemail. And so I didn’t really, I’ve never changed a message on 

my pager. There are, like, if you go into the intranet and stuff at …, there is like a little 

guideline that they email you. And it’s like a 12 page document on how to use this 

thing. No one reads it. I’m not gonna read it… (AR5 HS N) 

Participants thought that intranet-based video instructions could be helpful, but only 

provided that any such videos were short and to the point. HSs thought that locators were 

harder to learn how to use, not being intuitive in which button to press for which function. 

Registrar locator users disagreed, commenting that since locators had few functions, they 

were relatively simple to work out. 

8.4.5 Mobile phone controls and screen 

Locator buttons were thought to be adequate in function and of a suitable size. The 

Smartpage mobile keyboard buttons were not thought to be as good, primarily because of 

their small size. This led to the wrong button being pushed occasionally and thus the need 
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for slower message entry on the keyboard. Predictive functions to speed text entry did not 

necessarily improve the situation: 

So the Motorola one is a pain in the bum because the screen’s so little and clunky and 

trying to type on the tiny little letters. The Samsung was much better, I like Samsung…I 

do still sometimes hit the wrong button. The predictive function is useless. I just end 

up typing out whole words. I guess that’s partly medico speak I suppose… (AR5 HS 

C) 

Locator screen size was thought to be too small. The Smartpage mobile screens were 

thought to be adequate for the purposes of the software, but some HSs would have 

preferred a larger screen. It was not clear whether this was because this was what the 

clinicians were used to in their own mobiles or to enable better usage of the Smartpage 

software. The latter followed from descriptions that the HS task list was sometimes so 

large that a bigger screen size would have made it easier to visualise it. 

8.4.6 Message content and locating communicators 

Almost all clinicians were content to have their name, role and photo accompanying 

Smartpage messages. Some RMOs appreciated that ability to recognise message senders 

faster, and to be able to recognise nurse message senders when the RMO appeared on a 

ward. Each Smartpage message was also accompanied with patient identification details, 

date of birth and physical location. This was an improvement on other ICT systems and 

allowed review of patient details on the CIS: 

…I came from the iBleep system where I had a snapshot of what the patient was like. 

And to go from that to having nothing and say, please chart x, y, z or patient’s breathing 

at 40, please review, it’s very limited. And it, you don’t get an NHI. You don’t know 

where the patient’s room number is. You don’t know how to look them up. They don’t 

normally give you a last name sometimes. So it’s, I found it frustrating… (AR5 HS N) 

The nature of desired message content for the deteriorating ward patient, although 

generally similar between RMOs, showed significant variation. RMOs had varying 

opinions about the usefulness of message prefixes. Some RMOs found prefixes useful 

because it sensitised them to message prioritisation. Others did not, as they quickly went 

on to read the rest of the message content and thus did not notice the prefix. AR5 RMOs 

agreed that message content should include the exact reason for the RMO being called. 
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After that, the most common request was the reason for hospital admission, then a varying 

combination of present diagnosis, patient background (present illness and comorbidities) 

and drug history. General surgical nurses also included the operations their patient 

underwent during NSH admission. HSs liked having context in the request for their 

assistance because it helped them to prioritise. In addition, the HS could start to ponder 

clinical management options if the patient in the message required face-to-face 

assessment. Registrars only wanted to know sufficient context to decide whether they 

needed to see the patient personally. 

Permissible message length was determined by the clinical ICT system. Nurses did not 

think locators had enough message length (100 characters) to enter what they thought was 

enough contextual content for some patients. RMOs agreed that this was a handicap on 

the quality of locator messages, but argued that locator–Powerpage combination could be 

used more efficiently: 

Well, it depends how well it’s used. So people who actually go on to the, you know, 

actually find your pager or Smartpage and actually page you with words on the, you 

can do that on these, I mean it’s useful. It’s not as good as Smartpage because you can’t 

write as much. You can’t transfer as much information as quickly. But you know, it 

functions, it gets by. Number paging is something I despise. It’s, it doesn’t tell you 

anything… (AR5 HS C) 

Therefore, not only was Smartpage’s longer permissible message length appreciated 

(over 500 characters), a few clinicians would have appreciated further extension. 

However, for most messages, RMOs did not want excessive detail. Nurses would not 

necessarily add more detail for deteriorating ward patients, as the sicker a nurse perceived 

the patient to be, the more they wanted to minimise message entry time for an HS so that 

the nurse could return to the patient. If a nurse decided that direct communication to a 

registrar was required, they would call them on their mobile phones via the telephonist. 

8.4.7 Message collation and organisation 

Although one could sequentially view past locator messages as they were kept on the 

locator in order of receipt, there was no feature to permit the review, collated or not, of 

all of them at one time. RMOs appreciated the ability of see all of their Smartpage 

messages on one scrolling list. One HS also noted that such a list could give a more 
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realistic idea to senders of how long it would be before he could address their tasks. The 

ability for HSs to categorise messages from time of posting to different criteria, for 

example, colour coding or ward, improved both their ability to prioritise and to determine 

the most efficient way of completing tasks. The re-ordering of messages according to 

ward grouping was particularly appreciated by more experienced HSs, because their 

practice was to see all patients with outstanding tasks in one ward and then move on, 

unless patients thought to be more ill and in need of urgent attention appeared elsewhere. 

Confirmation of message sending and completion could also be seen on Smartpage 

messages. As locators did not have this ability, HSs were forced to make paper lists of 

their tasks with the risk of losing the paper and forgetting the reasons for prioritising one 

task over another: 

It’s so much easier, cos you can prioritise them cos you’ve got the information there to 

do it. Whereas on these ones what I used to do on my on call, because it just makes it 

easier, to actually prioritise is to write it down on a piece of paper as you go. Because 

then you can physically see it, instead of being like, what was this number for? You’ve 

actually physically got it all and see it all at the same time and actually go 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 

6, whatever. Which meant that you didn’t have this extra piece of paper as well as the 

pager. And you inevitably lose the paper—which is awful. Smartpage is much better… 

(AR5 RMO C) 

Registrars noted that they still usually made their own paper lists of patients but were not 

obviously dissatisfied with this, possibly because they had fewer ward patients that they 

needed to know about. 

8.4.8 Interruptions 

AR5 RMOs considered a mobile phone and task list to be an advantage in that PC and 

landline phone access were not required, reducing interruptions. The HSs disliked 

Smartpage mobile phone’s audio alerts as they thought these were distracting when they 

were in situations where they could not answer the underlying message. The alerts would 

repeat intermittently if not answered, at a frequency greater than the usual duration that 

such situations would take, for example, family conferences. 
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8.4.9 ICT prioritisation 

Some but not all HSs had realised that the priority colour coding was related to NEWS 

and the reason for the message (for example, chest pain) as opposed to a coding based 

purely on nursing opinion. From the nursing perspective, entering a complete set of 

physiological observations was not always thought to be unnecessary. As the Smartpage 

software required the entry of all the NEWS-related physiological observations in their 

fields to sum the NEWS, there was no alternative unless observations were entered into 

the message freetext: 

And if somebody is NEWS scoring and you’ve clicked on the observations then you 

can’t get away with not typing the observations. You have to type them to get the page 

through. So that can be a bit tricky. Because you only want them to know about the 

heart rate but it’s going to ask you to fill everything out. Otherwise the page won’t go 

through. So that can be a problem sometimes. But I guess they need to know the other 

observations as well as the heart rate. (AR5 Nurse M) 

In addition, nurses noted that Smartpage did not have pre-set fields for all the 

physiological observations that they might want to enter, for example, urine output and 

blood glucose. Consequently, these observations could only be included in the message 

freetext. If the rest of the observations only gave a low NEWS, it was not possible to send 

the message with a priority red code. Nurses had mixed opinions on whether they would 

include their opinions about the deteriorating patient in the message freetext (since it 

could not be included in the message any other way). They said that they would tend to 

keep towards objective data on the Smartpage messages and reserve their opinions for 

when they were speaking to a RMO about the patient. However, nurses were willing to 

report objective actions such as the administration of prescribed therapy (for example, 

oxygen and its effects on the patient), so that RMOs were aware of patient progress. 

8.4.10 Login, logout and lockout 

Although the Smartpage login and logout process was thought to be adequate (login and 

logout was required on Smartpage handover), all the RMOs stayed logged in for the 

complete period of their shifts, to save time. Screen lockout occurred after what was 

estimated to be about 15 minutes with no activity on Smartpage, whereupon the 

Smartpage software screen would lockout. It would only open again on entry of a short 
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personal identification number code. Entry back into the Smartpage software was not 

associated with any significant message loss or other disadvantage, apart from having to 

enter the PIN: 

I think about 2 or 3 times a shift. Which means I lose jobs. But then they just show up 

again if they’ve not been done or something. So it’s not that much of a problem. (AR5 

HS P) 

The risk of Smartpage messages being viewed by unauthorised people if the Smartpage 

mobile was lost before its software locked out was not thought to be a significant security 

risk by RMOs. This was because they thought themselves very unlikely to forget about 

the Smartpage mobile phone. They also felt that the patient details on the software were 

minimal, so there was little to be kept confidential. Another reason why the lockout may 

not have been thought to be a problem by RMOs was because they were continually 

receiving new messages, so that locked out periods would have been minimal. 

8.4.11 Observe – ICT Accessibility 

Table 8-10 summarises the subcategories of perceived ICT accessibility resulting from 

Smartpage system analysis. 

Table 8-10: ICT accessibility 

Selective coding conceptual categories Open codes 

ICT Accessibility ICT – group communication – monitoring, 
sharing, forwarding; ICT – handover – at 
HS level, Smartpage handover better 
efficiency & quality than paper; ICT – 
device and accessibility 

8.4.12 ICT device and accessibility 

AR5 HSs clearly preferred Smartpage in comparison to iBleep, both regarding the mobile 

phone platforms on which the software resided and the software itself. AR5 RMO N had 

used the iBleep system at Auckland City Hospital, and disliked the mobile phones on 

which they were based (similar to those used in AR2). She had used a workaround to use 

the iBleep system on her personal mobile phone, and although she felt this made the 

system easier to use, implied that this would not affect her preference for the Smartpage 

system. 
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Few HSs had used TM. However, Smartpage was preferred by those HSs who had 

because it was on a mobile platform. Therefore, it was possible for an HS to continue to 

check their task list updates without having to access a PC. Also, HSs disagreed with 

nurses’ clinical ICT system choice for higher acuity messages: 

Task Manager has like a lot of downsides like I think the most, the biggest one is that 

sometimes you’ll have tasks on there which really you should have been notified on the 

phone, like you’d have been told about earlier, cos often, like especially during night 

shifts when you just want a bit of down time and you’re not checking Task Manager. 

You check one hour later and it’s like you’ve got like a billion tasks cos Middlemore’s 

busy, but then there’s this one like more sick patient that you need to see… (AR5 HS 

J) 

The disadvantage of the locator as only facilitating unidirectional, two-person 

communication was that other potentially interested parties, for example, NSH CCOT, 

would not be aware of deteriorating ward patients unless they were actively informed. 

The NSH CCOT Smartpage system was programmed to receive all messages associated 

with high NEWS, permitting the CCOT nurses to either observe passively or to actively 

become involved. Locator usage was maintained for emergency group calls, which did 

not include the ward HSs. This was because not all emergency group members (for 

example, the ICU registrar) carried Smartpage mobile phones, and it was faster for a nurse 

to call the NSH telephone operator than send out a Smartpage message. A message for 

this purpose would be very simple, consisting only of the date, time, type of emergency 

team required and the venue. 

As with the iBleep system, the Smartpage system enabled other RMOs carrying 

Smartpage systems to observe if task overload had occurred for an HS and to decide 

whether they would assist. Despite the discussion below, another HS participant indicated 

it was possible to actively transfer messages within the Smartpage system: 

…so say I’m holding the 1815 that’s how I prioritise whether or not I’m going to help 

the 2015. So if I’ve got 17 jobs and they’ve got 10, they can, they’ll be fine. If they’ve 

got 54 jobs I’m going to go and help them. The thing with helping, the thing that I think 

would be pretty useful, you can’t, or at least I don’t know how, you can’t go into another 

user. You can see the number, it will be like 2 slash 20 or whatever, you can’t actually 

get into their pages. So what I do is I either call them and say where are you, where do 
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you want me to go? And then they send me to a ward and then I look at the computer 

screen for the, the ward’s logged in, and I look at their jobs and I just do them, one by 

one. Or I go and see them and I physically write a list and I go and do the jobs they tell 

me to. It would be helpful to see their jobs for that purpose. But it is helpful to see how 

many they have… (AR5 HS C) 

RMOs could easily see which other RMOs were on duty at the same time via Smartpage. 

This allowed HSs to be aware of who they could seek advice from, and for registrars to 

be aware which HSs they were on duty with, in case closer supervision of the latter was 

advisable. HSs did not object to this ability to be monitored by other clinicians: 

With the Smartpage system what makes it so good is that everyone can see. So the 

nurses can see, I can see, they can see that I’ve seen and I can see that they’ve seen that 

I’ve seen. So they know that I’ve seen the page, I haven’t replied yet or whatever, but 

I’ve seen it so we all know what’s going on. It’s that visibility. I think that’s the best 

part of the Smartpage system… (AR5 HS C) 

Registrars had a varying degree of interest with regard to monitoring HS activities. AR5 

Registrar C, who was also the chief registrar, found it useful for RMO education to use 

the SMO overview function to review all the Smartpage messages that had occurred over 

a call period. Chief registrars serve as a middle management figure between SMOs and 

junior RMOs (756). The other medical registrar, AR5 Registrar H, felt that his HS would 

reliably contact him as required and was not interested in monitoring the latter’s 

messages. 

The Smartpage system also facilitated nursing escalation to CCOT and registrars. HSs 

would expect ward nurses to refer to NSH CCOT via Smartpage or any other means rather 

than doing it themselves. The HSs’ expectations were that this would occur either as part 

of the NEWS escalation protocol or secondary to separate nursing concerns about the 

patient. CCOT would sometimes pass on Smartpage nurse–HS messages onto registrars, 

to ensure they knew their HSs’ activities. 

For HSs, the handover process was greatly improved with Smartpage compared with 

locators, as messages that were tasks could easily be electronically transferred at the end 

of a shift to the next HS. This meant that more time could be spent verbally discussing 

patients thought to be particularly complex or ill, using the Smartpage software as an aide 

memoire. When they had been using locators, HSs had relied on ad hoc paper lists of 
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messages and tasks for themselves and to hand over to others. They noted that these paper 

lists could be lost and if the context behind each task was not documented, this could be 

forgotten. Messages were also saved for ongoing reference. All of these functions were 

perceived by HSs as not only improving efficiency, but also improving the quality of 

handover: 

Well it’s just easier because you’re not saying this is the NHI for this patient, chase the 

troponin, this is the NHI for this person, she’s on this ward. And then, you know, they 

forget to hand over what ward they’re on and you have, have to search on the computer 

to find where they are and do whatever. And so it just makes it less time consuming. 

And you know, you’ve got all the information written there and just go look here it is. 

I mean, aside from the people you need to verbally hand over and say look you need to 

be aware of this person please prioritise this, that sort of thing… (AR5 HS C) 

(NHI=national health index number) 

In comparison, AR5 registrars said that since they had very few messages on their 

Smartpage mobiles, they did not find Smartpage software useful for their handovers. In 

addition, they also thought that there were fewer ward patients requiring a registrar-level 

handover. Consequently, whatever patient notes they needed were handwritten. 

Verbal communication was still important for a number of reasons, including courtesy, 

explaining the rationale behind decisions, where it was thought to be important for the 

sender to explain their expectations of what would happen (particularly if this was an 

unusual outcome) and to give context to requests. Another reason cited by one of the 

registrars was for medicolegal purposes, to ensure that a task was passed on. This may 

also have been because this registrar felt that verbal communication was more likely to 

be perceived by the recipient as being a transfer of responsibility as well as information. 

Nurses had not noted any change in the quality of Smartpage-assisted HS handover, 

although they implied that there were still occasionally messages that had been forgotten 

or not addressed for which they had to send repeat Smartpage messages. 

Message handover was not just from out-of-hours HS to out-of-hours HS. Primary teams 

would also send handover messages via Smartpage before going off duty, about tasks or 

items for on-duty HSs to perform during their out of normal hours cover. The RMO 
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handing over could preview the recipient’s pre-existing task list before deciding how 

many tasks of their own to hand over, enabling them to avoid overloading the latter. 

8.4.13 Observe – ICT bidirectionality 

Table 8-11 summarises the subcategories of ICT bidirectionality resulting from 

Smartpage system analysis. As opposed to group awareness, where one person might send 

out a message to several recipients and acknowledgement is only a simple confirmation 

of receipt, bidirectionality represents ICT system support of ongoing reciprocal 

communication between participants. 

Table 8-11: ICT bidirectionality 

Selective coding 
conceptual categories Open codes 

ICT bidirectionality 

ICT – bidirectionality & message replying – Smartpage great 
for more context, instructions, updates; ICT – 
communication record & memory aid – Smartpage 
particularly good at this; ICT – unintended consequences – 
replacing face-to-face contact 

Smartpage’s bidirectionality worked well at NSH. HSs appreciated the ability to reply to 

Smartpage messages in between other tasks, without having to stop other tasks or wait 

for a landline reply. However, the smartphone mobile phone could only ring numbers in 

its directory, that is, other RMOs carrying a smartphone mobile at the same time or ward 

extensions. AR5 RMO N felt that Smartpage facilitated shared responsibility between 

nurses and herself: 

The idea that one person in the hospital looking after 270 in-patients is the person that 

should be held responsible because they didn’t have time to review the one person. And 

it’s like, it should be on all of us. We’re all looking after this person. And you can tell 

me. And the system makes it easy. And you know, it’s, I’ve had many people come 

back and say, look, like, it hasn’t worked. Can you please come back? (AR5 HS N) 

AR5 HSs also sent suggestions for treatment for non-urgent patients and awaited updates 

on progress. What was not broached was who would bear responsibility if the nurse did 

not refer back in event of patient deterioration. The impression given by RMOs is that 

unless they were particularly concerned about the patient, the onus would be on the nurse 

to refer again. The ability to add further communication to previous messages created 
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informal records of what had occurred, although these were only acutely accessible within 

Smartpage. 

The Smartpage system also had unplanned impacts that might affect the way in which 

bidirectional communication occurred. Both AR5 Registrar C and AR5 SMO J noted that 

HSs might have reduced face-to-face contact with ward nurses and AR5 SMO J also noted 

that HSs might persist in communicating via Smartpage as opposed to addressing issues 

on the ward. This was being addressed by using the Smartpage system’s audit facility to 

improve education. In addition, RMOs were asked for their opinions regarding 

prescription of fluids and drugs via the freetext field in the Smartpage system. 

Experienced HSs and AR5 Registrar C tended to prefer to see patients face to face before 

prescribing, while more junior HSs considered a prescribing facility to be a useful time-

saving option. Whether such remote care would be advisable for an individual patient or 

to better apportion RMO time in the care of all patients they are called about is unknown. 

8.4.14 Observe – Context 

Table 8-12 summarises the subcategory of context surrounding Smartpage system 

analysis: 

Table 8-12: Context 

Selective coding conceptual 
categories Open codes 

Context Usage timing – Smartpage out of hours, locator 
in hours; role – Smartpage great for HS, not 
relevant to registrar; device – mobile – own for 
own team & out of NSH Dr referral 
communication & apps; device portability 

When Smartpage messages were thought to be particularly urgent or complex or both, 

RMO participants preferred to use phone calls (mobile or landline) to the message sender. 

In addition, if the original Smartpage message interchange had gone on further than the 

recipient’s interpretation of sufficient replies, participants said that they would transition 

to telephony. Most AR5 RMOs said they would limit themselves to two Smartpage 

message replies at most; the range was one to four in the interviews. After this point, they 

changed to a telephony mode, as they perceived the issue as too complex to continue with 

messaging. 
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In normal working hours, most RMOs were satisfied with the locators, because they were 

only called for their primary team patients, for whom they knew details already. In 

addition, they still had the redundancy of their own mobile phones, which they carried at 

all times. This was to phone or SMS text other doctors in their usual medical or surgical 

team; the sender already had other team members’ mobile phone numbers on their own 

mobile phone. AR5 RMOs also used their own mobile phones as a point of contact when 

referring patients to or awaiting results from other NSH specialties or at other hospitals. 

This was to minimise any chance that a call was missed. Finally, AR5 RMOs would use 

medical apps on their own mobile phones. These apps were mostly medical calculators 

or related to prescribing. They were not sure how to add these to the Smartpage mobile 

phones; otherwise, they might have attempted it. 

All registrars said that they would rather retain their present NSH mobile phones, without 

Smartpage software, to receive and make calls in their registrar roles. They could see the 

advantages of the Smartpage system for the HS role and general surgical AR5 Registrar 

B had used it as such. However, they did not think Smartpage fulfilled the requirements 

for the registrar clinical role; for example, the addition of a Smartpage message storage 

and review system was only added later. The Smartpage system was not truly accepted 

by registrars, because it did not suit the context of their role: 

I think they get frustrated with being paged with tasks they see are inappropriate for 

them, that they should have gone to the house officer. And that … the expectation of 

response from the house officer and the registrar, the time frame is the same, even when 

the tasks are different… (AR4 SMO L, referring to registrars) 

The registrars seemed very loathe to have access. Because they think that they’d be 

then more accessed themselves as individuals. And instead of going through the process 

of house officer, first line, registrar, next line… (AR5 Manager) 

HSs were asked whether they would prefer to use the Smartpage software on their own 

mobiles or to have a personal Smartpage mobile, so they did not need to physically 

receive from or hand the Smartpage mobile to others. The majority, especially the more 

experienced HSs, did not wish to have this, as they did not perceive their present physical 

load of a Smartpage mobile and personal mobile to be bulky or heavy. In addition, they 

feared that nurses would send them Smartpage messages or phone once the RMOs had 
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left NSH. Locators were noted to be so portable that the latter situation could and had 

occurred: 

If I’ve got your personal cell phone you carry or something that it’s you personally, and 

everyone know it’s you 24/7, they’re going to be calling you at home. They’ll be calling 

you when you’re on night shift and stuff like that. So I just don’t trust it. It’s good to 

have, you know, physically, I am here, you are here, hand this over, is there anything 

else that you need to hand over? It’s nice to have that physical hand over. Literally… 

(AR5 HS C) 

AR5 RMOs were also clear that they wanted simplicity, that is, ease of use, involving 

minimal steps, in their ICT device. 

8.4.15 Reflect – Theoretical coding 

The conceptual model established in AR3 was still valid in AR5. The conceptual 

categories of ICT reliability, efficiency and accessibility were saturated, with no further 

concepts. The addition of the subcategories of context and bidirectionality reflected the 

greater choice of clinical ICT modes and devices that were available compared with AR2. 

A theoretical model was built by bringing together the core categories of ICT reliability, 

ICT efficiency, ICT accessibility, bidirectionality and context of usage (see Figure 8-2). 

In this model, RMOs consider the context in which they intend to use an ICT system for 

communication. In a fluid, quickly worsening situation, more than one ICT system 

configuration may be chosen. For instance, an RMO could start using an asynchronous 

mode on task manager software on a mobile phone, progress to a synchronous mode and 

then switch to an emergency locator message. The sender’s communication to the 

intended recipient is influenced by ICT system, which can be advantageous (for example, 

prepopulated data) or disadvantageous (for example, giving a discrepant prioritisation to 

the recipient). This synthesis of communication content and ICT presentation is as the 

recipient interprets, that is, the vehicle is important as well as the load. 
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Figure 8-2: Theoretical model of what a nurse–RMO clinical ICT system needs to 

facilitate 

Factors that affect what senders think a clinical ICT system is useful for include 

reliability, efficiency and the factors contributing to efficiency. Reliability is particularly 

important in the context of the deteriorating ward patient, albeit RMOs consider this 

occurrence to be relatively infrequent. ICT systems used primarily by RMOs for 

asynchronous receptive duties had to reliably receive all messages that were sent, and 

preferably have features that made RMO communication faster and easier, including ICT 

accessibility. RMOs prefer their message and task lists to be on mobile rather than 

immobile physical devices, although not at the price of degradement of ICT reliability 

and other aspects of ICT efficiency. Electronic access by either route also facilitates group 

awareness and the involvement of other clinicians who may have knowledge useful to the 

clinical context. Bidirectionality also contributes to efficiency. Acknowledgement could 

be said to be a simple version of this, as seen in AR2, although it only benefited nurse 

senders. True bidirectionality, defined as equal opportunity messaging between sender 

and recipient, benefited both nurses and RMOs. Although there were other factors that 

might contribute to ICT efficiency from the RMO perspective, they were not cited or used 

consistently enough to enter as standalone concepts, for example, task list organisation. 
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8.4.16 Act – Document analysis of Smartpage messages of potentially deteriorating 

ward patients 

Table 8-13 presents the total number of Smartpage messages sent in the sampled time 

periods, followed by their distribution by specialty and CCOT. Medicine consistently 

received the highest number of messages, in line with the fact that Smartpage system 

implementation originated from them. 

Table 8-13: Number and distribution by specialty of all type of Smartpage 

messages over sampled dates 

Date and 
time of 
sampling 
start 

Date and 
time of 
sampling 
finish 

Total 
Smartpage 
messages 

Med Gen 
surg Ob gyn Ortho CCOT 

Tuesday 18 
Nov 2014 
1600 hours 

Wednesday 
19 Nov 
2014 1559 
hours 

181 98 43 8 25 6 

Wednesday 
19 Nov 
2014 1600 
hours 

Thursday 
20 Nov 
2014 1559 
hours 

192 87 53 10 29 13 

Thursday 
20 Nov 
2014 1600 
hours 

Friday 21 
Nov 2014 
1559 hours 

187 95 43 9 33 6 

Wednesday 
3 Dec 2014 
1600 hours 

Thursday 4 
Dec 2014 
1559 hours 

165 89 40 7 24 5 

Friday 5 
Dec 2014 
1600 hours 

Saturday 6 
Dec 2014 
1559hours 

264 100 92 15 49 8 

Monday 8 
Dec 2014 
1600 hours 

Tuesday 9 
Dec 2014 
1559 hours 

173 80 59 6 20 7 

Note. Med = medicine; gen surg = general surgery; ob gyn = obstetrics and gynaecology; ortho = 

orthopaedics. 

All Smartpage messages were triaged either into green, orange or red categories (from 

lowest to highest priority). For the total of sampled time periods, there were 1005 green 

category messages, 61 orange category messages and 95 red category messages. The red 
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category messages were almost all for abnormal physiological observations and nursing 

requests for patient review. The orange category messages were mostly for abnormal 

physiological observations, nursing requests for patient review, chest pain, shortness of 

breath and laboratory notifications. 

Expressions of concern, as defined in Table 8-5, were associated with both red and green 

colour-coded freetext messages, although the latter did not necessarily have physiological 

observations recorded in their specific fields: 

Patient review: Hi. im just worried about mrs X. she is so wheezy despite the 

salbutamol. the ccu telemetry also rang, they are worried about the HR. it has been up. 

130-135. ECG taken. sinus tach. the news has been altered. she is scoring of 2 dt bp 

(green coded) 

Green category Smartpage messages were also reviewed if they had a NEWS of above 2. 

The usual NEWS protocol response to this would be for nurses to request a HS review of 

the patient. The few green coded messages that met this NEWS criteria did not have 

physiological observations included in the Smartpage observation fields: 

Fluid review: NEWS 4—Urine output: 0 for last 3 hours RR of 25. IVF about to finish. 

Pls review if still needing fluids 

In addition, there were Smartpage messages that were green but in which a nurse had 

asked for HS review urgently. 

Red category Smartpage messages were reviewed as planned in Table 8-5. A few seemed 

not clinically urgent: a patient presenting the wrong prescription at the outpatient 

pharmacy and another requiring antacid for reflux. The Smartpage message prefix could 

not be taken at face value, as nurses sometimes used different prefixes for essentially the 

same message: 

Patient review: Pt is for discharge. needs prescription and medical certificate plse. 

Treatment query: Pt is being dx, needs script oral antibiotics, can you please provide 

this (dx = discharge) 

There were no Smartpage messages meeting the red colour code criterion with a 

radiological investigation in the freetext field. Messages originating directly from 
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laboratories were either notifications of positive microbiological cultures or requests for 

ward callback by the HS receiving the message. Otherwise, the only red coded messages 

specifying abnormal results were for low haemoglobin. 

Almost all of the deteriorating ward patients as defined in AR5 did not have critical 

events. The one patient who was admitted into NSH ICU had multiple Smartpage 

‘deteriorating patient’ messages, but so did patients who did not have critical events. 

During the time periods sampled, the rest of the patients admitted into NSH ICU came 

from the emergency department or operating theatre. 

The same codes were used for DOING (see Table 5-7), both for observations and the 

status of treatment measures. In intervention types, nursing requests were primarily for 

ASSESS, HX or EX. There was minimal usage of AVAILABILITY other than the 

patient’s family, and TIMING was not required because of the date and time stamping 

associated with Smartpage messages. Communicating to teams was mostly ADVISE and 

CONCERN, with few INFORM messages to HSs. One new category of LOCATION was 

added with regard to patients. Consequently, Smartpage message data findings were 

consistent with AR4. 

There were frequent spelling and grammatical errors within the freetext part of the 

Smartpage messages, including drugs. However, AR5 RMO participants did not 

complain of problematic message comprehension. Abbreviations could potentially be 

misleading, but probably understandable in context (for example, ‘FBC’ in the context of 

fluids probably meant fluid balance chart rather than full blood count). 

AR4 interviews suggested that communications about the deteriorating patient were more 

likely to be by telephony rather than Smartpage messaging system. Many deteriorating 

ward patient messages did transition directly to phone calls, more so after the HS 

changeover. However, threads could still occasionally continue, for up to six replies. In 

these cases, HSs wanted further information about history and physiological trends, 

repeated physiological assessment and information about investigations. Intravenous 

fluids were requested but usually as modifications of existing prescriptions, as opposed 

to new orders. HSs also asked for CCOT reviews and stated that they were going to review 

patients. Green coded messages of deteriorating ward patients were associated with far 

fewer Smartpage replies. 
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The implications of the findings for Smartpage message analysis are that although the 

constituent data were essentially unchanged, format within the messages had not been 

successfully standardised or consistently structured—it required human interpretation to 

make sense of. In addition, there was little correlation between patients identified as 

potentially deteriorating by definition of nurse concern or NEWS and patients who did 

have critical events, at least in the time sampled. One interpretation is that Smartpage 

messages contributed to successful clinical management of patients, and the patients who 

had critical events represented the exceptions. Another is that the Smartpage messages 

are not sensitive or specific enough to detect deteriorating ward patients. Whichever 

option is true, this did not seem to represent a significant influence on RMOs’ acceptance 

of the Smartpage system. 

8.5 Discussion 

Smartpage basically met all of Johnson et al.’s (401) list of needs for an ICT system for 

handover and escalation of patient care. However, this did not especially distinguish it 

from the other nurse–HS clinical ICT systems studied so far (see Table 8-14). 
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Table 8-14: NSH iBleep trial, SPADE, TM and Smartpage compliance with 

Johnston et al.’s (401) criteria 

Johnston et al.’s criteria for ICT 
for RMO handover & escalation 

iBleep at 
NSH SPADE TM Smartpage 

Triage of communication based 
on urgency level 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Closed communication loop 
with feedback 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Structured data input Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Team conversation function 
(interpreted here as the medical 
team) 

Partial No No Partial 

Electronic audit trail No for 
NSH trial 

Yes No Yes 

Robust security Yes Yes, via 
PC access 

Yes, via PC 
& CIS 
access 

Yes 

Doctors have individual smart 
mobile phones, nurses have 
shared devices 

Yes No No Yes 

Staff training Yes Yes Yes Partial 
Flexible operating system that 
permits future alteration 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Consequently, although the above are contextually relevant and pertinent features that a 

nurse–HS clinical ICT system should have, they do not adequately describe what RMOs 

require. Present literature recommendations about the design of electronic handover and 

referral systems is also limited in its usefulness in this context. Popovici et al. (551) 

suggested six other attributes for handover ICT systems, derived from a similar clinical 

context in which Smartpage was used: ‘interconnectivity, context awareness, 

accessibility, redundancy, user customisation … and intuitive user interfaces …’ (p.187). 

SPADE, TM and Smartpage all had some degree of user customisation and intuitive user 

interface. The first two also had redundant devices, in that HSs still carried locators and 

their own mobile phones, and Smartpage HSs had both redundant devices and modes. 

There appears to be little available on desirable attributes of intrahospital referral systems, 

let alone those for RMO usage (757). However, using Esquivel et al.’s (509) 

recommendations for EMR-based outpatient referrals as a starting point, most of the 

recommendations pertinent to nurse–HS clinical ICT systems were fulfilled. All four task 
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managers incorporated standardised templates, including structured and freetext fields, 

included message prefixes denoting the task required, and had closed communication 

loops with feedback. All four allowed pre-population of message fields with patient 

demographic data. 

AR5 reinforced AR2 findings on what RMOs required in a nurse–HS clinical ICT system. 

However, the inclusion of registrars and the ability to view Smartpage messages 

demonstrated that there are other core concepts pertinent to communication systems used 

by RMOs, discussed below. 

8.5.1 Reflect – ICT reliability 

AR5 RMOs wanted reliability in their clinical ICT systems, not just technologically but 

via an organisational system that received and transmitted entered information without 

fail and with minimal intervention. Viewed organisationally, Smartpage was reliable for 

out-of-hours usage because it was either in the NSH telephone operators’ office or with a 

RMO on call. It confirmed the location of an on-duty RMO within NSH or made hospital 

personnel aware of an RMO’s absence. More precise electronic location of RMOs in 

hospitals by techniques including Wi-Fi via mobile phone has also been reported (758). 

Linked with electronic task managers, the resulting information has been used for longer-

term RMO task management improvements. Usage includes education of HSs in out of 

normal business hours task management skills (759) and resource management (973). 

Consequently, task manager nurse–HS clinical ICT systems may not just improve 

communication reliability, they can be used to facilitate increased reliability, that is, task 

performance. 

A change in the usage context to normal business hours changed RMOs’ perceptions of 

locator reliability. AR5 HSs said this was because messages were restricted to their team 

patients. In addition, HSs were geographically closer to their patients and their nurses 

during normal business hours, which also reduced the number of locator messages (692). 

Although locators certainly have significant limitations as RMO ICT devices, this 

suggests that they can still function reliably provided the messaging rate is sufficiently 

low. RMO–patient proximity in normal business hours cannot be assumed in every 

hospital (311), and in some hospitals, messages during normal business hours may be far 

more than those out of hours (760). Broman et al. (346) suggested that other hospital ICT 
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systems, such as EMRs and computerised patient order entry (CPOE) systems, could 

assume communication functions within their own context, thereby reducing locator 

messages. During normal business hours, HSs are more likely to use EMRs and CPOEs 

and therefore more likely to see messages situated within these (301). However, such 

usage would result in the addition of further communication modes, thereby risking 

confusion on which to select (440), decreasing communication reliability. 

Regarding technological reliability, although Smartpage mobile phone reception was 

thought to be adequate, it can be a significant problem at some hospitals (436). This may 

dissuade RMOs from their usage. AR5 RMOs would have preferred a longer battery life, 

although this has received minimal discussion in other studies of RMO mobile phone 

usage (438, 609, 659). Whether this was due to the particular mobile phones used in these 

studies, the degree of usage or greater provision of new batteries or chargers is not clear. 

However, if RMOs have increasingly less experience at using locators, as suggested by 

AR5 participants, these purely technological advantages are not likely to favour locator 

retention. 

From the perspective of the deteriorating ward patient, RMOs did not specify reliability 

within this clinical context. In particular, they did not express concern that some 

Smartpage messages that appeared to concern deteriorating ward patients were coded low 

priority, and therefore were addressed later. This implies the importance of resilience as 

well as reliability, where resilience is defined as ‘the ability of systems to survive and 

return to normal operations despite challenges’ (761, p. 623). AR5 HSs knew that there 

was escalation resilience in NSH for the deteriorating ward patient at a proactive level 

(762) through CCOT, facilitated by Smartpage-mediated group awareness. That RMOs 

using TM did not feel similarly in AR3 may reflect the additional technological resilience 

of the Smartpage system being on a mobile phone platform, so that AR5 RMOs felt that 

they would read even low-priority coded messages faster. 

8.5.2 Reflect – ICT efficiency 

The Smartpage system mobile phones had attributes that may improve Smartpage 

efficiency, but are also dependent on their future usage context. AR5 RMOs preferred 

Smartpage system mobile phones to iBleep system ones because of the formers’ larger 

screen size and decreased bulk. The AR4 RMOs would have preferred these attributes to 
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be even more pronounced. These mobile phone preferences have been noted previously 

in Lu et al.’s (763) review of handheld computer adoption in healthcare. A larger screen 

would particularly improve accuracy and efficiency in interpretation of radiological 

images and clinical photography (764). However, tablet computers may not be the ideal 

size for RMO clinical usage (765, 766), raising the issue of ideal mobile phone physical 

dimensions. Data transmission speed has been raised as a potential limitation of mobile 

healthcare ICT, but in this context, may not be a key determinant of usage (738). This is 

because some types of healthcare tasks carried out on a mobile device (for example, 

communication) might not require a high degree of data processing. Smartpage mobiles 

were not used for tasks other than Smartpage messages, which primarily consisted of text, 

and phone calls. However, if future messages include more complex content (for example, 

radiological images), the requirement for transmission speed might change. 

Eysenbach et al.’s (974) overview of handheld computer usage by clinicians asserted that 

effectiveness was exerted in four general areas: patient documentation, information 

seeking, professional work patterns and patient care. While the Smartpage system 

provided some degree of effectiveness in all of these areas and personal efficiency, this 

may be associated with disadvantages. Documentation of clinician actions was improved, 

but effectively only within the group of Smartpage users, as Smartpage communications 

were isolated from the CIS. The messages could not easily be transferred to paper or 

electronic-based NSH patient notes at the time of AR5. In addition, the messages did give 

enough detail about the deteriorating ward patient to suffice for referral or handover from 

HSs to more senior doctors, according to AR2 and AR3 findings. In that sense, it was 

limited compared with EMR-based electronic referrals (767) and ran the risk of becoming 

ghost records of patient care (768). 

Information seeking and professional work patterns were improved in the Smartpage 

system. The task list and information about each patient was current and the information 

in each message was legible and in standardised format except for the freetext message. 

The Smartpage system improved clinician identification for both sender and recipient, 

which is appreciated by nurses (769) and doctors (770). Forced entry of these details 

would be advantageous for patient transfer between hospitals and probably within 

hospitals (585). 
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Smartpage facilitated mobile phone group communication for task transfer and sharing 

messages with any accompanying replies, but it did not automatically share messages 

from a sender–recipient dyad to other clinicians. The usage of WhatsApp as a group 

communication facilitator was discussed previously. WhatsApp is not the only generic 

mobile phone-based messaging app used by doctors, it is merely the most commonly 

reported (690). However, examples of medically specialised group collaboration systems 

are beginning to appear (582, 701). This does not mean that ICT-facilitated task 

collaboration systems will always succeed, as RMOs gravitate towards what is most 

efficient in a given situation (771). 

The login and logout inefficiencies and data loss associated with the AR2 iBleep system 

were successfully resolved to RMOs’ satisfaction by the lockout with the numerical re-

entry function in the Smartpage system. Although AR5 RMOs admitted that there was a 

small risk that a Smartpage mobile could be lost and accessed in an unauthorised fashion, 

instituting further security features would likely have resulted in dissatisfaction or 

workarounds (664). 

The perceived advantages of Smartpage as a task manager for RMOs was similar to those 

found by Blakey et al. (654), in the sense that these systems permitted message 

prioritisation, facilitated doctors not directly responsible for tasks to monitor RMOs and 

decreased the requirement for task transcription onto paper job lists. However, the 

difference in Blakey et al.’s (654) case was that message prioritisation and task 

assignation was centralised to nurse coordinators, rather than being purely between sender 

and recipient. Marshall et al. (772) developed a nurse–RMO task manager ICT system 

that initially had centralised electronic rule-based control. This required alteration, 

because of RMO dissatisfaction to permit decentralised RMO task reallocation and 

scheduled task logging by nurses. This suggests that, at least for now, centralised 

electronic task allocation has its limits. 

8.5.3 Reflect – ICT accessibility 

The electronic ICT tools were temporally located in the sense that locators were for usage 

in normal working hours whereas the Smartpage system was for out-of-hours periods. 

Obviously, this was because NSH had limited Smartpage usage to these time periods. But 

it was also interesting to note that for a system that was liked by every interview 
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participant, there were few preferences for it to be extended to daytime usage. The reasons 

for this may have included decreased ward PC accessibility for Smartpage 

communication in normal business hours. In addition, during normal business hours, 

RMOs were only responsible for their own team’s patients, which are preferentially 

located within the team’s home ward. Localisation, also termed regionalisation, of RMOs 

with their patients is known to reduce messaging load (194, 458, 692) and increase face-

to-face contact between nurses and RMOs. Therefore, the advantages of any 

communications device for RMOs during normal working hours, especially for HSs who 

are most likely to be ward based, would likely be reduced. If the Smartpage system was 

to increase in functionality, permitting app selection and usage on the mobile, preferences 

for usage at all times might increase (436). However, AR5 RMOs did not seem to object 

to using their personal mobile phones for this purpose. 

AR5 RMOs noted that they preferred the mobility of the mobile phone platform with 

Smartpage, as they could easily check their message list as desired, rather than having to 

access a PC. Another example of how clinician localisation affects ICT system preference 

is given in Naeger et al. (773), who studied the effects of mobile phone introduction on 

communication between neurology and radiology registrars at one hospital, finding that 

neurology RMOs preferred mobile phone usage while radiology RMOs preferred locator 

usage. Naeger et al. (773) assumed that the radiology RMOs were merely accustomed to 

messaging locators. Another factor could be that radiology RMOs are usually localised 

to a radiology department because most of their equipment is not portable; therefore, they 

would not have had the same advantages from device mobility as the less localised 

neurology RMOs. Given the rapid RMO adoption of smart mobile phone usage in general 

(614, 774, 775), it seems unlikely that the radiology RMOs would not have adopted it as 

well if were advantageous to them. 

Linkage of specific physical ICT devices with specific clinician roles was a clear success 

for AR5 HSs. Team-based messaging linked to a designated recipient’s personal locator 

has been attempted before, with success (601), but this has the disadvantage of increased 

interruptions for the selected recipient. It would presumably be feasible to link personally 

allocated mobile phones as required to the on-call role, but this would have the 

disadvantages of expense and the distaste expressed by some AR5 HSs at the risk of being 

contacted when off duty. The latter has not been mentioned as a significant problem in 

other mobile phone studies (436). However, the AR5 RMOs were happy to use their 
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personal mobile phones as contact numbers for medical callers. This was also found to be 

helpful by Lo et al. (500), suggesting that the AR5 RMOs’ main objection was being 

called by nurses when off duty. 

8.5.4 Reflect – Bidirectionality 

The benefits of bidirectionality in its own right for clinical ICT devices has been 

supported elsewhere (968). But text-based asynchronous bidirectional communication 

can also have unexpected and sometimes unwelcome effects. Concerns have been raised 

about decreased face-to-face communication (681, 700), inclusion of insufficient context 

in which to understand messages (681) and the potential increase to interruptions due to 

heavy usage (636). Only AR5 Registrar C was concerned about decreased face-to-face 

communication in general, although almost all the AR5 RMOs said that they would wish 

to assess patients in person when prescribing. Quan et al.’s (636) study only reported an 

increase of three to ten messages per RMO per day, slight compared with the number of 

out-of-hours messages received by AR5 RMOs. Therefore, it is possible that although 

AR5 RMOs did not comment about increased interruption by Smartpage messages, that 

a small increase occurred; perhaps the Smartpage message answer process was so 

superior to the locator process that any message increase was not problematic. Context-

aware systems that reduce interruptions from non-urgent smart mobile phone calls offer 

a technological means of controlling interruptions from synchronous communication 

(776). 

An implication of decreased face-to-face communication in the context of the 

deteriorating ward patient is the risk of delayed RMO bedside assessment. Such delays 

would impede RMO escalation to more senior doctors, as AR1 and AR3 participants had 

indicated they would want to see patients face to face before doing so. It is possible that 

AR5 RMOs would still not have escalated the referred patients even if they had seen them 

face to face and spoken directly with the nurse. However, isolated asynchronous 

communication potentially increases the likelihood of misunderstandings about the nature 

(777) and urgency (500, 620) of the underlying issues by the recipient. 

Smartpage message analysis showed that RMOs frequently asked for repeat (for example, 

a manual BP check for hypotension) or corroborative (for example, a bladder scan for 

low urine output) measurements in the event of abnormal observations. They have 
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reasonable cause to do so. For instance, neither automated non-invasive BP (778, 779) 

nor manual BP measurements may be accurate for some patients (780). Both manual and 

electronic recordings of respiratory rate may not detect breathing abnormalities, 

depending on exactly how it is done (781). Consequently, if an EAS is introduced and 

NSH RMOs continue to require validation of abnormal physiological observations, for 

example, by patient appearance, then the EAS ideally needs to facilitate bidirectional 

communication. This would permit RMOs to request nurses to perform further 

observations and attach comments to alerts. At present, EAS only appear to allow 

unidirectional communication, from EAS to RMO (118, 782–784). This may be argued 

to be advantageous in that it would promote RMO communication with nurses. However, 

it is also possible that if EASs are associated with a high false alarm rate, RMOs will 

defer their response or otherwise not change management (785). 

8.5.5 Reflect – Context 

One potential issue with Smartpage mobile usage that was not queried in AR2 and AR5 

was RMOs’ perceptions of how others viewed mobile phone usage in front of patients or 

other clinicians. Participants in Nagler et al.’s (770) and Payne et al.’s (786) raised 

concerns that other clinicians and patients would interpret smartphone usage in their 

presence as unprofessional. There was no suggestion that AR5 clinicians saw this as a 

significant concern. The timing of iBleep and Smartpage mobile use may also have 

influenced what NSH RMOs thought. Since mobile phone usage was only in out-of-hours 

periods, few other clinicians would have seen HSs using iBleep or Smartpage mobile 

phones. Patients would only have seen HSs if they were in need of medical assistance. 

Thus, AR5 RMOs may have perceived that under such circumstances, patient observation 

of RMO mobile phone usage would be the least of the former’s concerns. 

The success of the Smartpage system in the first instance was likely to be due to the 

developer using his personal experience as a RMO to meet HS information and 

communication requirements (788). However, this did not then extend to the 

requirements of registrars and SMOs. Apart from demonstrating the importance of 

carefully considering the range of clinicians to consult regarding IT development (789), 

it demonstrated how perceived usefulness was more important than ease of use and 

reliability, similar to Kortteisto et al.’s clinical decision support system (790). RMOs use 

ICT tools differently according to their seniority, for example, junior RMOs select 
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different ICT modes depending on the doctor they are speaking to (621). In addition, 

doctors of different seniorities use smartphone apps differently (609, 611), reflecting the 

different needs of their clinical roles (791, 792). Although differences between specialty 

usage of the Smartpage system did not apply at HS rank, specialty opinion and usage is 

likely to apply for electronic clinical ICT systems used by more senior doctors (793, 794). 

8.6 Summary 

In AR5, I combined further theoretical sampling with a formative Smartpage system 

evaluation on behalf of NSH. The Smartpage system was different to the other task 

manager systems I studied in that it was configured for communication options to 

registrars as well as nurse–HS communication, and it allowed true bidirectionality rather 

than the acknowledgement-only reply available in SPADE and TM. 

The conceptual categories that emerged in AR2 and AR3—ICT reliability, ICT efficiency 

and ICT accessibility—were now confirmed as subcategories and saturated. The new 

subcategory of context was added—RMOs decided whether any given ICT system had 

adequate reliability and efficiency through the context of the situation. These findings 

permitted the construction of a theoretical model explaining the features of a general-

purpose ICT system for RMOs. 

In addition, I was able to analyse Smartpage messages about potentially deteriorating 

ward patients. Sampling was timed to obtain messages from HSs who were experienced 

in NSH and Smartpage, and then from those who were inexperienced in both. The 

analysis was conducted through the extension of the QCA coding frame developed in 

AR4. The purpose of the analysis was to determine if real-life asynchronous messaging 

occurred regarding the deteriorating ward patient as defined by terms of concern, 

physiological changes and laboratory/radiology test inclusion. It does, including both 

information transfer and interventional requests. Bidirectionality addresses RMO 

requirements for information additional to the original message. The majority of such 

messages do not include patients who proceed to critical events. 

The next chapter brings together the two theoretical models representing the two themes 

of this research. 
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Chapter 9: Overall Discussion 

In this chapter, the substantive theories generated from the two research themes are 

brought together, to answer the question arising from intersection of the two research 

themes regarding which ward RMO ICT system features would assist RMO 

communication about the deteriorating ward patient. First, the substantive theories are 

situated within ward clinician communication processes, to explain both where the 

integrated theory can be applied within all the clinician communication that could occur 

in this clinical context and within all RMO actions following communication about such 

issues. This is followed by a discussion of the strengths and weaknesses of the 

methodologies used in determining these theories. 

A new GT should be compared with existing theoretical literature to indicate how it 

confirms, contradicts or complements it (121). This is done for both the substantive 

theories and their integrated theory. Different perspectives and interpretations of my 

observations are discussed. In particular, the integrated theory is compared both in regard 

to a sociological view of communication in the context that preceded it and the nature of 

the technology introduced to improve it. Further, the concepts of complexity science and 

complex adaptive systems and why these apply to the subjects of both research themes 

are discussed. The implications for the future development and implementation of any 

RMO clinical ICT system are explored. The integrated theory is then used to analyse 

EAS, developed to improve RMO communication in this clinical context. Finally, other 

potential uses of my theory and directions for future research are discussed. 

9.1 How My Substantive Theories and Integrated Theory Are Situated 

in the Process of Communicating About Deteriorating Ward Patients 

Interclinician communication about the deteriorating ward patient may be seen as a team 

process (795), although one that is likely to be unpredictable and potentially fractious 

(25). While ward clinicians might communicate well during group crisis management, 

this does not necessarily extend to non-emergency situations (326). Therefore, although 

the communication process from ward nurse to SMO is represented linearly in Figure 9-1, 

this is not likely to be the case (57, 796). Rather, it represents a summary of all the RMO-
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related interactions that NSH clinicians outlined in AR cycles in the context of 

deteriorating ward patients. 

Most ward clinicians communicate bidirectionally to each other, although those at the 

extremes of hierarchy considerably less so (see Figure 9-1). The RMOs, especially those 

who are within the patient’s primary team or specialty, are the primary senders and 

recipients of nurse and doctor communication about deteriorating ward patients (18, 299, 

323, 797). SMOs receive communication from ward nurses, although this is more likely 

to be filtered via their ward or own specialty registrar rather than directly from the original 

source. Non-medical services external to the ward liaise primarily through ward nurses 

rather than directly to RMOs. Consequently, RMOs occupy a key position in receiving 

information about deteriorating ward patients and transmitting this to their SMOs and 

other specialties. 

 
Figure 9-1: The process of communication about the deteriorating ward patient 

from the ward nurses to doctors  

Other hospitals may include extra nursing and medical clinician roles pertinent to RMO 

communication about the deteriorating ward patient, for instance, nurse practitioners who 
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my theory, unless these other clinician roles evolve further. 
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Much RMO communication is dependent on ICT systems, and is also influenced by these 

systems (131). While face-to-face communication does occur (801), RMOs are often not 

located next to their patients or their nurses (21, 458, 802). Consequently, RMOs 

frequently use ICT systems (440, 572, 803) in the course of their clinical work. Figure 

9-2 is a general representation of RMO communication that utilises ICT systems. 

Clinician choice of which ICT system to use in communicating with an RMO is 

influenced by clinical context, for example, doctors’ preferences for synchronous modes 

in emergencies. RMOs consider ICT system attributes before selecting those that best suit 

the context of usage, a concept that emerged in AR5. ICT systems that would otherwise 

seem very similar may have different non-communication-related features that lead 

RMOs to differentiate between their usage, for example, hospital and personal mobile 

phones. At the same time, the ICT system influences the sender’s communication content. 

For example, some task manager style ICT systems, such as Smartpage, attempt to 

enforce single-episode physiological observation entry and automate EWS calculation. 

While this might improve RMO recipient interpretation about patient status, it would be 

unlikely to suffice for ongoing communication to other doctors; it would more likely lead 

to attempts to gather more information by the same or other ICT systems. 

 
Figure 9-2: The process of communication to and from RMOs using ICT systems 

Whichever ICT system is used, communication of sender input is generated that consists 

of data and metadata. The term communication is used here to denote each isolated 

episode (for example, one conversation or one locator message). Data content varies 

according to the communication participants and the case concerned, but the attributes 

required of it (for example, accuracy and location in time and space) do not. The synthesis 

of data and metadata is a major factor in determining the quality of the communication 
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inclusion of information required for recipient action (508, 509, 560). The latter includes 

both information about patient and communication sender. Context also determines 

communication quality, in that lesser content is tolerated with increasingly urgent 

communication. Quality defined as clinically relevant outcome (that is, whether 

communication actually leads to timely escalation decisions) was not assessed. 

Communications sent by ICT systems to RMOs are interpreted with regard to risk, 

influenced by responsibility, experience and efficiency. This can account for differences 

between sender requests and the RMO’s resultant actions. During or at the end of the 

communication with the sender, RMOs may decide that further information is required 

via patient assessment or initiating an intervention to judge its response. Perceived risk 

increases the likelihood of RMO communication to other doctors and also increases the 

preference for greater communication efficiency. At the same time, actual communication 

timing may be delayed by RMO preference for face-to-face patient assessment 

beforehand in such situations. If a decision is made by the RMO to communicate to 

specialised nurses, this will usually be done via communication back to the original nurse 

sender. If the RMO decides to communicate to other doctors immediately or imminently, 

this is by telephony, if not face to face. The only significant alternative is where the 

potential recipient can only be contacted by other ICT systems or where the patient is 

thought to be about to die. 

Figure 9-3 shows how the substantive theories fit into this communication process. The 

substantive theory addressing the first theme represents RMO interpretation and further 

communication as in Figure 9-2; that is, where the RMO receives the communication. 

The substantive theory addressing the second theme represents the ICT system as in 

Figure 9-2; that is, after a contextually based decision to select an ICT system for 

communication. Sender interpretation of context may not agree with recipient 

interpretation, for example, nursing and RMO disagreements on prioritisation seen in 

AR2. However, the recipient cannot influence this process except by replying or by 

requesting organisational education of senders. 
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Figure 9-3: The integration of the substantive theories into the RMO communication process about the deteriorating ward patient 
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While ICT systems carry and shape communication content, the systems I studied do not 

wholly supply it, for example, purely automated messages of patient deterioration. 

Communication content is the primary constituent of the communication received by the 

RMO. It may be that other communication attributes, such as sender timing, may affect 

RMO interpretation, for example, if the sender defers notification of deterioration (407). 

This was not specifically studied, as opposed to the timing of RMO communication to 

others. 

9.1.1 Methodological strengths and weaknesses of this study 

One of the advantages of AR is that it generates knowledge that can be immediately 

applied (804). The participant group that potentially gained the greatest immediate benefit 

was hospital management, although this was not the reasoning behind performing my 

research. The knowledge from my Smartpage evaluation contributed to its ongoing usage 

at NSH, and could be used in design and selection of any future ICT systems. The benefits 

from the RMO perspective are more difficult to define. Empowerment associated with 

being heard can occur for nurses (805) and it is possible that this could have occurred for 

RMOs. While talking about ‘war stories’ or memorable clinical experiences (806) can be 

distressing, it can also be a cathartic experience, and beneficial for RMOs (807). RMOs 

also occasionally asked questions of me during interviews to ascertain their understanding 

of research questions, which suggested comfort in power balances (808). 

Other advantages of AR include its flexibility (809). At the start of my research, I did not 

know that I would study four nurse–RMO ICT systems, or that I would conduct 

organisation-level evaluation of the last ICT system. The multiple AR cycles allowed 

insight into the RMOs’ goals for clinical ICT systems, as opposed to subjective and 

conflicting opinions about features, for example, colour coding for prioritisation. A single 

cycle of any one of the ICT systems studied would not have shown this. 

My underlying reasons for combining AR and CGT were the same as Teram et al. (810), 

that is, to overcome group power differentials with a research methodology adapted to a 

field lacking in pre-existing theory. However, there are tensions in this combination. Dick 

(240) noted that while AR is participative, GT usually involves participants at only the 

informant level. This was inadvertently resolved by participants not seeking to take part 

in data analysis. While it is possible that this was because participants were affected by 
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the power differential, hospital doctors are often diffident in participating in research 

(811) and audit (812) activities. In particular, they dislike the perceived time sacrifice and 

cannot see any immediate benefit (813). Therefore, there were certainly other grounds for 

the doctor participants to not increase their involvement. A variation on this theme is that 

my research crossed specialty boundaries and clinical professions, and could have been 

construed as having political motivations (814). In this regard, it is important to maintain 

one’s integrity and credibility (815). AR added to this because as RMO participants 

changed over the AR cycles, I gained their rapport by describing my path of discovery at 

each point that had led to interviewing them (816). 

Another issue in the combination of AR and GT is that their full integration is not 

possible, because AR concerns practical problems that suggest predefined concepts (242), 

which are later displaced in analysis by GT concepts. However, Baskerville and Pries-

Heje (242) were considering the prospective study of intervention in information 

technology. In researching the first theme, the RRS intervention had occurred years 

previously and the research subject was communication that was not specific to 

technology. Consequently, any concepts for the first theme were not as predefined as for 

the second theme, as each AR cycle in the latter concerned an intervention to improve 

inadequate existing ICT technology. 

In the following discussion of the relationship of other theories to my substantive theories, 

I use multiparadigm inquiry (817). The purpose of this is to compare and contrast findings 

from different theoretical perspectives in a complex organisational situation (818). At the 

same time, it is important to be open about the assumptions of different approaches. The 

use of multiple paradigms becomes particularly evident in the following discussion of the 

relationship of my integrated theory to other theories. 

9.2 How the Substantive Theories and the Integrated Theory Is Related 

to Other Theories 

The relationship of my two research themes and the subsequent substantive theories to 

research literature is discussed below. As introduced in Chapter 1, these themes were 

communication to and from RMOs about deteriorating ward patients and the utility of 

nurse–RMO ICT systems for general communication. Healthcare and general 
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communication and communication technology theories and models that have been or 

could usefully be applied to these research themes are reviewed. 

9.2.1 Theme 1: RMO communication about the deteriorating ward patient 

A strength of the substantive theory in this theme is that there are few other theoretical 

frameworks or models about communication to and from ward RMOs about deteriorating 

ward patients that are not RRS specific. Suokas (819) only considered EWS-mediated 

communication. Platt (820) addressed general communication in this clinical context but 

focused more on multiprofessional and especially nurse and allied health clinician 

communication rather than that between doctors. Other authors have focused only on 

general medicine (821), general surgery (822) and obstetrics (109). No theories exist on 

differences in RMO communication between subspecialties (for example, surgical 

subspecialties). Marshall et al. (824) also developed a theoretical framework explaining 

cognitive and sociocultural barriers for both nurses and RMOs in calling METs. The 

framework only considered communication to MET-type RRTs, and it implied that 

making a MET call is the normative RMO response. This is often not the case (84, 102, 

825, 826). The limitation of this framework is that it does not consider communication to 

RRT that are non-medical, that is, CCOT. It also does not address the reasoning when 

calls are made first to the primary team, which is well known to occur despite RRS 

protocols. Also, it implies that calling a RRT once call criteria are met is the normative 

RMO response. In AR4, despite all the registrar participants having recent or present 

experience in ICU, all were extremely hesitant to refer to ICU without personally having 

assessed the vignette patients first. Non RRS research concentrates on HSs and does not 

explicitly include registrars (50, 827). 

Cognitive load theory (828) has been proposed as a lens for study of clinical handover 

(829, 830), and could also be applied to escalation. It divides handover into three elements 

(829). Intrinsic cognitive load includes the mental activities that are essential for the task 

at hand. Factors influencing this include the clinician’s experience with the patient or 

disease. Extraneous cognitive load is that arising from issues not related to the task, for 

instance, when information required is spread out in space and time or only available 

through a single auditory or visual channel. Germane load refers to a clinician’s strategies 

and effort to improve their performance and learning. Young et al. (829) suggested that 

present strategies rely on standardisation and reducing extraneous cognitive load, the first 
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of which has been applied to deteriorating patients (563, 831). Consequently, suggested 

future strategies include RMO teaching in techniques to reduce distraction, and to match 

clinician experience to intrinsic load, for example, number and complexity of patients. 

However, cognitive load theory has not been validated in authentic clinical settings or 

with RMOs (832). Because of changes in hospital medicine, RMOs may not acquire 

sufficient clinical experience to be consistent with their workload (833–836). In addition, 

RMOs do not necessarily use handover tools they have been taught in practice (837), so 

they may not apply lessons in how to reduce distraction either. 

Of the individual concepts within my substantive theory, risk has been discussed in 

healthcare in diverse settings (838–840), including the deteriorating ward patient (819). 

Alaszewski (838) suggests different versions of risk depending on which scientific 

discipline is being followed. The three most relevant in this context are epidemiology, 

being the probability that a disease or complication will occur, and engineering, to create 

a practical solution to decrease risk. The other is social science, or the way that individuals 

interpret risk. RRS focus on the epidemiological association of abnormal physiological 

observations with critical events (93) and look towards engineering technological 

solutions (112). I argue that RRS has overlooked the social dimensions of RMO 

interpretation of risk. An example of the latter is doctor tendencies to adapt to the 

prevailing context as they see fit and to avoid rules (841). This could be perceived just as 

a knowledge deficit (34, 41, 842, 843) or a cognitive error in diagnosis of patient status 

and disease (844, 845). However, the RMO need for efficiency in task management (787) 

and communication (527) could also be a reason to cut corners (846). RMO experience 

and efficiency has also been referenced in other studies. Clinical experience and 

efficiency at verbal presentation and work management was also shown to be important 

when ED doctors were referring patients to other specialties (847). Previous experiences 

with other clinicians could lead to more efficient conversation (848), although at a risk of 

misunderstanding from issues taken for granted (849). Closed-loop communication or 

message acknowledgement improves ICT efficiency from the nurse sender perspective 

(346), although the advantages from the RMO perspective when sending to nurses is not 

as clear. This may be because if HSs reply to nurses with instructions for patient care, the 

former intend to see the patient and nurse face to face in any event. 
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9.2.2 Theme 2: Nurse–RMO clinical ICT systems 

There has been little usage of theoretical foundations in previous healthcare 

communication research in general (850, 851). Relating to my area of research in this 

field, I consider two types of theories to be particularly pertinent. These are distributed 

cognition and common ground theories. Both have been applied to hospital interclinician 

communication, including the use of ICT (852–855). In addition, concepts originating 

from distributed cognition have been used to assist handover quality assessment (514) 

and explore how clinician group awareness is maintained (856). 

Distributed cognition (857, 858) expands cognitive analysis from the individual to that of 

an activity system. The latter includes the human actors who comprise it, their tools and 

their environment (859). This approach is particularly useful in hospital healthcare 

because of the blurred roles and responsibilities within teams in practice (853, 860). It 

also considers the effects of culture and history on systems (858). The tools, or 

coordination artefacts that facilitate actions by the activity system, are arrangements of 

resources, which are ‘information structures and processes which can act upon these 

structures’ (859, p.229). An example in my research would be the combination of an 

asynchronous Smartpage message from a nurse leading to a RMO telephony on 

Smartpage or landline phone. The coordination artefacts studied in my research evolved 

towards facilitating better recipient interpretation and group awareness for general nurse–

HS and HS–registrar communication. Smartpage also decreased the number of 

coordination artefacts, by decreasing paper notation for HS handover. 

Applying distributed cognition to RMO communication about the deteriorating ward 

patient is considerably more problematic than its previous usage in healthcare research. 

First, a major data collection method used in distributed cognition is ethnographic 

observation. As discussed in Chapter 3, this can be logistically difficult if there are 

multiple locations, which has not been the case in most previous healthcare research 

(852–854, 860). Second, where distributed cognition has been used for analysis of mobile 

work (861), the team involved in the activity system and their purpose was defined and 

shared. This could also be said to be true in the majority of ward nurse–HS interactions. 

It is difficult when deteriorating ward patient management involves multiple teams in 

variable and temporary combinations (584, 862). Studying the process of escalation also 

requires consideration of culture variation within different specialties (395), that is, even 
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if the activity system’s tools and environment are the same, the actors may use them 

differently. 

Kuziemsky and Varpio’s (855) model of common ground is also useful in suggesting 

improvements for healthcare ICT system design. For example, SPADE improved 

common ground between nurses and RMOs by increasing nurse awareness of RMO 

activity and thereby modulating RMO messaging. Kuziemsky and Varpio’s model (855) 

has four main concepts: moments (events where common ground should be established), 

fabric (aspects of clinician interaction that form common ground), consequences of poor 

common ground and barriers to establishing it. If the moment in my research is defined 

as the communication episode to or from the RMO, I argue that for most nurse–HS 

communication, there is already likely to be significant common ground because of the 

generic task types (458, 863, 864). Barriers to establishing nurse–HS common ground are 

likely to be associated with poor collaboration and understanding of the other’s profession 

(311, 321, 326). This is not easily correctable by increasing message content by 

standardisation (865). RMO common ground with other doctors is also affected by fabric 

issues, for example, trust (363). However, recipient doctors may proactively improve 

their own common ground by EMR review prior to synchronous communication (866). 

9.2.3 The intersection of Theme 1 and Theme 2 

In the Introduction, I explained the reasoning behind my research of the two themes—the 

lack of an existing ICT system designed for the purpose of improving RMO 

communication about the deteriorating ward patient. Although such systems exist now, 

there is no substantive theory in this area. However, there are theories that bring together 

individual clinician practice and technology in healthcare, and the broader scope of 

organisational policy of which RRS are a part. These are strong structuration theory and 

complexity science. I argue that this is necessary because although attempts to address 

RMO communication in this context have been made by first order solutions of rescue 

teams and education (867), this may not address deeper cultural issues (186, 868, 869). It 

should be noted that both of these theories use different paradigms to interpretivism. 

Strong structuration theory is associated with a constructivist paradigm, and complexity 

science as applied to social sciences has alternately been associated with critical realism 

(870) and postmodernism (871). Constructivism differs from interpretivism in its co-

construction of reality between researcher and researched, and its assumption of multiple 
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social realities, so that no core category exists (226). Critical realism uses abductive (also 

called retroductive) reasoning, which looks for the simplest explanation of an 

observation. It is used to explain events and to examine underlying mechanisms rather 

than to predict new events (149). Postmodernism is difficult to define (871, 872). 

Important features include being centred on discourse, the emphasis of context and 

subjectivity and rejection of grand truths (818, 872). For the purposes that these other 

paradigms are involved, they have elements of commensurability with each other (873), 

and they all move away from positivism. 

Giddens’ structuration theory (874) has been used to help explain organisational attempts 

to improve patient safety (875) and in IS research (876). Strictly speaking, it is a theory 

of social organisation, and is not meant to be directly used in empirical research (975). It 

includes multiple concepts, and although one can be selective in which are used, it should 

be in the sense intended (877). Strong structuration theory (878) is an evolved version 

that can be used in research. The features of these theories that are most pertinent to my 

research are discussed below. 

In structuration theory, social systems are the product of interaction between social 

structure and human agents. Structures are the rules by which human agents operate 

within an organisation. They are used regularly and are sustained by the human agents’ 

ongoing usage of them, although they only exist in human memory and agents can decide 

to change them. An example would be the empowerment of ward nurses to call doctors 

senior to HSs if the former thought it warranted, as there was no preceding formal 

injunction against this. Human agents are considered to be knowledgeable about their 

environment; they reflect on their own actions and those of others. In addition, 

structuration theory also considers analysis at a macro level, for example, at a societal 

and organisational level, while also exploring at a micro level for the individual agent. 

Strong structuration theory builds on Giddens’ structuration theory (879) to incorporate 

technology, by adopting concepts from actor network theory. External, contextual 

structures influence internal structures, which lead to actions and outcomes. The 

outcomes influence internal and external structures, leading to structure reproduction or 

change. The internal structures consist of the human agent and technology’s general 

properties (including human agent knowledge). Internal structure also includes agent 

knowledge and technological functionality relevant to the immediate situation. When 
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situated action occurs, analysis includes the internal structures used by human agents and 

why. An example of how this theory could be applied is to explore task manager ICT 

system introduction in AR2, AR3 and AR5, to address HS dissatisfaction with locator 

technology. However, this revealed nurse–HS dissonance in prioritisation, which is a 

subset of internationally recognised issues in nurse–junior doctor collaboration in 

hospitals (78, 311, 321, 880). Therefore, technological properties threw external and 

internal structures into relief, but did not change them. 

The other theory I consider to be particularly useful in relation to my research results is 

complexity theory. This is for two reasons. First, complexity theory assists understanding 

of the unexpected emergent results revealed by AR (881). Second, as opposed to 

explaining the structure–agent duality that contributed to the social situation, complexity 

theory focuses more on the production of future change (882). Consequently, it is more 

pertinent to looking to the effects of changing technology. 

Communication about the deteriorating ward patient is both complicated, in that it 

involves individual clinicians of many different roles, ranks and levels of contextual 

knowledge, and complex, in that it has changed with time and is not easily predictable 

(871, 883). Complexity science and its theories offer a theoretical lens through which to 

explore organisational systems (883). Complexity theories offer an alternative to 

reductionist, linear approaches to studying and designing healthcare systems, especially 

those which may change unpredictably with time (884, 885). It has been particularly used 

to explore the phenomena of relationships between clinicians (886). There is no widely 

accepted and consistent definition of complexity theories (887), although some concepts 

are commonly shared across theories and theory classifications exist. Merali and 

McKelvey (888) described three basic schools of complexity science, of which the 

American school approach is used below, focusing on people and social systems. Using 

Manson’s (887) classification, the version of complexity theory outlined below is 

aggregate complexity, which looks at a system and its components in a holistic, non-

mathematical perspective. 

Complex adaptive systems (CAS) are a special branch of complexity theory (889). Each 

element in a CAS is termed an agent (890). Agents interact at multiple levels and 

influence each other (871), although they are ignorant of system behaviour as a whole 

(891). Properties emerge from the system rather than individuals, and systems change 
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over time and in response to the environment (890). While some authors imply that agents 

must be humans or organisations in that they must be intelligent and have needs or desires 

(892, 893), others allow for objects and concepts (894, 895). Nan (895) argued for the 

inclusion of IT features as agents when studying IT usage, to be better able to explain 

their mechanisms of effect on the latter. Other justifications for considering the features 

of the clinical ICT systems in the AR cycles as agents are that they are invented and 

modified by humans, and can shape the way humans communicate with each other (896). 

Apart from defining agents, to explain how communication about the deteriorating ward 

patient is a CAS, one must define its attributes. Attributes (886), also termed components 

(897), differ across studies. For the purpose of exploring this topic, Nieuwenhuijze et al.’s 

(897) taxonomy of 11 attributes has been used, because it shares the attributes of self-

organisation, emergence, non-linearity, co-evolution and feedback at least in name with 

those used in health and information services research. Second, although this taxonomy 

was demonstrated in the context of maternity care, its purpose in resolving conflict 

between systematic review evidence for patient care versus empirical evidence resonates 

with the context of the deteriorating ward patient. 

I have therefore used CAS as a framework to add a different perspective on interpretation 

of the AR findings. Table 9-1 shows a selection of complexity theory attributes and 

definitions from Nieuwenhuijze et al. (897). The attributes and definitions chosen are 

those which may have the most relevance for future RMO communication about the 

deteriorating ward patient. Included are examples from the five AR cycles and in 

literature in this clinical context that are consistent with the attributes. It divides each 

attribute category into those of clinician agents and those of the clinical ICT system 

features. 
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Table 9-1: Table of complexity attributes and evidence for complexity 

Self-organisation (system 
organises itself in response to 
environment) Evidence from AR cycles for self-organisation Evidence from literature for self-organisation 

Theme 1: RMO 
communication about the 
deteriorating ward patient 

AR1 – RMOs strictly maintain responsibility and 
role, unkeen to take on others’ roles 

HSs would rather pass on responsibility for the 
deteriorating ward patient (976) 

  
AR1, AR4 – RMO prioritisation of different disease 
states separate to NEWS 

NEWS alert informativeness is low for the individual 
patient (940) because of poor alert specificity (152) 

  
AR4 – Localisation of patient events in time and 
space and resources 

Anticipatory localisation of events and required actions 
in handover (849) 

Theme 2: RMO ICT system AR5 – Clinicians training clinicians in Smartpage   

  
AR2, AR5 – RMO adaptation of own devices where 
hospital ICT systems insufficient 

RMO usage of own phones for photos and apps (438, 
787) as more efficient (787) 

  

AR3 – Hospital awareness of RMO activity highest 
on SPADE, TM as these are similar to electronic 
whiteboards 

Patient-centred task management system showing RMO 
activity (582), RMO handover on electronic whiteboard 
(977) 

  

AR2, AR5 – SPADE, TM, Smartpage allows 
prioritisation according to priority code or location 
or time of message 

Prioritisation of communication efficiency above 
security in usage of WhatsApp and SMS texting (660) 
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Interaction (agents have 
bidirectional information 
transfer) Evidence from AR cycles for interaction Evidence from literature for interaction 

Theme 1: RMO 
communication about 
deteriorating ward patient AR1 – hierarchy jumping 

Nursing selectiveness where problem thought to be 
different to primary team scope (57) 

 AR1, AR4 – communication fluency assists 
RMOs value high-quality verbal communication from 
nurses (78) 

Theme 2: RMO ICT system  
AR5 – Smartpage facilitates interclinician 
messaging & phone to lesser extent 

WhatsApp messages used to advise or support RMOs 
(716) 

 AR2 – nurse–doctor differences in prioritisation 
Large no. of RMO interruptions with mobile phone 
mediated asynchronous communication (636, 978) 

 

AR2, AR5 – need for acknowledgement by nurse 
senders for asynchronous communications, not by 
HSs as synchronous communications Nurse senders wanted acknowledgement (440) 

  
AR1 – lack of acknowledgement leads to nurse 
repeating locator message 

Delayed answer time for messages leads to nurse 
repeating SMS message (504) 

  
AR5 – variable desire for group awareness 
(registrars, duty nurse managers) 

Registrars may limit availability and support for HS 
(935); being able to check HS work increases registrar 
trust (369) 
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Emergence (agents in an 
environment form more 
complex behaviours as a 
group) Evidence from AR cycles for emergence Evidence in literature for emergence 

Theme 1: RMO 
communication about 
deteriorating ward patient 

AR1 – delegation of decision-making for RMO 
review of patients to nurses 

Dynamic boundary shifts between disciplines (393, 
493) 

 AR1 – RMO prioritisation of patients at a distance 
Doctor review of patient on EMR prior to receiving 
handover with synchronous communication (866) 

 AR1 – locator code usage for urgent messages Locator code usage for urgent messages (440) 

 

AR4 – RMOs preferentially ask ward nurses to 
contact CCOT rather than contacting CCOT 
themselves 

MET teams consider ward calls outside of boundary 
(110); CCOT do not (200) 

Theme 2: RMO ICT system 
AR5 – ICT system reliability leads to less concern re 
redundancy 

RMO preference for usage of personal mobile phones 
despite locators being hospital-provided option (613) 

 
AR5 – repurposing of ICT system for fluid & drug 
prescription 

Workarounds in communication resulting from new 
radiology ICT system (979) 

 
AR2, AR3, AR5 – facilitating clinician 
collaboration, e.g., by observation of others’ tasks  
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Initial conditions (system is 
sensitive to its starting point) Evidence from AR cycles for initial conditions Evidence in literature for initial conditions 

Theme 1: RMO 
communication about 
deteriorating ward patient 

AR1 – vertical escalation first within primary team 
or specialty first Contacting own team first after RRT (96) 

  
AR1, AR4 – different specialty approach to 
deteriorating patient 

Conflicting relationships with other specialties (378). 
Surgeons and intensivists (492, 564), general medicine 
and gastroenterologists (18) 

  
AR1, AR4 – tolerance of abnormal physiological 
observations 

Delay in patient escalation before RRT; delay in patient 
escalation after RRT (980, 981) 

  AR2 – nurse–RMO differences on prioritisation 
Nurse–RMO differences on prioritisation (58) and still 
current (96) 

Theme 2: RMO ICT system 
AR2, AR5 – RMO involvement in development as 
important as champion 

Most nurse communications to HSs are about routine 
tasks and still are (348, 596, 760) 

  
AR2, AR3, AR5 – EWS included in message, 
physiology added in SPADE, TM, Smartpage 

Whatever the disadvantages of locators, still used in 
many hospitals (194, 346, 458) 

  
AR2, AR3, AR5 – RMO maximal requirement for 
efficiency (minimal effort) 

Speed of information gain required in locators and in 
mobile phone-based systems (787) 
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Temporality (systems have a 
relative lack of stability and 
get more complex) Evidence in AR cycles for temporality Evidence in literature for temporality 

Theme 1: RMO 
communication about 
deteriorating ward patient 

NSH RRS only followed within AR1. NSH CCOT 
started in 2005 (200); now part of national NZ 
movement (823) 

RRS activated for complex reasons (57). Patient 
changes outside RRS data devalued (112) 

Theme 2: RMO ICT system 
AR1, AR2, AR3, AR5 – ICT systems have 
increasing number of modes for different clinicians Increasing number of RMO ICT systems (803) 

  
AR2, AR3, AR5 – ICT systems facilitate group 
collaboration but not always used 

Faster & easier for interdoctor conversation & usage of 
paper rather than mobile device-based electronic task 
list (771) 

  

AR2, AR5 – interruption with locators due to lack of 
detail, interruption with Smartpage because of 
repeating alerts 

Distraction via RMO use of mobile phones for 
messaging as well as by message receipt (191) 

  
AR5 – increasing message content & bidirectionality 
facilitated distance management 

Inclusion of patient details on locator message permits 
recipient review of patient on EMR (866) 
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It can therefore be seen that communication about the deteriorating ward patient meets 

the criteria for a CAS. It follows therefore that if interaction between the agents managing 

the deteriorating ward patient represents a CAS, centralised command and control ICT 

interventions may not produce the intended effect. For instance, while it would appear 

more efficient to design EASs to communicate deterioration directly to RMOs, RMOs do 

not necessarily respond to these (118). When EASs are designed to alert to nurses first, 

nurses do not always follow associated escalation protocols (407). Three studies 

concerning attempted organisational improvement of RMO escalation within the one 

hospital, including ICT innovation, show the emergence of unexpected and undesired 

effects (332, 772, 901). 

How then, to improve the quality of communication in the context of the deteriorating 

ward patient? Instead of viewing improvement in this context from a top-down (96) and 

intensive-care-oriented (153) perspective, it is worthwhile viewing this from the ward 

RMO’s point of view. I argue that this is in a large way related to the RMO’s perception 

of role and time management (902). Further, RMOs are known to actively attempt to 

improve their personal efficiency in managing their clinical workload (130, 203, 903, 

904), which could be considered initial conditions under complexity theory. Developing 

ICT design features that assist RMO efficiency in escalation, for example, informing who 

and when to communicate with (901) is likely to be more productive than ordering them 

to activate the RRS. 

9.3 The Applicability of the Integrated Theory to EAS 

I now demonstrate the application of this emergent theory to new situations. As noted in 

the Chapter 1, EAS are being trialled and introduced in hospital practice. They are also 

termed electronic surveillance systems, but are jointly referred to as EASs here. 

Physiological observation (118, 784, 905) or laboratory investigation (906) data are fed 

into EASs. Those EASs that are a subset of EMRs can include a combination of any EMR 

data types (907). Data can either be electronically transferred into an EAS (for example, 

directly from electronic physiological monitors) or manually entered. EAS EWSs or 

algorithms are then applied to the data to determine if alerts are triggered. Specific 

algorithms exist for general deterioration (908), acute kidney injury (697, 909) and sepsis 

(910–912). The alerts can be based on static or dynamic predictions (913), the latter 

updating its parameters as these change. Alerts may or may not be accompanied by 
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decision support (912). The EAS process, which runs parallel to human-to-human 

clinician communication models, is shown in Figure 9-4. The reasoning behind this is to 

improve on present communication processes (782), and the focus has been on the ward 

nurse-to-RMO or RRT level (914–916). 

 

 
Figure 9-4: The process of communication to and from RMOs with parallel non-

human agent communication 

The evidence for EAS effectiveness is mixed. There is a lack of evidence for improved 

clinical outcomes for EAS for acute kidney injury (909, 917) and sepsis (918). Recent 

work that has argued for improvement in patient mortality due to sepsis simultaneously 

implemented change management (919). Some of those based on EWS have not shown 

improvement in critical events (920–922). Other researchers have argued for a mortality 

reduction (784, 923, 924) and some for mortality and cardiac arrest reduction (925, 926). 

Before accepting these claims of effectiveness on face value, it is worth reviewing these 

evaluations in more detail. 

Methodologically, EAS evaluations share many of the limitations of RRS evaluation. The 

duration of time that an EWS has been used at the study hospital is not always reported 

in EAS studies (926). This is pertinent as RRS age may have an effect on patient outcome 

(929, 930). EAS studies are heterogeneous concerning the diagnostic performance for 

their specific disease syndromes (931), and different study sites using the same EWS 

algorithm have had different outcomes (921, 923). It is already known that EASs may 
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have incomplete data, for both manual entry into EASs (407) and EMRs (932, 933). 

Studies conducted in the same hospital with the same algorithm vary in outcomes (920, 

922, 925). It is therefore simplistic to consider EASs to be a ubiquitous cure for the issues 

that led to RRS development. 

Using my integrated theory, there are clinician factors that may contribute to EAS effect 

heterogeneity. EASs have been configured to send their messages to different clinicians 

in different studies. The usual clinicians chosen are nurses, although the nursing role 

varies from charge nurses (784, 920) to RRT nurses (922) and ward nurses (934). The 

reasons for nurse role selection was not made clear in these studies, other than to facilitate 

assessment of patients by senior nurses (784, 920, 922). Outcome improvement may thus 

have been due to nursing as well as RMO interventions, as senior nurses are likely to be 

better at escalating to RMOs for any given risk level (355, 880). Jones et al. (118) used a 

stepped protocol to doctors, in that a patient’s severe or repeated raised EWSs led to direct 

electronic messaging with hierarchical progression through the doctor team for lack of 

response or patient attendance. How this would overcome lack of organisational support 

for RMO response to alerts (796) or achieve consistent senior doctor response in the face 

of different supervisory styles (385, 935) is unclear. This may be a situation where ICT-

mediated group awareness and accessible information regarding SMO escalation 

preferences is useful. 

The effect of ICT system choice for EAS alerts has not been considered. Systems used 

include locators (118, 920, 926), mobile phones (922) and PCs (407, 920, 934). It is 

unclear which of these is best at eliciting RMO acknowledgement. Harrison et al. (936) 

found that ICU clinicians preferred text locator alerts to EMR alerts for sepsis. Apart from 

the EMR potential for causing alert fatigue through excessive alerts (937), it may be that 

perception of alerts and action about them is delayed as they are submerged beneath other 

EMR data (938, 939). In addition, the optimal EAS alert configuration is unknown (569). 

Recognition of deterioration has already been shown to be affected by data presentation 

in paper charts (568). It is also known that informativeness, or the alerting system’s ability 

to indicate what the recipient should respond to, is likely to be linked to clinician response 

(940). Consequently, even if EASs are effective, more information is required about how 

best to convey alerts. 
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9.4 The Implications and Further Usage of My Integrated Theory 

Based on the findings of my integrated theory, there are three particular RMO 

communication areas that could be addressed through ICT systems. These are the 

improvement of risk projection within communication to the RMO, the improvement of 

efficiency by increasing group awareness and the improvement of communication 

efficiency by combining synchronous and asynchronous communication. 

9.4.1 The improvement of risk projection 

Clinical decision support systems generally consist of a knowledge base, an inference 

engine and a communication system (941). EWSs could be considered a simple version 

of knowledge-based decision support, in that patient data are combined with guidelines 

of appropriate response. More complex decision support systems have been developed 

for the deteriorating patient, both in knowledge-based systems (937) and non-knowledge-

based systems (565, 942). Adams and Leveson (943) argued that prediction tools could 

comprehend more data than humans, and are more consistent and accurate at the same 

time. Søreide et al. (944) also argued that doctors may not have the conditions necessary 

to acquire sufficient expertise in complex diagnoses. The difficulty is that the reasoning 

of non-knowledge-based systems (for example, neural networks) are opaque to users 

(945). Hu et al. (565) suggested that RMOs would tolerate, and indeed prefer, ‘black box’ 

warnings that lacked interpretability to EWS warnings provided the former were more 

accurate. Accuracy is particularly pertinent given the challenges to accurate risk 

prediction from incorrect and missing data entered into EMRs (932, 946). In addition, 

statistical predictions of risk do not advise on an appropriate response (947). 

Consequently, research is required on the degree of overt evidence that RMOs require to 

accept risk predictions, be these from humans or computers. In addition, whether RMOs 

are more likely to accept education in ICT usage than clinical skills. 

9.4.2 The improvement of detection and management of deteriorating ward patients 

from group awareness 

RMOs’ strongest cooperative behaviour is within their specialties and teams (143, 481, 

868), so RMO ICT system support for group awareness should address this first. 

However, research is required to determine what will and will not be tolerated, for 

example, whether RMOs will accept general task reallocation by themselves via ICT 
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systems. They may or may not accept task allocation by others (639, 772). Escalation 

systems that facilitate group awareness need to be sensitive to allowing some RMO 

latitude to address clinical issues themselves (605) without missing inappropriate 

management (826). Team or specialty-based awareness interventions are already 

available for standard patient management. These dynamically support interclinician 

communications, are easily accessible and update with time (502, 582, 701). They could 

also offer security improvements to WhatsApp. 

It is more difficult to determine how instituting cross-boundary group awareness can be 

made productive, rather than technologically feasible. For instance, it is difficult to see 

how technology can overcome MET opposition to referrals when they perceive that they 

are being asked to do another specialty’s work (110). Huh et al. (927) showed that EMR 

alerts could successfully be used to directly trigger MET activation, although the opinions 

of the MET members were not sought. What may be more achievable initially is 

improving care team identification (948, 949), given the multiple clinicians involved 

(141). Training or persuading clinicians of different rank, role and specialty to work 

together synergistically and productively may be too difficult, unless there are vast 

changes in hospital culture (950, 951). 

9.4.3 Combining synchronous and asynchronous communication 

Cognitive load theory argues that communication by dual channels, audio and printed, 

improves recipient information processing and thereby performance (829). As doctors 

prefer to use synchronous mean to communicate with other doctors about urgent or 

complex issues (500), this would suggest combining conversation with printed or 

electronic information. It would be unlikely that escalation recipients would have detailed 

printed information on the patients that they were being called about, so this would dictate 

electronic access. Electronic handover where synchronous communication has been 

selectively used to augment asynchronous communication (952, 953); there is no obvious 

reason why this dual approach could not be applied to escalation. 

Some advantages from simultaneous asynchronous escalation are more obvious than 

others. Improvements facilitated by asynchronous electronic handover include increased 

completeness, accuracy and consistency (505). Up-to-date numerical (954) and 

demographic data (955) with automated entry is also advantageous. Bass et al. (955) also 
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suggested the ability to add other, editable textual patient information. What is more 

difficult are narrative data. ICT systems are being created that can take freetext and 

transform it into narrative summaries (956–958). This might be a means of overcoming 

the large amount of data for clinicians to search through in EMRs (959, 960), which 

should speed escalation. What are harder to predict are the potential effects of automation 

on development of RMO interpretation and clinical judgement (961, 962). 
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Chapter 10: Conclusion 

My motivation to perform this research rose from a personal desire to improve the local 

management of the deteriorating ward patient, and an awareness of research literature 

discussing deficiencies in RMO management and communication in this clinical context. 

Organisational-level measures have been taken to address these deficiencies, the best 

known and researched of these being the RRS. RRS includes communication protocols 

and education. However, present RRS research is heterogenous and RRS communication 

protocols are often not followed. There is relatively little research into RRS sociocultural 

effects, and non-RRS-mediated communication. Therefore, while communication is only 

a facet of RMO actions surrounding the deteriorating ward patient, there was a precedent 

to explore RMO communication in general in this clinical context and thereby inform 

ICT design for this purpose. CGT and AR were selected as methodologies; the former 

because of the lack of pre-existing research and the latter to manage power issues between 

researcher and researched. 

The resultant theory is situated in present NZ hospital practice, where ward nurses 

manually monitor and administer treatment to patients and RMOs are still primarily 

responsible for diagnosis, investigation and intervention ordering for the deteriorating 

ward patient. On learning about patient deterioration, usually from nurses, RMOs decide 

its associated risk and thence consider what to do. Factors affecting RMO risk 

interpretation include experience, efficiency and responsibility. These factors can interact 

in conflicting ways; for instance, RMOs tend to increase communication efficiency with 

time, but their concurrently increasing clinical experience may make them less likely to 

communicate. RMO interpretation of risk leads to decision-making. With regards to 

RMO communication, this varies from not replying at all to the sender to face-to-face 

patient assessment to gather information to determine whether ongoing communication 

is required and provide evidence for it. In this process, ICT technologies are not only 

neutral information carriers; their attributes intentionally or unintentionally influence the 

recipient’s reply, and not necessarily in predictable or consistent ways. 

I studied nurse–RMO ICT systems for general-purpose communication partly due to a 

lack of patient-deterioration-specific ICT systems when I started my research, and partly 

because from a RMO-centric view, most communication is not about deteriorating ward 
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patients. Clinicians consider the combination of ICT physical device and software mode 

as a whole rather than each separately, and select these configurations according to 

intended context of usage. RMO selection of ICT system is based on situational context 

and perception of ICT system reliability and efficiency, with reliability being the most 

important. ICT accessibility and bidirectionality contribute to ICT efficiency. 

Communication content is therefore formed from the combination of clinician data and 

the attributes of communication, shaped by the effects of the chosen ICT system. 

Communication content is a contributor to quality, determined by the underlying context 

for usage, for example, locators had accepted numeric codes for clinical urgency on their 

mobile phones. 

Putting the findings of these two research themes together, improving communication 

does offer a viable avenue to improve RMO care of the deteriorating ward patient. 

Whether this involves further evolution to organisational roles and structure remains to 

be seen. What does seem to be inevitable is technological development in risk prediction, 

alert notification and communication in this clinical context. Further research is required 

to see how theoretical guidance can assist design. 
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